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ABSTRACT
Twelve chapter-length case.studies of schools that

participated in the Research and Development Utillzation (RDU)
program are presented to illuminate change management assues. The
revert is intended for use either as 'h text or As a book of readings
fpr school professionals. Each chapter is accompanied by Auestions
that ate suitable for group discussion of the case. The.case studies
are organized into three parts, each focusing on a.difie;ent set of
themes or issues in school improvement. The case studies a.n part two
eaphasiie issues related to leadership and participgtion, including
the role of school administrators, teachers>anddlocommunity members,
as. well as the relationship bet ireen teachlr participation in the

...9Aange process and feelings of staff ownership of the change
decisions. The Case studies in part_ three emphasize strategies and.
tactics. These include critical decisions and methods for dealihg
with or taking advantage- of the local context: FinaillApi, the case
studies in part four eMphasize readiness and continncies thr6ugh a
discussion of critical events and !characteristics of the school and
its staff that affect the readinesb of the pchg.ol to accomplish a
change program. The final spthesizes all 12 cases.
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-PREFACE
.

In 1976 the National Institute of Edtkatibn embarked up6n an ambi-
tious three year d?.monsferltion that was 'intended Eo field :test new jnodela
of how best to provideclkabls with high quality information and technical .
assistance td-help them solve locally identified prbblems. This effort,
called, the R&D Utilization (RDU) program also included a significant re-

search component, which operated both within seven funded service 'delivery
projects, and through a three gd'a half year study, one part of which is
reportedeethis volume. The. udy of the RDU program was not intended as
a traditional evaluation of the degree to which demonstratioq objectives
were met, or which of the seven projects achieved them. Rather, the study
had a more general mandate to .use the expiriences Of the RDU projecti and
the schools that became their clients to illuminate some enduring problems,
voiced by researchers, policy makers, program managers, and practitioners,
about problems of creating and sustaining effective change programs in
schools.

This general mandate has led to a wide variety of different reports,
each of which addresses the general question of how to produce effectioe
knowledge use and school improvement in schools from a different perspective,
or for a different audience. (An annot ed bibliography 4 reports may be
found in Louis and Rosenblum, 1981.) This volume is intended to address the
needs of both practitioners and program managers to have materials available
from the WDU schools that will shed some light upon the dilemmas of managing
and directing a change process at the school level.

Over the past 20 years, as schopls and school districts hie dealt
with increasing internal and external ressures for change, a.9one,Iderable
_body of literature has ,developed which focuses on curriculum iffibvation.,
Most of the literature falls .,into- two main types. Th6 first consists of
research studies which illuminate the problems and outcomes of Change, but
are written in technical langu4 and are intended primarily to communicate
to other researchers. A second type consists of prescriptive manvals for
change managers, usually consisting of "how -to'' -generalizations based upon
the implications of vartus charibe theories or. studies.- Publications that
present real case materials, but which can epgage the practitioner as an
interpreter of data, are largefy missing in the existing literature. *The
purpose of this volume is to fill this gap, and IQ the process, to broaden
the way that school .personnel--and even researchers--think about the change
process and how it can be managed.

4

The real impetus for the,vo,ldre. .came not,. however, from the need
but from the fortuitous availability 6fHase materials to.fill it. Without
the significant efforts of the contributing .case study authors, this effort
would not exist. The cases that are represented here arc a selection bf
those that were prepared as part of resear6h,activities funded by the seven
RDU projects and which ,were made atdraie for our use. Inspired by 'the

wealth of materiel, we selected ca es that combined detailed observatioris
abbut the management issues that we had chosen to emphasize, and which were
completed late enough in the Rob program so that we could%make some judg-
ments about cause- and - effect - relationships, or the dynamics ofchangemat the
"local level. The initial case manuscripts, which typically consisted of 50
or more pages, were ttyen thoughtfully edited try Peter Desmond to highlight
particular issues in ange management. '
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Others* hive contributed .in significant ways to producing the final
manuscripts. Insightful review of earlier drafts were made by Robert
gentler, Robe Herriott, and Jack Culbertson, each of whom has encouraged us
to, improve e work in various ways. Additional support and reviews were
provided b colleagu NIE, particularly John Egermeier, Michael Kane, d

Nelda. Bagenstos Terry Deal deserves particular credit for having stimu ed
us to thinking of producing a case book, and for helping to develop e of
the basic structure for the volume. Finally, Thee Moskat, Mdry Ellen Perry
ad Kathe Phimey helped us to manage the difficult task of producing many
drafts, often under severe deadlines. To all of the above we give our
thanks, and absolve them of any responsibility for deficiencies in our
efforts.
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1 CHAPTER I
4A)

THE MANAGEMENT OF EDUCATIONAL CHANGE
.

Over the past 20 .years, muctr has been written shout curriculum
innovation and the management of planned- change in schools. Most of the
literature falls into two main types. The first. type consists of research
studies which illuminate the problems and outcomes of change but are fre-
quently written in a jargon-laded technical stylvi that!, is not easily read by
teacheis and administrators. A second type consists of how-to-do-it manuals;
these give generalized prescriptions for the management of school change
,based On the implications of social science research. Unfortunately, these,
manuals can be very, misleading, since they frequently ignore the fact that
one's own situation might be the exception to the general rule.

To date, there havb been few publications that engage the practicing
adminiStrator (or student of educalsional administration) in active interpre-
tstion of data, drawing upon the aiiinistrator's own knowledge and experi-
ence, in addition to various research Perspectives, to analyze actual cases
df school change. Though the case method of instruction has been used
extensively in other fields--such as medicine, business administration, and
social work, there are few collections of case materials in educational
administration. This book is intended to htlp fill that gap. `

The purpose of. this volume is to help educational administrators
become more adept analysts of school change processes so that they may
develop More effective management strategies tailored to varying situations.
Drawing on theoretical discussions of th change process as well as text:
books on the management ,of change, we p sent a. set of perspectives for .

analyzing school improvement efforts and int out that each perspective
has its strengths' and weaknesses. 'We als resent actual cases of school
improvement efforts to engage the readers\ of this book in active interpre-
tation of situations they might encounter themselves as admilistrators.
We then discuss the implications of these cases for resolving anagerial
dilemmas that arise in the process of school improvement.

We hope that this volUme will broaden the ways that administrators
think about the change process and how it can be effectively managed. We

do not prescrpe specific management strategies, for do we suggest that
one analytid perspective or set of perspectives, is better than another.
Rather, since the change process is complex, and theilr70 no single factors
that control the outcomes of change efforts, we believe the process must be
sewed from a variety of perspectives in order to design strategies that are
ropriate in a given context. This book synthesizes a number of perspec-

tives that have been taken in 'the analysis of school change efforts, then
allows the reader to form his or her own conclusions on the usefulness of
these perspectives through the analysis of selected case studies.

.

The need for a book to help educational administrators sharpen their
analytic %pals hath never been greater than in this half of the twentieth
century. 'Today/is schools are under great pressure to qpange, to innovate

y,
. and to improYei$ while at., the same time most school systems are faced_ wi
declining enrollmebts, increased fiscal stringency, and a host of rel ed
management problems. Educational administration has always been a bale ing.,

3
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act, requiring the administrator to provide bo th longoinginstructional
leadership and operational panagement of the schools. The dual role is.

difficult in lhe best of times, but, today's administrator faces increased
pressures in both areas of responsibility.

. -

THE-PRESSURBOOR SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT

The push'for sohool change comes from all sidesfrom parents, from
taxpayers, from the media, from state and federal legislators and administra-.
tors--and also from within --from teachers and other concealed professionals.
Parents are concerned because they want their children to acquire,the skills
and the preparation that they ,need to compete and to survive in today's
society. They know that education is increasingly # factor in employment;
they also understand that basic reading, writing, a$ arithmetic skills are
needed in all aspects of life and that the need fur these skills in an
increasingly complex and technologiCal society is even greater than it was
.some years ago. Yet they read in the newspapers and magazinesthat reading
and ,math scores are declining, and they worry -about their own children's
futures. Taxpayers are concerned, too. They want to know tile, the money
being spent on schobls is worthwhile; it angers thpm to heat hat in some
places it is possible to pass through high school dnekstj11 be functionally
illiterate. In-response to these concerns, some state legislatures and
school boards have established testing.progiams to increase. school account-
ability for pupil achievement levels; others have mandated local planning
to increase the effectiveness of basic skills instruction.

For example, the Basic Skills Improvement Policy adopted-by the State
Board of Education in Massachusetts requires each school district, beginning,
in, 1980, to test students In reading, writing, and math skips and tb set
local standards for passing 6r failing the tests. The Education Accountabil-
ity Act passed by the Florida legislature in 1976 links a mandated testing
program with statewide standards for pupil progression and gradubtion from
high school. As reported in Time magazine, student competency examinations
have become a requirement in rot,g-Rty four out of five states. In a paAllel
movement, various forms of competency testing for teachers or for teacher
.applicants have been approved in twelve states, with nine other states also

Timconsidering such proposals ("Help! Teacher \Can't Teach," e June 16,*
1980).

r

The federal role in stimulating educational innovation and change has
also increased substantially over the past 20 years. Many df the federal
efforts hive been designed to enhance educational opportunities for children
who have been discriminated against on cultural; racial, or economic grounds.
Thus, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, together with
amendments in 1974 and 1978, authorized federal assistance for such programs
ash compensatory education for the disadvantaged (Title I), bilingual educe -

"'lion ()Ale VII), and education for the children of migrant farm workers.
The Emergency School Aid Act, first passed in 1972, provided for federal
assistance to local education agencies Who had br would adopt a plan to
eliminate, reduce, or prevent the isolation of minority group students in
their schools. In mart> districts the desegregation plans have involved
changes in educational programmingfor example, through the development
of "magnet schools" Which offer a special curriculuM to attract students of
differentdracial backgrounds. The Higher Education Act/4-065 established

4



the Teacher Corps program to Improve the education proyided ,in lo.oNancome
communities. In addition Eo funding colleges and universities to develop
innovative approaches to teacher training, the program aids local schoo4
systems in develOping or introducing new curricula, teaching pethods, and
staffing patterns.- Handicapped children ,,are another minority group that has
been aided by recentgfedhel legislation. Federal legislation culminating in
PA., 94-142 requires that states establish procedures for providing"'an
appropriate education to all handic ed children and that these procedures
safeguard the chilqren's rights to an ' ividualized educational plan" and
"placement' in the least restrictive ehvironthent."

Other federal efforts ..hae been more broadly concern- ed with improv-
ing the general quality of education in the United States in order not to
fall behind' in internetional economic, technologic, and political competi-
tion. The Elementary, and SecpndAry Education Act, Title 1V, Part C, author-
izes formula gr6nts to statds to be distributed on a competitive bails Co
local education agencies for the support of supplementary educational ser-
vices and innovative projects. The Education Amendments of 1974 and 1978
created or reauthorized programs in metric education, education for gifted
and talented children, arts in education,and basic skills improvement.
The last named program was intended to provide assistance to state and 4bcal
edutation agencies and other organizations for activities detigned to demon-
strate improved delivery of instructional servica4 in the areas of reading,
writing, and matt). Other federal legislation has authorized support for

advancements in vocational education and career education.

Thus, over the past 'two decades, a large 'amount of federal funding
has been devoted to supporting improvements in educational' curricula,
methods, and materials. For some years, however, it has appeared as though
these improvements were not spreading effectively. to schools across the
country. Therefore, the more recent federal efforts have included a variety
of mechanisms to stimulate the use of innovations in education, Examples of
these mechanisms are programs such ';as the National Diffusioq Network, the
State capacity Buildpg.Program, and the Research and Development Utilization
Program.

It would be a mistake, though, to assume that all the pressure
for school improvement has come from outside the schools. The push for
change has also come from teachers and other concerned professionals. This
is especially true in schools or scharOl districts that halve undergohe radical
shifts w n the composition of their student populations tb include students
with vastly different backgrounds, expectations, or achievement levels.
This may occur through the changing character of a neighborhood- -for example,
a rural district may become suburbanized,. a housing project maN be built in
'an area o( single-family homes, or one ethnic group may gradually replace
another. It can also occur through desegregation plans that call for busing
or rezoning. Whatever the cause, teachers in many schools 41ave (.W4 that
their old teaching practices are inappropriate. The challenge some areas
is to meet the higher expectationa of, more sophisticated or affluent parents
and in others to reach children 'Ohose home environments are not supportive
of education, or whose previous preparation hasbeen inadequate.

5
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Yet, as mentioned above, these pressures for change and improvement
come at a time of great uncertainty and crisis for many school districts.
Shrinking school enrollments have been a problem for three out of four school
districts during the past ten years (Leppert and Routh, 1978) and have meant
a decline in state-level funding based on the size of local student popula-
tions. Furthermore, decreasing public faith in the ability of school sys-
tems to improve, together with generally poor economic conditions, has ltd.
to more frequent failures of local school bond issues and tax levies (Her-.
riott and Gross, 1979). The result of dwindling resources has been teacher
layoffs, program cuts, and cuts in support services- -all of which have a
profound effect on local school climate, not to mention enthusiasm for.
innovation. There is greater tension than-ever in bargaining over teacher
contracts, and teachers are exerting more pressure to control working condi-
tions, such as inservice hours, the lerfgth of the work day, and; so on.

Thus, the educational administrator faces Increased pressures in both
arenas of his or her work role: instructional leadership and school manage-
ment. The challenge for the administrator is to mUl4er the resources and the _
local enthusiasm to accomplish needed school change programs, against a
backdrop of general fiscal decline and professional discouragement.

THE ROLES OF ADMINISTRATORS IN MANAGING SCHOOL CHANGE

The importance of ttie administrator's role in stimulating or foster-
ing schools improvement has been established through numerous research studies .
(see, for example, Berman and McLaughlin, 1978; Ro)enblum and Louis, 1981; .1
Sarason, 1971; Berman, 1972; Emrick et al., 1977) a well as in the minds of
most practitioners. Talk to any teacher involved in.some school change
effort, and you will 'hear a remark about how the principal or a district
administtator has piomoted or blocked the change effort through his or her
actions (or lack of action).

What roles can an administratoi adopt in relation to an innovation?
In some instances the administrator may initiate changes according to his
or'her own perception of thenedd--or stimulate innovation by providing the
opportunity for appropriate constituencies to develop recommendations. At
other times the administrator may simply respopd,to suggestions that are
developed independently of his or her own actions. Sometimes the administra-
tor may be required to implement changes decided upon by a higher level of
administration. The administrator may serve as a conduit to connect those
requesting the change with the appropriate parties for accomplishing change;
the administrator may also create the context in which change can be negoti-
ated among the parties concerned. The administrator may choose to support
those advocating the change and join them in attempting to bring the change
about; con$wersely"the administrator may persuade those proposing changes
not to push for the changes they have proposed, to push for something else,
or to change the timing of their efforts. The administrator, may also act
as an ombudsman, voicing the concerns of any group whose poineof view might
not otherwise b, given adequate considerat,ion.. Finally, the administrator
may choose to e a non -actor and make only minimal response to the change

4.
proposal (Small; 1974).

The vole of the administrator as the gatekeeper of change - i.e., the
individual most important fbr the successful introduction of change into

6
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schooIs--hah beeq stressed by a number of writers. For the most part,
however, these writers have dealt with juit the tip of the iceberg. Herridtt
and Gross (19,79) point out that many discourses on the management of educa-
tional change asqume that "the success or failure of planned organizational
change efforts us basically a function of the ability of management to
overcome staff res4tance to change that exists just prior to, or at the time
cif, the introductidn of the innovation." They contrast this model to...the
idea of a "leadership obstacle course," in which overcoming or neutralizing
staff tesistancesto change is just one of the prerequisite steps:, .

,--'

) What is required are administrators who can give leadership
to the following tasks: identifying basic problems of their ,
schools, determining their contributing factors, selecting or
developing' innovations that are "on target," designing and
implementing efficient and effective changv.strategies, in-
corporating the innovations into their organization, and
assessing their effects.' Once t e decision, to introduce an
innovation is made, the tailor- de strategy these officials
develop to implement it needs to reflect a hard-headed as-
sessment of the matrix of forces in and outside of their

- schools that could block the innovation at different stages
of the change process. {It also'needs to specify courses of

. action to overcome obstacles if they arise. pp. 41-42)

This suggests that there is a series of decisions to be made at
different stages of the change process, and that administrative leadership is
critical to ensure an,appropriate response at each decision point. HOreover,
the admini trator must retain sufficient flexibility to shift tactics as .

warranted y the flow of events.

In greater (though not exhaustive) detail, administrators must ask
. themselves the following questions as the chahge prodess unfolds:
r

1. Is the time ripe for change in our- school(s)' If the
potential for. external project help ifi available, do
the advantages of project participation outweigh the
disadvantages?

2. Have we defined an'appropriate problem, or task, for
this point in time' Do lie have concrete evidence that
there as a problem to be.addressed, and have ide analyzed
the causes of the problem? Do we have a clear idea of
our specific needs? Are we setting our sights too high
on too low? 6

3. What type of. in novat ion will be most appropriate

to solve this problem? \Shall we give the teachers
nqw materials,, or shall we try to change their teach-

ang practices or the structure of the school? Shall
we make big changes, or little changes? Shall ne .

develop our own solutions., or shall we import them
from outside, Shall we focus only on solutions

V'
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1 innovatioh? Have wechosen 'wisely, n,what we
wanted and what .was° available.? . , k

5. Shallce --implement thq innovation eKaotly Bs it was . .designed,* or shall IV dity the innoyafion to fit , i .

.110- local circums inces? If we chaise' to modify the ' *
-.4: :anno'vaElon, is oteversion close enaigh to the origit

' nal to onsurf# 'that 'we get similar results?
. .,

f i f

6.3 Whom .shall owe sele4 to implement the' innovation?, If_
,..

. the innovation is intented. for broad use across teach-
.." era, "shall we begin with a pilot group or/shall' we'" involve, all.potential implementerb at the pegining?* '

How. shall, we introduce the innorlation to the teachers, . .

end what kind of training ,should be providid?. ,' *, .w..-"# ' ' -, . . .. )
7. HOw closely shall we monittir and control the teachers'

4 # use of the-innovatitn? Jibe we rebognized and dealt .
.r*"

. %

with that implementation? P' ...
, any problems may hamper Have

we paid adequate attention to gathering inforthation that
would indicate whether the innovation is Having its
,intended effect? . .,

8. Should the innovat be continued? If so,' do we have,
or could we obtain, the neceseary resources for contin- .
Clatioa? :(

.1.
Han-agemint of theAchang process is not just a question of impersonal

strategy design, however. T a very large extent, it is a people- managin%
process. Thus, the admin.'s ator must also find ensCiers .to the following
questions:

.
-42

. -."," l. Who (i.e,, other administrators, rpculty, c fbmmunitymem -
". N berg) should be invo.lved at each stage Of the change'-

. . process, how, ,and in what roles?
,

- 2. How should decisions.be made: by an incilviduai, a com-
mittee, or air the affected staff? How will_goup de-
cisions be reached: by consensus a' plurality, br a '

. , s..
4

majority? How can debilitating tOpflicts be resolved?
,

.1.\

7.4
. .

*

3. What role should a person play as` an administptor?,... .
. ' Should one stay involved as an an active leader through-

, -
1

' dut the process, or shot/1d one delegate the day-to-day
. leadership responsibility? Ir leadershipk is delegated,

, ..
... ,

r v

.how can qne continue.to show support sand enthusiasm for
.. i the change effort?,

, . 1

, g,

1 t
°
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4. Should outside t'expetts" be call in to help guide

. the change process or to p in analyzing problems
.

o .

ancseeking solutge
sv

The answers to alighese questionsmust be considered in the light of ,*

the local environmentm For example, the characteristics that could affect
these decisions are:

.
..

. -

It The allailability'of resources; including funding,
,professional expertise, and time far planning; ____.,

2. The leadership capabilities of local adminstrators or
other potpntiai managers of the change program;

..

c ..

.

3. The extent of local experience in planned organize
. tional change,;

. .
.

4. The extent of prior efforts relattd to the same.
prgblem area, and the extent to'which a new effort
would be regarded as an extension of these efforts t)%

pr needless duplication;
i

. ,

5. The general school climate, includ ing teacher morale,
.

collegiality amonstaff, and relations betweensteacp-'
ers and students or teachefdand Oministrafors; and

J 6. The general sense of the geverkty ortheproblem,and
the.urgency of a solttion,,as well as the conviction 0

. of various individuals that they themselves can make
things different. .

r
-

....-0,-0-1 ,' NV ' '
Ip addition, events that

t

are not that uncommon, such as administrative

_ turnover, .teacher strikes, and so an, may cause a temporary hitch\in the
change effort and a need to djust to new circumstances. ,

k

Deciding what r.
'

opt with respect to a given innovation, as
well ,as designing an. hangt strategy, thus requires an incisive
analysis of not only,thediacational. consequences of an innovation, but

also the pplatical and social environmedi for,change. Becoming a more adept
runalyst of the change process will enhance the administrator's influence and

effectiveness aswa manager of school improk0ement.

MANAGERIAL ISSUES AND DILEMMAS
.

To simplify, the :army areas of concern described in the preceding
section can be grouped.into three major categories of issues that face all
managers or school change programs. First,,there are those issues concerned
with leadership of, and participation in, the change effort. Included hefe
are questions concerning administative involvement and control, faculty. .
involvement encl. control, and relationships-with the community. The `second

*category is concerned with strategies and tactics - -in other words, what kinds
of innovation are attempted, and how they are chosen, introduced, implemen-
ted, and evaluated. The third and last category. includes issued related to

141) 8
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readiness and cdntingencies--pat mist whether the achool
necessary resources Nand .staff motivation to accomplish
and how, any recent or potential critical events (such ps
or staff turnover) may affect the change program.

or district has the
the change nrogramf
a teachers" strike,

Within each abstract category are certain key dilemmas,)0r conflict-
fut concrete issues, that must be resolved in any change effort, Some of
these dilemmas are choides that must be made_ between two mutually exclusive
actions; others can be regarded as continuous dimensions, and the choice that "
must be made is whether io lean toward one extreme or the other. This is not
to say that in,every change effort a conscious decision is made to 1esolve 4

each dilemma, though this is often the case. Rather, the change manager's
numerous actions inevitably place him or her on one side or the other of each
issue, even when the manager ems unaware of an alternative. Indeed, the5,...*

manager's .perspective, or wa of viewing the prqpess of school change, may
act as a lehs or filter which prevents him or her from recognizing the full
range of options that are available. (The utility and limitations of differ-
ent sets of perspectives on .phange are dificussed -further .in Chapter 2.)

.4
. .

In the category of leadership and participation, some key dilemmas
are as follows: . .

...
... , t

. High vs. low administrative involvement and control- -
whether the administrator stays Otively involved
throughout the change process, and how much the
administrator controls the decilions that are made;

* '

High vs. low facility involvement and control--whether
the faculty are involved in decision making and in
planning for implementation, how many of them are in--

volved, and how muchAnfluence they have over decisions
that'are made; and .

Open vs. closed relationships with the coMmunity--
whether parents or other community members will be
-encouraged to participate in the,,change effort,
especially in decision making. 1

4 d Inas in the broad area of strategies and tactics include:'
,

Product vs. process--whether to adopt a concrete
"prod t," such as a Hew curriculum package or
materials, or to attempt changes in methods,
behaviors, and practicesp\

Reliance on outside expertise vs. self- reliance --

whether or not.to look outside the district for innova-
time that could be locally adopted; and whether to
'seek outside expertise in thilanalysis of local prob-
lemsond the selection of a remedy;

'Fidelity vs. adaptation ofsresourbes-.-if an innova-
tion from outside the districblis adopted, whether
to modify the innovation or ilflement it exactly as
it was designed;

10
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Validated vs. no -.validated resourceswhether to accept
.only innovation- that have been tested asdsprovem to be
effective,. Or t consideration'give equal consideratioto innovations
that appear val d 4n,the judgment of professionals; -

integration'vs

,

autonQueltafemenationwhether
tp choose, an novation tbatneen steno' alone;/or one

. that can WI tegrated with existirt programs; ,

, '11

Limited vs. 'a
.. large-scale

Or to plan
,much impact;

prehensive goalswhether.to attempt
anges that may appear to he grandiose,
e mgdest changes that may not have as
nd

Formalizatio Vel.naturati6mwhether to let informal
mine the direer...alf the change effort,
ormal structures andtprqeedures for defin-
ea,,choosing an innovation, planning
mentation,cand monitoring its use.if 4

e erfia-of readiness and contingencies, there are .

,

.

processes de
or to devise
ing iproble
for its impf

Fihally, in t
these dilemmas:

Initial !tie neds: Go vs. no gowhether or not cur-
ns indicate that a change effbrt initiat
mg has a good chance of success, and

rent Condit
'ed at this

circuma ance
in joopardy,
barriers'are
that might_st

Contingency

V . :
snageNerit: Continue vs. terminate - -if

c ange, e innova ionsappers to be
ether tore the project (assuming the
nsvmountabl ) or to take some action
lobaye the 'roject.

TIVES OF'T DEMME

It would be a happ state of affairs IF one could draw from these
case studiesfa list of4un guous propositions about planned educational
change thpt would give unerring guidance to Administrators. Unfortunately,
thissptate of affairs tubes not exist. In the first place, these cases are ,

not a true sample of the universe of planned change efforts in schools; not
are they a true, samplt.of all the 'Schools participating in a particular
program, since our maillAgncern in selecting, them was to illustrate different
appkoaches and outcomes. Secondly, since t*k,amoynt of attention given to
the many features of each setting varies tremendously ,across cases, and since
some features are almost completely ignored in s ,instances, these cases
cannot be: used to,-.1deAtify those factors that crit Ily affect outcomes
independently of all other factors. Third, and pethap /moat significant,

ric° even if the above limitations did Aa exist and we could arrive at a scien-
tific set of propositions, it is doubtful that such a theory would be of much
value tO administrators _in. the course of their day-tb-day decision making..

There are two reasons for thig seemingly unorthodox statement. First,

. it is nearly Impossible for,educationel managers to collect all the informa-

a* 1
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tion they would need to determine whether a proposition bout planned change

applies unambiguously to.their setting. The propoSitio that are developed
by the social sciences are highly contingent n a, er of conditions.
Thys, they became truly relevant only if one s a ourate knowledge of such
conditions, including community attitudes, the change'Management skills of
teach4rs, student interests and abilities, organizational constraints, 'the
nature of faculty- relationships, and much more. Administrators are busy
enough mithout being required to behave like researchers, but neither 'can
they afford to aot blindly in accordance with general rules. Since thq
propositions* of social sciedlts are probabilities based on general tendenCies
found among a large number of cases, it is possible that an administrator's-
own situation is an exception to a given proposition. By behaving in rigid
accordance with a rule, therefore, he or she not only might fail to prodube
the desired outcomes, but. also might do more harm than good.

.A second reason for doubting the managerial efficacy of propositions
in day-to-day affairs is that many kinds of events are ignot%i in the formu-
lation. of sucA propositions, events that can destroy the most 'validly de-
signed local program. We have in mind such contingencies as tax revolts,
staff turnover, desegregation orders, snow storms, teacher strikes, new fads,
new mandates external to the school, and so on. Schools operate in a tumul-

tuous environment of politics, legal rulings, business cycles, and acts of
God. Any ooe of these unanticipated events can require a thorough recon-
ntisapee of ongoing change efforts and a shift in direction.

What can these case studies contribute to the practice of educational
administraticr Several Oeneftts spring to mind. They can broaden horizt
beyond one's local setting, raise possibilities for action, posq issues an
probable problems, stimulate new ways of thinking about goals, inspire one
with the courage to try, and suggest provisional touchstones for managerial
action. They also make clear thatokhat seems to be a simple, straightforward
process of _managing change can becomes quite complicated, that unanticipated
events can derail one's best intentions, and that the potential for failure'
should never be ruled out, In sum, case studies enlighten and stimul*
rather than gkve specific recipes for action

4 11

This enlightenment process can grea y, assisted by noting some of
the.ways.in Abidli Others have looked at plans d change efforts in general.
Nothing is more frustrating or intimidating to 'a student than to be exposed
to a welEer of inexplicable events that are supposed to represent one's
,occupational world. One can become so sensitized to the complexities Of life
and to alternative modes of coping- that one is unable to behave in a selt".6(
assured, spontaneous manner. And so, to help. the reader avoid this problem,
the following chaptet of tills book synthesizes three perspectives that have
been taken by researchers the analysis of school change efforts) tbd
rational perspective, the political perspective, and the social systeMs
perspective. The, reader may then form his or her own conclusions on the
usefulness Of these perspectives through the analysis of the case studies.

.

The objectives Of this volume are:

1. To provide practicing administrators (and studcrits of
efteational administration) with new Nays of glinting
about the process of school changq;

.
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2. To proVide4em with case materia s that can tlroaden
their awareness of-4.FM varying con itions under which
planned change can occur, and whiwi give them the,op7
portunaty to try out the new ways of thinking about
change; and

°

3. To alert them to certain key dilemmas that face all
managers of organizational change, in order that tHey -
may consider the implications of various responses to
these.dilepmas. i

In sum, the overall purpose of this volume is, to provide present and
future administrators with.the analytic tools they will need to design
appropriate effective, strategies for the management of schookachange,
tailored to :Aing situations. The audience for,tbis volume may include
administrators at all levels Within local school systems, including princi-
pals, superintendents, theft a4sistants, cuttiFulum coordinators, and progOm
specialists. In this group we may also rnclude the staff of intermed/ate
service districts or agencies. Although these staff are not administrators
within the local achool systems, the trend isfor them to assist in, and even,
to lead, curriculum change efforts in member school districts.

OVERVIEW Of THE CASES

The schools 'and school districts whose experiences are described in
this volume had this in common: each one was a client site for the Research
and Development Utilization (RDU) Program sponsored by the National Insti-
tute of Education (NIE) between 1976 and 1979. This federal program was
designed for the following purposes: car

1. To h p schools alleviate specific, locally defined
probl&ns in the areas or basic Skills and career
education;

2. To help school and community personnel learn about
product§ of educational research and 4evelopment
(R&D) that might be used to alleviate school' prob-
lems;'apd

3. Tp increase understanding of how the local program
improvement process can be better managed and become
more effective.

The fact that the schools' chafe efforts were supported, and in some cases
stimulated, by a federal interve(tion program naturally had some effect' on
the nature or these efforts. It is therefore important to understand the
design elements of the RDU program that may eiplain or clarify specific
incidents in the case studies. .

first, or; RDU program was designed to assist with lanned change
efforts organized and managed at the school or school district eve . Thus,
none of the 'cases in this volume deal with individual teacher innovation
or the natural' olfrosion or new ideas or educational practices. Second,

ft
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the RD) prpgram advocated a'systematic, problem-solving approach to school
improvement generally accomplished through sequential, though somewhat
overlapping, stages: identification of a problem (or set of problems),
examination of altetnative solutions, selection of am appropriate solution,
implementation of the solution, and continuous menitoring and evaluation
to ensure that the solution is incorporated aS part of-the routine local
practices. Third, the design of the RDU program assumed that effective,
transportable aoldtions to a great many school problems had already been
developed 'by universities, applied research organizations, and school.eys-
terns across the country. Therefore, 'the program stressed the importancb
of searching outside the district for existing products, ,which could be
adapted to local circumstances. The producte adopted by the sites were
also supposed to have been validated, or proven to be effective, through,
applied research and development or extensive field testing. Fourth, there
was strong gessure on the schools to engage in a participatory decision-
making process, involving teachers, administrators, and in some cases par-
ents and community members.. jThe sites were generally required,to form a
local team that would -be responsible for major decisions related to the
change effort, such as the definition of a problem and the selection 0 a
solution.

The RDU program also provided a considerable amount of support 'to
the sites, in the form of funds, services, agd information.- These were
provided through seven operational'projects, organized at the state or
multi-state level. (See Appendix for project descriptions.) Each of the

'projects selected and made available a pool of innovative products, which
was referred to as a 'knowledge base. The. projects' knowledge bases were
developed as resources for identifying solutions to, match client schools'
needs. The projects also deployed educational field agents (two or more per
project) called. "linking agents," "facilitators," "coordinators," or "gen-
eralists.".Plost field agents were former teachers operating out of an inter-
mediate service agency, acstatie agency, a pcal teacher center, a.regional
R&D _lab, or .a nonprofit educatio ria4 service organization. The agents'
functions were to coordinate the program resources that were available to
each site arJ to help guide the.local school. personnel through,Sbe school
improvement -orocess. the field agenls in eacA project were bricked by a

resource network of organizations an& individuals, coordinated at the project
level. From Ehls network the sites received various kinds of services,
including training in problem-solving techniques, initial screening of
products relevant to earn site's problem, distracts of product information,
Syntheses of research knowledge, andifin some cases speciel searches for,
pro4pcts if none-of those in the project's knowledge bise were suitable., In . 4

addition, most of the projects provided sites with funds,,either directly or
indirectly, to pay for teacher release time and the cost of materials,
travel,. and consultants. i 0

While the 'sites'.change efforts .were thus ,supPorted and, to 'some/
extent, shaped by the RDU program, the cases in thid volume can be analyzed
in a much largel context than the RDU program itself. In the first place,
the funds provided to sites in the RDU program (from three to five thousand
dollars) were not outside what many school districts can muster for an im-
portant change program. Even districts that do not have.this kind of fund-
ing 'available internally are often successful in getting external funding

a
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from federal and seats d programs, such as Title IVc. Secondly, the conaul-
tent services provided to the RDLyites are available to moat schools throbgh
arranger with intermedigte rvice districts, universities, .pckicatiOnal
R&D lobs, regional; educationaL information services, state departments of k

.

education; and so forth.

. Most importantly, the
0

theo ies tested in the RDU program were de-
prived,from .cumulative research knowledge based on observation of numerous
school improvAment efforts. Even though the program placed" certain con-

' straints on the schools--for example, to engage in participatory decision
makinif to' define pthblems before deciding on change strategies, to seek
field-tested, empiridWIly vQlidated solutions, and to engage in systematic
interaction with external providers of information and assistance- -none of
the required activities was totally foreign to typical school experience.
The RDil program merely formalized these activities in order to study them;
and, even so, there were many instances in. which schools departed from the
generalrproject guidelines.

. . .r. .

' Twelve cases are included in this volume. They include elementary,
junior high,'and high schools, ranging in size from 250 to 1,200 pupils.
They are located in five major regions of. the countryNortheast, Southeast,
Midwest, Northwest, and SOuthwestand in rural areas, small towns, Suburbs,
and large cities. Some serve children from very low-income, poorly educated
f ilies, while others are located in molly affluent areas. There is one

1M
p edominantly black school, several that are virtually all-white, and several
with mixed student populations (including some that had undergone quite rapid
changes in the composition of their seUdent bodies in the years just prior
to, and at the time of, these case studies). In short', these cases illus-
trate very wide-ranging circumstances. , ,

Moreover, despite the fipct thatthese sites faced similar problems
(a feeling that basic skills or career education needed improvement in their
districts or schools) and operated under similar programmatic constraints,
as described above, their respdnses to these problems and their approaches
to the process of school change varied enormously. This is most evident in
the differences among the cases in how the managers of the school change
effort 'responded to the "managerial ditmmas" described earlier. Thus,
there are cases in mtlich the principal made all decisions unilaterally,
others in 'which decision making was shared; and still others in which
teachers made all the decision's on their own. There are cases in which the
curriculum or organization of the schpol was entirely revamped, apd others in
Which a single set of materials was adopted. There are sites which followed
a, very formal sequence of "problem-sqlvIng" steps, and ,others Where the
process waa more informal or haphazard.'

N.
,

...--- .

In most ways, then, ,these cases reflect typical school experience.
The issue in each case was to decide upo9 snd bring about changes to alle-
viate a specific educalonel problem, while at the same time making the
best use of externally available assistande and complying withor seeking
compromises inexternally imposed constraints.

74, reader may wish to know which of our cases tre4noat relevant to
the various practical dilemmas facing managers of school change. This

4 information is provided in Table 1-1. It walls, noted that the cases in
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this volume are gr,,Guped on the basis grttheir primary* relevance to issues
regarding lepde5sh and participation 2), strategies and tactics (Part
3), or readiness and contingencies (Part 4), yet mast of the cases could be
used to generate discussion of Issues cutting across the three areas.

JDEVELOPMENT or CASES FOR THIS VOLUME

The RDU Program was an "action research" program, meaning that 'It was
established with the express purpohe of contributing to knowledge about the
effective management of school change. The contracts to.the seven operation-
al RDU projects stressed the need for adequate documentation and evaluation,
of their efforts, including a set of individual site case studies for each
project. In addition, the RDU program selected an independent organization
to conduct a generai-levalwation of the program. In November 1977 Abt Associ-
ates Inc., an applied social science research firm in Cambridge, Massachu-
setts, was awbrded a three-year contract to design and implement a study of
the program. TheA6 case studies developed by thd RDU projects were just one
source of information for the Abt Associates study, which also celled for a
review of project documents, in-person interviews with project staff, field
agents, teachers, and administrators, telephone interviews with field bgents,
a mail *survey of teachers and administrators, several mail surveys.of field
agents, and interviews with NIE officials. The.present volupe is just one
product of the overall. study:

4 All but three of the case studies included in this volume were
written by case study writers working for the RDU projects; the other three
were written by staff or consultants of Abt Associates' research project.
The cases were selected_for this book because of their relevance to the major,
practical issues which form the organizing framework for this volume and
because they represent diverse levels of "success" in terms of implementation
of an innovahon and overall organizational change. A final consideration
was that the sites described in these case studies varied considerably in
terms of their geographic environments, the income level of the populations
they served, the types of problems they feCedland the solutions they chose,
and whether they were elementary or secondary schools.

The data for the case studies were collected independently by the
case study writers. For the most part, the researchers followed their
own analytic perspectives, chose their own methods, and pursued themes
and events important to the individual sites. However, there were several
conferehces of case study writers during which common theoretical frameworks
and se study outlines were developed as a mechanism for facilitating
cross- ite analysis.

. Ihe case 'studies were edited for this volume to highlight the prac-
tical issues discussed in the volume and to reduce their length. Site-
specific analyses by the case study writers were reduced considerably, so
that administrators reading these case studies would be more challenged to
develop their own interpretations of the data. Finallyr to prottt .the
confidentiality of these cases, we have changed the names of all distric
schools, cities, organizations, and individuals- -- except the names of pr duct
developers and .some nationally known education consultants. We haves also

ewae
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altered some figures, such as school enrollment, staffing, etc.,;
5'

noneof
which )iffect-the-inferences that can be drawn from the data.
! .

CONTENTS OF THE VOLUME ,

The remaining chapter in Part I presents perspectives far case
analysis. The chapter focuses ondirFer sets of assumptions about change

/ which.are current in both academic and practical texts. Three basic per/.
spectiyes, or paradigms, ate presented: ple rational perspective, which is
based :oh:the administrative science model EWIT75Zaes on the deliberate
decisionsi of adminiskrator6 and other actors;, the kmlitical perspective,
which emphasizes the process of conflict and compromise that characterise
change 'in most educational contexts; and the social systems perspective,
which emphasizes the interdependence of actors and organizations in the
educational system and the interaction of school culture and structure. The

chapter also describes three separate levels of analysis to which these
perspectives may be applied; individual actors, the school as an organiza-
tion, and the surrounding community and social context.'. This discussion is
Tied to sensitize the reader to different ways of thinking about change and
to the assumptions about change that may.underlie.the reader's current'
perspectives on school improvement.

.

The twelve case studies are organized into thra parts of this
volume, each focusing on a different set of themes or issues in school
improvement. The case studies in Part 2 emphasize issues related to leader-
ship and participation. Incltided he for example, are issues 'relate
the roles of school administrators? teachers, and community members, as well
as the relationship between teSches participation inothe change process and
feelings'of staff ownership of the change decisions. The case studies in
Part 3 emphasize strategies and tactics. These igsues- include critical
de ions (for exaMple, whether to attempt comprehensive or, focused change),
overall-change strategies (for example, whether to adopt extern6lly devel-
oped or home-grown solutions), ak tactics for dealing with or taking advan-
tage of the local context (for example, integrating federally funded efforts
with other ongoing efforts). Finally, the case studies in Part 4 emphasize
readiness and contingencies. Included here are critical events (such as
teacher strikes) i4nd gharacteristics of the school and iti staff that affect
the readiness of the school to accomplish a change program. Each of the case
studies is followed by questions that could be used to stimulate discussion
in a course on educational administration or to encourage Chethinking of an
individual reader.

'I 'The final chapter--Part 5, Chapter 15-- includes an analysis of the
case studies which is guide the topical themes of the, three case study
chapters. While,this analysis develops some generalizations about patterns
that are apparent among the'cases, the primary purpose is to further illum-
inate dilemmas and issues for the manager of change programs in schools,
rather than attempting to provide prescriptions. Implications for educa-
tional adminiatrators are presented in terms of the diversity Of approaches
apprOpriate in different contexts:

.o,''
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CHAPTER 2

PERSPECTIVES ON THE'SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PROCESS '

Managing the process of.,shange in schools seems to be one of the
r persistent dilemmas of school administrators. School improvementwhether
it is fispeli administrative, or curricular--hardly ever seems to occur
.smoothly. Administrators turn to many explanations for the problems that
face them planoing for and implementing new programmatic activities or
structures in their schools. Note the diffetot viewpoints in the following
vignette, which involvies-three principals who have just been informed about a

°net,/ state mandate requiring career education in the schools.

Principal Bludlt Adams Junior High does need a good career
education program--but it's just going to be imposAble.
Every time I try to do something new, I get caught between
the union president, who teaches in my school, and the
superintendent, whoants to make sure that the teachers
stay in their places. It's an impossible situation..

Principal Green: ,Well, the teacher; at Revere'don't pay
much atteqien\to the unions and the 'superintendent hardly

/ seems to notice us.'But, I'll tell you, with a staff
'whose average 'age is over 50, and who really' like to _run
a tight ship within their eassrooms, you can't make too
mark changes. My problem is really the whole climate of
the school; it's as old fashioned as they cane. I'm

afraid if I tried to introduce career education in the
classroom, as some of 1.4ie younger teachers and I would 4

1 like to do, the older ones would just not give it any
attention.

Principal Tan: I can see what's going t' appen--the
central administration will panic and r s methxng
down our throats. I think we shouldn't do anything until
we sit down and figure out what our district -wide pri-
Parities are in career education. Ve need to collect
better informationfrom parents, from local industry,
and so on. Sometimes I think that crisis decision
making is a way of life in this district. it wouldn't
have to be way if we could just allocate a few
.resourced toibetter Panning.

These administrators obviously have different ideas of the major
barriers to change in their schools--but do these differences represent real
differences in their' school settings or in the behavior of the superintendent
towards their schools, or are the differences they note a function of each
administrator's own interpretation of,' similar circumstances? The answer
is probably both: each school deparAent, school, or district is different
and has different problems, but individual administrators also bring their
own experiences and preferences to the interpretation of each situation. The

variety of ways in which administrators interpret their change opportunities
is the subject of this chapter.
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Whether or not they are aware of it, all admipistraters are equipped
with a set of assumptions that guide their interpretation of what 'happens in
their schools, and also their plannog for the futUre. These assumptions
constitute what some call "theorieSCin-use:" Theories-in-use may be based,
in part, on the administrators' intimate understanding of how their particu-
lar schools or districts work. In. 'addition, most of us carry with us a
broader set of assumptions about how the world works, which maybe deriv.ed
from such various sources as our parents' belief systems,_ar early college
courses, or our political orientations.

Let us take an example of hqw different people have different
theories-in-use. Below are two_statements that can be made about how to
improve schools;

To moron, schools we must first the attitudes,
values, and behavior of individuals.

To improve schools, we must first make sure that they
are "healthy"organizatians.

Many people would agree with 'both of these statements; but if asked to
choose between them,,most would have no trouble selecting one as being more
importa0t. There are real differences, moreover, between the actibn
cations of the two statements; the administrator wh0.4cts upon a,basic belief,
hat the individual is key to any successful change dffort may well design a

Jifferent approach to implementing change than the adMinistrator who believes
that

a supporti ocai env-uonmeat_15 most critlt_e1. _Adm1nAalreter k

example, may spend mos of her time working' with individual teachers who are
having problems with a new reading program. In contrast, Administrator B
might allocate his time more heavily toward making public relation4Lpresen-
tations "about the program in local newsplaperg:

p'

The administrator's theories-In-use are therefore very important in
determining his or her effectiveness as a leader. If the 'strategies for

managing change correctly anticipate prob/ems, conflict, or other issues, and
ncourage the design of appropriate solutions, the change program is likely

t be a success. Where the theories -in -use are incomplete or inappropriate,
ho ver, they may narrow the administrator's vision, and blind him or her to
plausible interpretations of his or her situation, not to mention ways of
Improving it. For example, Prrncip'al Blue in our earlier vignette may be
discouraged, about introducing change because of conflict between the superin-
tendent's office and. the union. Since he believes that he cannot,-at least,
in the short rune change the power relationdhip and conflict, he rejects the
possibility of change. Looking at.t.he same setting from another perspective,
however, Principal Blue might attempt to design a change prograci that, coulq
be implemented within a conflict setting - -one which attempts to maximize the
incentives for individual participation ambng all groups, while 'not attempt-
ing to solve the larger pdlitical conflict. Such a strategy might not work,
but we have seen 'man* instances in which it will. We hate even seen in-
stances in which conflict was turned to the advantage of a Mange program.by
utilizing the cohesivdness developed among teachers during strikes to support
school-Wide curriculum development efforts.
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Similarly, Principal seen, who is discouraged about change because ot
of the age and traditionalism of his teachers appears Eo have, overlooked the
many administrative techniques that, can be used to increase the dissatisfac-
t*on of his secure staff with theireurreot approaches. Has he overlooked,,

exadple, ways of aocreastpg (or hiaBliga0in external -pressures ,for

change:, either fam the superintendent or (rom paretits? Or has he considered
making special. efforts to "convert" one of the more influential and popular
traditional teachers to an interest in career education? By treating all.of
the older teachefsas an undifferentiated and powerful group, he may well be
overlooking the leverage that he can'exert. .

s
- The pufpose, of this chapter is to discuss some of the different

perspectives *hat may be found in the broad set of literature on planned
change. .The reason for presenting multiple theories of change. is not, of
cdurse, to provide an exhaustive synthesis of years of research and more
.spetulative writing in a relatively brief chaqter: Instead, the review of
different theories will be more cursory, and directed at the \mplications
that they may have for the way in which managers may approach the change
process, or behave during the change process.* The ultimate goal of this
chapter is not to prescribe one way, or even a set of "best" ways of viewing
the planned change process. On the contrary, at is intended to reveal the
complexities2Of change both in theory and real life settings, and to encour-.
age.the reader to move toward a multi-faceted approach to the planning of
change. As has been n ed in.Chapter 1, both administrators and Rdministra-
tive theorisb* too oft fall into the trap of over-simplificafion, which

results in sets of simple) ropositions about how best to manAge change, or a
single preferred approach. Thisteehapter emphasizes the vdtue of multiple
lenses or framew rough which the case studies presented in later

-.chapters can be viewed- which can also be applied to the reader's own
0

school and district settings. ...
. . .

p . .
7

All told,' we will describe nine different models of the change
process which are currently found in either theoretical discussions of
organizations or textbooks an administration and management. After present-,

ing the different models, we will discuss their implications for the analysis
of change strategiei. .

..
Before earning -to our discussion, a brief note on terminology may be

helpful. In our discussion we w I use the terms theory and perspective
4 14rchangeably torefer to a ve y broad set of assumptions about how the

) change process unfolds. With each theory or perspective, we assume,that
there are a variety' of different models. The term model is used to refer to
a way of interpreting the behavior of individuals and aganizations that
emphasizes, certain components of ti broader theory pr perspective.

a ,

/1(
';', . THEORIES OF CHANGE

. .

Then are as many different waySe classifying theories of change as
there are writers about chapge. Some ti e divided theory into disciplinary-'

'
Is

1

*The.reaper who is interested in pursuing any of the perspectives
prese ted in this chapter in more depth is encouraged to review the biblio-

'graph

IA
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perspectives, based on psyche4y, sociology, pot tical science, and anthror
pologi (Argyris, 197; Louidgl and Rosenblum, 19 Zpllschan and Hirsch,
1976). Other Look at cross- disciplinary trends, and emphasize categories
such as vet nal mersus system perspectives (Deal and N 1975; Rosenblud
-and Louis, 1981). In this chapter we will choose a rel ly simple classi-
fication of general theories of change which _conforms loosely to a common
three-fold division into rational, political, and social systems theories
(see Allison, 1971; House, 1981; Sieber, 1972; Zaltman et al, 197'). The
basic assumptions of each theory are as follows:

& A

Rational theory: 8asedmin the administrative science
moder,"-the rational perspective emphasizes' formal deci-
sion making and planning, and the features of decisions
that can be predicted or controlled by the administrator
or other actors.

Political theory: The political perspective emphasizes
the power structure of the syFtem7--end the process of
conflfct and Compromise that haracterizes change in
most edubationalicontexts. It also attends to the
ways in which the exercise of.influence and contra.

'affects the outcomes of change. '

Social systems' theory: The systems perspective emphla-
.

sizes the interdependence of actors and organizatlies
in the educational system. In this perspective empha-
sis is placed upon the interactipns of the structure
and culture of the scll.

What is especially interesting about the three theories is the way in
which they form a continuum with respect to the degree- of autonomy, or
freedod'of action, that is assumed. Thui, the rational theory is based on
the assumption that men and women are free to determine them destiny within.
very broad bounds. On this view, a good school administrator collects ail
the best information that. pertains to a clearly defined problem, 'z a

conClus4on based primarily on that information, and implements his conclusion
wit6out serious let or hindrance from the world around him. At the other
extreme, the social system perspective implies that events are often beyond
our control, that structures of opportunity and constraint are diCtated by-
hisQbry or the functional needs of society, and that the cultural and rela-
tional attributes of hurn beipgs are not easily altered. Thus, 'schoolj
administrators are seen as being tifluenced by their personal values,, OW%
collective values of these aAround them, unantkcipated.evenbs, Shd certw

"many
properties of educational systems.* Quite .obviously, there are

many occasions when social system properties thwait the,. most arduous efforts
of change agents,4 This is most obvious in the caseof financiAl resources,
the rack of which was a critical, problem 4n many of the case studies present-
ed below. Wher?dsufficient funds re availab/P, environmental properties can

,

,*Some inherent properties of educatibnal systems that are said to
affect Manned charge are vulnerility to the environment, diffuse goals,
a weak kno4.1edgs base, the spi-professional nature of teaching, and a
noprcomRetitive maript struoture ...p.See Mifes (19811, Sieber, (1972), and
Pincus (1974).

*,
: .%
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still place arriers in the way of goo achievement. Indeed, what is common-

' .dy referred to as the "readiness" of a district or school for planned change
is often determinpd solely by system properties. Note that such precondi-
tionsft whether they be negative or positive, are very difficult to alter.
This is a typical feature of the social systems, perspective.

The political perspective refleces a sort of compromise between these
two extremes of freedom and constraint. Qr.' the one hand, it pays its re-
spects to the rational perspectiv4 in its recognition of manipulation, force,
and the exercise of authority as tools of action available to all adminis- c

trators. Clearly, emphasis on such means of influence is founded on an .

-assumption of high autonomyHachiavelli's Prince is vzewed.as a paragon of
rational political behavior largely awing to the fact that he enjoyed enor-,
mous latitude in the' exercise of guile and other political techniques. On

the other hand, the political perspective also acknowledges certain of
constraints/Aplicit in social systems theory. It notes that-comOomisecand
defeat are igpvitably part of the political process, that an accumulation of°
vested interafs and countervailing powers sets limitp.to what one can obtain
from others, and that one's authority is based on the consent of the governed
an is therefore subject to diminution. Even in the case of the-Pfince,
Machiavelli realyed that force must be tempered as soon as possible lest the
population grow to detest their subjugator and plot his overthrow. It is
this antagonis between freedom and ctraint that gives the political
perspective its peculiar vitality and its rtinence to modern pluralistic
society.

Iaddition to these three general theories, people also hold dif-.
recent beliefs, about what is of primary importance io accounting for the
outcomes of any activity or event in schools. Here again we can identify
three distinct types of beliefs:

-ago

Individuals: In school-based curriculum. change, indi-
, vidua personalities of teachers, principals, and other

actors in the system'mAy have an impact on both the
proCess and outcomes.

Schools as organizations: Schools as formal organizationq
have a variety of properties that may affect any change pro-
cess. The implementation of most curriculum improvements
(and many other innovations) is likely to have some school-
wide_impacts and involve some alterations beyond the indivi-
dual level.

4 .ty

School 'context: The.community and the larger social and
cultural environment have'a great influence Upon the school.,
setting both opportunities and constraints that limit the
ways in which, and the, degree to which, schools can, change.

The three general theories described earlier and the three sets of beliefs
described abOve can be viewed as .two distinct dimensions- -each theory can be
applied to the individual, the organizational, and the school context. Table
2 -1 shows a brief summary of the nine different models on change which emerge
when,the theories and beliefs are arrayed.

e

.
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Beliefs about What Is
of Primary Importepce

INDIVIDUALS

SCHOOLS (as
organizations)

Table 2-1

.ALTERNATIVE MODELS OF CHANGE

.

RATNONALlik POLITICAL WCIAL SYSTEMS
PERSPECTIVE PERSPECTIVE PERSPECTIVE

Ihpuretical Perspectives on Change

1

'Staff incentives: .

emphasis on per-
adieul incentive

systpmi

Entrepreneurial:
career and status
maximization;. e

"powerless func-
tionary" image of
teachers

Social man:
indivAdual location
in and interaction
with social/peofes-
sional environment

. Goal attainment:
organizations as

. planned social
units

;
E.lvirorxfidnta

information:
the school con- and serve the
text as a source value- system
,of expertise of the larger
'Information for 'society
deCision making

'CONTEXT/

ENVIRONMENT

Power structure:-
_emphasis on the
operation of for-
mal and informal
power:. structure

Reflective:
schools mirror

Classical systems:
emphasis on the
interaction between
the structure and
the culture of the
organization

System dependency:
environment as a
source of-resources

.upon which the
school is dependent

f..
'
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The basic elements,of each cell sre briefly described in the table;
the following pages desdribe in greater detail how each of the models is
applicable to an understanding of change processes in schools. Attention
is paid not only to the'btsic assumptionb underlying each model, but also
to the strengths and weaknesses of each in assisting the administrator in

`improving
his
f=>

or her own performance as an instructional leader.
%

. .

It is important to emphasize before beginning that, while each cell
does represent a distinctive way of viewing the world, it is not possible to
classify either theorists (or administrators) exclusively in a single cell.
Molt people 'apply multiple perspectives to different situations. An adminis-
trator, for example, may use primarily rational perspectives when designing a
ocheol improvement effort but a predominantly political perspective to
explain why some of his or her efforts fail! Similarly, Adminiatrative
theorists do notbelong exclusively in one or another cell, although their
mirk may refleCt a predominant "theory-in-use."

The Rational Perspective

The rational perspective is by far the preferred "theory-in-use" of
' most administrators. 'This, of course, is not surprising since the perspec-

tive focuses on, features of the school setting that administrators can do
'something about. powever; it is critical to emphasize that the rational
perspective, while reflecting traditional approaches to educational adminis-
krOtion (Erickson, 1979) is; at best, epartial view of how effective man-
Igement and planning must Koceed. While it may be argued that the rational
approach to the planning and management of change should be well tempered by
doses of theory derived from political and systems perspectives, the absence
of rationally-based management can be e wally serious. Indeed, if the cases
pilesented in the later chaptprs of his book are at all representative,
school administrators are often no mo e likely to exhibit rational planning
behavior than to show skill in managing the political or social system,
despite their ststed preferences.

There are three di fferent rational frames which can be used both to
explain what Ifias occurred in schools and to plan for future activities.
There are staff incentiiie models at the individual level, .goal attainment
models at'the organizational level, and environmental information models at
the level of the environmerSt'ar context. Each of these rational perspectives
adds a great deal to our ability to understand and analyze planned change
activities, although, as willdpe discdased at the end of this sectiont an
overemphasis on the rational model may constrain an administrato 's ability
to manage change effectively.

A

4 Staff Incentive Models. 'Two authors (one df wham is an ex-principal.
and the other an ex-superintendent) have noted that:

Many administrators find individual personalitibs--although
complex and volatile- - easier to understand than the dynamics
of complex systems suchfas schools and school districts. .Ad-
ministrators often overemphasize the cohesiveness and ratio-
nality of the system and their own ability to control
-(through formal means) the activity and sentiments of
others (Deal and Nutt, 1979, p. 27).

(
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At its most atremethis model views individuals as "complex informa-
tion processing systems" making choices that will maximize their own objecr
tives (March and Simon, 1950... In order to introduce change, one must simply

. ensure that new procedures are consisteht with employee self-interest. This

model is derived from the economists' assumption that the market reflects the
choices of highly rational individuals who have the information and ability

4
to maximize their own interests. The school administrator sensitive to
this perspective may go beyond'economic incentive systems. He or she might

emphasize the school administrator's ability to understand the personal
incentives of the other important actors in the school--teachert, students,
and other professionals- -and to design...new programs that will not conflict
with individual needs (Barnard, -

One of the reasons school administrators cannot, lodk to traditional
economic reward systems is, of course, that the reward structure of school
systems is-quite-flat;-moreovert-changes _Jui_the_reward_structure are largely
out of the harldb of the principal, and even of the superintendent in a
district with strong professional associations or unions (House, 1974).

There are few opportunities for rewards or promotions, no matter how well a
teacher performs. Those promotions that do occur are often based upon

..-

seniority or ce tification (taking advanced degrees in specialized subjects,
such ag c ing) rather than pure merit, as would occur in an open market

situation. If the school administrator had to depend entirely on the- avail-

ability of promotion or pay increases te stimulate individual innovation, it
is clear that any strategy that relied extensively on personal incentive

systems would be Limited in its sucCess.
k ,

In planning a school improvement progr, the administrhtor sensitive
to this perspective would analyze what motivates his or her teachers--and
also what servesas genuine disincentives (Benne and Birnbaum, 1953). For

example, a modified incentives model would emphasize locating the character-
istics of the school progtam which are irritating or unpleasant for teachers.
If the sources of pain can be.located, and the. administibto can propose
innovations that will'help to remove or seduce this pain, then the personal
incentives of teachers to participate will be increased. The administrator

who understands his staff (and has access to some discretionary funds) can
also provide positive incentives for individual innovation- -for example, he
can allow teachers who are interested in an innovation to travel to another
.school distriot,to observe it In use,or to attend professional conferences
and visit program developers who may provide information and assistance,

-

ts.

Many teachers find travel and professional opportunities both personally gi ay

rewardingand status enchanting.
.1.

., 4,

.. F
In sum,,,while the ability of the administrator to manipulate the

incentive system for individuals is often circumscribed by funding limita-
tions and the basic organizational characteristics of schools, it can be of
va1We. We can summarize the implications of this model for the management Hof

.oho e as follows:
4 ...

School.administiators attempting to initiate change should
ensure that the new program is compatible with the exist-

.
ing values and behaviors of their staff brathey should make ,

sure to introduce a prior change effok to modify relevant
values and behaviors to by consistent with the new practice.

4

\ .
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Coal Attainment Models. the rational theory of schools as organize-
eions emphasizes the inherent deal@ on the part of sbhools and school

1,,
professionals to maximize the goals o education (see Thompson, 1966). There
are, of course, many pressures that reinforce the desire of schools to
improve their performance, particularly en the student achievement objective.
One clear pressure is, of course, the competency testing movement, which
gives secondary schools in particular a dramatic incentive for improving
performance. However,.the imposition of competency requirements is merely a
cap- to the increasing professional concerns about the "productivity" of
schools. Poor performance of students (or lowered performance) is usually
met with administiative conflict as well as public outcry. Thus, the motiva-
tion to improve, the school's effectiveness on some measures is ever present.

tantofeature 6f stools that should also be emphasized is
that' ke IHTIpublic organizations, there is generally a high level of
commitment by he staff to goal achievement (Etzione, 1961). Thus, it is not
just the top 'administrators who wish to improve school performance, it is
also the teachrs. Many surveys of teachers have shown that, while there is
often disagreement about other goals of schools, there is enormous agreement
that ensuring student achievement in basic skills is the top priority,,and
that emphadlzing the learning of some key social values is also important.

A significant feature of the goal attainment model in operation is
the need to, specify concrete objectives at every level. Thus, for example,
there has been considerable emphasis upon techniques for goal specification
in schools,.sucti as Management by Objectives, and Program Planning Budget
Systems (PPBS) or zero -based budget systems (House, 1972). School adminis-
trators who have "a strong goal achievement orientation often try to formulate
(and get teachers to formulate) objectives at either the classroom or grade
livel--sometimes at the pupil level-by pet<Ormance contracting., Here, of
course, the assumption is that breaking down el ;'BIG" goal unto smaller and
shorter term objectives may make it more meaningful as a tivator of behav-
ior. The implications of the goal attainment model fo the administrator
include the following:

Schoqladministrators,,etteepting to initiate a change pro-
gram should ensure that the goals and strategies of pro-,
posed' activities or curricula are compatible with those
currently predominating in'the school br they should set
appropriate and compatible organizational goals.

)..
g ,

There'have been many writers who have pointed out the strong lipita-
tioris of the goil:attainment model in school settlos, however First",First", the
classic assumptions gf the model are that goal lIttainment isrl'a motivator
because of the need for porganitatipnal survival": market-based organiza-
tions \that do not attain their goals arp expected to go out of business.
Schoolb, in contrast, can'survive presumably forpver as underachievers
because they are legally mandated public organizations. Second, there is
very weak knowledge about cause and effect in ed ion. Even where there
are clear goals, and a strong educational desire to crease effectiveness in
meeting them, it is not always possible to select an intervention that Will
lead to that change It is well known in educational research circles that
wagons which produce remarkable. changes in student achievement in one

.
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district may fail to do so in another one next door. Furhermore, in prat-
.

tice there are enormous debates over the meaning of educational goes, and it
is widely acknowledged that schools may have relatively little control over
student achievement, which is known to be influenced by many other factors
such ngs parental background, community values, bnckstudent peer culture.
Thus, studies have sown that administrators (and presumably teachers as
well) tend to view "failures" of goal attainment as out of their hands. The

idCreasingly poor work climate in many schools also reduces teacher motfva-
tion for purely e ucational goal achievementmany teachers may become more
tied up in achie custodial objectives than .in educationally related
behaviors.

Finally,. 'there is not always agreement about what constitutes, a
reasonable set of goals for schools, and disagreements about priorities among
goals within the overall objective oP student cognitive learning are rampant.
Thus, the use of goals as a strong nigtivator in the change process may be
frustrated by lack of consensus among those who are expected to make the
changes.

Environmental Information Models. In these models, the environMe.nt
is source of information...(which) is used by organizational decision-
makers as one basis for maintaining or modifying particular processes and
structures" (Aldrich and Midlin, 1978). Thos, whether or not a Change
program is initiated in a school, is often dependent on the perceptions of
administrators about how the relevant environmental actors (school board,
parents, unions, funding sources, et g.) are responding to the school and will
respond to the proposed.changes. Ph order to understand how and why change
comes about, we may need to ask not only what the relevant_environmental
actors are like but also how the administrators (or other key decision
makers) perceive them (Weick,' 1969).

One of the key features of the environment of the school is that it
is 19creasingly uncertain and changing (Emery and Trist, 1965). Schools are
no 4'onger stable insiitutions in a stable setting. Information from the
environment will affect the structure and Functioning OF the school. The

degree of uncertainty of the information that the administrator receives from
the school's environment maybe a key to how the school.should be effectively
organized and run. On the one hand, where administrators perceive the
environment to be changing and unstable, the most effective way of operating
may be tordecentralize decision making and to emphasize interpersonal con-
tacts. 1410. is true because the decentralized structure increases the flow
of expertise and information from the environment to the administration
(Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967). In schools where the top administrators per-
ceive the environment to be stable, on the other hand, centralized decision
making and impersonal structures may tae more effective.

. .

jo ' ir Consider, for example, a smelt rural school district which hps a
supportive community, no strong' union, Ind little dependence on Federal

)

funds. This type of diptrict will require the superintendent and the princi-
pals to pay relatively little attention to "sensing" the environment:
.since they can understand it easilyt there is less need.to involve many
teachers, parents, or other individuals in order to arrive at acceptable
decisions about educational programs1(Rosenblum and Louis, 1981). In a

1'
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complek urban system with sstrong union, factions among the parents, a lot
of dependence on alternative federal and state grants, and a rapidly shifting
economic base, the administrators must spend a great deal of effort,in find-
ing out about how the environment is working before any major decision affect-

ing the program cen be made. This "sensing" of the environment will provide
critical input which will improve both the quality and acceptability of plans.

.<
The.focus of this model is, in sum) on the ed to have accurate

Information about the environment as top administra rs make decisions about
how the district and schools uctured. Thu the administrator who
can anticipate information n nd is able to systematically sea h for
,information about the envir nt is engaging in p significant, r ional
process to support change in schools. The implications of the envir ental .

information, model for the innovative administrator is that:

The school administrator attempting to 1 itiate a change

. program should gather appropriate informs and expert
'knowledge from local and more distant groups to ensure
the soundest plan for change.

the major limitation to this model is, of course, that good information does
not always lead to effective schools and change programs. Thus, we must
'begin to look at political and social systems perspectives in order to
provide further explanation for the school change process;)

J44,

The Political Perspective

Political theory adds a great deal to our understanding of the change
process although, just as with the rational perspective, it provides a
selective screen for viewing change in schools. Those who emphasize the
importance of the political perspective begin with a basic belief that social
cooperation is fragile, at best, and to understand hbw and why it occurs we
must understand its stress Points. The political perspective always implies
the potential for conflict, and it assumes a world of scarce resourcesefor
the most part. However, it does not always assume that conflict is destruc-
tive or bad for individuals or organizations. Rather, as we shall see,
conflict may be a necessary component of change proceises.-

the individual level, the political perspective is reflected in
entrepr, ial models of change which,emphasize the motives and methodp of

. the orga i tIonsl elite. The most prevalent political peispective is
the power structure model, which emphasizes the importance of the formal
.hierarchy and informal power relationships within the school. Finally, at
the context/ environment level, we find reflective models, which view the
school as a mirror of the values and preferences of, the larger social system.
Each of

4rthese-models

is discussed below.

itepreneurial Models. The power and influence of individual actors
in the system are the focus pf thw-entrepreneuriai model.% There are two key
assumptions made, first, that most innovstions in schablq occur because of a
key individual's "ire to maximize his or her status, pOwer, or visibility..t;

29
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Conversely, innovations that do riot take root often do's° because they
threaten the status or privileges of some powerful individuals. A number of

studies have found that sponsorship of a. new program by an individual is
critical to its success (Yin, 1979; Corwin, 1973). Other studies also show

that the values of the elite managers in the organization are among the
strongest factors in accounting for how Much innovation occurs, while the
'values of the staff in general are of little importance (Hoge and Dewer,
1973).

1

A second assumption is that teachers are, on the whole, "powerless
functionaries" (Sieber, 1972). For example, teachers are often viewed rigt

as independent professionals, free to make their own choices aboUt how best
serve the needs of theirstudents. Rather, they are seer) as employees

in an essentially bureaucratic structure. Others have emphasized the rela-
tively low levels of commitment on the part of teachers to their profession
(64er, 1966), and the fact that union contract negotiations have tended to
emphasize salary and work load issues rather than quality"of education issues
(House, 1974). All of this added together suggests, to some, that the initi-
ative for, and the support of, innovation must come from individual admin-
istrators (Wayland, 1964). The emphasis on the development of ':teacher
proof': curriculum materialsover the past 20 years has further reinforced the
view of individual.teachers as powerless functionaries.

If we were to summarize the implications of this model for thef-
practice of school improvement, we might conclude that:

The school administrator should use the existing formal .1

and informal power structure to maximize support for the
change effort. Particular attentApn should be paid to

i powerful individuals, as they have; great control over

the course of the change process.
Y *

The above image of the school clearly reflects some pf the genuine
conditions which underlay the relationship between individual power relations

in the school and innovation. However, as with the other mocielll we have

discussed, thisi one is both limited andLonly partially accurate. We know

that many administratms have found that captaining a ship of innovation in
the stormy waters of a school is anything but simple. Teachers who, on some,

occasions, behave as powerless functionaries may, on others, become fully
able ether to resist an innovation imposed from above or to initiate
,novations of their own. In addition, the ability of the individual admin-
istrator to develop an innovative programmay be severely constrained (or
supported) by his or her administrative colleagues. We will, ,therefore, turn

now to a politically based perspective which emphasizes structures and groups...,
rather than the role of individuals. ,

4

;1}'

Power Structure Modelsr Every school contains both a formal author-
ity structure, .embodied in an organization chart, and an informal power
structure, which usually varies somewhat from "the way things are supposed to

be." Unlike the entrepreneurial model described above, this apprgach focuses
not on individuals and their power (or lack of power) but on proups.
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There are a number of different ways of looking. for "factions" pr
interest groups in the school. One may identify official role groups that
have different views of how the school should work--teachers and adminis-
trators, for example, frequently see things differently as a group and
'engage in conflict and negotiation regarding how t6Npchool will be struc-
turedor what change activities may be planned., Sikilarly, individual
*schools may believe themselves to be unique and separate from the central
office and its staff, and this sense of separateness may involve perceived or
actual disagreements. ,Cbnflict between school and central office is fre-,
quently exacerbated by the fact that the central office controls ost of
the resources, but the school ultimately controls the instructional rocass
(House, 1981). ScHools may compete with ope_another over scarce reso ces in
some di tricts, While in others there may other interest groups that
refle differences in a philosophy of educate . For example, the issue of
a b is skills emphasis versus a more humanistic emphasis contipties to
pe ade the entire American education structur &.

One way of lookipg at conflict emphasizes the fact that it uses a
lot of energy Mich could, unde ther conditions, -be put to better use.
Others believe that conflict is erently.bad beciOse it, reflects basic
problems in the educational .eyst if we all agreed about our goals for
children, we would be able to avoid the arguments. However, many point to,
evidence that sogests that a school system without conflict is also one-
without stimula3on and new ideas and possibly one without commitment.
Some studies have found that the amount of conflict between role groups in
a school system is positively associated with the implementation of innova-
tions (Rosenblum and Louis, 1981). _Others have noted that conflict-9 more
pervasive in those schopls that have the moat professionalized, active' staffs
(Corwin, 1965). Finally, there are many who believe that conflict is a
neeeepary component of the,cycle of evaluating and verifying system goals,
and that through conflict and compromise, we build systems that,both care and
are coherent. (This latter view assumes, of course, that, when conflicts
arise, they are resolved.)

Another way of looking ,at power structures and innovation, however,
emphasizes the distribution of influence and authority in the formal school
structure. This is a source of tension within the system which cannot be
resolved through compromise. Many view the typical "top-down" process of
introducing innovations as destined to fail, either because (t) the teachers
resent hay.ing new activities imposed upon them, or (2} administrators have
so little understanding of life In the classroom that they fail to antici-
pate resources that are needed to make the innovation work (Gross, et al,
1971). Those who see the formal power structure as a significant barrier,
to innovation ih schools often advocate power equalization-- changes in the
authority structure which give teachers (or others with less power and
influence) more chalice to participate in making decisions that will affect
their work. Participatory decision making was officially part of the strat-
egy that was used inmost of the cases that follow in Chapters 3 through 14
although there was considerable variation in how much participation was
allowed in different settings.

.)

The power structure model has implications for the management of
change that are well known to most line administrators, but which are,

(

4
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perhaps, lees well attended to In practice. One implication, for example,

iSS

The school administrator attempting to initiate a change
program should ensure that, appropriate groups are involved
in making decisions and that debilitating conflicts'are

t resolved.

Another, perhtpa more Machiavellian, implication is:

The school administrator attempting to initiate a change
program should coopt gro1.07that might potentially oppose
his or her plans by including them extensively in the
decision-making process.

The power.structure model views the school and school district
as something of a self-contained world. Many of the analyses of schools

- using this perspective are rich in their understanding of the dynamics of
interaction between different role groups or others. However, the power
structure model misses another important element of the political perspec-
tive, which involves the relationship between the local school system and
other structures that affect it.

Reflective Models. The basic assumption of reflective models is that
schools exist, to a large extent, to serve the needs of the larger society4
As a consequencev the school is largely constrained to make changes that are
consistent with existing social values and social structures. Many writers
who use reflective models could be classified as political radicals--they
emphasize the ways in which schools are used to retain the existing class and
social structure and stress the school's function in socializing studenttOo
accept current middle class value systems (Bowles, 1972). However, there are
many writers who do not share this radical interpretation, but emphasize
local politics and their influence. Some of the earliest studies of American
communities revealed in detail, the ways in which community attitudes and
power structures constrained the choices of professional educators as well
as dictating "acceptable" behaviors (Waller, 1932). While teachers in most
communities are now more insulated from direct pressures due to finance,
school administrators are still vulnerable to non-professional evolutions,
particularlx as more and more communities begin to close their schools.

Others emphasize the ways in *Mai the larger set of structures in
American education have come to constrain the choices of ,local schools.
,Wayland (1964), for example, points out that the autonomy of local school
systems is a myth, since the content of education is largely determined by
national textbook publishe ?s, by institutions of higher education which set
standards for acceptable performance and knowledge, by ancillary national
organizations such as the AFT and NEA, and by other social trends Buil as the
physical mobility of American families which requires a curriculum that is
sufficiently homogeneous across schools to permit children to transfer from
one district to another. Still other writers have attempted to, show how the
ways in which school districts behave are largely bounded by the requirements
and Banding opportunities that are imposed at the state and federal level--as
every school administrator knows, the number of required programs demanding

' local funding increases every year.
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In sum, the reflective model/emphasizes the ways in whi the choices
available to a school are constrained by political structures and powerful
vested interests. Clearly a change program that does not to into account
social structure and value systems that Impinge upon the opl--both those
within the local community and those in society at 1 --is likely to run
into trouble. To summarize the implications of this model' for the adminis-
trator, we might conclude that:

\The school administrator seeking to Introduce a change
should ensure that powerful political'constraints in the
environment are adequately assessed, and ensure that the
change strategies avoid arousing opposition from powerful
groups in thg environment.

The Social Systems Perspective

__Social_ systems theory views the school as an organized seteof rela-
tionships. 'Nue are several key concepts in the social system perspective.

)
First, there is the note n of structure, or the formal ways in which the
relationships between peo le, or departmehts, or different schools within a
district Cate organized. The notion of structure subsumes features of the
school such as rules and regulations, the division of labor, and the job
descriptions for key actors. Second, there is culture, which refers to the
norms and values which are held in common by the participants in the school.
Finally, there is the concept of interdependence of parts. Each school is
viewed as a collection of units or parts that are tied together. Changes in
one part of the system (for example, in the principal's role) will have an
impact on other parts of the system (for example, the teachers).

.

Each of these concepts is particularly relevant to models of changer
at the different levels. At the individual level, there are social man
models which e iasize the ways in which individual behavior is affected by
the social and organizational context. At the organizational level, we can
Identify class al s stems models, which emphasize the relationships between
structure and ulture within the school. Finally, at the environmentlEontext
level, there a e bnvironmental dependency models, which focus on the need to
obtain a "fit" between particular environments and school characteristics.

. Social Han Models. The individual teacher or administrator is
embedded in a dense network of social and professional relationships. There
has been considerable research that shows that these networks will have a
great impact on the individual's behavior with respect to innovation and
change. Carlson (1965), for example, found that the friendship patterns of
superintendents were associated with the spread of New, Math adoptions within
a county. The superintendents whose dist/was were early adopters of New
Math were triose,who were more highly regarded-by their peels. New Math then
tended to spread to those who were friendly with the "social stars." Last to
adopt were those who had few friendships with other superintendents. This
phenomenon has been replicated in any other contexts, both within and

k):5
outside of education. Thus, fo

7example, other studies have shown thatteachers who spend more time taitalking about innovative ideas and new informa-
tion with their peers. are more likely to use the information (Louis, 1979).
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Another social system variable that is a key to individual behavior
is the degree of localism versus..cosmopolItanism. Individuals who have most
of their social connections within a particular social syslem are less likely
to be early adopters of new ideas than those who have many friendships, or
acquaintances outside. Onegasy way of thinking about localism and cosmopol-
itanism is to ask where an individual comes from--has he always lived 1m
his present commpnity, and worked in the same school systym, or has he
recently been hired from the outside? Another is to.ask whether the individ-
ual frequently seek information or advice from people outaxde the school
or district (for example, from the state department, from universities or
regional ,service centers) DI whether they are most likely to turn inward
to a local specialist (Merton, 1968). One author has found that there
is a big difference,-for. example, between "career-bound" and "place-bound"
su rintendents. The career-bound superintendent is consciously ambitious
a advancesIquickly in his or her career by moving between districts to
bett r jobs. The place-bound superintendent comes to higher administrative
pose ons more slowly and is usually promoted f .rom within. Career-bound
super tendents are more likely to sponsor new programs and innovations than
are pl e-boum0 superintendents (Carlson, 1972).

The values of a social system also have an' enormous'effect upon the
behavior of individuals within that system., MUch of the research has focused

'on the effects of school climate and values upon student behavior and
achievement (McDill and Rigby, 1973; Moos, 1979; Barker and Gump, 1964).
However, climate and values alsge/have significant effects on teacher morale
and teacher behavior. Resdardh has also indicqled that the principal-can
have a great deal of impact upon the value system and attitudes of the
teachers'(Gross and Herriott, 1964; Moeller, 1964).

The social man model emphasizes the operation of natural communica-
tion and influence patterns. However, there are sl1 implications that may
be drawn for the school administrator who seeks tolaffect the natural pro-
cess:

The -administrator seeking to introduce change into a
school setting should findmgid use existing s cial net-
works. Change efforts shodid begin with indi duals who

mare central to the communications system and who are
role models. oner

Predicting whether ins.innoation or new curriculum will "take" In a
given school is more complicated, however, than knowing the predispositions
of individuals within that system. We must also understand how the school
functiond as an organization and its larger setting.

Classical Systems Modals. This model views the school as an input/
throughput /output system for producing and delivering services. The "inputs"
to the, system (or "raw materials") fire stAdents and staff members. The
"outputs" "are- educated children. The "throughput" is the educational pro-
cess. Sany systems analysts have noted,'however, that the school differs

4
from many other kinds or production organiptions because the throughput
process is very complex and not very 11 understood (Perrow, 1970; Corwin
and Edelfelt, 1977). There is no cierhee-df teaching"--the number of r
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ex cations to arfy rules of how best to teach a child are enormws, and'
teadaegs must rely heavilron'experience and "craft" knowledge in *der to

- carry out their jobs. The, greater the yncertainty within the system about
the throughput process, the more critical the press of local structural and
cultural issues becomes in predicting how the school will function. In other

words, if,the.teacher knew that if he or she did A, then the students would
learn B, the importance of the values and organization of the classroom would
clearly be of lesser imp( ortance.m., - $ .

..- 7 °
.

J Many studies have shown that characteristics of the school's struc-
ture and culture appear to produce either adaptive, innovative schdols'or...

less-innovative schools,(Baldridge and Burnham, 1975; Louis and.Rosgnblum,
1978; Corwin, "72). TWA, for 'example, innovative schools tend to have

/
structures that 2re larger, have more central coordinaeion of teacher beha-

....

. vior in classrooms, and have larger numbers of speCialized position& withi
the teaching staff. Schools with a strong cultural emphatts on communicatio
and sharing.between staff members, openness toward identifying, school prob-

i -lems, and a strong staff commitment to pupil autonomy are also moresannova-
tive. . . .

. o

Rather than Thinking for characteristics of schools that help ko
explainithy some succeecgin adapting new ideas to their context while others

&
fail,some authors have tried to characterize overall trends in the structure
and culture of American schools. For example, it has been noted that the
principal is key to any major change,effort but that (1) most principals are
not.tred. for this type of leadership, and are overloaded with many admin-
jstrat e duties which divert them from bthaving%es instructional leaders)

. and (2) variability man§ principals and high turnover in many principalships
. make the development of coherent, long-term improvement efforts difficult

(Rosenblum and Jpstrzab, 1980). &Similar analyses of problems in the struc-
turing of teacher roles and the teacher subculture her been made,(Lortie,

''

.1975; Sarasone 1971). . ,

.
.

One recent overall characterization'of the school as a system has. . ,

. major. implications for the administrator's management of the change prpcess.
Schools are viewed as diverging from the classical systems assumptions in
one very important resptct: different parts of the educational system--

. classrooms, schools, and district- -are not always highly interdependent.

Rather, schbol systems are "loosely linked." A number of authors (Weick,
1969; Deal and Nutt, 1979; Rosenblum and Louis; 1981) have argued that the

_

relative autonomy JLE.terhers within classrooms, and the frequently highs..

. levels /of independence of schools from district offrce influence make It
'difficult to introdUce systypwide change. We have frequently obsened
that Aistrict-mandated pr al are used in very different waysin different
schools '(if they a sed at all). "Similarly, the individual teacher's

. tendebcf to supplethent or supplant. school-wide curriculum materials with
those Of his ore her own preference mean that the educational process within'
classrooms varies widely.

1, 4

I

While this'modej emphasizes characteristics of. the school that are
relatively difficult for the school administrator to change (and thus focuses

x primarily, upon konstraint, the model nevertheless has important implica-
tions for change management (Deal and Nutt, 1979). Some of thesd.include:

,..

. .

. '

.

.'
.
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_. ThelschOol administrator initiating a change program

'

Ihould attend to the atructure.and culture of the school,
. -

and ahsure that these are_Aupportive of change.
.

.

AM alternative Implication might involve
4
the need to create, through adminis-

trative actions, an apprOpriate structure Ind culture:
« t .

. The schqbl administrator initiating a/change program.
should engagarin organization development to promote
a "healthy environment in which change can occur.

FirialTY, the school administrator might also draw the implication that he or
she-should simply to aware of the power of local characteristics to influence
the course of changg, such as the tendency for localized adaptations of any
innovdtion.

Environmental Oependen.ty Models. The environmental dependency model
emphasizes the school's need to "exploit its environment in the acquisition
of scarce and valued resources" (Yuchtman and Seashore, 1967). Four typesof
tesources.are critical: personnel, information, products and servicesy and
operating funds. Thikapproach assumes that, organizations are dependent on*
their environment, but can also act upon it to some degree. A key to the

omodel is the assumption that schools engage in both cooperative and conflict-
Ing relatiOnships in order to maximize their ability to acquire resources.

The environmental dependency model assumes /hat the "best way of judging
whether a school is opetating effectively lies in its ability to 'obtain the
necessary resources to maintain, expand, and improve the educational func-
tions of the school and district (Hage and Aiken, 1970). Organizations which
expand their services are, those which establish favorable relations'with
other organizations upon whom their programs depend (Pfeffer, 1972).

The edlaronmental dependency model can apply to. both the sctiool and
the 49 tract Discrepancies between districts in terms of resources
are, a course, well documented. While ,resources do not always translate
into better schools (Jencks, 1972) it is also cdtar that there are many
school umOrovement activities' that cannot take place without district-level
resources. Thus, for example, one recent study showed that personnel charag7
teristics had strong effects on the ability of rural schools to mount compre-
hensive change programs (Rosenhkum .and Louis, 1981) Whily another indicated
tOhat effective change required financial resources to support release time
(Kell and Louis, 1980).

.

While in many case$ differences between districts in terms'of resources
cannot pc traced to administrative'skill, there are also many in which ,

administrators can make a difference. Administrators can be active in
tapping' external funding agencies, in increasing parent and local -industry
participation, and in pUblic relations which assist in =liege elections.

maw
While, the district is the basic unit for resource acquisition and

di-Aibution, the principal also has considerable influence over the flow of
re ces to his'or'her schOol. There are often significant differences in
resources betweqn schools within districts-- differences that goifar beyond
the nature- of the physical plant. These differences may range from the

.
I .

V
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ability of one principal to recruit and retain better and more energetic
teachers, to actual dollar differences, attributable to the principal's
ability to persuade other; of the urgency Of the school's particular needs.
In addition, some schools are better at locating "free" resources from
district staff members, regional or intermediate education districts, or

other sources. This can account for much of the difference between one
school's ability to mount a major school improvement effort, wftile its
neighbor n the same district cannot get off the grouufor lack of re-
sources. Thus, the administrator Who can anticipate resource needs, gild who
is able to systematically and creatively search for ways of meeting those
needs, is better' able to support change in schools. And yet, it must also be
emphasized that there are real differences in environmental dependencies
between districts, and it is clearly not appropriate to compare the resource
acguisitfon process in an affluent suburban district with that in a fis-

cally-pressed urba9 district with low property values, high unemployment, and
other features which limit the total available resources. The implications
for administrative action in a change program are clear:

sia9

The administrator who initiates a'achool change program'
should scan the environment for all appropriate resources
to support the change effort, and'should recognize rear'
istic resource constraints.

SUMMARY OF THE CHANGE MODELS

,

Our diseussion'Df change models has presented a variety of ways in
Which the school improvement process may be analyzed and interpreted. The

reader may or may not have recognize'd his or her own theories-in-use in this
discussion. Since the purpose of this chapter is 'to shed some light on
alternative ways for' administrators to think about change, it is important to
return to our matrix and summarize some of the action implications of the ,

Change models. From-this discussion, it is clear that no individual model or
perspective is "truer" or better than others: each has a compelling and
unique contribution to make to an improvement of change management by school
administrators.

Each of the theoretical perspectives frational, political, and social
"N systems) is associated with a broad assumption about the change process.
These three assumptions are: :

Rational: Jo change schools, we must engage in rational
planning and problem-solving processes. -

Political: To change schools, we must use (or alter),
the existing power and influence structures.

Social System: To change schools, we must adjust the
.change program to the environment, structure, and cul-
.tune of the local setting, There are no simple cause-
and-effect relationships between inputs and outcomes.

$

In addition we can also derive three assumptions from our ,beliefs about
what is most important to the change process: individuals, scyocls as
organizations, or the context in shich the school is located.
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Individual as key: Ta change schools, we must first
consider the attitudes, values, and behavior of ihdi-
victual teachers, students, or/administrators.

,

.

School organization as key: To.change schools, We must
first ensure that the school is a "healthy" organization.

. 'Context/environment ai key: To change schools, we must,
first make sure that relevant groups and organizations
in the environment can'support and reinforce our gaols
and actiYities.

,

Table '2-2 represents a revised matrix, !pith substitutes some of the
management implications of each change model fa l' the descriptions in Table
2-1. The. implicataaop for each cell in the matrix,were derived by combining
change assumptiars egsoccated with the theoretical perspectives, and those
associated with beliefs about what is important.. Each of these iiplicitions
was introduced earlier in the discussion of each modal.

In any actual Change process, each q these assumptions has a great
deal to offer as egette to the administrat 's behavaor. Ideally, a well
managed change process would consider all evthe models and the action
implications derived fiom them, and apply the e insights in setting realistic
goals, choosing sjategies fqr reaching these goals, and assessing progress
and outcpmes. Of *elate, co the real world of the school administrator, it
is unlikely to bd. possible ka'a -and plan actions at this level of
detail ;, and, indee , t 04 t }on to analysis may fors 'tall action.
However, any ulna' at ve p or can be improved by broadening the
theories-in-use that ar used in A given setting.

The remaa g, sect;, n f this chapter illustrates how the per-
spectivis may b qpplpe ctual cases,%nd foreshadows some of the
lessons-Eget may be Race fr the cases.included in this volume. Since each
perspective cont.:flea:on* partial view of reality, special attention is
paid attention to the, limits of each 'and; consequently, the ways in which
they must comPlement6each other, again by reference to the case ,tudy
materialit

,

.POSTSCRIPT: UHITS'Or THE THREE PERSPECTIVES
Y .

As described earlier, the rational perspective emphlisizes the need
for deliberate, inPormee decisions in the selection of explicit goa and
the means for achieving them. (Interestingly enough, the goals covered
in our cas s were usually idealistic ones, such as improving the m erratical
skills of union high students .4ratheg than maintenance g s, such as

off

It shbUld be emphasized that. thesp s
manage change do not, by any means
ministration, as noted
tors must co
in the 1

mptions about 'how to
a final prescription for ad-

er, as noted in Chapter 1, administra-
weigh the 'advantages and disadvantage's of each tactic

of changing circumstances in their locei environments.
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Beliefs about What Is
of Primary Importance'

INDIVIDUALS
a

SCHOOLS (as
organizations)

Table 2-2

ACTION ASSUMPTIONS FOR MANAGING CHANGE

Theoretical Perspectives

RATIONAL
PERSPECTIVE

POLITICAL
PERSPECTIVE

.4

Ji

on Change

SOCIAL SYSTEMS
PERSPECTIVE

Ensure that a new
program is compaEible,
with existing vatues
and behavior, or try
to change relevant
va'ues and behavior.

Use the existing
structure of per-
sonal political
power, both for-
mal and informal,
to maximize sup-
port for the
effort.

Use existing social
networks--start
the change progr'an

with those bo are
key communicators
and role models.

Ensure that change
program goals are
compatible with those
of the ex ing or-
gans on, or set

ropriate opganiza -
alb,

CONTEXT/
ENVIRIMENT

V

Ensure that appro-
priate groups are .

involved in making
decisions and that
debilitating con-
flicts are resolved;
coopt opposing
forces.

Attend to the strlo-
ture and culture 4L0,
the school and ens
that these are sup-
porti4e of change;
engage in organiza-
tional development
as necessary.

Gather appropri 6

,information from
laded and more dis-
tant groups to de-

... sign a better ac-
tivity.

Ensure that 'Power -

ful political con-
straints in the en-
vironment are ade-
quately assessed;
little change can
occur if the
environment
oppobes it.

Scan the environment
for all appropriate
resources to support
the change, and. 6
recognize realistic
resource constraints.
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fen ding off parents or manipulaeing,the faculty,.) It should be kept in mind
that the federal program on which our case studies are based reflected a
rational problem - solving perspective in its stipulation that "validated"
products be implemented following a systematic needs assessment and a search
for solutions ghat meet explicit criteria, with teacher participation in both
these activities. Several of our, case study schools made a genuine effort
to follow this model, while almost "all complied with at least one of its
component. requirements.

The polltital perspective focuses on conflict and comprom ise,
inf luence and control, and the role of vested interests in shaping events. 00".
All of our case studies reflect certain aspedts of this perspective. Ets7

pecialjy pertinent are Parker Valley, Ogden, and Jefferson where relation-
ships between faculty and administrators played a key role in the change
project. In one instance, Parker Valley, the determination of the teachers'
association to ,retain its autonomy vis-a-vis the administration was a
prime, incentive for planning and participating in a new inservice program;
when conflict with the administration and community arose, involving even the
dismissal of teachers, the main purpose of the program became that of malnr
taining faculty cohesion and morale. As the case study puts it,,the program
was a place where they could discuss and share problems, and receive mutual
support at a time when it was greatly needed. Similarly, in another case,
Jefferson Elementary, the project was transformed into a mechanism for
reuniting the faculty around professional goals following a bitter defeat in,
a district-wide strike for salary increases and greater security. And again,
in Ogden, we 'read thbt "the teachers emerged from the strike as a cohesive
unit with high morale." This, together with the departure of a reading
specialist who had incurred the hostility of the language,arts department by
ignoring their customary prbrogatives, caused the Ogden teachers to devote
renewed energies to the change effort. In all three of these cases,_then, we
find that political conflict was not only'a dominant feature, but was benefi-
cial rather than destructive. Indeed, it is doubtful the the problem-
solving projects would have survived without embedment in a conflict situ-
ation. This is a possibility that is overlooked by those who stress the need
for organizational harmony and external political support in the implementa-
tion of change projects.

Finally, the, social systems perspective takes note of group values
and relationships, organizational and environmental factors, and the func-

- tional needs of social structures that often take precedence over the needs
and wants of individuals. Elements of thag perspective are applicable to
all of our case study schools. Thus, the role of such factors as the high
level of professional attainment in Parker Valley, the departmental struc-
ture of Galaxy High School,,the rural isolation of Bayfield, the lack of
financial resources at Ogden, Sugarville, and 'Charles elementary schools,
and the value placed by Greenfield's teachers on self - .sufficiency - -all of

/them features are matters of deep concern to the social systems perspec-
tive.

Certain aspects of the social system might bp responsitile.for both
success and failuresof a change effort, but in either oese individdal ini-
tiative and action tend to play relatively. minor roles.' WIN regard 'to t
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.failure, even in a school that achieved, very high commitment to implementa-
tion (Bell Elementary) we find' that environmental characteristics placed
barriers in the way of goal achievement. One of the principal's major goall
was to improve, the image of her virtually all-black abhool in the eyes of the
,district and the community bnd to reduce teacher turnover, yet ,this goal
was not realized. As the case study points out, "The school's bad image was
difficult to shake. As Principal Dewitt put it, 'Some judge the school just
by its facilAties and the fact that it is 99 percent black.'" Even district
administrators shared this prejudice, failing to recognize the principal's
accomplishments in producing schoolwide curriculum change. In this instance,
the cultural environment of the school frustrated the principal's efforts.
There are also occasions when the,social system is responsible for achieve-,
went of goals. Indeed, what is commonly referred to as the "readiness" of
a district or school for planned change is often determined solely by system

""\properties, a topic that we shall have much more to say about. later. But
note that' such preconditions, whether they be negative or positive, are
difficult to alter or control. This is a typical feature of the sooial
systems perspective.

' By and large, the three perspectives reflect different degrees of
autonomy oils, the part of.central. actors in the drama of planned change, as
was observed earlier in this chapter. , The rational perspective entails
greatest autonomy, while the social systems perspective entails least. This
observation gives us an important clue as to where the limitations of each
perspective lie. It also indicates why it is necessary to view them as
complementary approaches to understanding and guiding change, rather than
as self-contained, mutually exclusive theories.

The limits of rational decision making, a 'perspective .which as-
sumes-that persons are free to select_ options,within brqad limits, are
perhaps the most obvious. Rational. decision making is constrained by
_internal conditions, such as one's /values knowledge, and psychological
attributes (anxiety, aggressiveness, poweedrives, and so forth), as well
as by external factors. Thtse limitations are revealed repeatedly by-our
case studies. Most obviously, unanticipated events such as teacher strikes
(Jefferson, Ogden), court-ordered desegregation (Cramer), and staff turn-
over (Sugarville) often overwhelmed a school's best laid plans. /

The limits of the rational "problem-solving model" were evidenced
in a number of less obtrusive ways as well. One common departure from the
model occurred with respect to needs assessment, which was a major component
of the program's problem-solving approach. The assessment of needs was
sometimes rather "slapdash," as demonstrated by the unilateral decisions
about career education made by the administiators in Treeline (where Charles
Elementary is located), and the second year decisions about inservice topics
ofqa small clique of teachers in Parker Valley's teachers' association. Both
cases suggest a tendency to pursue one's own interests at the expense of
taking a rational _inventory of the needs of others. Indeed, rarely were
meetings of the local teams devoid of conflict and political maneuvering,
processes that are anathema to the coolly rational decision-making model. In

the case of Ogden Junior High, the Right-to-Read program foundered on the
refusal of the language arts department to adopt it because, as the case
study, points out, "(the department) was being stripped of the responsibility
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for teaching reading in the school." In sum; there are personal incentives,
group values, ,social needs, system-properties, and untimely events that set
severe limits on the rational problem-solving model.

Even less obvious than the early impact of these political and
social system factors on the rational problem- solving Perspective is its
unanticipated impact.- on itself, so-to speak. For there Are occasions when
an unyielding pursuit of the rational model can boome , that is, can
have consequencps that are self-defeating. Thus, airig d emphasis on the
various stages of the Model seems to have alienated the faculty in Cramer
and Galaxy. In the case of Sugarville Elementary, when the project's head
office refused to sllow the faculty to adopt a non- validated solution, the
faculty's commitment was so severely undermined that the local project was
eventually aborted. Here the rational model was defeated by the desire of
the local stuff to have a sense of ownership, self- determination, and secur-
ity with respect to the chosen prodUct, needs that were not satisfied by the
scientific credentials of the products presented to them by the project's
fieadquarters. The rational model might be especially prone,to self-defeat-
ing consequences. of this sort because of its denial of many/key features of
social and psychological reality.

At the same .time, it should be underscored that the political ima,
social systems perspectives tend to belittle the genuine efforts of iftwq--

',educators to at rationally, that is, to implement needed change on the
basis of assessed needs and the best available resources. It also under-
rates the ability, of some educators to alter basic organizational features
of the school to do so. The example oA Bell'ssrincipal in implementing.
IGE, and of Penton's staff completely restru*Jring the curriculum to
meet the .learning goals of the district, are cases in point. (Ironically,
Bell's principal enjoyed the requisite of aut000my for rational action
precisely because sha was iOnored by the district office, which seemed to
view the school as a hopeless enclave of cultural poverty.) Another example
is the efforts by district administrators in Sasquatch ito turn all resources
over a five -year, period toward developing a distiict-wide reading curriculum.
The case study in this volume documents only part of that effort. Actively
taking stock of one's inherited liabilities and assets, and drawing up plans
on the basis of such knowledge, is a mode of action that tends to be soft-
pedalled by the social systems perspective in particular.

N.

The political perspective, in contrast, acknowledges the possibility
of manipulation and the use of forci t8 gain one's ends, which ends may well
be dictategolby rational considerations (a la Machiavelli's Prince). For
example, tHe decision of the principal and reading coordinator in Greenfield
to include in decision-making activities teachers who were resistant to

change ("recalCitiants") in addition to teachers with more favorable atti-
tudes toward innovation ("innovators") entailed thp time-honored political

.., practice of cooptation of hostile elements in the environment. Note that
this practice is dictated neither by a rational decision-making model, which
ignores the existence of value -based opposition to rationally derived needs,
nor by a social systems perspective, which .tends to view such valuenbased
opposition as unalterable. Seen more broadly, this example of political
manipulation shows that the readiness of schools for a change project need
lcnot be accepted s a,given, which tends to be the viewpoint of the-sbcial

. , r
. "'"....- /
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systems perspective, but can to some extent be shaped by politibal action.
:nbus, one Wiltrid not have expected the faculty at Sep Elementary to have
accepted the major revamping of the-program that was favored by the princi-
0131; but her formal authority, her independence from the district level, and

,1 her tactics in involving the faculty in brainstorming and decision making
overcame the teacher's discouragement and engaged their commitment to the new
program.

But even the political model has its limits, a majOr one being the
assumption that action tends to be politically motivated. Thus, profession,
al grounds for undertaking a change project, on the one hand, or properties
of . the social system that shape change -independently of motivations, on
the other, are deemphasized in deference to such incentives as power,
security, and status. Considerable evidence could be adduced from our case
stifles to contradict Phis tacit assumption of the political model. One
example will suffice. The secondary principal IT Bayfield exercised broad
control over all aspects of the school. "Ail teachers reported to him, and
little went on without his knowledge," states the case study. And while he
and the superintendent were careful to present a united front to the public,
which entailed some gentle persuasion of resistant faculty from time to time,
the principal's motivation for monopolizing authority does not seem to have
been political. Indeed, he "freely admitted that his background--he had
served in thmilitary and operated his own business -- influenced his manage-
ment style." Moreover, he pe6isted in his advocacy of a carer education
program, in spite of bhe community's placing higher priority 6-6 art educa-
tion. Indeed, it is hard to escape the conclusion that the principal felt
compelled to introduce career education because of the limited job oppot-
tuvities for local high school graduates, necessitating their move to other
areas where the would be exposed to a4wide range of unfamiliar jobs. This
suggests a strong ent of rational stock-taking. Also, it can be seen
that he used his personal style of auth9ritarian management to gain his ends,
a style that was derived Ertm his military and business backgrounds, a factor
of major concern to the social systems perspective. We see, then, that while
the political perspective may be helpful in describing structures of influ-
ence and analyling tactics of control, it cannot always be relied on to
explain motivation. Elements of the other two perspectives must also be

4 taken into account.

In sum, nbire of the three perspectives is ade for a full under-
standing of the factors that enter into planned hange efforts. Each
perspective applies to a different set of evehts, a d the significance of
these events can'vary widely from one settAng to another, and even from one
time to another within the same setting. This means that the practical
utility 4, taking the different perspectives into account likewise. depends on
being alert to situational variation. The administrator must be constantly
aware of the changing characteristics of his or her local environment in
order to weave an appropriate course of action among selected aspects of the
three perspectives.

.

In the following chapters we present a variety of cases of real
school improvement programs in which administrators were faced with person-
alities, organizational characteristics, and community contexts that were an
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integral part of the etory at each site. In reading these, case studies and
considering them both separately and together, readers should try to analyze
them using farther models and assumptions but also to expand then homolzons
by applying some perspectives that seem more distant &cm then own experi
ences.
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CHAPTER 3
..

BELL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Made Kell

Sometimes a school's.problems are so long-standing and so severe that
piecemeal changes cannot begin to make a dent in them. In those cases, it
taken a visionary administrator, lots df external help, and strong faculty
leaders to accomplish a radical school change, program. Even then, the
benefits of changelmay not be apparent for a number of years.

This was certainly the case at Belt Elementary. One of 19 elementary
schoolt in a district Which also included six middle schools and,four'high
schools, Bell Elementary had, the worst image of any school in the district.
Traditionally all black, it had remained over 90 percent black in spite of
attempts at desegregation. The 425 students enrolled at Bell came from one
of the poorest sections of the moderately sized southern city in which Bell
was located: fully 80 percent of these students qualified for free or
reduced-cost 'lunches; 40 percent had a parent who had not finished high
school.

According to the school's principal, many parents in the Bell'com-
munity were either unmotivated or upable to give their children the kind, of
preschool experiences that would prepare them for learning the basic skills.
In the lore extreme cases, the children had only the most limited, concrete
vocabularies and had never been more than a few blocks from home. Although
not all cases were this severe, 88 percent of the entering kindergarten
pupils, in 1976, scored at the 20th percentile or below on a district-wide
inventory of readiness for learning.

In the past, Bell had made several attempts to address the needs of
these children. Five Title"I teacherswere working with 225 of the students;
in addition, thete were tutors from the universities and aides for the
kindergarten and first grade. Several Title III proposals had been written,
but none had been'accepted.

None of the school's efforts seemed sufficient to overcome the
impoverished backgrounds of the Beg student population. As the children
progressed through school, they/tell further and Further behind in skill
development; by the time they left the fifth grade, many still lacked basic
skills in reading and math. Despite the acuteness of the students' problems,
the teachers at Bell felt that their school was being neglected by the
district. According to the principal, the district staff never seemed to
have enough time to give Bell the help they needed. Moreover, the physical
plant was in very poor condition; some requests for repairs or Improvements
remained oft the district's maintenance list for years at a lime. .

`

For all these reasons, the morale of the Bell staff was very !ow.
Many beginning teachers regarded a job at Bell as a "foot in the door." They

hoped to be transferred to oEher schools as soon as possible, and, if they
were not transferred, they felt bitter and, believed they had been stigmatized
by their tenure at the school. Teacher turnover was very high, ranging from
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10 to 30 percent of the 25 teaching positions each year. Only a few teach-
ers and the principal had been with the school for many years. They
either had strong ties to the local community or were strongly committed to
teaching low-inbbme children. These teachers tended to exert a great deal of
influence among the faculty.

About 70 percent of the faculty were white. Principal Lorraiiie
Dewitt, who was black, had taught at Bell Elementary for 25 years. She lived
in the community, her own children had attended Bell Elementary, and she was
very much concerned with community improvement. Small, sweet-voiced, and
soft-spoken, she could also be very stubborn and somptimep autocratic,
according to other members of the school staff.

Dewitt had two goals: the first was ho improve educational oppor-
tunities for children in the Bell community, and the second was to improve
the school's image outside the local neighborhood. The district desegrega-
tion plans called for a 70-30 ratio of blacks tp whites at Bell, and Princi- R .

pal Dewitt hoped to develop a program that, in her words, would sell itself.
a

GETTING STARTED

Dewitt had,been principal of Bell Elementary for three years when she
first heard of a new federal pr2gram to assist schools in finding and imple-
menting solutions to school prablems. She volunteered Bell ElemAtary
as a site for the program while the project in her-state was still in its
propesal phase. In September 1976 the director of the district's teacher
education center (TEC) informed her that the state-level project had been
funded and that Bell Elementary had been selected as a local school site.- A
search was underway for a field agent, who would be located in the TEC and
who would work with several schools participating in the project Since the
field agent had not yet been hired, the TEC director met with Principal
Dewitt to explain the program more fully. Also present at this meeting were
the district director of instructional services, the district curricuhim
coordinator, and Diane Rosen, a resource teacher who had just bee9 assigned
.to Bell half-time.

One requirement of the project was that the principal name three
school "facilitators" who wouldbe trained in schoql problem-solving proces-
ses anq who would then help guide the faculty through the problem-solving
steps. Dewitt named herself, Diane'Rosen, and a first-grade teacher, Mar-
jorie O'Keefe.

The faculty as a whole was informed of khe projedt during one of the
weekly after-school faculty meetings. Most teachets supported the project,
but not everyone was enthusiastic. One teacher.said, "My first reaction
was, what makes them think hey can give us a solution to our problem?"

In October 1976 Lorraine Dewitt, Diane Rosen, and Marjorie O'Keefe
attended a two-day orientation workshop for all field agents and school
facilitators. They were accompanied by two members of the district office
staff. When the facilitators returned to Bell, they shdred what they had
learned with the entire faculty. Acting on a workshop suggestion, they also
had the faculty brainstorm problems and recorded them on newsprint. Copies
of the problem list were distributed to the teachers.
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4. g
In December Sharon Kirkwood, s teacher inthe district and chaiimen

of the TEC advisory committee, was hired as the field agent for the project.
Although Dewitt knew Kirkwood from her work on the TEC advisory committee,
she wasn't sure what to expect from bWr in her role asyfield agent., She said

k later, "It was easy to be apprehensive, because the district people usually
don't have much time for you." However, since .Kirkwood was Assigned to work
full-time with only three schoolg, All of which were located_ withip a few
miles of each other,, she had plenty of time to help Bell. During The first
year of the project, she visited the .school several times per 'week and. was
always av2ilable whenever she was needed.

. .

Dewitt and her staff greatly appreciated Xirkwood's help. As the
prihcipal said, "I don%t.think we could have handked as big a problem as this
without some assistance. We have our day-to-day responsibikities. It's easy
tp-sit back and.say, we're doing the best we can. The support person really
Ives you more incentive to .tryand she broadens your perspective." A

to her said, "We wouldn't have had the extra puSh that she could give us.
.

We w uld have tended to put things off."
. ,,, s .

. .

KiriSmxid's aipProaph was always lot -key; the school staff never felt
she was imposing a process on them or making.their decisions. Nevertheless,.
she was a strong guiding force. Dewitt commented,

....
. .

lie
, .

e had no limits placed ori us, but I had a feeling that
Sharon had certain steps within her. She didn't say, you
have to do this or you Have to do that. It was eques-

.
tionung techeique to keep ypu on task. .

'
.

.

The principal also said,
. .

t

She brainstormed with us and helped us to reexamine
. ,

.

our needs She didn't guide us, but-she asked some good'
questions: ;,She was a facilitator. She had a good
skill of.asking a question that helps to clarify;

' Soon after sh e arrayed, ,Kirkwood met with the three facilitators.
In response to Kirkwood's suggestion.: DewittrOgsen, and O'Keefe categorized
the problems that had been identified in the'reculty'.s.brain-storming ses-
sion and sent a memo to(the teachers, asking them to list the problem-cate-
gories in order of imisobtance. The faculty responded that their greatest
concern was the lack of pre-reading skills in children entering the school
and the need. to develop strategies ford ealing with the problem.

. .

A second statewide workshop was heldipo Jbnupp, 1977. This tame, the
representatives from Bell included Dewitt, Rosen, O'Keefe, Kirkwood'. the
TEC director, and the district curriculum coordinator. The five-day workshop
focused on training, ;specifically to teach the pirticipants to:

7 . . . .

$ 1. Conceptualliertheir own school as a social system;

2 Analyze the forces.which promote, and inhibit change;
.,
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.

3. Analve their own, roles as facilitators or field agents0b.

4! Improve their communication, truly-buildings., and problem- .

.
'solving sliills; and'

a t

4111 ..

.

5. , Wilde teachers in [heir owR school thropgh problem iden-
, ,

. :
tification, problem definition, communication with ex- 41

, perts,outside.the local system,'solution, selection, and
th-Ipplementation of school improvilment courses of .

act:Agri,
..

dc..01 .
.

#

The.Bell facifitatops. Me the- training was very useful, and they later said

A
.5

..they, had made dtonscaousconscious.effort to use the suggested techniques.
, .

..r.
.

4
MAKING DECISIONS %

to

a

4 .1'
-....,

. .

During the two.; months following the:--training workshop, Kirk od met
several times with Che three facilitators, to refine the problem atement.

gathered test data as, evidence that the problem existe and they
sed the progtam.deficiencies that hindered ;medial efforts. Principal
t did not involve t Me faculty as extensively as before, feeling that

more Meetings would be a burden.ja the teachers. However, the facilitators,o

3,0e field agent, and the TEC. dirbc tor did hold one faculty meeting during
Ichich they. repotted on the workshop apd answered teachers' questions. In
March, Kirkwood wrote a draft off', the problem, statement, which she later

C2
. ) r

.
e

......----j'
..

AM .

summarized-as follows-

.
The Bell staff want 9uAange and guidelines to incorporate a

. pfogram to help alleviate the identified problems. It was
the expressed desire of the faculty that the solution be K75
and should be a systematic-approach LO providing 'for the type
of; curriculum and instruction needed 0 Bell. In addition,

-. the teachers requested an individualized approach to.staff
development,-with support sessions throughout the year.

. . . .

The Bell faculty perceiveethe main problem being students
lackihg necessary pre-reading Skills when they enterkkinder-
garten. In spite of past'efforts on the part of the entire

.:' slaff, the deficits have not been overcome and as a result

PP
maffy children leave Bell lacking skills in readingf. The

.. staff thinks that a continuous( progress program which is
...-r,, individualized would take a child from his entry point and

-4 move him along at his own rate regardless of grade level.
r It is also hoped that additional oral language experiences

will provide bhe children with some stimulation and concepts
that students need. P

. ,

The proble:Im_gtatement was revieled by the facilitators arid' by several
teachers prOM1Way eegarded as "key" faculty members. It was then sent to
the solution searTh unit of the project staff. ,This unit was responsible for
c atalbgem available research,based products in.tohe areas of Leading and math.

,,- = of each local site.,

...,-

and identifying .those products which were.,<10oant. to the specific problems
.

k
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In late April, Kirkwood received the search Unit'i report and
called a meeting of4he facilitators. At this meeting, the fteilitatOrs
decided they .would screen the six 'options themselves and present the more
promising ones to .the Bell staff. At another meciking in early Mo, they
narrowed the alternatives down to three programs whid:ti they felt best matched
Belk's goals and objectives. -

A
One of the thiee programs, Individually Guided Education (GE), had

not,,in fact, been included in theoptions suggested by the search it, but
'Was/8 program that Diane Rosep hadaseen in pse at another school. The other

two programs were New Adventures in Learnilig (NAIL) and the Diagnostic
Prescriptive Reading System (OPRS): While OPRS was mainly a source of
supplementary materials to be used for diagnosis and prescription in reading,
both NAIt. and IGE were al Ad at ,staff development and consisted of methods
for help ng teachers individualize 'instruction in all curriculum areas.

The three programs were summarized for the Bell faculty in a memo
which also recorded what the facilitators felt were the advantage's and
disadvantages of each one. purirg the last week in May, each grade leel met
separately for, one hour with Dewitt, Rosen, or Kirkwood -to increase the
teachers' awareness df the three programs. The grade-level members received,
information and sample materials; they were inqtructed to study the informa-
tion and rank the options. Over the next two weeks, the options mere hotly
discussed in the lounge, lunchroom, and hallways, as teachers attempted to

f'persuade their colleagues to select one program or another.

Thelhext activity was a faculty meeting. Each grade level's chart of.
priorities was put on the wall, and each had to defend its priorities on the
basis.of the whole'school's needs. Following this, the teachers divided into
Fur groups, cutting across grads levels, and attempted to reach consensus
within each group Only one of the four graps reached a consensus that day;

,a conflict wastbecoming apparent. ft a.

The kindergarten teachers wanted to select Project MARC, a develop-
mental reading program which they hadipartially implemented already and which
could be expanded to the first and second grades. Sevefal other teachers
were also interested in this possibility, even though it was not one of the
three programs that-had been presented by the facilitators. According to one
resoondenk, some faculty felt they were being railroaded. Theysuspected
a cnflict of interest regarding NAIL, since Diane Rosen had been involved
in its development. Also, some teachers felt that IGE was the principal's
choice, and thus its selection was inevitable; as one teacher said later,
'What would you do if the boss presented a solution?"

Pkincipal Dewitt made no secret of the fact teat she favored IGE,
especiallrin comparison with Project MAR. She.recalled later, "I didn't
went MARC, because it was addressed only to the kindergarten and first grade.
IGE is a process, a total, framework. The band-aid treatment will be okay
after the totg tratrirent has begun."

The teachers decided that another meeting was nee ded soon, since only.
one week remained in the school year. During that week, they sought ad-
ditional information on the three proposals which had the strongest support:

A >
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IGE, NAIL, and Project MARC. Two teachers and SharonfKirkhood visited a
local school that was using NAIL. -A.consultent from Project MARC did an
awarenebs session with the, entire faculty. Kirkwood, Dewitt, Rosen and

O'Keefe met with staff of the state-de-partment of education who were IGE
specialists. In a dition, Kirkwood set up a meeting between the facilitators

and district admix istratora_to, determine whether there were any district
policies that would serve as barriers to TCE. The assistant superintendent

for instructioR'wgs very supportive. He said, "IT4_,you can make IGE work at

Bell, I assure you I will encourage other schools to try it."
. -

.

.

At the next faculty.omeeting, on Sune 13, the teachers again divided
into four groups. After about 40 minutes, they, almost had a consengus to
implement IGE. The holdouts were the two kindergarten teachers, who wanted

to implement MARC. Dewitt felt that, for ICE to be a success, all must agree
to commit themselves tO'',01,,leasst. a trial implementation. She told the

"-swg6.,faculty they did not have to flow the whole concept at once; they could
look at it in an exploratory fas la; the first.year. Finally, the last two

holdouts votdd reluctantly for IGE, and the decision was therefore unanimous. -, .

,

PLANNI1<EOR IMPLEMENTA ON it
I

Princapal
4%

Dewitt might have insis- ted on group solidarity in any
decision to select a solution, but she felt it was especially importanthin
the adoption of IGE, or Individually Guided Education. A product of the
Wisconsin Research and DeNelopment Center for Cognitive Learning, ICE re-
quires very comprehensive change on the part of the adopting school. It

is a total system of education 'effecting a wide range of educational prac-
tices and concerns, namely, school organization and decision making, in-

4 structional programmihg, curriculum materials, teaching approaches., pupil

assessment, home-school-eommunity,aelations, ,kelitions with school adminis-
trative agencies and teacher edbdietion institutIons, and school-based re-
search and development.

To help with implementation of ICE, Principal Dewitt felt she needed
a full-time agistant principal for curriculum. Thus, she used funds from
the school's own operating budget, plus the.half -time allotment provided by
the district, to make up a full-time position. In the fall of 1977, Marylou

---"Morton joined the staff as assistant principal; Diane Rosen, the half-time
resource teacher, was assigned to another school. Morton was an extremely
.energetic, middle-aged white Oman who had worked in the distriCt foi a

number of years. She had a very pragmatic, "no-nOnsenSe" approach to fa-
cilitating change. As she herself descipied it,

0
re-

sisters

think I've been ipfluential in conWncing some of the re-
Sisters and doLbters--those who were afraid of IGE because
it involved things that had hot been done before. They

would say, well, we'd like to do such-arid-such, but we
"can't'because of this and that and this. I would say, well,.
-I can take care of this, if you can take care of that and
this. Some ,resisters became doubters and then adopters be-

: cause of learning more about what IGE was and because of my
help in removing the barriers. '

4
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One of Marylou Mortorea first tasks was,to prepare the implementation
proposal and plan., which .had-4o be approved by the state prOsct staff in
order for the schbol to receive any implemeqtation finds. $he\pelied very
heavily on Sharon Kirkwood for assistance. During the fall of 1917, Morton
end KirkWbodimet several times per week, usually at the TEC office. Ilk

. -

The implementation plan they worked out called fOr organizar
.*

, .

the\staff into instructional units, with one member in each unit ing
desieated as the unit leader. The ,unit leaders, representatives of
adminiatration, and representatives of Title IL, special areas, and students
would form the Iristructional Improvement Committee ..(I IC), which would meet
Weekly to discuss deciiirons related.lo.the instructional program. Time would
be built _Into the regular school day for unit mee,tings. Team teaching and
limited cross-age grouping would replace the existing self-dontained class-,
rooms, and consistent, reading malll programs would be developed for grades

d):
K-5. The staff would review "a cons der adopting assessment instruments and
techniques to help with in idualizihik student instruction. A coordinateda
progAam of home-school-community relatiohs would be developed, beginning with
meetings'to inform parentstbout the changes wrought by ICE. Relations w4th
the TEC, the universities, and the state department of education would bye
continued and expanded. Finally, to ensure that IG;remained a viable,
dynamic systeT, continuous review of new idgas, teaching procedures, and
instructional materials would become ongoing activities.

The compornts of the plan had been, discussed during a workshop in
the summer or1917. The paFtiCipants in the two-day planning. session were
Dqwitt, O'Keefe; Kirkwood, the.school media specialist, two other teachers,
and an IGE specialist from-'the state department of educationL. Those who
spoke before this group included the TEC director, the district director of
elementary education, the district coordinator of elementary education, the
district Title I coordinators the state TEC coordinator, and two university
professors who were hoping to organize an ipterdisciplinary pre-service
program at the school. Implementation strategies were also discudsed with,
the entire faculty during the first teacher workday of the new school year.

0

The proposal was submitted in December 1977 and "approved in February
1978. With this approval came funds for sending teachers to ICE schools
and conferences, purchas ;ng ICE-related materials, and hiring consultants
for staff development.

INITIAL RESULTS.

The Bell staff began; implementing some of the ICE concepts even
'before their proposal was accepted. By the Wit school started -in the fall
of 1977, ,they had already formed themselves into lour instructional units:
three of which incIudec more than one grade level. Unit A consisted of
pre-kindergarten and kindergartei, Unit B contained the first grade alone,
*hit C contained the second and third grades, and Unit D contained the
fourth and fifth grades. Each unit had a-unit leader appointed by the
principal. The Instructional' Improvement Committee (ITC) had also begun
meeting. Previously, most planning had been done on a'grade -by -grade
basis. There had also been a Curriculum Council, but--according to several
respondents--the Council" had not had much authority and did not meet very
often.

-
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The transition to full teacher 8articipation AI decision making was
not an easy one. According to both Kirkwood and Morton, Principal Dewitt was
sometimes reluctant to let go of authority, even. though she supporter!,
shared decision manng as a worthwhile concept. Moreover, not all teachers
were eager to participate. Traditiongily, as in many other schools, the
'teachers had felt protected in their own self-contained classrooms. As

one said, the prevailing attitude prior to IGC was "This school has a lot
of problems, but I'm doing the best I can An this room."

To provide ongoing support for the new school structure, Kirkwood
arranged for consultant services from JohnAllet, an IGE specialist in one
of the state Gniversities. Throughoutithe 1977-78 school year, Miller
made monthly visits to the school. He peguided training for the entire
faculty and also worked with individual units. During is vYsits, major
decisions were made regarding the school's organization, processes, cur-
riculum, and instruction. In Morton's opinion, Milleri was helpful in
changing the school from one where decision making was sometimes auto-
cratic to one where decisions were truly sharood.

While the most visible changes during the 1977-78 school year were
organiittional, there were also more sUbtle changes in educational philos-
ophy and instructional procedures. In her conferences with teachers, Prin-
cipal Dewitt constarttly stressed the importance of setting objectives for
individual children and then giving them the individual attention they
needed to achieve those objectives. She also visited classrooms every day
anti dropped in on unit meetings. By the end of the 1977-78 sdhool year,
the principal believed there had been 6 significant change in the teachers'
attitudes and behavior.

One aspect of this change was a change in terminology: instead of
"grades" they now had "levels." Any pupil in his or her second year of
school beyond kindergarten was a "second.level" student, promotion was
automatic and did not depend on the pupil's skills. Beyond this, the
school had also initiated limited cross-age grouping. For instance, there
were some classes for second- and third-level students and some for third-
'arid fourth-level' students. In previous years, the school had occasionally
.resorted to putting more than one grade level in a classroom, but only when
class sizes and teacher availability did not match. In those instances,
the teacher, would.still work with each group separately.

Despite some successes, it was clear in May 1978 that IGE was-Oot yet
fully established. A teacher said, ,

. .

It was kind of hard, or frustratingj at first. A lot of
teachers are used to adopting a program with currioulum
materials that you can start using rxght:away. IGE is
not like that. It's-more a system! 'It's hard for
teachers to understand that at first.

-4

.
. .

The same teacher cited turns as a problem; iC:e.. new teachers who arrived
1,1 September 1977 had not been involved in the process the previous year.
$he added, "I don't kndw whether they were not taid in their interviews
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about it or juat decided that it was not their cup of tea, but some feel
indifferent or negative towards it."

4

Marylou Mortoh,atomobserved that feelings about IGE were mixed. She
felt that a nuaber of hers were using IGE as an excuse to vent their
gegative feelings about being in the school at all. Morton noted that
"resistance is a normal reaction to change." She said that some teachers who
had been nresisters" in thesearly part of the year simply had not had enough
information; over the year, however they had turned into "adopters." Some
teacheFS, according to Morton, 4411 resented the fact that their own choice
for a solution had not been adopted.

Despite the aMbivalent teacher attitudes,. both peritt,a0d Morton felt
that IGE had already had a number of positive consequences for the school.'
The principal mentioned more positive feelings among parents about the
experiences ortheir children in the school; more positive feelings among the
teachers, especially those who had represented"the school off-campus; and a
better image of the school among local educators. Morton noted that 5 of
the 23 pre-interns who had been assigned to the school during the 1977-78
school year had requested to return to Bell for their internships. She said,
"EibLone had ever requested to Come.back,here before. Bell._Elementary was the
'pits.' No one came here unless there was no other place to go." thus, it
was not surprising that, rn spite of the mixed feelings that still existed,
the entire staff voted in June 1978 to continue with IGE the following
year.

TIE SECOND YEAH

During the 1978 -79 school year, the democratic decision-making
structure at the school came into its own. The menbers of each of the four
instructional units held a one-holir meeting every week. At these sessions
they discussed the progress and needs of all children in the unrt--and made
plans for instructional progitms within the unit. They also disbussed
goals, evaluation plans, and inser,,vice needs specific to the unit and, or

forwarded their concerns to the IIC through their unit leader. New teachers
generally received their orientation to IGE through the unit meetings.

The Instructional Improvement Committ4, meeting every other week,
directed its attention to problems affecting two or more units as well as to
a great number of school-wide.. issyes: behavioral and instructional goals,
the use of staff, space, time, equipment, and materials, curriculum improvre-
'tents, evaluation plans, and inserviceftraining. Among ether accomplish-
ments, the IIC decided to adopt the Brigance inventory of Basic Skills for
additional ,diagnostic testing. The Brigance materials were purchased with
project funds, and one-and-a-half days of inservice ere provided for each
teacher. The IIC also began to develop consistent r ading and math programs
for gradp K-5.

The IIC was becoming quite the school, and most
teachers were pleased. They had, been used e5 having ne leader, but now they
found themselves having "more of a voice." Principe watt downplayed the

ow contrast between the previous and present state of affairs, saying that, the
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school had always had some shared decision making and th at she,"never wanted _

to be autocratic." However, she conceded that the processes and structures
which the project had introduced certainly madeit easier to be democratic.
Indeed, several teachers gave examples of the principal going aloq9 with.an
IIC decisibn even when she was personally opposed to it. And when.a new
draft of the teachers' handbook was written, the guidelines for the IIC were
prominently featured,

The school was moving forward with its implementation plan on other
fronts.' In the area of home-school-community relations, there was the
community schools program, the Grandparents Program (which, brought eiderly,17,
volunteer tutors into the schooL), and Dewitt's participation in a drive_tof

- build a community seruices center.. The effort to group students across ages,,
continued, and there was talkof reorganizing the instructional

In one area, however, activities did not go according to plan,.
Bell's relationships with outside experts began to dwindle. Dr.'Miller, the
IGE specialigt who had met repeatedly with the school staff during the
1977-78 schoWyear, visited only twice in 1878-79. According to Morton, he
stopped coming4to the school because Dewitt had seemed defensive toward him
during his last visits. Sharon Kirkwood, the TEC field agent, had resigned
her position, August 1979 to,4eturn to graduate qcneoi, and, the responsi-
bility for relations with Bell was taken over by the TECdirector. Fromt-gen
on Morton would talk with the director only twice a month, much less fre-
quently than she had with Kirkwood. Even so, Bell administrators felt that

some very worthwhile relationships had been established, both with the TEC
and with the universities.

FURTHER PROGRESS

...ot

.

By the 1979-80 school year, many of the early changes associated with
IGE had already become routine. Reflecting on current teacher attitudes
towards IGE) Dewitt said, "It's hard to differentiate from anything else in
the school.. It's the organization.? the process through which we work." The

school's media specialist accented, "I do'n't know when I last heard ICE
talked about....1 don't think we even think of it anymore. We've bespme a
school that's Seen working on Individually Guided Education withoutreallkinq
about it all the time."

Nonetheless, the school had not been standing still. In the fall of
1979 the multiunit structure had been reorganized so that most of the units
included an even wider range of student age groups than before. Unit A
included pre-kindergarten through first level; Unit B included kindergarten
through second level; Unit C included kindergarten through third level;
Unit D included second through fifth leveli and Unit E included,third through
fifth level.

C'

There was also much more cross -age grouping than in the first two
years of implementation. Moray of the homerooms included students in more
than one level; but, in addition, there was a great deal. more cross-over
grouping between homerooms. According to several teachers, this did not
bother the students, since they felk themselves to be members of units,
rather than classrooms or grade levels.
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Marylou Morton felt that planning to meet small group needs was
a step towards individualizing instruction. Indeed, the comments of several
teachers, Indicated that individualization was very much on their minds.
Marjorie O.'Keefe, the original teacher/facilitator, found that

IGE has helped us to reach the individual child much
better, because we plan much better. When we've diag-
nosed the needs, some of my kids might go to what would
be called thekindergarten class, and others might go to

'the second-grade class. Just for the skills they need,
an hour or &hat a time.

And Doreen Thompson, a middle-aged black teacher whb had been with the
school for years, said,

It gives you more freed om to work in ways you feel you

can-work best with your students. You don't have to
sti6k with the basic text and work with them all the 4.

same way. You can suit your style, of teaching to
the child's style of learning. And we constantly re-
evaluate. This year we've been changing our groups
quite frequently.

vs.

"'
Oe facet. of the school's original implelentation -plan had to be

abandoned--the evelopment of consistent reading and math programs for grades
K-5. As it tuned out, this activity at the school level was superseded in
19/9 by a comparable effort at the district level. Specifically, the dis-
trict began the process of dev'eloping an instructional management system
which included a scope and sequence 'for both math and,reading. Moreover, the
management system ha been tied to district-wide adoption of basal texts in
reading and math, and a pupil progression plan based on student mastery of 70
percent of the skill deemed appropriate for his or her grade level.

.DEGREE OF SUCCESS IN PROBLEM SOLVING

?ben Bell elementary initiated its problem-solving effort in Septere
ber 1976, die school was dealing with some very severe and long-standing
problems: a disadvantaged, low-achieving student population, greatly de-
moralized teachers, high faculty turnover, and a poor image in the community
at large. By February 1980 very dramatic changes had been made in every
aspect of the school's functioning, yet the school's problems were not
-yet solved. Most teachers felt that the benefits of IGE-would mainly be
apparent in the long run. For example, if asked whether ICE hacitholad an
effect on pupil performance, they would typically respond, "It uld."

iMorale for many teachers was greatly Improved. According to several
staff, the teachers felt more effective in dealing with pupils, had a
stronger voice In decision .making, and felt more unity, cooperation, and
concern for one another. However, faculty turnover was still very high.
Four teachers had left at the ,end of the 197B-79 school year, and as many
as ten' teachers were expected to leave at the end of the 1979-80 school
year. Across the district, Bell was still regarded as an undesirsble place
to teach.
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The school's bad image was difficult to shake. As Principal Dewitt
put it, "Some judge the school just by its facilities and,the'fact thit it
is 99 percent black." Jhe assistant principal, Marylou Horton, said roughly
the panne tking: "I don't think enough people have bothergd to come and see
the program. They have stored connotations and ihearsay of the past." She._

said there were stories in the newspaper, related to the desegregation issue,
that told of white parents driving their children to school for the first
time, seeing the poor facilities, the neighborhood, and the fact that there
were only one or two white children in sight, and then driving right on
by

Desegregation was once again a hot issue, and several rezoning plans
were.being considered. One would 'pair Bell with another school, which was
predominantly white, and would put the lower grades in this school and the
fourth and fifth grades at Bell. A second plan--to change some of the zone
boundarieswould mean a very minor change in the racial balance at Bell,
and only if white parents complied with the ruling. A third plan would
make Bell a magnet school with some kind of special program:

The fact tha't ICE was not recognized as a special program indicated
to Principal Dewitt that the district staff were hardly aware of. what was
happening at Bell. Tie assistant superintendent who had reacted so favorably
to ICE in 1977 had since then resigned. Dewitt felt that the man who re-
gee& him had very little unddrstanding of ICE: "He doesn't put obttacles
in our way, but neither does he know enough to h"

TheThe future of ICE at, Bell Elementary depended to a large degree on
district-level decisions. At least two of the rezoning plans -- pairing Bell
with another school or developing it as a magnet program--could mean ac{ end
to E. Furthermore, there was some conflict between the ICE philosophy and
the aistrict's new pupil progression plan. According to Morton, "There's no
way some of our fifth -revel kids can pass 70 percent of the fifth-gradd
skills." So far, the district-level staff had been content to leave Bell
alone, but with the spotlight of desegregation upon them, that situation was
unlikely to continue.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

(1) Of the three perspectives on .change (rational, political, social system)
which best typifies the leadership of Principal Dewitt? Did it. change
during the project?

)2) How important was the facilitating team to the change process at Bell'
Elemeqtary?

(3) Why was the environment external Co Bell such a key factor in its 1M-
.

provement effort? What are some good techniques for identifying environ-
=Wental forces and actors that may affect school change?

a At
(4) "I think its ludicrous when the principal comes to us for advice on a

school problem. We all know that she will do,What she wants in the end
regardless of whit we suggest. Anyway, making the hard decisions is her
jobtsnot ours." Suppose a teachbr had made this statement about Principal
Dewitt. How accurate is it? If you were the principal and overhead this
remark, what would ydu do?

(5) To implement IGEfischools must thoroughLy restructuirgrades and instruc-
tional roles. To what extent does such restructuring help or hinder
long-term institutiodalization of an innovation?

It
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CHAPTER 4, .

PARKER VALLEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DISTRICT.

Anna L. Rye(

For m any years, the Parker Valley. school system appealed- to be
paradise without snakes. Its programs were innovative, the school climat
was excellent, and the community was active-and supportive. The teachers
were well qualified and well paid; furthermore, lelations.between the teach-
ers' association and the school board were very good. When problems did
arise, the teachers were quick to respond: bypassing the administration,
they organized an inservice project that brought experts into Parker Valley
to advise the troubled teachers. As local funds ran out, the organizers
obtained the backing of a national prdgram. They ware.thus able to continua
the project, although they ,generally disobeyed the national program's guide-
lines. By the time federal funding ran out, the principle of teacher control ,

of inservice was firmly lodged in Parker Valley.

. Located in a west state just 35 miles from a inetropolitan area,
Parker Valley had nevertheless remained rural in nature, due ,to the interven-
ing mountain rangesand limited geographic access. Until the late 1950s
only one road led to the valley. Although a freeway was then opened, the-'
residents incorporated and passed. strict ordinances controlling development.
With some exceptions, thq area's 5,000 residents were white, affluentlaod,
highly educated. Hornet ranged in price front $100,000 to $150,000, and some
of the larger estatqs were priced much higher, when they could be bought at
all.

Itie community supported and was actively interested in its schools.
One principal said her school jogged as many as 600 parent volunteer hours
in a month's time. Nevertheless, 12 percent of the area's elementary age
children' were enrolled in private tschools, ,reflecting the wealth' of the

- community and family tradition. In 1977 about 680 students,were enrolled
in the public schools.

The 51 certified staff, of whom all but a few were white females, were
well qualified and rather well paid. The average,classroom salary was about
$2,060 above the state average. Over 72 percent of the teachers had two or
more years of postgraduate training, and 37 percent of- those had acquired
master's degrees. Turnover was quite low; the typical_ teacher had been

' employed by the district more than 12 years.

One hundred percent of Parker Valley's teachers belonged to the local
teachers' association, a closely knit and highly professional group that
was not easily influenced by the administration. The association maintained
a good image with the'boald.and the community, having voluntarily turned down

osalary increases in favor a tokensbonus when funds were low.

The 'district's most inf ntial faculty member, by far, was Jane ear-
" rows the school psychologist. A member of the teachers' association, she

saw her role more as a therapist than as an administrator of tests, and she
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spent as much time with teachers as with students. A good working relation-
ship also existed between the teachers and the two principals. Indeed, the
principals considered themselves, and acted, more like, teachers than adminis-
trators.

COPING WITH TROUBLES

In the mid-1970s Parker Valley began to experience some problems.
For several years, the district's enrollment had been declining by about 30
students per year. Since the district, was small, the slight decline was
monetarily significant, though ,rit did not cause teacher dismissals. Attri-
tion and a liberal leave policy prevented overstaffing, and several tethers

stook early retirement.
-4--

Then, in 1975, the district decided toiclose the oldest.of the three
schools, an historic landmark which was unfo t ly located on the trace
lines of a geologic fault. Many of'the community r siaents were angry with
the school board's decision. Some felt they had no been adequately con-
sulted, others that the :children were as safe in t e school ad at home;,

moreover, the school\ that Was closed was the only on9 in the district with
a gymnasium. Due partly' to the involuntary transfers and also to the lack
of an ,activity center at the remaining schools, student attitudes began
deteriorating. There was an increase in vandalism, disrespect, profanity,
and other problems, though these were .attributed to just a few students.

These occurrences and the uncertain financial situation were /mildly
distressing,to the teachers. They felt that the district's inservic' edu-
cation activities should be directed toward helping them to deal with the
changing Situations in their classrooms and in the school community. In-
stead, the inservice was organized by the superintendent hand focused on
topics whicb teachers felt were irre ant to their own concerns. As one.
teacher commented,

It was %alarmed by the dist lot for teachers. It was one of
the most frustrating thi that we had been going through.
,Tha.s Was during the tenure of three superintendents. Admin-
istrative proplems were discussed, not teacher problems.
These admirlistrative problems could usually have been hand-
led through written comMacation. One year was spent in
planning new buildings that were never built..

Another teacher said, "Inservice was organized by the superintendent, and it
was from her perspective, not from the teacher's perspective."

Then, in the summer of,.1976, the district was left withoUt a superinten-

--nt.
Following the example of earlier superintendents, who seemed to regard

trker Valley as a steppingstone to positions in larger districts, the
superintendent had resigned after just one year. Although a search committee
was formed, a new superintendent was not hired until mid-summer 1978. In
the meantime, the board appointed a former teacher, who was currently enrol-
led in a doctoral pitgram, as administrative intern. She handled the dis-
'trict's "paperwork," including grantsmanship, while. other administrative
tasks were assumed by the two principals and the school psychologist.
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Jane Barrows" the school psychologist, took this opportunity to

develop a voluntary inservice progrqm which she hoped would better meet the
.needs and interests of the teachers. It ran for 11 weeks during the 1976-77
school year and was focused on guidance strategies for the classroom teacher.
Barrows led some sessions and brought in outside consultants for the rest.
The distLict's two principals pirticipa4d on an equal basis with the teac h-
ers, At the end of the year, enthusiasm for repeating-the course was high,
and qeLcher stress" had emerged as the topic of greatest interest for the
coming year. 4

The inservice activities then hit a snag: the finds which had paid
for inservice education were cut from the 1977-78 1 district budget.
Hoping to salvage the program, Eileen Brannigan, the administrative intern,
began casting about for another source of funding., In the late summer of
1977 she called the state teachers', association to ask for help or sugges-
tions. her contact then told her of a national torbject to help teachers
identify and adopt inservice products such as films, training packages, and
workshop materials., Along with toll-free telephone access to a national
information base, the schools participating in the project were to be given
monetary support for planning specific inservice activities and purchasing
relevant products. Technical assistance in dealing with'the project's
sydtems and procedures would be provided by a state-based "facilitator,"
hereafter referred to as the field agent.* fortunately, the projecf was
looking for new sites, and Pyrker Valley was invited to particillite..

JOINING THE PROJECT A .

In September 1977 the state-based fibad agent came to Parker Valley
to meet with Jane Barrows, the school psychologist; Eileen Br- annigan,
the administrative intern; and Verna Rudden, the president of the local
teachers' association. Rudden accepted the invitation to join the project,
subject to demberphip ratification. Before the end of the month, the deci-
sion had been ratified by the association's members and had also been en-
dorsed by the two principals and,the school board.

Project guidelines,specified that the inservice activities be planned
by a committee of teabtiers and administrators. With the full support of
the two principals, however, the project in Harper .Valley Was organized by,
and belonged to, the local teachers' association. Members of the instivice
committee were selected by Barrows and Brenta ap, and included three mem-.

tobers of the teachers' association, in. additi tu themselves. Because of
her key role in the previous years inservi actidties, Barrows quite
naturally 4ecame, the project leader. elloppointments were later ratified
by the teaqtlers' association.. ,

\ -1i.

Very early in 1978 an acting superintendent (who was not a etindidate
for the permanent position).was appointed as an advisor to the school board.
Feeling that the inservice project, should be under/ district control, he

P

*Field agents in this project ware located on the staffs of state
education associations and state departments of.education, and devoted
only a small percentage of their time to th0 field agent role.
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attempted to intervene; However, the teachers carried out their plans
without altering them in any way to meet the desires °lithe newly arrived and
temporary supepintendent . - ,

-....
-.

- , f
.Before the Parke Valley site was fully organized, the state 'field ,

agent held his first trarningrmeeting for representatives of each site in the
state . No one fran Parker Valley attended. However, no harm was done, s_ihca ! ..
the field agent "impeated the majority of the training on site. During the
197748 school year, he visited Parker Valley seven.times,)attending several
committee meetings and two workshop sessions. He also maihtained contact by
telephone. At \the end of the -year, however, Barrows assessed his role as, ,.

primarily dealing with "mechanics" and said ,that the site had "pretty
nnuch be-en flying on its oin." t ' c

In early October 1917 the Ix v e-rnember, itreery ice education Committee
met' with the field agent for an hour's orientation and a discussion of plena
for p5obleml identification. Their first task was to conduct a formal needs
assessment, !that is, a survey of teacher needs for inservice. They developed
a survey ocestionnaire,.14ch was distributed to all teachers in October.
Eighty-seven percent of...theteachers responded. The committee then met to
'analyze the results. t3y nvid-Janudry they had categorized the aeachers'
wide-ranging 'responses -into five major areas: ' ',

1 Parent communication and relations
._ , - -

. ,.
2. 'Teacher self-esteem

3. Teacher/student reiaCionships

4. Ways of telexing and coping with stress '

5. Creating educational partnetships and
making use of, local teacher. talent

. .

for most Sites an the nationalinservice project, searching for and
selecting inservice materials would have been the next step, but the teachers
in Packer Valley were reluctant to change the model which had Narked so well
fax them the previous year. Therefore, instead of conducting a pearch for
materials, they moved on to progient planning, which for them meant a search
for cons tants and resource perdongel;

LINING1UP SPEAKERS(

After discuc ssion with the state fIld agent, the teachers determined
that they could spend about $440 of, projeCt fulds.to secure three or four
outside consultants:, staff fiat withinkthe district...1%1d lead other sessions
at no cost. The committee decided that outside consultants could best deal
with three areas: the - medical model- of stress, mainstreaming of special
needs children (a scbtopic undet teacher/student-relationships), and teacher
self-esteem. let

The suggeetions for potential consultants in each topic area cane
from the teaching" staff. Sdme were the teachers' former professors, some

a.. ,-
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had been written kie in newspaper articles, and others had conducted workshops
that received: faiterable comment froa teachers who attended. The inservice
committee considered the suggestions and decided on four speakers. Dr.*H en
McNichols, a medical plyctiologist from a major university, medical cent
would Speak on the medical model.of ,stress-a00 techniques for relaxatio
Dr. Herbert* Underhill, a professor in the depaAment of educatabnal_whol-
ogy at one of the state universities, would discuss mainstreaming of c Wren
with special needs. .Two consultants would explore teacher self-esteem: \Dr.

Robert Simmons, a consultant from the county office of education, anear,..
Hansen Cummings, a' psychologist. Resources From within the district would
provide leadership for sessionb- on parent communication and making use of
local teacher talent.

. Jane Barrows made the necessary arrangements. She ineormed the
consultants that the committee 'did not want a series of didactic lectures,
but preferred a workshop -approach, with as much teacher participation as
possible. The consultants- were expected to come armed with specific prac:
tical ideas that teachers could use in their classrooms. Wharf possible, the
workshops should focus on probIeis arising from the leachers' own-exper-. h

'Aftey the consultants were retained, the committee ',developed the
course calendar. TO a ?sure teacher control over the activity, as well as its
voluntary nature, they decided to hold the inservice classes _after school
hours. Eventually, they decided On an JI-veek course, meeting for two hours
every Thursday evening. They left a couple of meetings free at the end of
the course calendar because, as Barrows said, "Sometimes.the teachers want
more ofta thing after they get into it." Since some teachers wanted college
crecht for the course, Barrows made the appropriate arrangements with a state
univers-rty. However, teachers could also choose to take the course without
getting credit. .

Although they had moved' ahead with program planning, the leaders of
the Parker Valley inservice project had not entirely forgotten their promise
to use the national project's data bank on inservice products. In January
1978 the stpte field agent received a call from .a teacher on the inservice
CgMmittee. She reported to him the progress that had been made in drawing up
the course calendar, but also said there was room at the, end of the course",
for using inservice products. The field agent invited ker to attend a
statewide training session two wgeks later, where she would'be told how to
use-'the pr6ject's )3.00 number for obtaining product descriptions from the
pioject's information specialists. She did attend thelraining session, but
did not make her first call to-the,toll-free numbers until. April, after the
eutase was already half-completed. At this time, she requested products
related to discipline, parent.invoIvement, mainstrepming, _developing student
responsibility, and reality therapy. The project'b information specialists
then sent 36 product ascriptions. There is no evidence that the product
.descriptions were used fin any. way during the 1977 -78 school year. However,
at the end oflhe year, the "leaders of the Parker Valley inservice project
indicated that come of the products might be ordered for the followingyear..
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t The inservice committee did not survive these cuts unscathed. One of

its members was dismissed, and two others deCided they no longer had the

time to spend on committee activities. Jane Barrows was placed on leave
from her psychologist position in order to work on a project with outside

funding. Howeyer, she continued, to coordinate the district's special

1 I

r

A SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM

The sessions began on schedule in February
attended. About 90 percent of the 27 teachers who
sessions attended, ever.), one, while other teachers
that.specifically interested them.

1978 and were very wel.1
had volunteered for the
attended these sessions

In an end-of-the-year evaluation, the teachers gave the program very
high ratings. According to Verna Rudden, the association president, the
teachers' enthu'siasm could be attributed to the fact that teachers had
selected, designed, and operated the "whole show"--Jane Barrows Fled face

tated what the teachers wanted, rather than prescribing what she or the
inservice committee felt was best for them. The resulting emphasis or stress

reduction and self-esteem might startle traditionalists, but, kas Barrows

pointed out, "If teachers feel.and act better, it's better for kids."

Another cause for teacher satisfaction was the flexibility of the

course outline. Participants were free to suggest working on a topic longer

than planned. They could also Suggest substitutions if a more vital topic
appeared on the horizon. Tor example, one of the meetings that had been
scheduled as a session on self-esteem was given over Eo a discussion of
proposed legislation to limit state spending and the effect this could have
on public schools.

eFinalfy, the teachers 'enjoyed the diverse mixture of presentational
techniques, question-and-answer periods, role play, and free-flowing group

dynamics activities. One teacher summed up these views and then added,
"Perhaps the most notable result was the awareness of the need for collegial

support and ,thhe rapport obtained tis staff members of varying grades and

subject areas solved problems together." With another successful year behind

them- The project' leaders were pleaded to learn in May .1978 that they had
t been selected,for a second year of funding.'

' A
TROUBLE IN PARADISE

Parker Valley's teachers soon had much else to think about. The

passage of Agislation to limit state spending hit bhe schools in Parker

Valley particularly hard. Budget cuts avaraged 15 percent an the district

for the 1978-79 school year. Programs were not dropped, although extra

effort as made to 'fund programs from outside sources. Two non-tenured

teachers were dismissed, as were 'all part-time teachers and teacher aides.
.Also lo t were specialized personnel: ,an LD teacher and a librarian.
Janitorial and. secretarial services were reduced, and all transportation was
ct)t, even though,s6me students lived as many as 20 miles from school. The

.result, a bare-bones staff and service level, meant a complete reshuffling
of schedules and increased demands on

*a.

the time of MP- remaining 'teachers,
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educatiOn" and staff development activities. Because of her change
ment, the was no longer eligible for embership in the teachers' as a-

Lion. Nevertheless, the t ers' ssociation asked her to continue as the
inservice project,coordinator. lee teachers who had been involved in the
previous year's inservice course stepped forward to fill the gaps.in the
committee. They felt that, despite the increased pressure on teach81 time,
teachers would 8411 turn out for a cdurse that interested them.

In the midst of this storm, a new su6erintendent came aboard and
began tightening the chain of command: She made a n'unber of changes, mostly
in operational procedures, without consulting the teachers. For exampler
she changed the length of the school day, modified pie parent conferencing
procedures, and replaced the team-taught kindergar6ns with individually-
taught kindergartens meeting at.the same time. Jrekeeping with her belief
in a line-staff type of op5ration, she decreed that the teachers' associa-
tion could no longer approach the school board directly. She also expressed
an interest in the inservice project, but whenever she asked how the school -
district could get more involved, the subject was quickly changed. Control
of the project was carefulliequakted by the teachers' association and Bar-
rows. To make this quite clear, the inservice committee decided that no
work for the inservice project should be done during school hours. They

therefore authorized the expenditure of project finds to cover a stipend for
Barrows, as well as payment for secretarial time...spent in typing after
hours. As before, participation would be Aluntary, and the classes would be
held after school.

THE COMMITTEE DECIDES

6

Ins August 1978.the. fiVescommittee members attended a statewide
training conference conducted by representatives of the national project
ofiice. Topics included local planning and the use of project resource
personnel. The Parker Val y contingent did not find the training conference
entirely useful, and it h d little effect on the direction of the project at

siParker Valley. Project planning proceeded Uc a it had in the previdus
year, with one important difference: the service committee decided that a
new needs assessment was not required. They had done some informal canvas -
sing of teachers to obtain ideas, and they also had the previous year's
evaluation results, which included suggestions for the upcoming school year.,
Besides, the committee members felt they. were representative of Parker
Valley's teacherso .

. .

Based on the data they had in hand, the committee decided that the
program would focus on'Current Trends an Issues in Educatidp. Within
thd general topic area, they identified JOur potential areas of concern:

1. The state of education, changes that were taking place,
ways to prepare for an51 endure those changes, and their
likely effects on students;

2. Current trends in educational research;

3. Ways to secure and effectively use the services of
student teachers; and

4. Effective modes of assertive discipline.
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One member explained the choices this way,

With the legislation\to cut state spending, a new county
superintendent, and a ew superintendent'\s1 Of schools, and
all the kinds of Chang that have,occurred, we felt we
almost had to do something th ,,,t miolved talking about
where teachers area/4 wherejhey are going with public
education. We had the feeling that'thIs was the kind
of thimuppermost in people's minds at this point.

( ,

Another teacher said, "More teachers. are interested in inservice if the
topics for discussion are broadly based, that is, not too directly related to
classroom materials." .

,

The direction for the second year program came as somewhat of a
4 surprise rtiational project representatives, who had been told the lire-.

vious,spring hat the likely focus for the second year wopld be assertive
discipline. Barrows offered this explanation for the-rapparent -shift in
emphasis:

The teachers on the committee this year were, as indi-
viduals, really into how to influence the process of
what happens to uson eddbation. I don't know thaOthe
total teaching group was that involved. The inservice
committee may not have reflected the total teaching
group this'year as'well as it did last year.

-

Aside from the method for choosing a focus, the planning process was
much the same as the prvious ear's. The committee selected five consul-
tants, including the dean of the school of education at a prestigious univer-
sityra professor of educate from the same university, a member of the
state board of education, the president of the state teachers' association,
and the county superintendent of schools. '40,1n addition, the district's two
principals were asked to make a presentation on assertive discipline, based
)atl'their experience in a weekend assertive discipline workshop.

For a change of pace, and perhaps as a :qmcession to the national
project objectives, the inservice committee decided to open the series with
a film.` A member of the committee called the project's toll-free number in
October 1978 a d specified "teacher stress" as the s4te'm problem. Eight
product descri ions were sent to the site and were added to the 36 that had
beerrreceived the previous April. The committee was most interested in
previewing th film, An Eye for Change, from The Heart or Teaching series.
This film, th said,

was on coping wit1 change that comes from the adminis-
tration. We were confronting, at the beginning of the
school year, a lot of change that wasn't coming from any

rational basis, from any needs assessment or anything.
Tyre was just a lot of change going on, and that vas
why we wanted to look at that particular film.

I

I
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The film was previewed at a committee meeting in November; but, when
the film started, everyone gaspe4d. Jane Barrows later explained why the film

was rejected; "It was a fluke, because the mod4rator inthe film could have
been a twin for our. superintendent! It was just one of those things. It

wasn't the material that was in it, but we knew what would happen if.we
sho;ed that film."

The committee decided that.none of the
pertinent. However, the school district had
another film that- was not in the project's
Discipline in. the Classroom, by Lee Canter.

the film had also reached Parker Valley from
committee previewed the film and accepted it
gram.

GOOD, BUT NOT GREAT

other product descriptions was
received a flyer advertising
data base. It was Assertive
Very positive repoilT7E3a
other school districts. The

for use inothe inservice pro-

Eleven workshop sessions were held between January and March' 1979.
Thirty-two of tbe,40 teachers' in the district enrolled d-in the course, 27 of

them for credit. The workshops were again well attended.

Duri;ig the last class meeting, several class members discussed their
feelings about the course: Most agreed that the course had had no direct
effect on their classroom teaching, with the exception of the sessions
dealing with assertive discipline. More importantly, howbver, the course

4 had provided them a place where they Cpuld di.ecuss and share problems,
and receive mutual support at a time when it was greatly needed. As o e
Kincipal said, "The course was one of the few tendons holding the sta
together just now." Still,-the consensus was that the workshops had not be
as successful ,Fs the previous year's program. Thee major reasons were gi en
for this; the topics chosen, the consultants, and the school clime e.

The teachers had enjoyed tali g with people nvolved in' va sous
aspects of education, but scope alto felt that the year's topics were d es-

sing. They would have referred less emphasis on the le isiativ .nd inan-

cial aspects of educatio and more emphasis on the teacher a a per n. In

hindsight, Barrows felt t at the committee should have circulated ten-

tial topics and asked for commen from,the teachers.

A second problemwas tISat, on the whole, the course consu tans were
less satisfactory than the ones for, thiprevious year. They had chosen
because they were people who were in positions to be knowledgeable about the
topics assigned to them. Moreover, the teachers had provided each consultant
with a list of-questions prior to the meetings. Even so, a few or the
consultants came unprepared; one faitted to show on the appointed date and had
to be' rescheduled. - There were alsoi more lectures and fewer discussions and
role-play activities than in the pyevious year.

The impinging external everts also affected the teachers' attitudes.
Supplies were low, teacher aides and some specialists -were gone, teaching
assignments had been changed, and, toward the end of7t4renar, nearly .half
of the 40 'teachers as well as the two principals received no ice of possible
dismissal. How many of those would actually .be dismissed depended upon
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action by the state's governol to bail out the school districts. In the

meantime, there was not only among the teachers who had received
dismissal notices, but alio among the other teachers, whose assignments the
Coming year would be affected by the number and nature of the dkrissals.

ti

To cap the district's problems, about twice as many parents.as before
were requesting transfers of their children to private schools. One princi-

pal stated, "There has been a strange and unexpected effect on the communi-
ties we serve. ,Parents have the feeling that we took away the money but we
are going to provide even more service than before." Relations with the new

superintendent had gone from bad to worse. Her authoritarian leadeiship
style had antagonized the teachers and many community members, and the school
board was consideking a move to buy up the remaining two sears of her con-
tract.

In the midst of this gloom, there we;Onevertheless several positive.

side effects of the inservice activities. First, the school board accepted a
request firm the teachers' association for nine paid inservice days: three
to be teacher work-days, three to be planned by teachers at the building
level, and three to be planned by administrators. Some felt that board
approval OX:this plan was influenced by the success of the inservice activi-

. tiesothat hdd-been conducted on the teachers' own time. Another side effect

was a change in the itocal teachers' association bylaws to create an asseti-
ation task force on professional development; -the inservice committee was
made a subcommittee of this group. Commenting on the importance of this
development, ohe committee member said, "Now that it is in the bylaws, it
will continue whether or not any of us are around." Finally, the teachtis
had received widespread recognition for their innovative inservice program.
They had been asked to make prpsentations on the program to at feast two
important.conventions, and stories of the program had been carried ip the
local newspapers. Ihus, the project activities helped to build thq teachers'
professional status at a time when it had been undermined

4
in the pUblic

image.

A CLOUDY FUTURE

As the school year ended, it was uncertain how recent events would
affect the future of the Parker Valley inservice program. On the one hand,

the insep;ice activities were enthusiastically saProorted not only by the

teachers but also by the principals, both 9,10044alf expected the pipgram to
continue. On the other hand, because the national project was ending, there
would no longer be an outside source of funding for the program. Further --

. more, of the five current members of the inservice committee, fdUr had
received notice of possible dismissal, and one of these was Jane Barrows.
Commenting on the effect Barrows' departure might have on the inservicir

program, one principal said, "If she left, the program would falter but could
go on. There are other teachers in the district who are good at organiza-
tion, but she has the added'asset of also being good at facilitation."

The inservice committee was optimistic about ,the prospects for con:
tinukng the program without project funds. Towards the end of the school
year, they were considering such ideas as operating the program through the
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university; they were also reassessing the advantages and disadvantages of
sponsorship by the school district. This latter step would riot be taken
lightly,, since the teachers felt association control over the inservice
program was especially valuable. Because they were able to control atten-
dance, the sessions had been occasions for the teachers (and principals) to
meet and air their views freely. Also, because the activities were sponsored
by the association, the teachers had felt comfortable focusing on topics
related to their own personal grOwth, rather than topics that were more
classroom - related.

One tdacher lasted, "Teachers in our.district have become increasingly
aware through this inservice program of the power they wield to tailor the.
kind of program they want for inservice,C even if future activities were
to be sponsored by the district, the philosophy of building inservice on
the collectively determined needs of teachers seemed firmly established.

sr .
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1
.

1) Although the project at Parker Valley was controlled by the teachers,
the school psychologist was far more influential than the district
superintendent or any principal. Did the absence; f strong administra-
tive leadership have any significant consequen s for the project?

(2) At the end of the case, the Parker Valley project faced a "cloudy
future:" Although principals and teachers enthusiastically supported
tbe' inservice activities, the national project was 'ending, district
money was tight, and most of the inservice committee had received notice
of possible dismissal. Suppose you were hired as a consultant to advise
the district on how to sustain inservice activities despite these
difficulties. What would you recommend? ,-

(3) The first year's inservice program focused on the diffuse and higljly
ambitious goal of reducing "teacher stress." What .are the advantages
and limitations of avoiding greater specifiCity in project goals?

.(4) Change managers must give careful attention to determining whether an
coanization is ready for change. At Parker Valley, the national irk.,
service project was embravd as an opportunity to continue a previously.
established inservice program rather than to clarify and solve a new
problem. Should the national project have compelled Parker Valley to
reconsider its inservice problems and program? Why? ..

(5) At Parker Valley, a collaborative relationship existed among the teachers
in project decision making. Based on this case, what are the costs and
benefits of group decision making? When should it not be user.

\-5
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CHAPTER 5

BAYFIELD SCHOOL

Alien G. Smith

the Bayfield School was in nous need of a career education pro-
gram. The economy of the rural area icb it served was not healthy, unem-
ployment was high, and the average a nuaincome for famthes was only
$7,000. Though there were few qvailabl jobs, Most graduates of the Bayfield
School remained in the area, finding bs where they c uld--in the mining,
lumber, or construction trades--or follosing their pa is o farming.
To bring unemployment down, the children of the Bayfield community would
have to be encouraged to consider other types of employment outside the
area and would also need training in how to make themselves employable.

In the late 1970s, the Bayfield School directed its attention to
these needs, implementing a career exploration program at the junior high
level and an employability skit s cl ss at the high school level. If the
school's curriculum was successf ly anged, its decision-making structure
was not. As will be seen, the Lir career education effort bore the
individual stamp of Bayfield's principal.

Located in a North Centralotate, Bayfield As inhabited leargely by
farmers of Scandinavian descent. There were no major population centers..
Instead, Bayfield's 1400 adults and 800 children were dispersed across the

I400-aquare4bile distri . The area was isolated and largely undeveloped,
and the most visible b nch of the state government was the Department of
Natural Resources (0NR). The distaste 1,f Bayfield's people for interference
by'outsiders, as well as their distrust of the state government pnd bureau-
cracy, was exemplified by the bumper sticker often seen on cars and pick-up
trucks: "The Lotd giveth and the DNIT taketh away."

1
.

s -
Bayfield School wiis

v
built in 1966 after three smallerLdistricts

consolidated. The only school in the district, it had a total enrollment
(x -12) of 600. One- ifth of the students were Native American; The rest,
Caucasian. Class si was large (usually.30 to 4p students) and staff size
small: 28 teachers, ne counselor, two principals (one each for.the elemen-
tary, and secondary sc ools), and the superintendent.

The superinesnde t, who came to the district early %in 1977, soon made
his presence felt. t his suggestion, plans wire made to convert the
junior high school p gram, with classes segregated by agt, to a middle
school, with students grouped_by ability,level. However, he took little part
In the oeteer education project. Instead, the-iw,ylocal figure was Greg
Babel, the secondary schogl principal.

.

_ .

THE POWER INBAYFIELD

Babel had been principal since
school, his role wag multifaceted:
curriculum, staff training, career and
counseling Babel was at the center
school. All teachers reported to 1him
edge. ,

1968.. Since Bayfield was suchia small
he was responsible for_ discipline,
vocational education, and until 1978,
of authority and communieition in his
and little went on without his knowl-
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Babel freely admitted that his backgroundhe had Served in the
military and had operated his own business--influenced his management style.
Day-to-day decisions he simply made unilaterally. Major decisions in such a
small school required consensus, since opposition by even one teacher could
cripple a policy change. However, since he and the new superintendent were
careful to maintain a united front in public even when they privately dis-
agreed on a matter, it was fairly easy, in Babel,'s words, for them to
"brainwash:" resisters into acceptance.

educational approach in Bayfield west conservative, with an
emphas on basic skills. Until the middle school was introduced, there had
beeh no changes in curriculum in 10 years. The value of this strictly
academic approach did not.,Qo unquestioned in an area where so few graduates
went on to higher .education. Parents wanted their children to be informed of
the variety of career opportunities available in the world at large; skill,
they were reluctant to pressure the teachers, whom they viewed as the experts
in educations Moreover, although the state_ legislature had.passed a Career
Education Act in 1974, which encouraged school districts to stress career
education, no funds had been voted to help the districts do so.

Nevertheless, some changes did occur after the passage of the Career
Education Act. A core group of staff formed to write thegicareer education
plan xequired by the legislation. The intermediate school distlict of which
Bayfield was a part provided some help ip the form f.workshopi, and a very
successful auto mechanics class was begun at the schoo

Further progress was halted in 1976, win the school suffered a

severe budgetary crisis. Soon after the negotiation of a contract wi the

teachers and the purchase of new buses, the district found itself $801080 in
the red. Justifiably or not, the scheerboard blamed the superintendent and
ousted him.. To cope with the deficit, the district went From a six-period
day to seven so fewer teachers could cover more classes. At the same time
the district reduced its purchase& of supplies to a minimum, made cuts in the
cooking and custodial staff, and in March 1977 asked the voters to appr
a 5 1/2 mill increase to cover the remainder of the deficit. The vote
failed and the oistrict laid off 10 of the 28 teachers. The millage final-
ly passed in August, but by khen four of the teachers -had found jobs; the
district consequently had to hire four new teachers.

With teachers overworked, morale low, and local Plids unavailable, it
is easy to see why the career education effort 4n Bayfield. came to a stand-
still in 1976. Nevertheless, the new superintendent and Principal Babel
supported the idea, and a needs assessment conducted in the district that
year showed that parents felt career education to top priority. The

situation called for a deus ex machine; his name e Johnson, and he
worked for the inkermediate school district to ich yfield belonged.

THE INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT

Along with six other schOol districts, Bayfield as served by the
Dillon-Sokol Intermediate Schoen District (ISD).- The ISD ted as an inter-
mediary between these districts and the state department of education. It

offered general administrative services, such as assistance4with evaluations.
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and reports, and helped the districts provide equal. opportunities to handi-
capped students. gut the ISD's most important .activity was in the area of
vocational education.

Duane Johnson was the ISO's director of vocational education. Under
him served 25 professionals, the great bulk of the ISD's st'aff. Fourteen
were instructors for the half-day vocational courses offered either in the
schoOls or in a "satellite center" serving a number .of the smaller dis-
tricts. (Half of Bayfield's 11th and 12th graders spent their afternoons
at this center.) The ISD also offered a placement service,, un by Bob
Falter, a member of,Johnson's staff. Johnson and Falter took pride in the
98 percent placement rate they had achieved.

There was yet another orgaraation in the educational hierarchy. The
Dillon-Sokol ISO, as well as the ISD in neighboring Henoway Couty, consti-
tuted the Tri-County Career Education Planning District (CEPD).

own,
CEPD

was a shadowy entity; it had no organizational structure of its own, apart
from council charged .with planning the future of career education within
the CEPD. Duane Johnson served as the CEPD's vocational-technical special-
ist, though within the Dillon-Sokol ISD this rdle was indistinguishable from
his role as the ISO's director of vocational, education.

,
ol/

Jphnson had a third title', that of CEPS 1 coordinator. As such, he was
tec hnically responsible for helping schools implement the Career Education
Act. Beyond helping districts prepare annual career edbgation
Johnson did little in his role as CEPD.coordinatoro since his vocational
activities kept hiM busy. .

Johnson's previous experience had been with the state department of
e ducation, with the state university (where he trained teachers in voca-
tional education), .and with various Federal programs, such as Job Craps.
Johnson drew on his familiarity with the wider educational world in his work
with the ISD; when he learned about a local district's problems or needs, he
would inform the superintendent or principal about any available knowledge or
resources.

Rather than act as a stimulft himself, Johnson felt'he should facil-
itatt initiatives taken locally. This approach made good sense, since
ISOs had no direct authority over local districts. In this respect %bey
resembled businesses more than governmental agencies; they prospered by

"selling" their services to local schools. By attentively serving his
clientele, Johnson had'built the ISO into a veritable conglomerate,

JHE CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT
4

In 1976 the state department of education initiated a project to help
schools locate and adopt career education programs and materials. Duane
Johnson, as CEPD cooranator.,..wasIdesignated as tOe field agent for his
area. One of the requirements was that participating districts conduct a

needs assessment. Johnson thought of Bayfield, which had recently completed
one, and called Greg Babel. After describing the project, Johnson invited
Babel to apply for funding; the application was subsequently accepted.
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One of,the purposes of the project was to introduce a new problem-
solving and decision-making process in the schools. Johnson knew this, but
he saw little chance that he could do more than react to local requests for
assistance, especially cdnsidering his many commitments, the distance between
his office and Bayfield, and his established methods of operation: Thus he
never stressed the process goal in his dealings with Babel- a

For their part se in.Bayfield welcomed tVe project as an oppor-
tunity to implement parts of the district's career education plan. In view
of the district's financial crisis, outside, funding was the only hope Bay-

had of introducing career education to the school in 1977. The
problem-Solving steps required by the department of education Seemed quite
irrelevant to this goal, and were seen locally as distracting "hoops" through
'which they must jump. It was it this spirit that the project developed in
Bayfield. -

Principal Babel took commandlpf the change effort in Bayfie10.
Project guidelines called forlhe formation of a site team representing the
faculty, the administratidn7a6d the community. A Core group of staff had
beets formed in 1975 to comply with the requirements of the Career Educa-
tion.Act. .4o comply with the new project's guidelines, this group was
expanded to Include four teachers (including the auto mechanics teacher),
four parents, and the district's three administrators. Whether the group
ever met is uncertain; by the fall of 1977 it was almost forgotten. Instead,
all planning for the project was carried out by Greg Babel, who kept they
superintendent generally informed,, ogether with the teachers whose classe
would be directly affected. These teachers formed the second "site team "
which met only a few times to receive information from the principal and to
`approve his derions.

THE PRINCIPAL IDENTIFIES THE PROBLEMS

As noted, Bayfield had conducted a needs assessment in 1976. The

survey instrument was developed with the advice of6the ISO and the department
of education, field tested, and following publicity in the local 'media,

administered to ell p4rents, studenttoand teachers.

Despite the cane with which the survey was conducted, it' was viewed
with skepticism by many, including the new superintendent aid the principal.
Both felt that formal .surveys were; not needed in a district the size of.
Bayfield, where the population had frequent face-to-face contact both social.[
ly and professionally with local educators. They doubted whether many of
the respondents to the survey realgy undetsto6d what the survey was askin9
According to Babel, parents in the district tended to see tie school a§,the
expert. - Therefore, if thingp were already being done in :the school,.Ahe
parents, thought that the school must be doing them well. tf something was
not being done, then there ,must be a. great need for it. The fact that one
of the questions concerned art classes, and that the school did nottbffer
art, thus accounted for the parents' rating alt as the district's greatest
needy career education was q close second.

Babel maintained Chat the district's needs could be identified much
.mare readily and accurately simply by talking to people, sensang their
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_ concerns, and then te.o.ifiing these perceptions by talking with others.
This, said Babel, id what he did in the spring bf 1977, soon after Bay-
fie,;04 apOlacotion was accepted. As a result of these conversations,
he decided ttiat Bayfield's project would have two foci:

-.J- o . 4

;
1: Develoikeht pf a.seminili for high school seniors ..

that would teach them how to go out into the world
of work. This course should include instruction in
.preparing job applications, writing resumes and going
through interviews.

.O
. - .

,

2. Development of a progfaM in career exploration for
junior high schdol students that would review career
opportunities and help studentsfidentify high school
courses that would be most beneficial to them in -...N1
view of their particular career aspirations. .

babel said these foci were responsive to one Of the most immediate
needs in the district -- making children aware of opportunities available in
the world of work1and helping them prepare for them. This preparation
requires not only grounding in the skills demanded by the occupation, but
also the skills needed to get hired in the fist place. Once he had identi-
fied these foci and cleared them with the new superintendent, he went to the'
teachers who would be affected. These foci were. discussed in a staff meet-
ing--in effect, theWirst team meeting - -and Consensus was reached, on them.

During interviews held some time after themAecisions were ade,

the leachers expressed general agreement with the foci selected. Howev r,
teachers talked as though they had had little voice in the decision. Th y

described what they were going to be doing in RDU much as a well-,informed
citizen describes policy decisions that have been made by a city council;
they knew what,was going to happen, they generally agreed with al, and they
generally accepted the fact that such decisions were appropriately made
by'someone besides'themselyes.

- CHOOSING TWO SOLUTIONS

Because Bayfield elected to address two d fferent problem areas,
there were two distinct processes for choosing solMons. Both illustrated
the basic decision making practices in Bayfield. Soon after Babel, decided on-
the project's goals, Duane Johnson received a release from the state office
of vocational education saying that Cliff Jump fit the state .university was
developing an employability skills course with a grant'from the state. Since
Johnson knew Jump personally, he contacted him and asked that Dillon -Sokol
ISD be involved in the early stages of the produvt's field testing. Jurp
agreed, and Johnson arranged a workshop for, the entire ISO to be held May 2,
1977.

1

When Johnson informed him pf the comin§ workshop, Babel was naturally
interested and sent one high school. English teacher as his representative.
That teacher returnqd from the workshop enthusiastic about the product and
anxious t'o try- it with Bayfield's seniors. As it happened, there was a
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'was
of all ISD prihcipals that night, and Jump was on the agenda. Babel

WaS also impressed by JOmp'spresentation and decided at that time to imple-
ment the course aa.part of Bayfield's project.

Along 4th the teacher who.had attended Jump's workshop, Babel
described the.emplqability skills course to the rest of the achers. No

v.one objected to pursuing At. The task of selling was simplifi considerably
by the fact that only one teacher (the one who had attended the workshop)
would be involvediain teaching the course, and he was , alr ady convinced.

.

Although it took longer, the search for a junior igh career ex-
ploration product was hardly more complex than the one jus described. In
the fall of 1977 Greg Babel telephoned Duane Johnson to fi, out what pro-
ducts were available in career exploration for junior high students. Aware

1:1
that the state project staff were in the process of prepar ng fact sheets on
career education products, Johnson called them in October and said 6 needed
information on products in ttie area or career exploration. Since the fact
Sheets were rot .yet ready, the staff sent him about 50 pages from various
catalogues 'documenting a number of products for career exploration.

-- .
..

,
..

When JOhnson,gave this inforiation to Babel, the principal responded
-by saying: "I can't read through all that, Duane. Don't you know abourany
prgducts" Johnson said he did know off one from the Applachian.Educational
Laboratory that ifad. been piloted with some success, in. another school dis-
trict.. This same product, 4e added, had been used with freshmen at nearby
joharthern University. According to what he had heard, the students had
responded enthusiastically, saying: "Why didn't we have this long ago!"

With that, Babel asked Johnson to order some information on the
product. When it came he reviewed it.along with Cari,Frank, the,junior high
English teacher whom Babel wanted to teach the tours 'they liked wh t4ey
saw, and after -discussing Alit a staff meeting eaully- int-November-decided to
order the product. .

.

As before, no formal criteria were established to guide the selection

,

process. In retrospect, Babel said that the primary criteria were that
the product gave junior high students exposure to a viNty of career alter-

, natives; it was aimed for ple right grade levels; and, most important of
all, Duane Johnson knew someone who had used the product succedsfully.

Unlike th
considered at
that he had be

employa6ility, skills product, some other products were
t superficially before a decision was made. Babel said

n at conferences where other products were on displiy, but in
hisjudgment t y were all more complicated, required more inservice, of were
aimed at the" wrong grade levels.- No one, aside from Babel, reviewed these
other products.

N.

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

, The budget crisis in the summer of 1977 did not delay the employabil-
%ity skills course, even.though the 10 tescherg laid off included the teacher
who was to leach the course that fall. The miliagelubsequently passed in

r
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`August, after .the _teacher had.found another job. By coincidence, Qabel's
;nephew, Paul Bergen,. was 14 fawn after spending six months in llexicb." He was
hired ,in August. replace the departed teacher, with the undehstanding that

...
he would teat the new course in 'employability skil4p. Less than a week

%,

after being hired, and new to teaching, Bergen was sent to a workshdp to be
trained.

0. 0
In'the new produa. 4. .-

v. ..

. 4.-
%...- As taughb.:by....PaUe Bergen,' the employability 'skills.course ran an4

entire,. semester,- with a 45-minvte :class daily. .Bergep began the semester
4 wit a pretbst to law. how much the Students already kRew.abWi,getting a

jr*'. He then led the class through a series of activ3.ties designed-to give

. the students hands-otr experience in seeking employment. For example, these
4ptivitiesfocus% un analyzing the job market, assessing one's own values,

. exploring altematives, preparing job fact sheets, developing resumes,
writing cover lettersy_IAlling out job applications, interviewing, chopsIng
the fight job, and KEeping the job. Each activity lasted iI2out a4weeR, and

. the semester ended vlith a post-test to assess the studeRts' progress. ,.

,,

.-

.

During these first fgy months, Bergen relied Imavily on a bound
.

teacher's gtide which included daily Lesson plans and ,model' exercises for ,

each area. Bergen continued to get updated and revised mat iala from the,
product developer for the next tmo.years.

.

.

Bergen also received rcogsiderable amount of help from Bob Falter,

le=

the I6D's placement director. FalUr'had helped conduct the AugustAksgop
at which Bergen was trained. During th fall semester, he came t gen's
class.each leek to observe, offel suggestions, andprovide updated materials.

...

(fin' one occasion he even' simulated a job rhtervi fof the, Clas'S. He came

frless frequently during.t6.1-_econd semester, thou ,he still visit-.0 now -and
trip, Bergen sow Duane Johnson just once duripg the entire 1977-7Cschool ".

t .- .

0 \
ye r, and not at, all 14 1978-79.

, - ".'

4

. .11
...

d,

'. Must of the adaptations maddeby Bergen during ,the flist,semester'were

minor ane, un the who repOpsented ad. tons. to the existing materills;
lather than, real adaptations. ,Por exa ; 4 -ter

If
.1.

4
he product Included only"writte0

, .

disc slang, for4ttudents about ehe nature of the .,lob, market. At Falter's
. ugges.ion, and-with his (lolp,"Bergen-supplemepted these written materials
with films from the ISD on job,interviews. He also charged the model cover
Aetter for fesumet to include a retweat for an intervIen

l'%......"'. .. ., \ ' ..
.

.. .,' .

Following the eirsi, semester Bergen made substantial changes in tht
' product' on his own initiative. He felt that the original product. focused
too much on the details and mechanics of securing a job and not enough pn
why someone would be' looking for aAarticular kind of jobin the first.

,,, place. His students agreed with him., 'Consequently, in the seconckse'Mes- t
4

tor, Bergen compressed most.of the original .--product' into the second half
o , and spent the. first half on what he callA"self-explora-
tion"--helping the students. decide what they wanted to do. y ,

a .. f r' 4.1' 1 .
,

Bergen. made these changes to improve the ppOdticti.s.value,4 based on ..

aplementStion experience buringihe first semester. Hofaer, he also made
.

another chaRge in the second .semester .that was prompted by the high rate
of 4bsenteeism characteristic of B,gy faeid' 5 seniors as they- approached
graduaport ay mid-semeste; attendance in this Mass (and all other classes to

. . "r
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as well) was so erratic that Bergen wag unable to maintain continuity of
instruction from day to day. Consequently, after the seventh week of class
he shifted to an organization based on discrete moduies that students could
work on i ependently at their own pace.

.

So, for example, one module in-
cluded wr ting resumes, preparing .cover letters, and compiling personal
data. Anot er consisted of filling out applications, preparing for an in-

terview, ually parlicipating inpa mock. interview before the class.
Students devoted their class time to working,individually on each module and,
after demonstrating to Bergen that. they had completed it (usually by showihg
him the resume that they had prepared, or the letter that they had written),
moved on to the next module. These major adaptations to the product were
undertaken to Bergen almost totally on his own. Bob Falterl knew about th.e-

changes', but was not consulted prior to their. implementation. +.Principal
Babel was only vaguely aware of them.

.1%
CAREER EXPLORATION

Implementation of the course on .career eipl6ration lagged far behind
the course fog seniors. The chosen product was developed by 'Appalachro
Educational Laboratories.and publibhed by McKnight. It consist4d of perma-
nent materials such as filmstrips, audio cassettes, card indicesof occuPa-
tions, and a teacher's manual. It also Included expendable workbooks for
childreri. Its purpose as described by those in Bayfield was to acouaAnt
children with different careers thtough exploration of career alterhdCives
andAmlso by having students explore their own values and aspirations.

It was, principal Babel's initial intention that Carl Frank be the
only teacher to teach career education and that all resources for,the career
exploratkon product go to him. Frank was selected by Babel for two major
reasons. First, Frank taught eighth graders, and. Principal Babel felt that
this was the appropriate age to introduce career exploration activities, in
the school. In the eighth grade a student was old enough to begin thinking
seriously about career options, but still young enough to plan his %or her
high school curriculum inpreparation for a chosen career-. Second, Frank was
already *Crested in ca er education and had introduced it 0 his eighth-

-4\
grade classes. He ditl,,,pot ave to be sold on the idea.

The decision'to convert the junior high program to a middle school made
the origir,11 implementation plan impract4cal. With children grouped by

ability rather than age it was not possible for a single teacher to instruct
611 eighth graders in career education. All taapers had to be resppnsibIle
for 4truction iniAll s4bjectt. Moreover, 'the career exploration materials
did arrive until May 1978, just before the end of school. There was to
have peen an inservite in the produtt at that tame, organized.by Johngon and
conducted by a pr.ofessor from Northern University, but this workshop was
postponed by Johnson becayse.a wanted to get more ISD scillbols to partin-

.
p6 work'se. Finally, another rerkop was scheduled for August. During this
workshop 0 representative, frory Mani,ght Publishing Company presented a
one-day overvibvillf thesaterials to teachers from Bayfield and other schools.

..0'
in Dillon - Sokol ISD. T.FE, workshop was organized by Duane Johnson and financ-
ed by.ciroject.funds.

N%
Shortly after this workshop Prinbipal Babel met with his middle school

feathers and learned that they Still felt too insecure to implement the new.
I A.
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product. He asked Duane Johnsen for 'another inservice to give his teachers

, hands-on experience with the materials. Johnson referred Babel to Ray Johns
in his office who arranged for the professor from Northern Univeisity to come
to Bayfield and work with Babel's teachers. This second inservice was herd
November 11, 1978. I

41t* As a consequence of these delays; implementatianof, the new career
exploration product did not begin in earnest until the final six months of
the project. According to staff, Implementationwas proce'edi

ore pressing problems brought on by the conversion to ma le,s9hool: By

g slowly, given

34,ttplop
the end of the 1978-79, school year, two of the midpIe school . achers were
presenting qne-hour weekly units to their student04 using the product.
According to Babel, they teachers were trying to mpIement the material
Faithfully, as the developer intended, rather than ad tang or modifying them
for their own needs. 00

CONCLOJONS

Overall, Bayfiqd should probably be counted as a "success" story.
1 a criterion for success los solving a eeal educational problem in the
"pool, Cherie-is at least some indication that Bayfield succeeded. If the

criterion? is setection -and implementation erreseareh arm deve-lopment-----
product, with appropriate modifications, then again they succeeded. Perhaps
most imporeantly, there ere strong indications that the implemented produtls
would endure after federal funding had ended.

.

Yet the process that Bayfield staff used to identify their problems
and select solutions was not itself 'new. Although the state project staff
saw themselvel as introducing twin innovations in participating schgo Is - -an
R&D product Ad a problem-solving praesgr-foCali practical purposes there
was only the product innovation in Bayfieid. The project had little effect
on the procedures by which teachers and administrairin in Bayfield identified
problems, selected solutions, and km01,1emitented prodbcts in the dasaroom. In

Duane Xohnson's words, "they won't bepurt by what they did, but they ,didn't
truly go through the process." If anything, the problem- solving process in
Bayfield was,more centraiazed and less participatory than the typical pro-
blem:solving process in the school.,
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-.DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
7

(1) "A politician's power stems less from what he can legally force others
to do than it doeS from his skill in using his talents as a 'broker' to
get others 'with more power than he to join him.", To what extent does'
this comment by an advocate of the political perspective on change apply
to the principal in this case?

(2) In Bayfield, the stkrintendent and principal ignored the results of a
formal needs assessment among' residents that had indicated that art
education was viewed as the top priority,need. The two administrators
decided to focus instead on career education. If you Wad responded to,
the survey, how would you t to such "high-handed behavior"? if you

were the superintendent how uld you defend yourself?

(3) Bayfield implemented both an mpIoyability.skiIls come for high school.
seniors and A career exploration program for junior high school students
The first was implemented far more quickly and with less difficulty than
the second. ViEt?

(4) Identify what you consider to to the major "turning paint" in this case,
i.e., the event that made the difference between success and failure.

(5) "Whenever I consider a significant organizational change, I think it
through very carefully but 1, do not discuss it wi)th those involved. I

wait lentil I have anticipated all the contingencies and complaints that
might affect the change, decide how to handle each and every one' cif
them, and then I make the change as quickly and directly as possible.
Perhaps this causes some initial shock and resistance but it is'prefer-

c
able to the anxiety and confusion caused by slow participative attempts
at orgapzational change." Discuss this comment in terms of the leader-

.-

ship strategies -used in this case.

I
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CHAPTER 6

SUGARVILLE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

E. Christian Anderson'

Lack of support from administrators, constraints on broad faculty
invdlvement, attrition among teaminembers, and discontinuity in assistance
from external change agents all helped hamstring the attempt' to upgrade the
educational program at Sugarville Elementary.. Struggling against the odds,
the three staff members who were responsible for the change effort persisted
until eventual.4, two new math programs were adopted. Even then, the lasting

impact of the innovations was not assured. With the departure of two of the
three team members and high turnover 'among the teachers trained to use the
programs, it appeared as though the new materials would gather dust on the
shelves and very seldom be used.

A high rate of attrition among teachers was not unusual at Sugar-
-- ville; some years the turnover in faculty reached 50 percent. The main

reason was the rural nature of Plains County, the area served by the Sugar -
ville School. Located in the interior of a southern state, the county's 750
square miles were devoted almost entirely-tonagriculture. The 5,500 inhab-
itants were well enough 'off, except for the migrant farm workers and the
American Indians. the canefiel,ds and pasture land of the county sheltered
abundant small game, and the lakes and streams teemed with fish. But beyond

hunting, fishing, and solitude, Plains County had few amenities to offer.
The largpat municipality was the county seat, Sugarville, a'town of 1,100,
aril it lacked even a movie theater. A ninth, grade education was the norm for
the county's inhabitants age 25 or over; only three percent had college
degrees. The nearest university was 150 miles away. 0

04.

44r'
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A TROUBLED SCHOOL

, %,

t Sugarville Elementary School and the high school next dobr were the
only schools in the county. Their combined enrollment was 1,100, with 650

pupils in the elementary school. Thirty-five of the district's 70 teachers

taught at the elementary level. m '

Though the school buildings were modern, the diqvational appr oach was
traditional, since tVe people in Plains County were quite conservative. The

school's instruction 4I areas, originally designed for opin classrooms, had
been partitioned into more twditional arrangements.' In the recent past the

i school had experimented with an ungraded 14-3progyam, but it was never
fully implemented, and the school soon returned to a graded system. In thb
379-80 school year, art, music, and physical education would be dropped `kom
the curriculum because pf a rack of space; Some attempt was made to offer
extracurricelar and enrichment programs and field trips, but the major focus
of the school was on the basic skills: reading, writing, and arithmetic.
These skills were at the center of most'concerns expressed by teachers, for
most of Sugarville'sNelementary Students scored below grade level on nation-
ally normed reading lind math testti.

.
,

.

4,

Discipline was an occasional but serious problem.' Sixty-four pertent of
ugarville's students were white, 20 percent black,.8 percent American Indian,

. ,
.
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and 8 percent Hispanic. (Some 15 percent were ,classified, as migrant.)
Plains County was fragmented along racial-cultural lines, ,and the tensions
imong the various groups frequently surfaced and found expression among the
public school students, whodresorted to violence with one 'another. On two
occasions in a recent year the schools had been closed for several days to
allow 61e heat generated by open .conflict to subside.

The Plains County school district had seven full-time administrative
staff, but the routine demands of bureaucfacy and the logistics.of main-
tenance and operation otcupied most of their time. .The elementary prince
Glen Girard, was near retirement and in poor health. The superinte , ,a

former fifth-grade teacher at Sugarville, vas mostly concerned with modern-
izing and wanding the school's physical facilities. Both administrators
were aware of and sympathized with the community's conservative values.
ThuS, neither one had the tiire or the inclination for concentrfted atteption
to curricular or instructional innovation. 4

The previous superintendent-had perhaps beta more venturesome. At
any rate, he had involved the Plains County school districWin a teacher
education center then being roped to serve five rural school districts. In

the early 1970s the state had `authorized the formation of TECs, as they were
known, to encourafje.codPeration ;among universities, school _districts, and
teachers and to improve inservipe education programs. The district's affil-
cation with the TEC relieved it of the burden of preparing a yearly master
plan fqr inservice education, a state requirement. It also paved the way for
Sugarville's participation in a fedepally funded project to help solve school
problems.

A MISSED ME TIN

When the problem-solving project was inaugurated in this state, the
TECs took on the role.of intermediary agencies between state proct resourc-
es and local school staff. ih TEC with which Plains County was affiliated
held an initial orientation s ssion on the project in Aid-September 1976. No
one from Plains County b ered to attend. However, since the TEC's plan
called rot one e n ary school from each district, and since Sugarville was
the, only eleme any school in Plains County, it was not long before the TEC's
representative, p.....Joseph Jones, made an appointment to see Prkncipalo

7
Girard.

Jones had been Hired as the TEC "linker" or field agent. Hi.s back-
grouQd included an Ed.D. degree in administration and supervision with.a
minor in curriculum and instruction. As a university professor he had

tblesisted a number of secondary schools with curriculum problems, general
supervision, and self-study... Since he had taken a leave of absence from his
university, he was free to consider a new, assignment. When the projbct, came
aIong$,,he welcomed the opportunity to work full-time with the TEC and in.the
field, away from the university; .

Furthermore, he seemed a good candidate for the job. rIn his dealings
with schools he.dld not prgSent hi elf as an expert with.solutions to any
problem. Rather his approach wa low-key; offer'ed suggestiops and
alternatives without attempting to orce particular choices on school staff.

it
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Although no one had a clear picture of what a link er should do, and he
himself had no specific expectations, he. perceived the project and his part
in it'as simply a new and better day to provide his accustomed services to
schools.

Jones met Principal Girard on September 29 and introduced him to the
project. He explained that the project would help the school identify a'
problem and later. choose from among field-tested solutions suggested by
the project's experts. The project, would also provide five thousand dollars
for expenses. There was just one requIremOrit: the staff would have to
take an active role, in the project. Several would be trained as flicilita-
tors, who would then lead the entire faculty through a sequence of problem-
solving steps.

Girard assured Jones that-his teachers would gladly involve them-
-selves in this effort. He himself would support the project, although he
could not devote much time to it. He promised to ocpanize the facilitator
team quickly and to inform Jones as soon as it was organized.

A FEW dIOD MEN

Principal Girard was as good as his word. Later that day he en-
countered EWE school Counselor and Eki of the school'a-five male teache71-in
the men's room. Girard asked them if they would form the facilitator team to
oversee the implementation of ithe project, and they agreed. Girard called
Jones the next day and advised him ,to -work directly with the facilitator
team. -

Notwithstdndinq the manner in which they were appointed to serve as
facili)etors end the req. that they .were all males in a predominantly
allele setting; the three men were a potentially good choice. All were
young, energetic, and had graduatedegrees. They were serious, dedicated,
and thoughtful school people, aware pf the problems in their school and

, determined to exploit this new opportunity.

James Prouty, the guidance coynselo, was. the most firmly established
in the school district. He had made a commatmept to himself and his family
teremain in Sugaryille and to develop his careel thete. He liked the Plains
Countyslifestyle and felt he was in a good position for professional growth.
In the past, the county had relied on "borrowing" professional guidance
services from larger districts;, these Prouty now provided. His experience
and the trust he had built were a good basis on which to found a Jong -term
career, and he was already Principal Girard's main helper and advisor. He
was aware of the social and political realities of the situation'and tended
to work with the deliberate and careful attention of one who is remodeling a
house he expects to go on living in.

The two teachers had .credentials which made them potentially more
mobile: Charles Parker had - completed the Ed.S. degree and sought advance-
ment; but the opportunities were limited in a small district with few admin-
istrators. In additibn to teaching in the elementary school, Parker ran the
district's adult education program. He was lesd reticent than Prouty about
the publems of public.education igirlains County, and perhaps more cynical.

to i...
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Nevertheless, Parker and Prouty functioned well together and would do the
bulk of the work for the project. Edgar Thorpe, the other classroom teacher,
was not as integrated into the life of the school system.

as
sights were on

the future, and he viewed his job at Sugarville mostly 'as a stage in his
career. r

:

.

-INITIAL PLANNING
0

The three facilitators met with Joe Jones orOctober 4 1076. Jones
t, explained the project and gave them copies of an organizational needs inven-

tory. In thLrext few days the faculty at Sugarville Elementary filled these
out to provide the basis for a problem identification procedure. At that
point the school's participation in the project was announced to the faculty.

.

Armed with a growing awareness of the scope of the project and
Vioemitic data about teachers' perceptions of their needs, the facilitator
team and the field agent went to the first project training conference. It

was held in early October at an urbbn location in another part of the.
state. The team returned from that session with more knowledge but somq-
what less certainty about how it was all going to work. Their, training in
project goals and processes, had emphasized that the model required, active
involvement of school facuILL.___The difficulty with that soon became ob-
vious: after-spool faculty meetings were rare, aril -there was Lauri. oppor-
tunity for cooperative planning during.the.busy school day. Although the
project would pay for teacher release time, the few substitutes'who were
available were dismayed by the school's discipline problems anc often unable
to control a class .,themselves. Thus, the principal was unwilling to take

. advantage of the opportunity for release tame. Instead, he called and then
cancelled' several faculty meetings before one finally took place. The
facilitators managed to get 15 minutes on the agenda to discuss projectA
planning with the teachers, however, little could be accomplished in so stet
a time.

During this period the field agent continued tO' meet with the facili-
tators regularly; he responded readily tc5 their. frequent phone calls and
helped the to become better trained in surveying faculty concerns and
developin problem statements. Denied access to the total faculty by the
absende regularly scheduled faculty meetings and by the principal's habit
of c ling and then cancelling special meetings,, the team members fesorted
to less formal contacts over lunch, between classes, and' after school,. By
mid-January of 1977 they had accumulated a considerable amount of demographic

li data and information on school problems.

A FALSEISTART AND NEW BEGINNING

In January 1977 the three.An fatilitstor team attended another
intensive training session for field agpnts and facilitators. There they
learned about group process approaches to problem Adintification and analy-

`ilhich they called "interesting," "exciting," and "valuable." Their
preliminary problem statement, drafted at the gnd of the training, singled
aut the lack of qualified substitute teachers as q major problem in Sugar-
ville.
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* Prouty, Parker, and Thorpe saw the' ubstitute problem as one that
cou14be solved rapidly, while giving them a chance to learn about the state.

. project. With considerable help from a professor who had been their trainer
0 at the January sesdron, the team developed a plan to train substitute

teachers and submitted.it to the superintendent. The superintendent liked
the plan; however, he decided that the proposed strategtes could be accom
plished with local effort and resources, and that it shoard not. bE pursued as
-a project activity. i ...

so

Undaunted, the team' began to develop a new problem statement, but : I

without .the help of .their trainer. The trainer's intensive idroIvement
with the 5ugarille'site had riot been anticipated or provided for in the
project funding and created some ambiguity in the role of the site's official
field agent, JOe Jonel. In the case of Sugarville, the trainer had -a pre-
bxisting relationship with the TEC and assumed that his continued activity 4 3
with the school would be sponsored through the usual channels. He had thus

.-

spent several days a Iseek at the school over a period of about a month.
'However, at about the time that the superintendent decided to implement the
'substitute training program without help from the project, the TEC determined
that its limited resources could not sustain the intensive activities of the
trainer in Sugarville. Unable to _reconcile their differences, the TEC

. director and the trainer Agreed to terminate the relationship, much to the
puzzlement of -the--Sugervi-l-lef-ec-i-14-t-atori, who were not fully informed of the

project 's intricate structure. This was another setback in a series of
critical events, the cumulative effect of which was diminishing enthusiasm in
the long run.

f a
The initial setback folloviing this incideoth was not too severe, since

Joe Jones stepped in to fill the gap left -by the.trainer. The facilit6tor
tears e --ev*wed the- assessment data and faculty surveys. They decided
that a second area in which teachers felt they needed help was the teaching. 1k
of basic skills, especiaIl math. The teaM decided to concentrate on the

4

third and fifth grade levels, since these were target groups for a new
statewide testing program. ;

.
Ilik

Joe

i
4

.

oe Jones assisted the:team. by gettin.g in toucA with Jed Root, A
faculty 'member at his university, who was experienced in-math education.
Root declared hewas wiIling.to work as a consultant Tvith the,Sugarville
faculty. 4 series of three Saturday workshops .was scheduled, and the
teachers were paid a stipend from project funds teiattend. For the first
.tithe in the project,:the.faculty met together in a.workipg session. .....,,/

.
,

.

4

Root began he session with an attempt to discover exactly where the
school was with regard to As math pidgram. He could discern no consensus
or common level of 4.1nderstanding among the teachers. ;Consequently, it was
recessary to reconstruct, bit by bit, li total picture of how math was being
taught. That process, though time consuming, revealed that the achievement
test which they had been using was old and not consistent with their impli-
cit goals and objectives. The consultant advised them td replace the test
with one-more currehtt which they did. . .'

r.. . ., . ,

At the same ime .that the weekenq training ih. math was being con-
ducted, the TEC.fiebd gent and the, facilittor team prepared a new; problem

,
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statement based on tie emerging identification of needs in their math pro-
gram. The statement was approved by the principal and in March 1977 was
forwarded to ,the solution search unit of the project staff.
7 r

..

)

*

The statement noted the 'pew achievement on reading and math tests of
SugarvOe students, and placed part of/the blame on the students' back-
grounft and on the poor formal education of their parents. It also acknowl-
edged that few of the faculty and staff were adequately prepared in teachfng
strategies employing diagnostic end prescriptive techniques to improve
student performance. There was a further lack of appropriate materials tO
help them personalize instruction of underachieving students. The team set a
goal: to seduce by 25 percept the number of students testing below expecte
grade level at the end of the 1977-78 school year, with the emphasis to f 1

on mathematiCs in gradeL.three and five. The product chosen to achieve his

goal should stress mathematics concepts and metric measurement4.

The team also listed a number of negative criteria, or limitations qn
any proposed solutions. The solutions must not call for additional person-
nel, ignore the "ruralness" and the'non-mainstream culture of stude5ts,
conflict with the conserv'ativevalue system of local ruling bodies, or

e- Involve more changes than tdachers and administrators cou'ld handle. Satis-

fied with their work, thefacilitators looked forward to the search unit's
response.

MORE ,FRUSTRATIONS

The search unit responded to the problem identifisation statement a
month later. They suggested several programs but especially recommnded a
combination of the KeyMath diagnostic testing piAram from American Guidance
Services, Inc., and the Basic Mathematics kills self-paced instructional
kits from the Southwest Regional Lat( (SWRL).': The facilitators examine the

suggestions and got feedback o them from faculty and from Jed Root, heir

.untver ty math consultant. Si ce the'suggested programs would require much
teacher training, and since th team was uncertain whether the Sugarville
context really met the crite is of the SWRL and KeyMath programs, they
decided to look for alternatives.

Prouty, the guidance counselor, _asked Sugarville's math consultant to
suggest, some other materials; he proposed a commercial package, McCormick,
Mathers, which had been used successfully its a large, Urban district in

the state. The package looked good to the team. They contacted the super?
. . interident for his approval, and he concurred. ,For a brief peridd there

Seemed to be cause for celebration. However, one hurdle remained in their

way. They queried project management about the possibility of funding an
option not suggested by the search .unit. The response was unequivocal; the
design of the project, and the terms under which it operated, required that

4,0?bnly products validatedbyLbe_state be funded. Since he commercial package

,was riot validated, the answer had to be no. '00 ' .

. .,.

. Prouty,-Parl&r, and Thorpe experienced real thiappointment at this
. setback. Here it was, the end of the 197Z-77 school year; they had been

(vacIrcingon this project, since the begihning of bctober, and.tney'still had

'0

.
4

.

.
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nothing to sh for it. It had been practically impossible to meet with
the full facu ty to get theirjeactions.and solicit their support; the
first problem tatement had not1been approved by the superintendent; and

the trainer with whom they had worked so well had left the TEC. Despite

the lack of active support from the school and county administration, the
facilitator team had persevered, drafted a second problem statement, and
identified a preferred olution. Now they 'discovered it 'was forbidden.

Once again they ontacted the solution search unit with a request for

more'options to examines When the response yielded no products that ap-
pealed to them more thon.SWRL or KeyMath, they resigned themselves to doing
what it seemed was ,expected of them. With the help of the field agent,
they wrote a solution implementation proposal which described SWRL and
KeyMath as best suited. to the needs of Sugarville. The proposal was approved

in turn by the new principal," the superintendent, and the project staff.

SPOTTY IMPLEMENT ION

That summer, there was the usual hagh turnover among teaches in
Plains County. One of the departing teachers wag Edgar Thorpe, who le t the
district to seek a position with more responsibility. Principal Girard, who

had been in ill health most of the year, retired. His replacement approved
of the proposed change in the math program but remained just as passive as
Girard in his support. With their enthusiasm for the project greatly dimin-
ished, the two remaining facilitators, Prouty and Parker, made plans for a
SWRL and KeyMath training session in August, just before the start of the
1977-78 school year. 4-

- q

In August the entire faculty' attended a me-and-a-half day training
session in the_ SWRL and KeyMath programs. Jed (Root, the university math

consultant, planfied and carried out the training with the'assistance of
the facilitators and the field agent. The faculty viewed the training
session favorably,,since they knew that improvements in the math progrim were

sorely needed.

KeyMath filled the need for diagnostic/prescriptive testing. It

consistedof a 30-minute test covering 14 skill areas--from basic readiness
to advanced ar thmetic applications. The.math teacher administered the test

easel. As e teacher flipped the pages, the student would see full-color
to one stude at a notebook that could be set up as antime, using a large

pictures of familiar objects, while on the other side of the easel they
teacher would be given instructions for getting.answers to puch questions

fa "How would you feel if it was 43 degrees Fahrenheit in this room?" A

m 1 for test 'interp'retation helped the. teacher. provide prescriptive .

ins action orr the basig of...the pupil's performance. The SWRL program'filled

gaps in the schopl's matt( curriculuin and was planned as a aupplement to the

. regular textbooks. Unlike KeyMath,.SWR6 did not make demands on a teacher's

.time. The SWRI. kits could be used by ,Pupils without supervision, and even
the tests and 6<ercises were self-scoring.

4 .
,"

. .When the school year .began, ma ny teachers made'a sincere effort to

_ ap ly what. they had learned in their teaching of math. ,However, the brief

tra ning they had received left them somewhat uncertain. in their use of the

41
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new programa. Joe Jones paid periodic visits to the teachers to check on

their problems and progress, but other than that there was no follow-up

training. As the year wore on, the teachers tended tch ignore the supplemen-

tal programs, as'" they concerned themselves, with getting through the regular

textbooks.

In the spring th chool was visited by do instructional audit team
from the state department of education. The auditors reported that the math

prdgram did indeed have dequate materials, but that further coordination and

training were needed. It seemed that the materials were not always being

used as designed.

At-the end of the year, Charles Parker resigned to accept a position
in another state. Has resignation, which caught many in Plains County by
surprise, left James Prouty as the sole surviving member of the facilitator

team. Withlvery little administrative support and limd resources for
additional teacher training, it appeared as though the'SWRL and KeyHath
programs were destined for oblivionat least at Sugarvrlle Elementary.

Given continuing-high turnover in teachers and administrators, tHS4chool's
involvement in the federal4 funded change project would soon be a dim memory
among the few people who were there when-it happened. Certainly, there would

be no lasting impact on the school's problem- solving process. If the project

were to be remembered at all, it would be remembered as "how we got those

math materials."

4
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(1)

DISCUSSIQN QUESTIONS

47

The principal of Sugarville ,School never really participated in the
char* process. He committed the school to the.project and then turned
it over to the school counselor and two teachers. Suppose that the

principals indifference had been a deliberate strategy to foster staff
self-reliance. Discuss the merits of such an approach.

(2) Sugarville .choolt. and Bell Elementary, a school discussed in a previous
case, had several common characteristics. Both served low-income and
low - achieving populations, confronted home environments not conducive
to learning, and had severe problems, in reading and math. How did dif-
ferences in leadership and participation account fOr differences in the
case histories? ./

(3)

(4)

Rate
you h

The p
adopt
had be
local n

the effecti.veness of the facilitator team at Sugarville School. If
been principal, how would you have imptoved its effectiveness?

oject's head office refused.to allow the Sugarville faculty to
an unvalidated product they really liked even though the office

unable to come up with a validated product that met perceived
ds. What effect did this ritualistic adheience to project,

guidelines have dh the outcome of the local change effort? If you had
been principal, what would /21..1 have done after receivin the project's
response'
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CHAPTER 7

(REENFIELD JUNIOR HIM)I SCHOOL...

Terrence E. Deal
Sharon F% Rallis

The story of Greenfield Junior High School would fit many other
suburban schools. The school was once viewed as a lighthouse school where
inspi,fed,'competent teachers taught subjects to bright, receptive students.
But population shifts brought new faces from a nearby city - -many of them
black. In five years the propprtion;of blacks in Greenfieldrose from 12 to
more than 50 percent. This migration changed more than just the racial
composition of classrooms. The reading skills of the new students were lower
and their behavior considerably different frop_that of preceding student
populations% Many of the students could not read class .assignments; some how
tolfd teachers quite bluntly what they could do with the assigned work.

Many Greenfield tgpchers became discouraged. Part of their frustra-
trdn was obviously a resOtt of trying to cope smith new problems using old
techniques that noAlonger worked. But they were frustrated and discouraged
for other reasons as well. Most were mid-career teachers with 10 to 15 years
experience and had served at Greenfield for their' entire careers: -The

reconomic pinch made it necessary for some teachers to hold second jobs or to
leave teaching for jobs in enterprises outside education. Man): others
repolted a feeling of being trapped and not knowing how 'to gdt out. The

organization and climate of the school added to the, sense of frustration.
While the school enjoyed a solid reputation for acadehic excellence, it was
essentially conservative: Teachers were organized into academic departments
and felt pressure from the district to "teach their subject"--even though
students could not read. Teachers also felt somewhat constrained in choosing
new materials and frequently unsupported in their efforts Ito change, the.
curpiculum. A number of programs had been added to improve reading skills, a
reading teacher, a reading center, a developmental reading program., and'a
reading program in tngligh classes; but the connectior of these efforts to
the lives of most classroom teachefs was marginal at best. Many, teachers
resigned themselves to just doing the job as best they could. ,

)

Teachers also.resIstid external prlessures to change. Some claimed
that too much was expected from them already; others were skeptical since
they had been burned twice before by changes imported from outside. Never-
theless, district adminisirators werthustling" to find eltternaltresource%
to support needed ippraements. T 0 district's reading coordinator was
especially interested in obtaining outside resources. The Search for outside
resources connected the reading coordinator with a consultant from one of the
regional collaborativei° in the state. Greenfield. was selected to partici-
pate in thp federally funddd RDU Eugram.

Prior, to embarking on the RDU effort, Grdenfieldwas not unlike many
suburban schools where shifting environmental condrtions brought changes to
the character of the school. Now outside resources would encourage new
patterns of behavior, as teachers were to systematically define problems,

r
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4
search. for tested sokutlons from'a national pool, imp
programs, and, assess the results. But the external funds
drama in which a cast of character's f011owed.a new script
eye of an audience Composed of administrators teachers,

andkthe local community. '

cement the chosen
also created a pek
under the watchful
students, parents,

.

This -case study will outline this dramd, focusing on three main
issues: (1) how did the innovalion get'linked to_exist.ang efforts and
ongoing energy? (2) what did the process come to mean at Greenfield? and (3)

What happened as a result of the thr e-yesr effort? The. case study was

constructed from information egijecte
time--in the fall of the second yak of
the projects third and final year.

from interviews at,two points in"

the project and in thelefel following

.THE DRAMA AND CA eoF CHARACTERS'

Several characters played interesting roles in the local drama. Fqr

instance, the district reading coordinator provided the impetus to get the
/drama under way, but entered the process only when, resources were needed,
when key decisions were being made, or when the main cast of characters
needed an extra boost.

The principal played a marginal supporting role. Another participant
noted that the principal "didn't pressure us; he's got good peoplgtp do the
job." The reading teacher.reported, "He was right behind me, but I was the
one who Mild to do it." Other teachers felt that the principal supported
particular things for self-serving reasons: "He only supported those parts
that would help him to look, good--like the Read-in." Other saw theAprincipal

as indifferent/ "In this school, the principal is not behind'any dbnge--he
is more concerned with order in the'vlassroom and quiet in the hallways--he
only'gave-us Jit-service support." Finally, there are teachers who fell that

the principal_actually detracted from the performance: actually under-

mined the public relations campaign and the Thursday workshops. The woman

who volunteered to do regular articles, for the newspaper was given an extra
study'hall_apd no encouragement. Teachers who were released Crom studies to

. participate planning were constantly reminded that their classrooms were

left in the hands of substitute teachers." Some sensed that the principal

could have played a more central role in the drams:. "It would have been so

much easier if he had taken a more active role; instead, we had to take him
as a given and figure out hob; to get things done despite him."

The project 's field agent played a more central role, in the drama.
She provided leadership, support and legitimacy: "She gave us the kick that
we needed; she'd tell us what, we had to do--she knew because she had gone
through those things before." But, despite her centrality, the role of-the

field agent took diffetent forms as the drama prOgresped. The field agent

herself saw het role as swinging between that of an "active participant"
and a "pasiive Observer," To her, the major contribution of her role was to
keep the local, dgeison-makibg group on task -- something that was often diffi-

cult: "It is virtually impossible to get anything done." Her departure from
the cast was seen -as premature by the reading zoordinator: "The whole thing

never really iglot off ,the ground... Just as we started to move, the funding

ended." qb.,

.0.
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.The leading actors in the Qreenfield drama were combined togethef in
a decision - making group, or DMG. The gr.oup consisted of six classroom
teacheri, the reading teacher, and the Nerd agent; the principal and ais-
trist reading coordinator served as ex officio members. In cas4 the DMG,
the district reading coordinator and prihcipal deckdad to pick teachers who
were resistant to change- -the "recalcitrants'; - -in addition to teachers with
more favorable attitudes toward innovationthe "innorafors.". The rationalg
fbk this was that by involving those typically opposed to change, their
willingness to support the new reading program would increase. Therefore, as
the, prograril was imolemented, there would be ."fewer to convert." Three
teachers frbm the social studies department were. required to participate;
three from the. English 'department were encouraged to join the group. The

inform al leader of the group was the junior high reading teacher who provided
expertise -in reading as well as initiative in moving the process along.

In the early planning and assessment' stages, a large group of 20'
teachers, working with the field agent, identified the central problem in
Greenfield as low reading levels aqpng a large proportion of the student
populatiqn. Although student attitudes and behavior were important concerqs,
reading deficiencies were seen as the underlying problem -- something that
could be:tackled Eby instructional strategies. Priglar,ily through the impetus

of the reading coordinator, the problem of reading was redefined as that of
,figettl.ng reading into content areas." Most of the early search for potential
solutions was carried out by the field agent, in cohjunction with the reading
.teacher and the district reading coordinator. The DMG as a group was pre-

. sented with two options- -the Exemplary.Center for Reading Instruction (ECRI)
and San Diego eRight-to-Read (R2R). Mainly through Ihe influence of the
reading teacher, the grqup chose San Diego R2R). The DMG then over a
two-year period of meeting in summers and during relased time modified,
rear- ranged, and eventually transformed R2R into CRAG (Greenfield Reads and
Grows). Although the main Components of the San Diego program sdrvivedthe
Read-in and the pattern of reading instruction in the content areas,:the DMG
WoOped the tutor land community involvevent components and radically altered
the diagnostic tests. 4-

As the DWG worked and as it produced visible ,products it. was

watched careadly by an audience of administrators and many teac s. Its,

finaljregortthe design for CRAG- -was presented to an audience of ehe entire
facUlty in a ceremony with appropriate porpp and circumstance. As CRAG began
to move into action, a school-wide Read-in e9karged the audience to include
parents amd,local residents. Interviews w4Ch the cast and selected members
of the audience highlighted three key issue& which emerged: (1) the act-vols.

ties of the DMG converted he e formed CRAG, from the "aUtty-putty'"

of R2A, and providedien important event in the life of Greenfield; (2) the
activities of thd' DMG and its byproducts became a-syMbol,of hope and renewed
confidence, encouraged new relations in classrooms, and created new labels,
for trAcks that classram teachers had always, used.; and (3) ap the drama
wour eo,a close, both actors and audience k itwhether i.. had supceeded.

In the aqsence of local dritics to render an opinion about what the drama
expressed, attention turned to what it had accomplished. The outcome is
still unclear, but behind the ambiguity lurks the possibility that'some very
interesting changes have occurred.

i.
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c THE WORK OF-THE Dtt: B2Ft to CRAG 1

.

The pressing neer4)Greenfield was reasonably clear even befoire the
.group process lot under way. Although classroom'disdipline and. students'
attitudes were problems, the Higher priority concern was reading: scores
falling considerably below average levels and getting wotse. Several
'School-wide efforts were already, under way to improve reading skills: the
English program, a developmental reading program, and the reading center.
These efforts were overseen by Greenfield's reading teacher. A,school-wide
schedule change to group students by ability levels was another effort...
These efforts were seen as helpful, but insufficient and tou far removed from
the world of classroom teachers. By making reading the business of subject-

' matter teachers, 'important resources could be added without additional costs.
Infaddition, the effortslof other programs might be reinforced in the class-

- room. ,.
6

S
,

Durinti the .first year the DMG spent its time defining, the problem
more clearly, developing criteria for guiding the selection of a solution,
and actually choosing a product, that fit Greenfaeld'a readjng needs.
While several products were considered, most notably the ..GRI program, the
group eventually selected San Diego Right to Read (R2R.

.. . -..a

There oas some discussion about' whether R2R was appropriate 'fot
Greenfield. But, pressed by the reading teacher, other DMG members finally
agreed. To an outsider reviewing.the R2R materials, a first reaction might
focus on the program's amorphousness. The product consists of a grab-bag of
process techniques, instruments, reading techniques,, and guidelines for

,conducting a Read-in. But, at the seme.time, the impact of the program on
reading scores has been documented elsewhere by theANational Di ffusion-.....1
NetWork's review* process. In,theory, at least, if Greenfield implemented
R2R, it would work. But there was. also a recognized need tq tailor the
program to Greenfield's unique citcumstances: Doing so was the Rrincipal

. task of the DMG's second year.
. .

0 0

The DMG began its work in the summer. As the process got under
way, it was clear that balancing innovators with recalcitrants wasnot
going to make the road an easy one. All participqnts reported considerable
tension and conflict. during the Bummer meetings. 1The recalcitrants appeared
to drag their feet while the innovators were chomping to move ahead. The

reading teacher became a prime mover in- dealing with both technique and
attitudes; and the field agent wondered whether the decision to include,

diversity within the group had been wise.

The DMG opened the second school year with a workshop featuring the
originators of the,R2R program in Sanalego. The main purpose of the work-
shop was to transfer San Diego's expertise to CRAG. Instead, tha consultant
appeared to become a target for. many of the group's internal conflicts.
During and following the consultant's visit a popular. sport among DMGm.embees was "goading the outsider." -Oddly, this seemed to vent 'internal
tensions, solidify the group* and encourage a firm commitment to make R2R
over in Greehf;eld's image.
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In 12 full-day sessions during the school year (teachers were covered.
by substitutes), the DM set to work developing and modifying tests, mate
rials, and techniques; developing a readability scale for measuring the

difficulty Of existing reading materials;` and forming plans for the Read-in.
While the tension bitween the innovators and recalcitrants arose now and
then, the group pushed ahead without the acrimoq.of earlier seqsiorls. The
teachers 'themseLves became,-Students of reading, thti readingteacher became
tbe teacheis' teacher,.and the field agent kept tha grdup on task. A
shared vocabulary emerged, and joking about various'tems--iuch As "syllabi;

4
catior-seemed to bind the teaches together. As the group moved along,

1 teachers outside the DM became cutious--especially since ..he recalcitrants
seemed to be enjoying the task. The principal complained from time to time
about substitutes and classroom discipline.

.
.

. - ,

The 'efforts of the DM were finally put together in its final report--
a Black Book of lests,'materials, and techniques for teachers. The debut of
the Black Book came in the spring. R2R was now GRAG; the 1313 materials, in
i0 ovtd form, were in the Black Book. During the process, the recalcitrants
a dYea to have undergone a conversion. The key idea of including them in

' the DM seemed to have paid off. .

.1

GRAG BEC S A SYMBOL OF HOPE AND CONFIDENCE

The DMG's work wa presented to the faculty in
first, the group reported to the entire faculty. In the
information was presented to the English and social
Special attention was given to the concept of readabi
teaching reading in content areas, and the various exerc
the Black Book.

Oa

two phases. In the
second, morespecific
studies departments,
lity, the concept of
ises and materials of

In the full faculty meetings, the DM's presentation was undoubtedly
more dramatic than most. T e curious work of the group was now revealed
as productive labor resulting in a teacher-designed program, CRAG, with a
tangible product, the Black Book. In addition, the presentation was accom-
panied by positive testimony from leathers who were known to. be Cynical about
riewly eve ything. Teachers had done something; heathens had been converted

1/4

and bore witness in front of theit colleagyes. Maybe, thought the-teachers,
this was so ething different:

Work then centered in the English and social studies departments--
eich domposed of seven teachers--with the idea that it would be expanded to
'other departments in the next year. Here the effort shifted. from ceremony to
SOcialization. Each teacher was provided with a tangible way of judging the
level of difficulty of texts or other reading materials. Each teacher was
given a rationale for why teaching reading in content areas wasneedad and
legitimate. Togqyer, teachers reviewed the materials and techniques in the
Black Book-- recei \ing leadership from peerp in the DMG. They learned how to
give, summarize, and interpret reading tests; they learned how to teach

specific reading techniques;` hey were given time to practice new skills; and
they were introduced to a common vocabulary. The year ended on a high note,
and CRAG was set to go.into operation the next year.
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As the third year began two
individual classrooms, teachers began to se specific techniques from the

ts of CRAG got urrcier way. .IN4 . .

Black Book. The readability scale was used siicaeSsfullyby the social
studies department, to gauge the level of existing materials; many teachers
were amazed by the results. Diagnost4c_iests were given to form a classroom
profile of reading sdores0again, many teachers were surprised. Many of the

teachers began to use specific techniqups on a class-wide basis to teach
readitig skills; however, the range of use was wide, particularly among social

-.7 studies teachers. But by most estimates nearly all the English teachers and
about 70 percent of the social studies teachers were doing CRAG in theway it
was intended.

- . V.

' For some teachers, the new emphasis on reeding reinforced techniques
they were already using and provided new label4 for practices they had
always fallowed...For others, the Black Book seemed to provide some security
in reorienting teaching strategies from strictly, content to reading skills.
Fbr a few the new approach represented a signifiort change in their overall
teaching, since they were now encouraged to thilik ahead, plan, and assess
results. Withinjwist English and social studiestclassrooms, CRAG seemed to
be off to a.running start. *The reaction of teachers rged from zealously

_
, optrmistie to 'fairly enthusiastic. Everyone knew about the Black Book; most

kept it handy; a."bealthy majority put it to use. The spirit of the DMG
seemed to be contagious and could'be expected to spread easily to other
departments in the next Oar. ' .

.Within, the school as a whole, the main activity of CRAG was 'the
Read-in, a period during the school day in wtuch everyone--students, teachers,
administrators and suppor,t pei.sonnel- -was required to read a book. Despite

some initial reluctance from teachers, plans for the event--spearheaded by a
DMG member -- moved into full gear. Buttons and emblems connected the Read -in

to DRAG. With prodding from one member of the DMG, title media announced the--aw- .-
Read-in and promised full cove ge.

/

e On the day of the Read-in, 25 minutes were.set aside for epryone to
read a book of his oriltr choosing. The event spawned many stories. In a

gym class, a teacher and students participated reluctantly at first but then
warted to extend the time. A' custodian "read a.bdok in public view even
'though he could not read. The brincipal was seen reading I'm Out for Number

tOne. Stadens jumped ort,their peers who were noisy Or did not appear to be
reading. Many of these stories (and Others) were reported in the media; many
were circulated,- by word of mouth within Greenfield. Teachers who had been
skeptical wdre won over and asked for more. The public seemed elated.that
reading was a priority in cpublic school. Teachers, students, and admini-
strators seemed to have a common bond, and enthusiasm seemed to spread from
CRAG to other aspects of the school's program. Adross the board, teachers
and administrators reported 610h levels oftsatisfaction with the school-wide
activity that CRAG had introduced. Within classrooms and withal', the schbol,

GRAG.had introduCtd a level of enthusiasm that few sUch change's could claim. .

GRAG had become a symbol of hope and confidence In a school that tad pre-
viously been plagued with frustration and insecurity.

.
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THE SEQUEL TO THE SUCCESS STORY: DESPAIR AND -DEEP CHANGE

4

Some would predict that Greenfield revisiteciztwo years latpr would,4 confirm a unique event--an effort to change someth4Ig about a school had
'worked, Others, guided by the Hawthorne findings, would ,predict that any
effects would wear off once the excitement and attention of theinitial-,year

-`had waned. Heather of these, however, captures the complexity discovered in-
/ our second set of interviews, which raised interesting and perplexing issues

about the drama of-change in Greenfield.

In some ways, Hawthorne proponents are right. After two years of .

implementation, the full bloom of CRAG was no longer obvious. Teachers still*
used techniques from the Black Book, but the book itself ha0 moved from desk

' to closet. Read-ins were still held, but the eyes of 'students, adminis-
trators, or teachers did not twinkle nor did faces beam when the event was
mentioned. Some even sUggestad that the event had become a .bother.% The MG'
still met, though not regularly, and the meetings lacked the' electric excite-
ment they once had. Also the field agent had gone, and some seemed to have
trouble remembering her name.

In addition, many of tee diffi that GreerifAld experiencedc UttVes
three years before remained. Teachers were still leaving for new job oppor-
tunities. Many students still could not read at grade level. Students still
acted out in classrooms. Teachers were still frustrated. In fact, many of
the teachers who had been enthusiastic about CRAG had now revered field--
especially meMbers,of the DHG.

Taken at face value, the results at Greenfield might .squelch the
optimism of those who would have predicted results different from most change
efforts. But there is another interpretation--Greenfidld teachers and admin-
istrators did not know whether theyatiad accomplished anything. To know, they
would need tangible evidence or external confirmation; but theye-had neither.
CRAG had become routine. To the Greenfield staff,'Inatitutionakizatioh.did
not feel like success; instead it created ambiguity about whether anything at.
all had changed.

But, as we pushed people in interviews, their responses ,revealed
changes in individuals and in Greenfield as an organization that were
that they seemed to be beyond the cordcious grasp of teachers or dmin-
istrators. Several examples illustrate the breadth and depth of the impact
of CRAG on Greenfield teachers. - )

Luba, the Phoenix. Luba appeared dramatically different in the second
interview. Physically, she dressed the colorfully, woe contact lenses:
and had her hair in a very contemporary style! Attitudinally, Luba appeared
optimistic, happy, glowing, and remarkably self,con'fidentl Aer enthusiasm
and excitement were engaging and contagious. Flofessionally, Luba was full
of hope, and she talked openly about the change she felt in herself: "The
kids hated me before; now they are turned on--they come with their notes- -
there is a real interaction between, my Floes and theirs. It'sa real internal
change in me because "I see what I am doing is having positive ,reSUits.
Something interrupted the spiral down and sent energy into an upward force."
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Some of the credit for this change must' go to GRAG: "GRAG gave me
csensitivity to kids." Luba remarked that much of what GRAG brought she was
already doing: "It's not ,all new; it reinforce! skills I already had, but
now I have support. GRAG tells. me I am doing the, right thing. I don't feel
SO isolated, because I can see that we are all in the same boat. At first I

-

. resented GRAG because it was just relabeling, but when I sea the connections
between their concepts and mine, I feel support."'

. .

Despite her obvious ,changes, Luba still felt d4pappointment in CRAG,
perhaps because the active 'excitement of the DFC was gone. The Read-in did
not seem as urgent, any more. Also, Luba felt it should have spread beyond
English and social studies: "It was a good experience cut short. Of course
I'll continue to 6 all these things, but.now I'm on my own."

a
Gloria, the Crotchety Lady. Gloria, an older' woman who looked as

though she might eat students for breakfast, began the interview by asking,
"Which xi the RDU? I get a little confused because there is so much over-
lapping.". It appeared that she would have little positive to say 'about GRAG.
She criticized the GRAG test as "too easy",and said the Black Book was 4,11
done but "I .know the styff anyway, so I iceep it in the closet." She que-s==

boned initially whether the time anthenergy spent onGRAG had been wasted.

Then; suddenly, she began to talk in glowing terms about the impact
of GRAG. "The program has done a lot for us because now there is a general
emphasis on reading that I was not conscious of before. We are all working

ore
together on teaching reading." Although Gloria noted that the new clinical
plogram for low-ability students was tied up in this'reading effort,,she did
feel that the emphtsis came from the MG: "People wete meeting and reporting
back to us--it gave we a feeling that we are really pushing reading." She
thought the'tead-in was great becausb It had become a foutine,, and even the
,Black Book could serve a purpose from the closet: "You know, once a year when
you clean up, it is there to remind us of what we do." A '

. , /

The interview ended with an eloquent testimony from this la0y who had
seemed so negative at the start: "We cal teach reading now. We have no
choice. It is infusedyinto our curriculum--into our heads."

Flan. the Dedicated Professional. An energetic and sophisticated
looking woma ' ran held the reputation of the serious teacher who was most

it4willing to ut in extra time and to experiment with innovation. In the
second interview she seemed dis4pointed. For her, the-?0lement, support,
and leadership of the project had dissipated, leaving little more than
routine. She reported the hope she had felt.in the first two years, hope
based OR the chance to work with others on an important issue - -the chance to
"share ideas." But the dream didn't go far enough for Fran. First, people
tended to give up because their contributions were met with cool suspicion or
because they feared that others would put down their ideas. Second, Fran had
wanted the ideas of GRAG to spread beyond English and social studies, but
they never did.

Stillt Frau Om not all negative: "I do think theschool got some-
thing out of CRAG. the Read-in is a visible product. And the skills in the
Black Book are ones that a good English and social studies teacher would want
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to teach anyway. Pow there is a new awareness and importance ,placed on
teaching these skills." Perhaps lion was disappointed in the success of GRAG,
because her expectations were so high. She had hoped that GRAG mould bring
an atmosphere in which teachers would not feel threatehed and would therefore
try to do what she had been doing all along. Shb admitted it wps easier for
teachers. like herself who already knew how to teach these skills - -with the
support, of CRAG they could -teach with more confidence, more style. For
those, however, who had bebn unable or unwilling to teach these skills
before, GRAG was simply another program to put down. Fran had viewed the
arrival of CRAG as the chance for a great change in her professional life and
in the school. Bedause, for her, CRAG brought more reinforcement than it did
reeducation, Fran was disappointed. Because for the school GRAG brought more
of a reorientation of thought than it did a lasting flurry of new activity,
Fran was not satisfied.=-,

George, the Realist. George, one of the "recalcitrants" in the
omc, was seen as a spokesman for other teachers. "If George likes it, then it
has got to be okay" was a common remark: George viewed himself as more of a
realisCor pessimist than most. 'About the school's reading,problemp George
said, "I don't think anything can be done; junior high is too late." Yet,

he admitted to using a lot of 'the concep4:....in the Black Bookt "I use a
r good portion of itwhichp torbe honest with you,,I did not expect."

For George, the project affected him because it gave him hope: "I

thought the ideas might motivate the, kids - -and they are skills the kids
need." Also, being on the DMG gave him the chance to talk to and get new
ideas from colleagues he dicj not normally socialize with: "We talked about
education; it stimulated me. Wore, I had always talked with my buddies
about golf." As for the program's success, George was neutral: "Everybody
saw it as good; it's just that Were are a lot of other 'things, like the
economy, that occupy us. But the idea are there - -in the background, but
there."

Frank, the doubter. Frank rep\sents that solid, average type of
teacher'who feels pressure from his 4epartment to keep ue his content teaching
while"realizing that to learn content the students must=also be able to read.
When he was asked about the effect of the project, he shrugged his shoulders
and said, "things are pretty much the same." But when he was asked about
the specific components of GRAG, his answers revealed something different.
He gave the test and used t-le results to "get a feel for each class." He
Ago liked the Readin: "It's a nice break." Although he\did not use the
Black Book, he admitted, "I could usvit." . :\

--..

While Frank never got excited as he spoke of GRAG, ,and always wore a
look of doubt, he captured the role of GRAG in the school'!" "You know, it's
no bib deal; I mean, we've all done the things, the skills GRAG emphasizes.
It's dust a question of taking the time to. put them into lesson piaAt. We

gall need shots in the arm from time to time. GRAG was one of those shots
What it really did was to reinforce what we already have."

t -
....---/

ThUb, the story of GRAG has left its audience with a variety of
ambivalent emotions. Both the actors and audience came to the play with
expectations and hope, Some expected solutions to their growing teaching

/
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problems;
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some hoped for a new outlook, a sort of reinvigoration; some
expected that it would bring colleagues together to share ideas and feelings. .

As the play drew to a close, however, some were disappointed since most
people appeared to be teaching the same. as before; others felt a strong
undercurrent of support; and one even considered herself transformed. One
thing is clear: while everyone agreed that no massive change had occurred,1
something had happened. Whether CRAG had provided a shot in the arm, a

reinforcement of what had already be9A--sr, an entirely new direction could
be debated. Nevertheless, the school. mow had what might be called a new
c6rporate image: Greenfield was now a reading-conscious School. English and
social studies teachers might teFl you that their job was to teach their
subject, but they would also quickly add, "We teach reading, too."
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DISCUSSION OATIONS

(1) The Greenfield O4 was picked by the reading coordinator and principal
to include both "innovators" and "recalcitrants" in order to coopt'the
latter into supporting the program. In general, what .is your opinion
on the efficacy of this approach? How did At work out in this case?

(2) Describe and_analyze the relation between morale and performance in

this case.

(3) Chapter 2 explained that people hold different beliefs about what is
of primary importance in accounting for the outcomes of any activity
or event in schools: individuals, schools as organizations, and
school context. Which belief -,is most cogent in agalyzing what happened
in Greenfield?

(4) What could hi'lve been done differently-to sustain interest in and en-
thusiasm for the Read-ins?

(5) In terms of the reading prograv at Greenfield School, it was unclear
whether CRAG had provided a "shot in the arm, a reinforAment or what-
had'already begun, or an entirely new direction." What do you thank?
Speculate about future developments.
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'CHAPTER .8

fe 4

'PEN TON SCH L DISTRICT `.

4

r
Deborah MOses

In the Atton school district, the decision to add career education
units to several subject areas paved the way to a massive revisien of the
elementary curriculum. Though, the reading and math curricula remained
unchanged, the social studies,rce, and health curricula were to be
integrated as one unit, using c reereducation,as- the binding ingredient.
This was intended not only to .h 1p the district- meet a state mandate to
provide career education, but els to _enhance overall student achievement.
This,* at keast, was the site .coo dinator's "Aame-plen,'I and acceptance of
funds from two state-level' dissemi ation progrfams did little to deviate-him
from his course. ff

Penton was a suburban work ng class 'community of 8,000 .in a Wan
Central state. The township had p eviously been farmland, but in the 1960s
young blue-collar and middle-manage ent-level workers began emigrating with
their families from the nearby Indus city of Hamilton. By the mid-1970s
there were only 10 or 12 working fans left in the area, whereaS there had
been-50 or .60 such farms just a few, years before. Although Hamilton had a
significant minoiity population 'of blacks and Chicanos, Penton stayed pre-

.dominantly. white.'

Some- 2,200 studants attended Pentonts sib small schools:' four
elementary, one junior high, and one senior high. There were 100 teachers
and seven administrators, including ifour at the secondary level. The two
elementary principals, Carl Williams and Sybil Moore, were/responsible for
two Schools each. Together they respinsibility for curriculum
planning and coordination, in additOn to day-to-day administration of
their schools. The superintendent act as the chief_ Sdministrator, fiscal
agent and liaison with the school board

In Penton there was a strong e hasis on the basic skills. No one
gave much thought to career education til 1974, when the state's, Career
Education Act was passed. The Act rri)andated career educatioh planning irf air
school districts and set up Cageeilkdfcation Planning Districts (CEPOs)
across the state. Most CEPDs were rodged in the state's intermediate school
districts (ISOs), which provided adminiSt4tive and instructional services to
merrber school systems. Penton was a Art of the Cardon ISD and its corres-
pondihg CEPD.

a

T he Cardon ISO had been a letider in the devOlOpment of career educa-
1

tion programs even before he state law was passed. As recipient of a
state grant to develop career education definitions and models, the ISO

r:1 conducted a ttlo-year pilot project' in career education, beginning in
Several of the Penton school staff had been involved as demonstr t on

teachers, but the lasting efft On tlx Penton curriculum was slight. F w of
Penton's teachers were interested in career education; some felt it would
an added burden, others that it would require_a...different.teaching style'.

I 1
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Some simply did not underatadi what cared' educat,son meant and were unaware
4,, that it included things ttle,y 'were already doing- -such as leaching elementary

.
"childrercabout community helpers.'

.

Passage of, the Career Education Act forced the Penton administrators

.00 itb take stronger action. In November 1975 they formed a 15-member steering
OrmAc Ater; to develop district learning goals. in three eas. delf-awareness,

occupational 'awareness, and academic c iced of teachers and
,Idministrators from all levels of instruction, the committee examined ex-
isting classroom goals,and objectives and also took into account the common

' tools established by the state department of edOcatian. OncS general aduca-
tidnal objeotaves- were identified, 'subcommittees were appointed tp write

s *els epeoific to the elementary, junior highot4nd senior high -.1.e'vels.

..
The commateethen distribqted a surVey to.parents, taxpayers,,,

students, teachers, 'administrators,. end local business persons in both 'Penton
and Hamilton (where most Penton residents worked). Those surv,eyed were asked
to rate the importance of the established goals in each/ ape: *self-awareness
(12 goals), occupational awareness (6 goals), and academic skills (p goals).
Additional questions focu'sed on the appropriate role of the dEhools 'in -

achieving each goal and the effeoteiveness of the district:a current programs.
Thirty-rite. percent of those surveyed ,respond'ed to the questiomairk . Of
these% niarly all agreed that. the occupational awarenp,a_goils.weie'thelmajor
responsibilityoof the school. Ovsr .80 percent feltthat these goals were
"important" 'or "very aMportant ." ' -\
vv These -results tonv-inced th-s. Solidol boprd and stministrators of the
need to make Penton's cuariculuni mote relevant to occupational awareness, yet
they did not want this to be done at the expense of the` basic skills.
Principal Carl Williams,who was gjpo curriculum coordinator for grades K-4,
was charged with finding an answer o the problem.

1 FINDING A SQLUTICN

.

SI

Williams already had one lead.. In the fall of 1975 he had met
Jeffrey Torino, originator of th areer Development Centered'Curriculua then
being developed 'in Coloma, Mic igan. The Coloma product, designed ford

I

tludenta in! gradefl-6, appealed to Williams because of its creative blendirag) r "Career. education with basic skills instruction? Wi4liams corrasponded
1

with Torbic osier a period of months and in this way gained familiarity with
the Coloma product: He found the literature to be informative and ensue-

4 ' sive, though at this time the, product Was still in its developmental stages.4-e, , .
s... .is " I'

, The .steering committee had suggested that carer educ4ation units be#
added to the social studies, health, and "science. curricula; but Williams
beli`e.ved teachers were too busy to add new units to existing subjects.
MoreoCer, teachers were-already complaining that these subjects were redun-
dant Vd needed restructuring, 'Williams :debided that the Coloma product..
coult provide the "glue" for restructuring these subjects as one unit,
Olimiefiating the redundancies and adding the career education content at the
same time. He was also convinced that the Coloma product would enhance basic
skills, instruction, rather than

*
detract from ft.
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In ,),une 1976 the Coloma piOduct was certified 'b the state as an

4V,effedtive educational program. Williams decided it was nowirime to introduce
the product to Penton's tqachlEs and other building adminiOrators. Accord-

. he arranged a staff wilkshop and inVited Torbic to Bake his presents-

. tfon. After (he workshop, Williams talked, to individual teachers to eter-.

mine their interest in pilot testing the product in their classrooms.
on their responses, he decided that with financial support. fiom the state,
the Coloma product' could be piloted in Penton schools .during the 1977-78
school year.

f

Just as he was 'about to apply for state adoption program funds, he
received 4 phone call'Irrom Roland Scott, the CEPD coordinator fa? Cardon
ISD. Scott anformed him of another dtate program which could robably help.

, To obtain fundp from this program, 'a distLict must form a " ite team" of
teachers and administrators to identify specific needs, examine roducts, and

select a product tO implement. Scott called Williams because Pe knew that
the Penton district had .already completed' a needs assessment' and that Wil-
liams was,looking for a product to address the-district's goals. To-Wil-
liams, this announcement was &timely coincidence. Although he already had a

product 51 mind,, he assumedheCcould use the additional funding to pay pail
of its cost. tie therefore submitted applications to both the state"adoption
program and the new; federa lly sponsored program.

.,\

,His applications were accepted in Jan6aty 1977. However, to conform
to program guideline9,,only part of Penton's funds from the second program
could be used -to implement the Coloma prodUct; the rest 'must be used to
`review alternative products and, ft conduct a testing program to eval4ate
Coloma's effectiveness in addressing the dist.rict's leadhog goals. At the

end of one year, the district could decide whether ColdMa or some other
product best suited the district's needs. Williams accepted these conditions

,

withput hesitation; organizing a site team and going through thd,, required

7' problem - solving ;pot ions seemed a small price to..pay for the additional funds
, . ,

' that would be made available
,..

.

. .

. 4' . 1,1 THE GAME4Wi '
4

l . ik , .
Williams did'seloct a site.team, but his own comment on its role was,

"We have one'because we're supposed to hir;e one," In other words, the site
toe& was formed to Meet program requirements and net to make decisions.
Instead of being, a member of the team, Nirliams was in charge of it. In

fact, the team was hardly more than' a support mechanism for Williams'
own decisions. Now in his forties, .WrIliams had been a principal in the
district'for 14 years: He -was used to making decisions in a firm and con-
vincing manner, while at the same time making sure he had the support of the

teaching staff. Far from-rebelling, his teachers appeared to like his firm
guidance.

The members of the site team included_Sybil Moore, the other elemen-
tary school principal. Moore was also the district's curriculum coorddhator
for grades 5 and 6. Even though she hqd been ,working, in the district 13
years longer than Williams and though she,had similar responsibilities, She
appeared,to have far less influence, in the district.. Moore seemed t'o acknowl-

a ,r1
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edge, Williams' leadership,, and a6.rbsult they worked well together.
Also on the team were four teachers, one from each of ,the participating
schools, and T. parents.

,

&ugh Williams was sincere When he agreed.to review alternatives to
the Coloma product, the search for other products immediately ran into
problems. According to the prograk design, Roland Scott should have received
product information from the state program office in the fall of 1977. How-
ever, the atate did not begin to circulate its product fact sheets until
early in 1978. Even then, said Scott, "The number of Oct sheets was
sparse." By that time in the project, Penton was in the second seme6ter of
implementing Coloma and Williams was concerned that he had not reiewed
enough products. Williams was annoyed with the state and *Celt that Scott'a
abllity to help ham had been handicapped by late arrival of the project's
fact sheets.

Luckily, Scott had his own sources of product information. He first
gave Williams an NIE career education source book, saying, "Why not try

this?" Williams wrote letters to publishers and developers listed in the
source book bUrfound this method to be slow and unproductive; in most cases
he never heard from the people to whom he had, addressed his letters, and' in
cases *here correspondence did occur, it was time-consuming. In the mean-
time, Scott pOssed, alorf brochures and pamphlets he got in the mail aq the
ISO's director of instruction. This information was at least more current.

The most usefQl source of products proved ,to be the Center fo4
Vocational-Education at Ohio State, Scott sent Williams to the Center for a
three day viait. in March 1978. After that, Williams corresponded with one of
the Center's consultanta, whom he found quite/helpful. At about this time
the state's product fact sheets finally began arriving. By the end of the
year, Williams was familiar with many elementary career education Products.
He"prdered a number cif sample setd to be examined by himself and members of
the site teem.

IMPLEMENTING COLOMA k

Meanwhile, implementation of the Coloma product was going much more
smoothly. In September, 1977, before classes started, all K-6 teachers in
Penton participated in a two-day inservice workshop conducted by Jeffrey
Torbic, the dev7loper of the product. Nu additional training was found
necessary, since the prAuct was largely self-explanatory.

Coloma consisted of a number of special curriculum units meant to be
infused into art existing program. The units called for a variety of teach-
ing strategies, including role play, classroom discussions,, field trips, into
the community, talks by "role models" in the classroom, and the use of
audio-visual materials. For instance, kindergarteners had a police officer
visit their classroom; second graders visited p local bakery; third graders
visited a local restaurant and set up a restaurant at school; and fl h

graders visited a hospital and had a nurse visit their classroom.
purpose of all these activities was to increase students' awareness of life
roles, to develop their decisionmajung akills, and to help them in formulat-
ing realistic self-concepts.

,-
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nix: the most part, Penton teachers used Coloma ipthe classroom just
as the developer had intended. .Williams strongly encouraged them to do sb.
All teachers were, required to us!ki four Coloma units during the pilot year.
Substituting a field trip for a'grueWapeake* for example, was permitted as
pn'adaptation, but omitting an entire uNt was prohibited. Williams was able
to monitor the implementation procAs by recording.on the Coloma Implementa-
tion Checklist the dates when grade -group meetings were conducted, when units
were first implemented, and when the evaluation tabulation forms were sub-
mitted by each teacher. the checklist also contained information on the
number of guesk,speakers, role play simulation sessions, and field trips.

Roland,-Scott stayed in close contact with the Penton staff (Airing
the f4st few months of the year,. Thereafter he talked with Carl Minims by
phone about once a week and visited about, once a month. Besides trying, to
locate additional career educdtion produccott also conducted what
amounted to d publicity camOaigngqi the district staff. He praised Penton's
actavities It pirent-teaches meetings rand at professional development semi-
nars in.the intermediate distrkt., He also made sure that Williams and the
project teachers were presenters gat a statewide occupationpl education
Conference. This publicity brought both prestige and visibility to the

A project teachers and to Wilflams.

THE SITE TEAM

As noted earlier,,the sitiNteam played no part in the problem identi-
fication process, nor was it involved in the setrch for additional products."

some members expressed regret that Williams did not consult them during
ipioblem 10entification; instead, be ahead and pies'ented the group, with
his decisions. W4lliamd explained that he acted on concerns previously
expressed, by the teachers themselyes:

. Even -though Williams might. appear e a. hard - nosed, dominating
leader insisting that things g6"his way, there was at least one important'
reason for this. The initial, perhaps most crucial, steps in the process had
already been addressed when the site began the project. A career educatiOn
40ioblem had been idpntified,uana' the decision to try and find a product to
meet district 'heeds had been%:Amade. Carl Williams had already been assigned
to this task far the elementary gtades. A site team was organized, hdwever,

ibecause t was a condition. of the project. As for the state's problem-
nlving process, Williams Consideted it "too idealistic and nOt suitable to
what' we needed." He later said,."Had I followed their procdad, and waited

-for their fact sheets, I would not have gotten anything acco4plished gy the.
end of the project." Roland Scott said that the stbte's lloroblem-solving
model "probably got in the way" of Penton'd efforts. He sawithe model as a
heoretical tool for himself and not as a rigid guide fot local staff.

.

;

Williams and the site team did _attend two workshops bilducted by the
state "progralp office but §a+' them as poorly structured anik;iisappointing.
The, first workshop (on identifiing needs and stating goals)4f,vas considered
useless by Williams because the Penton district was far,beypnd this stage
from the beginning.of the project. The :second workshop (qnlyeviewing pre-
ducts) was more useful byt, still did not,providethe de0th of-!dkills training
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which,, Williams and his teachers had expected. In fact, WI lams felt that
the woiqahops had been so unproductive that the time and Loney devoted to
them were ill spent., A.

,

D .
o While the'site team members had little say in product selection, they
did assume a more active role in i lementation. They participated in the
two-day workshop presented by Torb c, and they,reviewed the-product further
before it was actually used. The made notes of any problems,they had in
implementing Colema In their clissrooma land included in these notes the

comments or teachers who were not Stn the team. Later, the site team used the
teachers' comments as a basis for comparing Coloma _with other products.
Teachers who were not on the team made their views known at monthly faculty
meeting conduCted by the principals, Williams and Moore.

The parents on the team played an important part too. Some members
of the community were suspicious of the new Coloma product. They eared that
career education wai just another vehicle for tracking students by scholastic
ability. The two parents on the site team were instrumental in relieving
thtir anxieties.

At the end of the school year came the time for decision: 'should

they ikeep Coloma, and, if so, 'what changes should they make? Together,
PrinCpel rilliAms and the site team went over the teachers' comments. One

. -
complaint was that some of the Coloma units involved too much paperwork;
another was that the Coloma units took too much time and left little room in
the schedule to cover other materials in science, health, and social studies.
Finally, the teachers felt that the Coloma units did not include, enough
activities to stimulate self-awareness. They felt they could revise the
units to make them more apprdulate, butt Williams was sure he could find a
product suitable to their needs and saver them this task.

r-

Based on the teachers' comments, Williams decided to d rop one or two
Coloma units per grade and replace they with other units. From units hand-

/ picked by tallisms the site-team chose a self - awareness unit for grades
2-4. They.also belected Uhigts on grocery stores, forestry, and oceanography
developed by thrf ()pie Stare Center for Vocational Education: and, as the
first unit of -the ydai, theyichose "Energize at Sunrises" a unit developed by
the Kellogg Corpdration on nutritibnal-acience, health and cdreers.

4

EVALUATING THE PROJECT

Obtaining quantitative evidence.t- hat Penton's students were positive-
ly affected by the'- project was important. More than anything else, Wiliams
wanted to show that the..rilw prdgram not only satisfied the need for carer
awareness but also helped to develop academic skills. As in other major
deci.sion-making tasks off' the project, he developed the framework for the
evaluation himself. The evaluation involved three sets of tests: the annual
state assessment tests, tests developed by Torbic for each Coloma unit, and
criterion-referenced tests desired by Principal Williams, and several of his
staff.- The development of this testing program absorbed a great deal of thec
district's external funding for the project. By conventional evaluative.
standards, the students' test scores provided scant evidence lof poSitive
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change in the-educational environment. 'Williams, however,interprettA
the results as an indication of increasedudent achievement in the basic
skills.

I,.
44/

Whatever their impact on student achievement, the changes in class-
room practice were profound. Fortunately, because the ,district's Aidals had
been set several years before, the teachers were conditioned to expect some

s. In any case, they found that working with 'the new materials wasA
retrng, and that the field trips and guest speakers made the surrounding
community more visible to the children in school. In addition, the career
development approach had helped tR cgordinate the elementary curriculum and .

had eliminated duplications Ilieods subject areas. .

Acceptance .of external program sup port had given a strong-willed
administratorthe chance to test his hunches. The outside funds were not the
stimulus for change, but tether the means of achieving changes that were
already conceived. Through these means, Principal Williams had masterminded
a rather massive restructuring of the curriculum, though the initial intent
was only to add a few career education units tb existing subjects. Above
all, the changes had ¢een achieved at very little expense to thedistrict.

"ou
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Discussloq QUESTIONS

. ,
.

(1) In a previous case, Parker Valley, teachers enjoyed significant partici-
tation in decision making. In contrast, the enton principal made most

13
decisions on his own. Does there seem to b any relationbhip between
trecision-m )(ing stylps and the success of product implementation?

(2) Examine t extent to which the Penton experience reflec ts a rational
problem -sole process. Discuss the significance of any* deviations.

(3) Suppose you were hired to succeed Prim pal Williams, who is described
in this case as a unilateral decision maker. Your own inclination is
towards, participative leadership. What oproblems might\ you encounter?

(4) Principal Williams-developed an evaluation scheme for this project that
involved 'three tests: (1) annual state assessment' tests, (2) tests
developed for each Coloma unit, and (3) criterion-referenced tests
to measure progress on district learning goals. Do you feel that these

Jests adequately measured the range of possible outcomes of Penton's
"),anticipation in the career education project/ If not, what alterna-
tives would you suggest?

ti
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CHAPTER 9
.

. SASQUAiCH'SCHOOL DISTRICT

Peterglesmond
Karen Seashore Louis

' Ann Gleichertr Murphy

Ir

The Leading curriculum project in the Sasquatch district was part of
s.long-prange:effort to improve the teaching of reading. The district's
OtAblem and the preferred eclution-had been identified years before federal
fu di became available; khese funds simply contributed to an ongoing
process. Even the projectfield agent, who might have,been btpected to
contribute substantially to the Sasquatch effort, found himself taking a back
seat to the district's reading consultant. These facts do not detract from
the real success achieved in the particifiating schools.

Sasquatch school district comprised four rural and suburban Com-
munities near a large, northwestern city. The residents were largely middle
class, and many commuted to the.nearby city, where they held jobs in indus-
try, real estate, and higher education. The area had not always been a
bedroom suburb, and enough old-timers, primarily farmers, remained to exert
an influence on local politics. Together with rddle -class conservatives,
the old-timers had defeated three of the four school levies proposed from
1972 to 1975; district staff ruefully referred to 4976 as "the year the two
levies.were lost." Restricted to a fixed finabcial base in a time of rising
costs, the district had had to reduce its work force to mace 'ends meet.

Operation on a limited budget also meant that tha disttitt could not
easily reform its reading curriculum/k a weesince 1973. Traditionally,
every reading teacher had taught reading as she or he felt best; the result-
ing variation meant that not all of the district's 7,700 students were
reading up to the level of their ability. One of the goals that the district

had established in 1973 wa to introduce one sequenced reading program in all
the elementary grades, toge with a reading management system. The fo er

would reduce the confusion experienced by pupils (,changing from one grade
school to another. The latter would permit reading instruction to be indi-
vidualiied,by 'providing for ongoing diagnobas of a student's reading prob-
lems, prescription of materials to address those problems, and record keeping
to chart the student's progress in specific skill areas.

The committee responsible for drawing,up the goals had been headed by
Gwen Evans, the distiicUs director of reading and language arts, and
included a teacher from each of Sasquatch's seven, elementary, three junior,
high, and two senior high scho4s. ,The goals had subsequently been appkoOd
by the principals, the superintendent,. -and the school board. qowsver, after
the adoption of the Ginn 360 reading.series in all the district's elementary
schools, too 'few funds were available to 'install a reading management system
district-wide,

Hepnwhilevarious schools experimented on a limited beefs with some
of the reading management programs then available. Two tried using materials

.
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from the Fountain Valley management system, but these did
able. Another, Artemis Elementary School, became involved
ppoject using the Wisconsin Design for Reading management
school, Sunrise Elementary, also implemented part of
1975-76. Two other schools planned to wait until
reading management system before proceeding further.

While Evans and.other district administratorsr,hoPed for a levy to
pass, they also looked into the possibility of obtaining outside funds.

Evans funneled some state funds to Sunrise to pay tor a part-time reading
aide in 1975-76. She also learned from.the district's curriculum coordinator

out a federally subsidized project to help schools anprove their reading
programs. They quickly submitted an application naming five schools in the
district- -two elementary schools and the three junior highs- -as potential
sites. The application was accepted in the summer of 1976; it was only then,
that tile principals of the schools were informed of the project.

The principals of Sunrise and Hillside, elementary schools had no.

abjection to participating; on the contrary, the funds provided by the
project would be a great help'in putting their management systems in place.
One project requirement was that each school set up a task,force, including
teachers and parents, to plan project activities. Edith' Foster, the pripci-
pal of Hillside Elementary School, was not one to work with a committee when
she could make a decision unilaterally; even so, she accepted the creation of
a school task force with good 'grace. It must be said that teachers were not
convinced of the value of reading 'management systems; however, as part of a,
task force they would at least have some say in the process of installing
such a system.

Serving on both Caskask forces would be Gwen Evans, the district's
directOr of reading, and Herb Milton, the field agent for the project, an
employee pf an intermediate state educational aggncy.* The task force in

each school was chaired by that school'ssprinpipal. At Sugrise, the task
force included the librarian, a teacher aide, two parents, and three teach-
ers. Hillside's task force, in contrast, was never as broadly representa-
tive, for It included only fdur teachers. Each group started the 1976-77
school year with two full days of planning. By the spring of 1977, whe'n the
problem statement for each school was 'submitted, the task forces had held two
or three additiopal after-school meetings.

not prove accept-
in .a demonstration

system. A fourth
e Wisconsin Design in

in developed its own,

LOCAL TALENT

Evans 'soon emerged as the real leader of both task forces. Although
the groups weissuoesed to identify a problem in each school and then search
for an appropriate solution from a pool of research and development products,
the district had long before gone through these steps. In some senset.then,
task Force activities were pro formlg, and Evans was responsible for,guilqing
the task forces in the desired direction. She met privately with the field
agent and the principal of each school befoie each taSic force meeting tq
coordinate and plan task force activities. She also acted as a facilitator
at meetings, drawing on her considerable experience with group process.

*Field agents in this project were known as "linkihg agents" or
"linkers."
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CEvans was, in effect, acting as an internal change agent, making Herb
Milton somewhat superfluous. However, Milton had no desire to act like a
p4s.hy-,expert" and was content to keep a low profiler, orfe.ring only an

octasional comment. If the groups had no seed for his skills as eacilitator,
they did look to him as a resource person. He cftducted a number of searches
for products, put the district in touch with sources of information, and
orgpnized workshops. The task force members appreciated his efforts, which
sa ed them some time.

The effects of Evans' guidance were clearly .dawn in the problem
s ements and selection criteria drawn up by the two task forces. While the
pri ry emphasis in each school's problem statement was different -- Hillside
stregsed services for children above and below grade level white Sunrise
emphasized'the need for a sequenced program--both schools identified needs
in the following areas:

.

1. Strategies and techniques fin teaching:comprehension;

2. Instructional' materials to provide intermediate steps
between levels in the Ginn 360 program;

3. Alternative pro95,ms and resources Paz the able reader:

4. Materials related to the objectives of the Wisconsin
Design for Reading in word attack, Study skills, and
comprehension; and

5. Compilatioeihd categorization of existing building
materials according to the Ginn 360 organization.

Moreove, the selection criteria weretalmost identical. The solution chosen
must meet the needs of high and low ability students; its cost must be

`.realistic; and, a key criterion, the solution must conform to district goals.
It was no surprite *when both task forces identified Wisconsin Design for
Reading as the preferred solution to their school's problem. As noted,..
Sunrise Elementary had begun implementing the Wisconsion ptsign in the fall)
of 1975, even before the readihg improvement project began.

In November 1976 the task forces of Sunrise and Hillside schools met
jointly to coordinate the introduction of 4.ksdOnsin Design materials at both
schools..., Wisconsin Design consists of three strhds: word attack, compre-
hension, and study skills. Only the word attack strand had been introduced
at Sunrise, and usage, varied flan teacher to teacher. The joint task force
decided that Sunrise teachers would begin to use the comprehension Strand as
well. Both word attack and comprehension would'be implemented at Hillside,
but consideration of the study skills strand world be delayed until the end
of the school year. WiStonsinDesigm materials might fill the_gaps that
teachers perceived in the Ginn 360 curriculum; tore importantly., they would
allow for diagnosis and preagription of students' problems with reading.

As the year passed, tepdhers began ruining into a probim: Ginn 360
and Wisconsin Design introduceeteading skills in different orBers. Milton

responded to this problem by arranging for a Wisconsin design consultant to
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411%...give a Workshop in Ap 1 1977. The 12 teachers
.m

from Sunrise and Hillside who
attended the workshop described th9 difficulties they were having in meshing
Wisconsin Design and Ginn, and the consultant made recommendations for
solving them. -But t soon became apparent that palliative measures would go

(
only so far; cather the management system would have to be redesigned to fit
the Ginn7seriep, or,the series would heve to be.changed to fit the management
system. By. 0* the two task forces had decided to redesign the management
system;,a-fiyeday 'Work session was scheduled for August.-.. .

'' The August session
.

Included 12 teachers from three elementary
schools--Surixise,-Aillside, and Artemis. Gwen Evans served as chairperson;
though Herb Milton was present, he kept his usual low profile. He had

f.... arranged for another W3conun Design consultant to give a two-day, workshop
as part of the work session. The remaining three days were. spent correlating
the Wisconsin Dedign word attack .strand with .the Gijon 360 organization and
preparing a handbook, "Let's Get Together'," for distributiorrto teachers in
September.

4
The handbook specified at which points in the Ginn curoculum

i

the
Wisconsin tests should .be administered it also suggested additional re-
sources for use in teaching variou0skillse The Sdnrise and Hills'ide
teachers could find these additional material§ in a reading resource center-
at each school. The materials, arranged by reading level, included some from
Wisconsin Design; others had been developed by individual teachers. At the
request of the school task forces, Milton had requested a search of ,the
project's knowledge base for R&D products that might fill perceived gaps in
the Ginn cuThculum or supplement Wisconsin Design materials on word attack,
Comprehensi9n, and study skills. The results of these searches were also
housed in the reading resource center. ' .

Use of the Wisconsin Design materials intensified in the 1977-78
school year. For the previous year (or two) teachers had been free to use
Wiqconsin Deign as they wished.

di
:'Let's Get Together" was an attempt to

IlLi

standardize, s well as encourage, the use of Wisconsin Design. The presence
of a reading de in each school was another form of encouragment; the aides
were therd, to help teachers by testing and grading students, keeping reading
records, and policing the reading resource area. One disincentive, however,
was that teachers never received inservice on the use of the handbook; the
result was considerable variation in the timing and administration of tests.
Even though the value of the Wisconsin Design tests was recognized.,-notably,
their specificity and usefulness for diagnosis--the testing process was still
time-consuming, despite the reading aide. At least some teachers showed no
interest at all in the project's activities; they were, oblivious to the
thought behipd "Let's Get Together" and unaware of the supplementary mater-
ials available in the reading resource room.

The work of the coordination coOmaltee continued through the 1971-78
' school year. In November it met to reorganize the comprehension strand..
Herb Milton arranged for a consultant familiar with Wisconsin Design to meet
with all the teachers. None of the consultants so far had been very excxt
ing, and this one wO the worst. Part of the problem, to be sure, w
that the school district was adapting the Wisconsin.Design o its own nee
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the consultants we re mor e experienced in workipg with schools that had
adapted their reading programs to suit the management systen.

The coordination committee took note of teachers' complaints and
suggestions during the winter and spring; in April work was begun, on a
revised version of "Let's Get Together.," By June the second version was
complete.. It took into account the new Ginn 720 series that would be used in
the fall and spelled out in greater detail how to mesh the Wisconsin and Ginn
materials. " - ,

e

A t 0

Implementation of WiSconsin Design received a further boost.in the
fall of 1978 by the hire qg in each school of a half-time reading specialist.
The specialist introduced new teachers to Wisconsin Design and helped those
alretdy using it when they encountered difficulties. The specialist and
aides arid not monitor use of the innovation, nor was use made maidatory.
However, all the teachers made at least ininimal use.of Wisconsin Design
materials, if only to test once or twice a year in order to maintain their
students' records.

At least some teac hers, though perhaps not'a majority, used the test
extensively tia diagnostic instruments. They gave a test at the beginning of
a particular skill-level in order to determine what their pupils' specific
weaknesses were., If post-testing showed no Improvement, the teachers-could
draw tan the resources at the reading room for remedial material in that
particular area. By the end of the >Tar, perhape 40 percent of the teachers
.were using the tests and supplemental materials .for diagnosis and prescrip-!
tion.

0THEil.TROJEcT GOALS
,

The task forces bot h at Hillside and Sunrise were interested in

programs for gifted and'talented readers. In the fall of 1977 the two groups
asked Herb Milton to conduct 'a search of 'the knowledge base for reading
products for the gifted. The search turned .up no appropriate products. Task

force members who had heard about the Junior Great Books program then decided
to investigate that possibOity. The field agent obliged thed by making
arrangements for a two-dby inservice in February 1978. The event, attendqd
by 50 teachers, administrators, and parents from the five schools participat-
ing in the reading project, was a great success. Within a month'pl9ns were
being made to introduce techniques for able readers at seven district schools.

A The' Hi llside schobl also hoped to find a program for kindergarten
students. They decided on one deweloped by the Southwest Regional Lab apd
sold by the Ginn Company; teaChers,weile trained in its use by a consultant

11
for Ginn.

'One goal of the reading project, introduction, of the study skills
strand ofAisconeiniAesign, was not realized. The departure of Gwen Evans in
the summer of 1979 robbed the project of its driving force. The local taqk
force at Hillside continued to work in a desultory fashion on the matter. At

Sunrise, the librarian began to implement part of the study skills strand.
On the whole,, though, attention had shifted to programs for the gifted.

. .

.
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It was the district's long-range goals that had caused the schools to
par ticipate in the reading project. By the end of the project considerable
progress had been made in meeting these goals. As of,September 1979 six of
the district's eight elementary schools were using Wisconsin Design for their
reading management system.. The other two had\adopted the new Ginn management
system along) with the Ginn 720 materials; however, the board of education
had decreed that all schools must eventually use the Wisconsin Design.

Two othpr district-wide results had r)91previously bppn established
as district goals: teacher participation in school or district-level plann-
ing committee and expanded inservice education lot teachers.

The idea of sharing authority with committees was not congenial to
every principal. Thus, when a new principal who believed,in centralized
decision making came to Sunrise school, the local action team soon disbanded!
Its functions were assumed by the half-time reading specialist. In contrast,
the team at Hillside persisted; Principal Foster ,had learned to work with
it. As the use of Wisconsin'Dpsign spread, a team was set up; in each school,
to oversee its introduction. And Evans' successor as district .reading
Coordinator, inspired by the success of the coordination committee, planned
to introduce other mg - school or district-wide committees to.solve problems
in a participatory ashion.

A number of the inservice a ctivities carried out during the life of
the project had been disappointing. Nevertheless, one of the complaints most
often heard "from the teachers was that they needed more inservice to better
implement isconsin Design; the five-day workshop of the coordination commit-
tee in Au ust 1977,and the Great,Books training session of February 1978 were
frequently in ed out as models.

In the fall of 1979 a change in the state law governing:allocation of
school funds proved to be a windfall for Satquatch. District officials took
advantage of the opportunity to promote staff development by funding teacher .

retreats on such topics, as teaching composition and Junior Great Books.

1

Teachers and administrators alike were glad they had participated in
the reading project. . Its success and effectiveness could not be attributed
to the field agent; his role was minor. Nor did it owe much to the pool of
product information that the project had made available, since only supple-

, mentary materials were selected from the pool. Rather the key seems to have
been the project_i.a integration into an ongoing effort under the direction of
a skillful internal change agent.
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DiSCUSSLCCQUESTIONS ..

.0004. .

(1) ,Of 'the thre perspectives on change (rational,. political, docial systems)
, which best sabribes the approach of Gwen Evans, the district reading
director? ow about Herb Milton, the field agent? Would a different

8 approaCh.havfl been-more effective for ei.tkier individual?
,

Y ,
(2) How Closely'did Saseivatch school,district conform to a "rational" pro-

blem-solving iiirocess? What difference did the degree of conformityihav
schoolchool outcomes?

--.ii,

. .2-','

(3) Put yourself in the role of GWen Evans for a moment. You know that some
teachers Nye shown no interes4 al all in project actisities;. they do not,

,
use Wisconsin design 'sand remain unaware of the supplementary materials

- available an the reading resource room. Use rational problem solving to
decide. what, if anything,, o do about these recalcitrants.

. . %
.

(4) What were the key strategic deCisions in this case negarding (I) the pro- k

blem-solving process and (2) product implementation? Who made them? What
effects did each-decision have ond'Oroject outcomes? ,..

.01.

i

5

P

i5) Teachers invested considerable, amounts of time and effort in adapting the
Wisconsin Design. management ,sys,1,44o fit the 'Ginn reading series, even
though adaptations of the readinijeries to fit the management system
were already avairab.le_Why? Wat effects did this adaptation process
have on school decision-making processes and product implementation?

.......-
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JREELINE 4CHOOLAMSTRICT '

.
9 / .

.

Robgt,Halpern

The ach01 improyement project, in Treeline was aismoothly adminis-
. tere'd attempt to infuse Career education materials into a few classts in a
small school. Civen'a limited teudget, those in charge of the project felt
that this modest approach had the beat chance of changing the negative
aktitudps towardfcareer education held by many of thq Treelvne staff.
Howeverr_lbeAdeparturd 'off` half the? teachers involved in the project at the
end of the Irk year of implementation reduced even the limited impact that
the administrators had hoped for from the project. '

.
, .- .

.

Treeline was not typical of the North Central state in which it was"
located. Thii moderately sized city of 100,000 was the site We major state
university with 45,000 students. The university was the biggest employer in
town; together with the research and development firms that had sprung up in

. the area, it gave Treiline a large middle-class population. One result was
that the educel'onal aspirations of Treeline's rftilie5rwere high;, another
was that a strong liberal influene was brought to bear on a community which
was traditionally conserve lye in its politics.

4,0 . el

Treeline had expe aced tumultuous changes, in the-late 1960s.
Anti-war protests on campus were foliolowed by high school stulint riots and
racial conflict. Previously uninvolved residents beganito take part in local

politics,, and for t Aime they elected a progressive s
l

hool boarch

:1
The board then brought in a namic superintendent from the.Ee , who nsti-

tutedowholesale changes in the school system before a consery ive reaction
act in and he web 'fired. The. current superintendent was a local figure,
who was very much respected and had lasted eight years. Still, the years

of turmoil had left their mark. The educatj.onal community, one local of-
ficial said, wag left "deeply upset,, discouraged, and seeking a return to
the stability of 'the early sixties."

.
-

-

A CHANGING POPULATION

. 4 I Still other sqcial'forces we at work during those years. From 069,
t... 41977 the proport*on of blac iildren attending the 36 public schools
a1mostAqubled, from 8 to.J5 percent.. Smile black parents charged that
low-income and minority chrildren in the-district were being "labeled for

failure" by a school system that was interested in serving the needs only of

4 ite, middle-class children. . 4 ; ' a.orst,

.
. ' .,-. "'

Chirles Elementary Schaal, serving grodes K-6, was a MItroiosm of
,Treilane. Many of its 16 classroom teacArs and 16 resource and support
staff remembered the years of tbrmoil RI.the.schools and tended to shy
away from progressive ideas fir products introuced by outsiders. Until

1975, the school bed served only puddle-. and upper-middle-class children,
lAstly college bound., But construction 9f low- income housing in the area

.1..., had ch ed the Audent body; thereafter, one-third$ef the 400 pupils
were-fr pool' families. .
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The change in student population had its effect. Thachers had to
depl with a wider flange of abilities and skill development ong their

401;
students. A-mfajor innovative efrOtt in the school, a mul ade, team
teaching experiment that had pleased many middlerclass parents, was cancelled
dfter the shift in the school's population. One reason given was that poor

- children needed.a quiet, structured environment. Elaine Sargent, the
school's principal, favored individualized instruction,,pArticularly given,
the school's current maAe -up. However, she gAnerally gave teachers.consid-
erable leeway in the materials and appr ch they used in their classrooms.
She wasoa low-key aatw. istrator who lift most decisions tibeindividual
teachers.--

Until the stet legislature passed, a Career'Education Act in 1974,
only a few teachers Included career education activities in. their lesson
plans. Since then Principal Sargent had becOme morn aware of the Importance
of career education, though, she also felt she should protect her teachers
fran unreasonable _pressures to innovate__Nevertbeless, Charles Elementary
was to become the site of Treeline's carper education effort.

THE PROJECT 116

./

the Treeline district was one of 10 school systems served.by the
Weston County Intermediate School District (OP). Following passagefof the
Career Education Att in 1974, a Career Education Planning District (CEPD) was
also established in Weston County; 'Kurt Waller, the ISD's vocational-techni-

mp
cal specialist, became the county's CEPD coordig6tor. In mid-1976, he was,
informed by the state department of education that a statewide project to
encourage the use of career education products was being planned and that he
was to be the field agent for his ISD. He passed the word along to the 10
school districts in the county.' Five, including Treeline, expressed inter-
esti the remainder decided that the effort required by the project was not
worth the money 'involved. Why the department of education chose Treeline is
not clear. In any case, Treelihe's superintendent received notice of accept-
ancein January 1977 and sent the notice and its accompanying material along
to Monroe Spender, the district's director of career education.

. .

Spender had a dual role in the district, serving as director both of
career' education and of vocational education. Spender had been "the prime
mover in tEareer education in the school system" during the sixties and
early seventies, according to one teacher. However, he was, now facing the
prospect of managing a onemilliontdollar vocational education bud et, and
so kould have little time for the spew project. 'Talking it over with Ron
Lacotti, la'counselor in a Treeline high school, Spender expresded the,
view that the five thousand dollars the project would bring -an werenprdly
worth.,the extra administrative burden. Lacotti, who.wasTyounger a less
experienced, did not see it that way. He had been developing an interest
in career education; the projedt seemed like a good chancre to encourage
career. education in the district. Lacotti offered to share the:management
of the project with Spender.

4Z1'

After diicussing the matter with Waller, the C EPD coordinator,
Spender advised the superintendent to accept the project. Waller and Spender

.

.
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agreed that for five thousand dollars the project must be located in one
small school to have any noticeable effect. And, although they were aware
the project was meant to divelop a problem-solving process applicable to a
rgnge of problems, they thought of it mainly 'as aiway of bringing career
education products into the district. It was in this manner, that they
described the project to Elaine Sargent, principal of the Charles School.
Both she end her staff expressed Interest, and four teachers volunteered to
participate in the project.

SETTING A STRATEGY

4

The problem-eolving process followed in Treeline was far from that
envisioned by thoe who planned the project. During February and March the
three administrators had only desultory contacts with' any of the staff at the

Charles School. Nor did they carry out any sort of formal needs assessment.
Instead, Waller met informally with the two site coordinators, Spender and si

Lacotti, to discus, the distz..i.et's career education problems and come toa
consensus-son-what should be done at the Charlea School. t' _

Since assuming the role of CEPD coordinator, Waller had become
Increasingly committed:to the concept of career education. He wished to get
as many of the district's teachers as possiblp to share his feelings, and
felt that the way to do this was to start a nuM5erAgrdifferent activities at
different grade level throughput the district. fLacotti, the high school
counbelor, shared Weller's vision of gradual, cumulative change in the
district. Both felt that the staff at Charled might +fot be aware of .the
district's needs as a whole, and thus should not be involv d until later in
the process. Besides, they felt Involvement in determinin needs and asses-

sing problems would have been burdensome toothe teachers.
.

After discussing the project among themsel ves, Walle r, Lacotti, and
Spender agreed that the broad aim of the project would be the infusion of
career education content and priciliples into the elementary curriculum
district-wide. The problem in the Charles School was to set up a cadre
of teachers trained in career education who could share their experiences
with others; in this way they would develop a workable model that could be
extended to other schools in the district. In the meantime, though',- the

:three would try to maintain a low profile, so as to ovoid the political
battles and bureaucratic delays that often accompanied major Innovations in
the district. They realized that there was no widespread sense of urgency

iamong educators in the district to implement a career education program.
Furthermore, since the district had recently recoyered from a period of
turbulent Sdiial and educational change, most 'teachers wanted simply to be
left aloneto teach and run the schools. The general feeling was that this
was a time for retrenchment and concentration on "basics.".

1 The field agent tnd the two site coordinators then began to look
for information on promising career education materials, a task which proved
to be much more difficult than identifying the problem. The state was
supposed to have information concerning R&D products, in the form of product

descriptions, available on request. Howeverorthe office responsible was
unprepared; thus Waller, Lacotti, and Spender had to get most of the Infor-
mation on their okn from other sources. But during February and March they

1

:
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managed to accumulate a fpirly lar number of prOdUcts, product descrip-
tions, catalogues, and related informabion. After reviewing the ones that
were unfamiliar, they selected 10 for review by the teachers whO "would be
implementing the products-, Ap with problem identification, their rationale
was that their prior review would minimize the burden on the teachers.
However, the three administrators also felt that they had a better perspec-
tive on what would be-appropriate thanyid the teachers.

ft- THISk'PROCW IS DEMOCRATIZED

A' s4te team involving the teachers was finally formed in April,
although theoretically it should have been active from the beginning. At its
core were the four teachers who had volunteered for the project: Gladys.
Heath, Joan Bloom, Barbara Allen, and Susan Ferwald. Gladys Heath, pefhaps
the Most active of thtm as a proponent of career education, 'Was named team
leader. Other members were Waller, Spender, Lacotti, Principal Sargent, and
two parent representitivese 4

Priskipal Sargent was not an active member of the group. A non-,
intrusive administrator, she kept informed about the groups progress but
attended few meetings. The parents wpre more active at first. After a
few weeks of product reviews, however, they- ,quickly began to lose interest;
within two month both had drdpped out. Wallirt who attended those initial
meetings, feltrthat the parents were intimidated by the professional educa-
tors and their "lingo." He said that they were asked to be involved "at the
wrong point--mtiter4als review and selection--rather.then problem identifica-
tion needs,assessment, which would ha been more interesting to them."

r P
4

anda' ;Both Waller nd Lacotti felt that efining a role for parents was
a weakness in the Ireeline project. There was a feeling that the project
was too small, -and demands on their time too great, to make it worth using
a lot of energy to _keep parents involved. As Lacotti said, "To really
get parents involved you have to follow up initiatives, telephone, encourage,
arrange meeting times to meet their schedules... basically, I just had too
many other things to do to make an effort here:"

During the period from April through July the site team met occasion-
ally as a whole -, but more frequently in subgroups, to dipcuss and sift
through the prodUcts selected by Waller, Spender, and Lacotti. The basic
criteria established by,.the whole group for selecting or eliminating products
wee that the be (1) affordable, (7) ;producible, (3) vithout sex or racial
bias, (4) r quiring no :Special equipment, (5) easy for teachers to master
immediately and C6) comprehensive, covering not onl/ the world of work,
but selfr areneas, values, sand self-toncepts.

During the qpring of 1977 the site team met with representatives for
a few of the products Selebted for review. The teachers present (not al-

,- ways the 'whole team) found.that these personal presentations did not always
enhance a productis appeal, ,,et one product finallyxaelected was chosen in
spite of a particularly poor presentat'on. Along with the formal criteria
for evaluating products, the teachers brought their own personal feelings
and past experiences to bear on the sLection process. A few of the prod-
ucts were rejected as "difficult tor s teachers" and 'inappropriate for our
children." .!

.
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An. infOrmal proces; off' product review continued throughout the life
of the project. Product tact sheets and brochures kept reaching Waller and
Lacotti, who would pass them onto the teachers at Charles. In December 1978
Gladys Heath commented that sh had just learned of a few products that she
would like to use later in 1919.It as possible, then, that one of the
weaknesses of the projectthe failure, of the state to get information on
products to site teams on time--serendipitously turned out to be a blessing
in Treeline.

Other problems besides the state's delay in sending out product
descriptions affected the selection process. There was insufficient money to
pay for release time for teachers to observe products in actual use; and it
was hard to judge products from their descriptions. Gladys Heath, at lepst,
felt that dialogue with other districts concerning their experlenceb with
various products would haye been useful. Still, by the sunner of 1977 the
site team had chosen threeWoducts for implementation that fall:

1. The Comprehensive'Career.Edutation Model (K-6) devel-
oped at Ohio State. Its 24 teaching units could be
used to infuse career education into the teaching of
academic subjects, such as language. arts, math,
social studies, and earth science.

2. Guidance Associates Carly Elementary Films (K-6).
The 30 films covered such topics as occupational
choices, self-imagec, values, and decision making.

3. Society of Visual Echkation materials (K-4), a
multi-media product with games, films, posters,
and work cards.

The three products balanced each other in terms of content, mode of delivery,
grade appropriaeness, and degree of structure; of the three, the Ohio State
product was by fffr the most structured. 4

gO.

As the fall approakbed, the site team turned its attention to evalu-
ation and training. It was decided to pre- and post-test the students using
the Elementary Career Orientation Battery developed by New Educatlonal
Directions (in Indiana). However, the only formal training that occurred was
during a September dinner part.), attended byi the teachers, the principal, the
three administrators, and a few parents. -During the evening the use of-the
products was appgrently discussed in some detail.

When asked about the lack of training for.implemerkation, Waller
noted that the materials ,selected were basically self-explanatory, with
guides and objectives laid out. He said that the teachers were professionals

i"who knew whati, they were doing.. We didn't want to ram anything down any-
body'A throats. We exposed teachers to the materials, they knew the mater-
ials were available for them to 1.qe." ,Also suggested as a reason by Lacotti
was lack of inservice time and 'resources to work with the teachers in a
training activity.

The piaje t leaders definitely set the tone Far Implementation of the
products by their general philosophy of giving teachers freedom to implement
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as the teachers saw fit. Training would have been an area where some struc-
ture--a timetable, a set, of expectations,. even some formal guidelines- -could
most logically have been given to implementation. 8ut this was not done, and
the tone set by the project leaders was to have a significant effect on the
nature of implementation.

Y

fowl TEACHERS,'FOOR APPROACHES
, .

The use .of the three product$ by the site team teachers durihg the
1977-78 school year was considered to be a field.traal,of the products. Each
(of the teachers knew by the end of a couple of months if the products would
serve het needs, "Thus, the way that each product was used over the course of
the year varied widely from teacher to teacher

edys Heath's class was distinctive, being a multi-grade, open
classroom setting. 'Bloom, 'Allen, and Ferwald all taught in more conven-
tionally g ructured classrooms. All four teachers used the sameoverall'
approach to the career education products, that of infusion; thus the film-
strips, workbooks, mini-units, and discussions were integrated into the

regular day-to-day curriculum. According to lacotti and Heath, certain
elemehts pf all three products required "a specific way of implementing"
which made it difficult tq infuse these elements into the standard curri-
culum. he infusion approach also made it difficult to go.in on any one day
end see a product in use, according to lacotti.-

, Susan Ferwald used the material-a _from the products in a very struc-
tured manner, but the other teachers implemented the products pieyedeai and
adapted them extensively to meet their needs. Even the content of slime units
(for example in the Ohio State rroduct) was modified substantially at times.
Since no pressure was placed4,1 the teachers to use the materials in any
particular manner, they tended to pick and choose from among the products,
using them as anthologies of ideas or as brainstorming devices.

Barbara Allen, for one, hardly saw the products as central. She
deacribed her project activities during the 1977-78 school year in terms of
the, genera} career education activities' in her classrooth. She mentioned
inviting parents in to talk about their jobs, settings up a school post
dffice, visiting a local newspaper,. Ind putting together a class newspaper.
In her account, the project had .acted as a catalyst in enhancing general
career education activities in the Charles School, in addition to bringing

4 in the commercial'products.
.1.

Meanwhile, none of the administrators devoted much attention to the
project after implementation began. Waller saw his role as long-range
planner and decision maker, and restricted himself to passing on' product
descriptions as they, arrived from the state. Spender dropped out of the
project entirely in November, ap his responsibilities to coordinate Tree -
line's vocational program expanded. lacotti, the former high school coun-
selor, had been appointed Career Education Director for the district.
He was in the best position to motivate teachers and keep commitment high,
but he.waa busy with his dthpr responsibilities and did not wish to be
intrusive. And Elaine Sargent, the principal, left the teachers to their
own devices during the 1977-78 schookyear.

, I
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Not that the four teachers were c Ietely isolated: both Waller andotp
Lacotti were in touch with them informall during the year, and the teachers
said that they felt the two of them were very supportive. Norketheless,
Lacotti felt that he had not devoted enough energy to keeping the teachers.
,involved, for example by arranging for release time for teachers to continue
reviewing materials. .

The site team as a formal group-was relatively inactive during the
1977-78 school year. Gladys Heath, headThf the site 'team, said she was
involved in a number of other activities and thus had almost no time to
organize meetings. ,Although*the four teachers were all in the same build-

,

ing and thus could talk over problems, at least one wished there had been
.more formal communication among Project participants during the year; All,
the project participants did meet in the spring of 197B too discuss plans for
the 1978 -79 school year, but Waller and Lacotti again setthe year's goals.

Perhaps beCause of the lack of monitoring and formal commudication,
Allen and Bloom.began to use the materials less and less during the winter
and spring. Other innovative projects in the building began to claim the
attention of all the team members. A major language arts program had been
introduced, a new science, curriculum was being implemented, and a general
push was on to upgrade all curricula. Since the carer education project was
less central tl;an these other curricular concerns, it received relatively
less teacher attention.

et . '

GETTING REORGANIZED

The slowly unraveling career education project was dealt a further
blow in the summer or 1978, when Bloom.and Allen both took teaching jobs
elsewhere in the state. Waller and Lacotti's plaft for the fall had been for
the site team to proselytize. The ideb was to have the rtamyembers conduct
inservice training sessions in the district's other schools,lpresenting the
career ectucation ,produces and the 'idea of career infusibn. With half of,
their missionaries gone" the. team had to regroupyt meeting was called for
September 197B. ,

At the meeti*g Principal Sargent addressed the issue of piecemeal,
weak implementation of the products, saying that she would like to see more
structure in implementation, and that it was her responsibility to see that
this- took place. This was the first time she had taken an active stance in
the project, although she was obviously aware of the implementation problems.
Waller (Ind Lacotti were pleased by Her increased commitment. It.proved, they
later maintained, that their low-key, no-pressure app'ach during to first
year had, been successful, since Sargent was the natural leader in the Charles
School a knew best when mssure could and should be applied.

The site team meeting hact several resultos, Two new teacheis were
,chosen for the team. They were both interested in career education but had
not been part of the project. Timetables were set up for the proselytizing
activities of. the two experienced members of the team, Heath and Ferwald,
Thefirst of these activities would be a trip to a neighboring school dis-
trict to share experiences and exchange,career education materials. The team
also reviewed the inconclusive evaluation.. results from the previous year.
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During the follving months, the two new teachers became familiar
withithe three products, as well as, several new ones, and began to infuse
them into, their classes. Heath and Ferwald visited 4he nearby district
in October. Members of the team reviewed new product descriptions as they
aryiv7d.

By December, wev ; no second meeting of the site team had taken
place, and no further erkice activities had occurred. The various other
change efforts going on in the school were still claiming much of the teach-
'rs' energies, fundsmere still limited, and the district administration was
generally unaware of the project. Me problem it addressed -- infusion of
career education materials into the curriculums4med less pressing in
comparison to other issues. Though Waller, Lacottif, and the individual
teachers no doubt would pursue their into est in career education, it was
unlikely that the goal of infusing career education into the curriculum
throughout the district wbuld be realized.

.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS ,

1t(1), Apply each of the beliefs about what is of primary importance in ac-
countio6 for school change to Charles Elementary, School. Which belief

, seems to be most significant in explaining the lack of success in this
,case? Could it have been the individual personarttie of S,jender and
Waller'? Perhaps pharles Elementary or the Treeline strict as organ-
izations were most important. Final by, could the lack of long-term
impact be traced most directly to the conservative s perintendent and
community, rapid influx of disadvantaged students, or other elements in
the school context?

(2) This case has been another reminder that schools operate in and must
adapt to an ever-changing environment In order to operate effectively.
Whab are some organizational characteristics that denote the more
adaptOle. organizatioets -versus those Which adapt less successfully?
Use the ,school described in this case as the starting point for your
analysis.

(3) As happened in this case, parents and other community groups are-often
included in school decision-making groups. What dangers does such
representation have to the schools? To the community representatives?

(4) The use of the three products varied widely among the four implementing
teachers, although they all aimed at integrating career education into
their regular day-to-day curricu,lum. Discuss the significance of the
variation in approach to product implementation. What could have been
dohe to ieduce variation?

(5) The Strategy adopted by Waller, Spender, and Lacotfi ,was to' keep a low
profile and introduce change very gradually, relying on a small cadre
of teachers to establish a foothold for career education in the dis-

What was their rationale for adopting this stragegy? What
would you have done in the same situation?

I
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CHAPTER 11

JEFFERSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Elliott Krause

/
The Jefferson School provides an example of what can be done 6

JI
intro ce an innovation successfully under what might look, at first, to e

vary ifficult conditions: scarce resources, an anti-education working -classv
tty, and growing, alienation between teachers and district administra-

tion. When the district's teachers carried out and lost a long and ugly
strike at the beginning of the implementation year, Jefferson's principal
lost all credit with the central office by siding with teachers. Finally,

the hostility of the community towards t , teachers increased following the

/ePe
strike action. But rather than hamper ng the innovation, these conditions
led to a school-agAnst-the-world u ty of teachers and principal that
actually saved the new program, desp the tremendous teacher effort it

:
required. ..

Jefferson, a town of approximately. 19,000 people, was located midway
between and about 30 miles from two New England cities. Founded more than
200 years ago as a farming village, Jefferson became a mill town in the
mid - nineteenth century. Poor Italians and French-Canadians flocked to this
Yafikee enclave looking for jobs 10 the mills. Those who settled eventually
became a force in local politics. ,

fakith the onset of the industrial growth of the South, much of Jeffer-
son's industry was drawn away. High unemployment became the torten biggest
problem. In 1977, unemployment was estimated officially at 7.4 percent,
though some observers felt the actual figure might be in the range of 10 to
15 percent of'the employable population. .

At the time of the change effort in Jefferson School, the town was
primarily a mix of older Yankee families and second,generation Italiani and
French- Canadians. Neither group had much wealth, And the Italians and
French-Canadians were referred to b

1

one (Yankee) respondent as "failed
ethnics," since they had not been f nancially successful enough Eo move up

(and out into the suburbs of the n arby cities. Jefferson itself had an
insular quality: none of the townspeople regarded Jefferson as a suburb or
the outskirts of any city. One long-time resident, a retired city planning
engineer; summed it up this way:

The town thinks of Itself as itself, period. Even for major
shopping_ people don't go to the cities but to nearby larger
towns. A few mills are left, and a few small sweat-shops,
but no new space technology or electronics. Any further drop
in the ecoNomy will absolutely kill this town.

The municipal government was extremely conservative politically and
very tight on publ.ic.spending. School administrators were quite aware that
a rise in the tax rate would be hard to bear in this town, which was not rich

. a ,
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an resources. Furthermore, education was not a top pfiority. Ae one local
put it,

.

.

,..-

.

the town ethos is alit ; - education and anti-intellectual and

anti-school. They urge their kids to go quickly into .0.0%

unskilled eployment, have not the patience or the /trust in
the money reward of education, and (hey point to unemploy-
ment among high school graduates as a reason for dropping
out. There is a small professional class which works
against the tide, but is not lqucl or vociferous and has

( no power in town.

THE JEFFERSON SCHOOL

In addition to the junior highs and high school, there were nine,
elementary schools in Jefferson in 1977-78. The Jefferson School was com-
pleted about 1900, in the square, two-storied shape so very familiar to those
who have seen small elementary schools of this vintage. In 1975 Superinten-
dent John Bono decided to remodel the Jefferson School; ol4 walls were torn
down to create open areas for "open education." The change to an open
structure disturbed the staff and the community, neither of whom had been
consulted beforehand. Although workshops and inservice activities were held
to help staff and students adjust, problems with noise and lack of privacy
continued to began issue for years after the remodeling.

Jefferson Sshool.'s administrative structure was simple; there was a
principal, Sam Porter, one full-time secretary, a small special education
staff, a full-time nurse, the teachers, and the custodian. Until 1978
Principal' Porter also administered two extremely small schools in town in
addition 'to the Jefferson School., They were closed in the fall of that

-

year, and students and teachers were reassigned to Jefferson or to other
schools in the district.

In 1976 some 600 students attended Jefferson School (grades one to
*six) and the two smaller schools (grades one to four). The Jefferson stu-

dents one saw in classrooms and in hallways seemed, on the whole, to be quiet,
well-dressed, and lively. According to Porter, the students typically came
from a socioeconomic background lower than the town's average; thus, many
were from unskilled working class families (only 30 students were AFDC
recipients). In staff meetingd, teachers occasionally discussed some eqmmon,
and relatively minor, discipline problems, such as toilet-stuffing and
gambling. In general, though, the children could be seen talking happily
with teachirs in the lunchroom, and a sense of regimentation was not in

evidence.

In 1976 there were 18 teacher s in the Jefferson School and 7 in the ir
smaller schools. Although they seemed highly motivated to teach and to to h

well, they were not a very cosmopolitan group professionally. Many were
married to locals and lived in or near the town; almost none commuted from
the nearby major cities or their suburbs.

In gene ral, the school climate was one of relaxed mutual support. The

principal, office secretary, teachers, students, and special support stall
were on first-name terms and seemed comfortable whether they were kiddi
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one another or working. Sam Porter wIs a likeable, stocky, out ing guy. .

His warm personality endeared him to his staff, most of whom w e female.
During staff meetings and in informal conversations the teach were able
to disagree with him openly, as well as to ask his help on cial problems.

Nevertheless, the Jefferson School had certain problems. One was its
reputation for producing less capable students. ,Some residents of Jefferson
attributed this to the below-average socioeconomic background of the stu-
dents' families. Others pointed to the open-classroom architecture as the
main cause of indiscipline and diminished learning. ,

The school's reputation did little for teacher morale. When the
walls came down and prOblems with noise and discipline increased, morale
%sagged still further, to the point where the principal became quite concerned.
Even so, in the, warm atmosphere of the school, staff members could general-
ly Bet the support they needed from one another.

BACKGROUND:10 THE PROJECT

Not Iti from the Jefferson school district was a private, non-profit
research and service organization which did consulting with local education
agencies as well as research for the federal government. The Jefferson
school district had dealt with this agency on several occasions. In 1974 an
assistant superintendent had arranged for it to train a number of district
administrators for jrogressive work in education. During the 1975-76 school
year, the school system, with help from the agency, undertook ,a search for a
hew reading program to be adopted district-wide. The principals favored the
Wisconsin Design for Reading; Superintendent Bono approved of their choice
and arranged for the reseafer and service agency to train teachers in its
use.

The superintendent scheduled training'in the Wisconsin Design for the
summer of 1976, with implementationat all the town's elementary schools to
follow in September. He then learned from the research and service 9g6hcy
about a new, federally funded project to assist schools in finding and
implementing researchtbased solutions to school problems in reading. The

1.041gency would employ a field agent (called a "linking agent") to help the
schools carry out the required project procedures. On the one hand, this new
project was attractive, since it would provide extra money for training the
teachers in one of the district's schools. Onithe other hand, the first year
of the project had to be devoted to identifying a problem and reviewing
various possible ablutions; during that year no reading program could be
implemented. If the school finally decided that the Wisconsin Design for
Reading was the solution for its reading prq44/10, well and good: imple-
mentation at that school, would merely have been delayed for a year} But if
the school should choose some other solution, the superintendent would not
haye the all-Wisconsin Design district he wanted.

After weighing the pros and us, Superintendent Bond decided to
apply for the project. He chose J ferson School as the project site and
informed Principal Porter, telling him that his teachers should still
receive-Wisconsin Design training that summer in case the new project fell
through.

r
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PROJECT ENTRY

Soon after the summer training, the ekdistrict received word that the 41'

Jefferson Sdhool.had been chosen to participate in the new, federally funded
project. The school's teachers were diicomfited when they learned their
training had been in vain. This episode, so reminiscent of thd superinten-
dent's unilateral decision to remodel the school, contributed to his growing
reputation for high-hacOedne

In order to,lay t groundwork for Jefferson's entry into the project,
Laure Hartwell, the pro ct's field agent, met with the superintendent during
the fi st week of Sept er. As ,a sign of his commitment to the project:
SuperiiI endent Bono des Sted the new district reading coordinator as his
representative to the school's decision-making team. He also promised to
arrange r release time for the teachers who would be involved.

La that week, Hartwell met with Principal Porter Qnd with the
reading spe6ialist for the school. She also made a presentation .to the
entire faculty, explaining the project and how they could become involved.
In mid-September, following a short presentation to the board ,of educa-
tion by the superintendent, the pyincipal, and the reading coordinator,
the board agreed to participate Wthe program. Hartwell now had,a formal ,

mandate for her work in tbe Jefferson School.

One of Hartwell's first tasks was to create i "decision-making
group," or DHG, to serve as a bridge between herself and the school. During
the 1976-77 school year it would identify problems in the school's reading
program, review the innovative reading programs available for adoption,

and qecide on one for use in Jefferson. Once that decision was made, thd
DHC would remain in existence during the first two "years of implementation
as a project monitoring group.

Early in October 1976 Hartwell and Porter conferred on tt)e makeup of
the group. The district reading coordinator would r'eRisent the superinten-
dent; three teachers and the.achool reading specialist would represent the
'faculty. Parents were to be represented also. Thie'req6irement fit well
with the principal's own policy of involving paFents in school programs. One

parent, an active member of the Title I Parent Advisory 'Group, was appointed
to the Dt by Principal Porter. The other parent representative volunteered
after rpOing about.the DHG in the newspaper.

4..

The two parents did not hive the antipathy toward education which
was more typical of Jefferson residents. Both were wealthier than the
JeffersonSchool norm., They were motivated the desire to improve the
quality of education their children were receiving at Jefferson. Although
the parents were to miss about half of the PG meetings -- sometimes because
they did not receive adequate notice- -they participated actively when they
were present. One in particular made t r home available for dinners and
open-house meetings.
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, Hartwell's role during the rest of the 1976-77 school year, was to
derk with theDY.G in identifying problems with the school's heading program,
velopingveloping selection criteria for any new program, reviewing a series of

potential reading innovations in light 6f these criteria, and Urn choosing
the best o At the first 0l0 meeting, early in Novtmberi, the group talked .

A
abou ys o involving parents and teachers as much as possible. It was
deci ed to survey teachers and parents on their re ding comerns. Discussion
then turned to people's ideas 9f the mdst imports need in the area of
reading. Hanv;of tholp.present mentioned the need_for some kind of sequential
skill development.

....

.
-. ,,

. ,

In succeeding-weeks, the group prepared and distrlibute urveys of
teachers and parents and then, analyzed the results. Cheered by the satis-

x
king.response rate and the rapid pace of progress so far, the group took s.

up the next item on the agenda: drafting a statement o`f the problem.
s/.

.
. / ,

The process suddenly plowed to a crawl. Hartwell was convinced t611N
the choice of a product musk *based on a clear problem definition on which
all of the members of the DkG could agree. In her view, a'false premise was

14.

likely to leadlo a true conclusion; hence the importance of identifying
tile

:1
precise natur.e of the reading problem in Jefferson School. Hartwell was

se itive to the fact that consensus did not exist on any definition of the
problem, but that group members were willing to chim they agreed in order .

to avoid,conflict. Uppermost On their minds was to get on with choosing some
product. 95 v

.

4

...

, .

For three long
d

meetings the DNG
A

grappled with problemedentificatipn.
Whenever Hartwell detected differences of opinion, she would State what she

°' 'thought was, the source at thp difficulty and invite discussion. Though ,
the,group.members found this frustrating at fjrst, 'eventually they were able

. , to agree that the apderlying cause of the.%tudents' various reading prob ,,,

lems was the/lack of continuity in the language arts curriculum. To cele-
brate this achievemeot, Hartwell broke out a bottle of wine and sheFed it

..
.with the group. Though she was generally a serious--almost prim -- person,
such demonstrations of hei genuine,interest an the group helped her to
establIsh warm personal bonds with the teachers at JeffeFson School.

. 1 '
THE POLITICS OF PRODUCT SELECTION .

--":.--

,

.

' following the problem identification phase, the DNG drew ura list of
criteria,by which to judge the various products they would be considering.,
This tame consensus was achieved easily. Ip'be chosen, a product must serve
grades one to six, present material sequentially, allow student progress to

lbe rec8rded, and permit students to enter at their own level of ability. In4
wrview of the poor town-school relationship in Jefferson, it was judged impor-
tant that the product allow for effective communication with patents about
their children's strengths an&yeaknesses. Finally, the product must also

4/,involve teacher trainipg. ,.
.

..,
.

.
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. A list.of 30 products was quickly narrowed down to eight, and then to
three: Andover Individualized Reading System (AIRS), the Exemplary Center
fgr Reeding Instruction (ECRI) program, and Wisconsin Design for Reading.
In January, the DMG presented these three finalists to the entire faculty for

4
their consideration. As the DOG had half-expbcted,, the faculty reacted with
outrage and charges that they were being manipulated:

After all, the political overtones were obvious: .the Wisconsin
Design for Reading was the "superintendent's choice." Choosiog Wisconsii,
Design would certainly. make it easier tor teachers to transfer to the town's'
other schools, but itswould also please the unpopular superintendent.
Rejecting Wisconsin'Design, even for the best of pedagogic reasons, might be
interpreted as a slap in his face: Jfartwell discussed these issues with the
DMG during February, as the group reviewed filmstripd, tapes, texts, and
materials from the three programs.

Hartwell did not like the ECRI program and privately remark pd
that she would not want her own child in an ECRI class.. Even so, she ab-.
sumed a pfbfessional neutrality toward the program and pushed for a fair .

consideration of it, even when the teachers appeared iot to be impressed,
by the written descriptions of ECRI. In MarcHDMG mealbero visited schools

4 that had implemented the three programs. Once the vistors had seen the
bnthusiasm of children and teachers using ECRI, opposition almost vanished.
The DMG was nearly unanimous in recommending ECIAII to the full faculty, and
the faculty was quick to approve the DMG's choice.

if

Seventeen teachers out of 25 in Jefferson School chose to participate
in'the.ECRI program and sighed up to be, !'rained at the end of August. Jhey
were paida small honorarium, $40 per day, for the one-week session. The 17

. teachers 'were trained by staff from the center in Utah that had developed
the ECRI teaching techniques. The five days of training were intensive,
packed with information, and oalsequently somewhat anxiety-producing. In

generaf7 the teachers felt that the training was merely an introduction to
the EtRI techniques., This was tQ cause prtblems w h implementation, since
Hart*ell was not a reading expert, and experienced ECRI trainers were to.
visit the schpol only a few times later in the year. But shortly after the
teachers' trli.uling and the return to school, there was a more dramatref
potential setback: the teachers' strike.

THE JEFFERSON TEACHERS' STRIKE

Given the, town's attitude toward education, especially the financing
.' of it, the implications for teacher salaries were clear. Furthermore, the
ts. superintendent's heavy-handed administrative style and a continuing decline

in enrollment were inevitably leading to the firing of some teachers and the
relocation of others. More immediate causes of the strike were, first, the
town's refusal to give the teachers even a cost of living increase--in a time
when inflat1on was running a minimum of seven percent a year--and, second, el"'
the 's additional refusal to give the teachers a contract.

A strike had been brewing thoroughout the summer of 1977. As school
began, the pain thing on everyone's mind was the breakdown in negotiations
and the Impending strike. Teachers were afraid that it would last 90long
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time and that their jobs would be jeopardized. Some - teachers claimed that
the tense situation was not yet affecting ECRI; they were trying the pro-
gram and having good results. Others, however, resisted making the extra
effort req4ired by ECRI. at a time when they were working without a contract.

Once the strike started, it made the headlines and the evening
newscasts statewide. The school board, representing the interests of the
town, took the teachers to court. The principals, who acted as mediators, .

spent eight days in' the courthouse trying to get the board and teachers ko
compromise. Both jal.x.town and the teachers were intransigent.. Finally, a
state superior court judge ordered the teachers bpck to work. First teach-
ers were fined, then several were jailed, until the teachers complied with
the order. The strike, "won" by the' town, was over by September 30, 1977..

Two facts are of critical importance in contrasting the. Jefferson
School and others in the town. The first is that the teachers of the
Jefferson School were more cohesive in their support of the strike than
were teachers in other schools. Secondly, of all the principals in the
system, Sam Porter, principal of the Jefferson School, was moat suppor-

.
tive bf his teachers.

Poreer had been sympathetic to teachers' grievances throughout the
1976-77 school year. When the strike began, he organized .he principals to
try to medipte the dispute? Since he had for years been primary bargainer
for the town's principals, he felt empathy for his teachers in their struggle.

Talking to Hartwell soon after the strike ended', Principal Porter
expressed the hope that ECRI might become "a vehicle for getting things back
to normal again." He said the strike had been especially devastating and
exhausting for the principals, won whom both sides had vented their anger
and upset. However, teachers had shown their understanding for his rather
difficult position, caught between the teachers, the central administration,
and the schocil committee: After the strike, a dozen teachers showed up on
his doorstep at 7:30 in the morning "and Mere was a lot of hugging." For
her pact, Hartwell presented the returning teachers with a bouquet of flowers,
even though she worried about the gesture being too "gushy." The teachers,
however, were touched 111 her concern.:

The strike may vary well have poisoned relationships within many
schools in the system--between principal and staff, between striking and
non-striking factions in a school faculty. Results were certainly meager:
the school committee later gave the teachers a four percent raise.' However,
in the Jefferson School the strike produced even greater solidarity against
the outside world. In the long run, the standing of the principal with the
higher administration suffered, precisely because of hip constructive atti-
tude toward his own staff. As Principal Porter-commented, "After this is
over I 'expect.to get flak from the superintendent f9r some time to come."

fu

IMPLEMENTING THE ECRI PROGRAM

,ECRI did become a focus for getting back to business in the Jefferson
School,-and in effect also acted as arkind of occupational therapy. It gave
everyone something besides th? strike to talk about and also to complain.
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about: , two to four extra hours per day were needed to prepare the hand-
wriiten charts used in the program. Two and a half months into the innova-
tion, Porter.ndted that some favorable commOlts concerning ECRI were among
the few positivii things parents had to say about the schools. ,*Asked what
the, parents thbught ,about ECRI, he replied:

' The speed, the words per minute that they read--parents
want to know why the stopwatches. I get nice comments.
They are seeing better hand-writing and reading, and I get
comments like "Hy kid wants tospell and read at home."
AlsoO have a local grocer who always wants to comment on
the.schdpl-i-he doesn't like tae walls, he doesn't like
this, that, you know--now he doesn't want his kids trans-

" Ceried'out of the school, now that it has ECRI.

E CRI is a method o
of B.F. Skipher, It str
improve students' reading.
in this, exchange between a.

You will
The word

StacL4

.Yr
Sound'ed 9.8510fli,-

, 0

f basic instruction in reading based on the theories
esses teacher "behaviors" that, are calculated to

Part of the time students recite as a group, as
teacher and student at Jefferson:

Teacher:

Kids (in
unison):

Teacher:

'so
lea.<rn to react a new word by addinl ed.

ks stack;

0

. rr

Teacher varied in the extent to which they applied the prograp.
Some may have isundarstood the thinking behind ECRI's "positive reinforce-

ment" approach, ven though the approacJ was talculated to be teacher-pr
that is, unspoi le by application on site. One sort of problem was vial

and mechanical appl4cation of the procedures. For example:

1
T!

Teachei: The nj,wordis..

Kids:" , St ackedV-
- .

The ciipdren at Jeffehon tended to enjoy reading and spelling out
loud. However, at oCher'times they were supposed to work silently at their
own pace., The students o'ten paid little attention to these tasks, and

teachers had, to spend a lot of time keeping them focused. Applying the
program's techniques -- eliciting responses, instant diagnosis and prescrip-

tion, pdsitave reinforcementwas also tiring, especially at first. And

the workday was not over when ¶he teacher went home; there were otill cards
and-charts of pupil progress to be prepared.

(Thervis noise)

Teacher: he'people who ere quiet and who let me '

speak to others. (In a slightly menacing (tone) When

you're quiet I love it, I love AI (She pounds on

the desk.)
, .

Thi pis supposed to be discipline,thrOugh positive reinforcement.
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By December 1977 the program was,well under way in the Jefferson
School. With tWo-thirds of the teachers using ECRI, the rest of the fac-
ulty _felt left out wben conversation turned to the woes and joys of the
new approach. In fact, because of the principal's strong support of ECRI,
a few teachers began to vieW interest in the approach as a potential tool
for job survival. When the announcement was made informally at midyear
that Sam Porter had been appointed.principal of a new, combined school
and was:planning an all-ECRI program, a few teachers who were'not using
ECRI felt twinges of panic.

Midway through the first implementation year, Jefferson ECRI teachers
were asked to compare their experience of the program in its first month with
the way they used it now.. Among their responses were the following:

I was overwhelmed by the work load in the beginning. My
insecurity with the program initially was disconcerting.
Now I have my workload under control, and I am quite con-

. fident with the ECRI methods.

I feel more secure in the program at the present time,
but there are many facets of the program to be ironed
out These are being done gradually, but I feel I am
floundering.

feel more confident. I am more qrganized and have had
time to prepare ahead so I don't feel so pressured with
the required work load, which is quite heavy. I hope next
year the work will be further reduced.

I'm totally inundated with work, and confused. I feel
better about it now, but have not fully mastered the daily
schedule. I still feel that it consumes alot of energy- -
the teacher feels sappdd of energy if covering all fronts.

I've come to enjoy using ECRI. I spend much less time in
epa w (approximately 1 hour per day) than during

the first month hours per day). I've become more pro-
ficien n the ECRI ,t que and now can incorporate crea-
tive writi he -4 bm much more than before.

It is clear that ECRI made heavy ti and energy demands on teachers,-
In a school with less committed teachers, this kind of demanding program
'night well have fallen flat on its femme.

Also notable during this ypar was ,th, changing role of the field
agent. Hartwell was central to the action until ECRI was implemented, but
she was not a reading expert herself and had only limited funds to hire
reading experts to advise the teachers having problems. When she diD
experts she sat on the sidelines looking a little bored and puzzled, not sure
what she could do to help.

The teachers noticed. Asked to describe the role of the field .

agent, all were generally positive but tended to say things like, "1.4
year she did this and that, but this year I'm not sure what she does.'
Indeed, Hartwell herself commented, "I ring myself somewhat uncomfortable
in these events... It's very like a cocktail party where I. have to think
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up things to talk lo people about. I'm not too good at that. " Diking
this time she was trying to cope with the changed role she now had in the
program, much as parents have to change their role vis-a-vis their children
as the children Vow into teenagers; in the interim some confusion is
inevitable. .

The projept- kept going on its way, and by late February and early
March HarkweIT-had establighed a new role for herself: program evaluator.
She began workans, with the teachers And with Principal Porter on ways of
evaluating the progress of the kids using the ECRI program. As repayment for
the long, extra' hours, teachers were hoping for improved student performance
on reading tests, even though there is some ovidehce that this takes more
than one year to happen. A second' role for, the field agent became that of

t
planning with the DK and with the principal for a second implementation
year.. ,

.

PLANNING AND EVALUATION

In February Porter put in a request to the central office for $1,950
to train new ECRI teachers in the summer of 1978 and to buy additional ECRI
materials. A few weeks later, Principal Porter told the DK: "We're going
to have to fight real hard to get more money for training for next year."
The superintendent's interest in ECRI had cooled considerably in the after-
math of the strike, and he was not enthusiastic about requebting funds from
the schoOi board.

By early.March, the issues of who would be teaching where, and who
would not have a job, were on everyone's mind. Most teachers had heard about
all the extra work that ECRI involved, and that therecwere plans for an
01-ECRI school. Nevertheless, the .Jefferson School was one of the few

possibilities for school positions, given recent school budget cutbacks.
Hartwell and -a principal of another school were planning to write a paper
comparing the adoptions of ECRI and Wisconsin Design in the district.
However, their project would. involve interviewing teachers on their atti-
tudes, and at least one teacher felt the interviews might be threatening and
,disruptive in the .atmosphere of paranoia created by the past strike acid

impending reorganization. Hartwall,decided to postpone the evaluation until
April, wheA teachers had been reassigned. This would reduce the likelihood
that people would say whatever put them in a good light.

In the middle of March 1978 at a parent-teacher open house, Principal
Porter and teachers from the Jefferson School showed videotapes of the ECRI
program in action. The 50 parents who had come to the open house were very
approving, though the teachers' comments lacked some'of the energy end
enthusiasm they had shown earlierfor ECRI. To one observer, they gave the
impression that ECRIwas pretty routine.

The.superintendent did not approve Sam Potter's request for summer
training funds; instead, the summer budget was to, be $)000 for allthe
elementary schools. After lebrningt is, Porter and Hartwell, visited
the superintendent in mid-May to ask for xtra training money, Hartwell
reacted to this visit with annoyance:

A
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The superintendent is always trying to get more money, and
he never has enough money, and I don't believe that there is

- any commitment from the central office towards this program
I think the teachers here have just really put themselves
out in working to make this program go, and I see.them
getting very little encouragement or acknowledgement from
the central office. Also, I feel a little ripped off,
since I keep forcing more and more 'project money into the
adoption, and they keep weaseling out of their share.

I

By the middle of May most of the meetings of the decision-making
group were concerned with the nature of the evaluation, how complete the
results needed to be, and what the school committee mti.ght want. with them.
They were beginning to be small rumbles of discord. For example,' at the
end of a meeting in mid-May, one person brought up the idea of dissOlving
the decision-making group. The other members responded to this suggestion
with alarm, since to them the DAG was the program. Nevertheless, small
indications of waning commitment appeared: half the teachers did not want to
take one day in the second summer for advanckg trawling, requesting instead
a free day during the following school year.

In early June, the last bid meeting was held, and Hartwe gave them
the results from the evaluation of student performance. The results were
mixed, which did nothing to restore the waning enthusiasm of the teachers.
In general, the year ended with plans by most teachers to stay in Porter's
all-ECRL school. Superintendent Bodo shoved little inclination to widen the
adoption of the program beyond Jefferson Scho 1; and, in, he other schools,
the adoption of Wiscon'Oesign had been met lukewarm aCceptance at best.
"Given the chance, most of them would drop i tomorrow," noted, the field
agent.

THE SECOND IMPLEMENTATION YEAR

Reductions in force-and the
istered by Principal Porter caused
1978-7i school year. Five teachers
week's trainting over the summer.

closing of the two small schools admin-
a number of teacher transfers for the
who had not yet used ECRI were given a

Some of the new teachers ran into problems implementing ECRI. The
DMG attempted to identify thede teachers and then to provide them with
materials or other assistance as needed. The informal support networks among
teachers and the more systematic assistance of the DMG were sufficient to
resolve most implementation problems in the first month of school.

.

The parents on the DMG also attempted to address the teachers' need
for more assistance in the classroom during ECRI instruction. They recruited
parent volunteers in unprecedented numbers (around 25) to assist teachers
with the ECRI program. Parents helped make materials and served as aides in,
the olassroom during activities such as testing which require more adult
aupervasion than one teacher can provide.
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Three changes that fall were welcomed by teachers. Temporary walls
wer e finally installed in the open classrooms, thus cutting down on the noise
from oral recitation and giving, the teachers a place to hang their charts of
student progress. Also, in November, Bono left the district to assure a new
superintendency.

The greatest b6n to teachers was the discovery of Short Cuts" in
ECR1 that reduced the workload to some extent. The ECR trainers who
provided supplementary training were more lenient than` the trainers from
the year before and allowed more revisions in the ECRI method. Although
the Jefferson, School teachers maintained what they called a "doctrinaire"
approach, many, scheduled fewer tests and individual conferences with stu-
dents.

After the first month's efforj to help teachers new to ECRI, the.
teacher representatives on the CING turned their attention to dis;eminating
,information about the program. Faculty members attended conferences in
various parts of the state, makrng presentations about their experiences
with the federally funded project. The parent members, in cant-1'11st, found
themselves less useful than in the two preceding years and participated in
only a few meetings. As the year ended, one parent announced she was Ieav-.

ti

ing the group for good.

RESULTS OF THE PROJECT

The reading program improvement effort in the Jefferson School is 'a
clear case of successful implementation of an educatwal innovation. The

almost'textbgok manner in which the original year's walk was carried out was
threatened by the strike;, however, the Jefferson School was much more socially
integrated than the majority of schools in the town, and withstood the strain
of the strike as a cohesive unit. Since the principal was strongly identi-
fied with ECRI and known to be at odds with his own superintendent, the
school-against-the-world unity of the' Jefferson School saved the program.
Yet that same advertarial relationship with the upper administration contri-
buted to the containment of the innovation, despite the hard work of the
teachers wad the successful implementation of ECRI. Whether a new super-
intendent would find ECRI worthy of introduction at other district schools
remained to be Seen.

The ECRI approach had its drawbacks: it was exhausting, at least at
first, for teaphers, and had the potential to become boring for both teachers
and students.(( Nevertheless, its implementation at the 'Jefferson School
appeared to have had a number of positive effects. One was increased parent
involvement, starting with parent representation on the DHG and continuing
with parent volunteer help in the classroom. This achievement was notable,
given the hostility of the community to its schools.

Lessening of ,hostility was largely attributable to the improvement
noted by many parents in their children's - spelling, handwriting, ling reading
habits. (Some credit would also have to be given to the open houses for
parents, %laid in the first and second years of implementation, and to arti-
cles in the newspape which appeared several times a year.) Horeover,.the
juniorhigh school t achers were finding that incoming Jefferson students had
above average skill in spelling and handwriting. As word spread, the

-school's floutation in the coMMunity was beginning to improve.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

(1) the Jefferson' project operated under incredible, handicaps, e.g., penny-
pinching community, teachers' strike, poor relations with the district
office, etc. Nevertheless, its reading improvement program wor-ked. 'What
were the key factors in Jefferson's success?

(2) An external resource person in a school chan9e effort has a difficult
job. This person must help the staff to clarify and solve educational
problems while maintaining a profile low enough to encourage local
ownership of the process and product. waa the field agent,in this case
effective? Why? Contrast her strategies and tactics with those used by
the fed agent for Bell Elementary.

.-

(3) Suppose you had been Principal Porter at the time the teachers called
their strike. Would you have sided with the teachers, shown allegiance
to the district, or taken an even-handed approach? What are tht pros and
cons of each alternative?

(4) Whether to focus on ubilizing rational problem-solving process, on
adopting a suitable educational product, or on some combination of the
two is often a dilemma in school c1ange programs. The Jefferson teachers
were impatient with the slow process of defining s-problem-becausethey
wanted to get on with choosing a product. Why do you think that this
push to product selection occurs? How important is it to refine the
problem stateinent before dealing with dolution selection?

(5) Identify what yourcons4der to be the major "turning point" in this case,
i.e.,Jheevent or circumstance that made the difference between success
and.failure.

4
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CHAPTER 12

OGDEN JUNIOR HIpH scHool.

- Peter Desmond
Karen Seashore Louis

Diane Kell
-

A poor school climate stood in the way Of innovation at Ogden Junior
High, even though most teachers-agreed that something needed to be done to
help.the school's low-achieving students. Iher main problem was that half
of Ogden's students were reading at least two grades below grade level and
could not comprehend their study assignments. Despite the obvious urgency
of this"situation, the teachers were too discouraged by the school's poor
teaching conditions, and by what they perceivedkas the uncaring attitude of
the dikrict, to make any great changes on their own initiative.

With the7 help of an external change agent, these barriers were
overcome, and a program to teachreading.initht content arus was adopted.
New obstacles then arose in the form of Increased bad feelings toward the
administration during negotiation of the teachers' contract and toward the
-school's reading program coordinator, who was*seen as an ally of the admin-
istration. Nonetheless, still other critical bvents helped heal the divi-
sions among the staff and breathed new life into the change effort. To
explain how the came about, it is necessary to say something about Ogden's
early history and the conditions in the school distrftt when Ogden was
constructed. r-.

A

Midland, where Ogden Junior High was located, was a large western
city. Its economy was balanced, offering employment in the retail trades,
government service, manufacburing, timber, and construction. But if the
city's economy was generally healthy, its school system was'not. t4idland
school district, already hampered by a declining fiscal base, was jolted by
the failure of a tax levy in 1972.-"

7

One of the first schools to suffer was Ogden, then under construc-
tion. To save money, district officials ordered several alterations in the
building design and cut back on the school's equipment and supplies. As a
result, the firgt day of school'in.the fall pf 1973 was chaotic, and the
'm students packed into too few classrooms had to share scarce materials.
COnditions hardly improved that year; Ogden's teachers came to realize that
the central administration wag leaving them tb fend for themselves. .The
teaokSts began to call Ogden the "stepchild" of'the district. The hostility
toward the district which Odden's teachers developed so early in the school's
history maintained itself offer the years.

Ogden Sad been designed as an open education7mhdol. Since the school
was swamped with students, mpny of whom were of low socioeconomic status,
the open education plan soofrprovea to be a failure. The school' developed
a reputation for being educationally poor, and as a result the worst students
in the district were often sent there. By 1976 shrinking enrollments had
brought the number df students down to 850 and had reduced classroom crowding;
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nevertheless, the new principal, ordered a change to the traditional classroom

format.

More than that would have to be done to'solve the school's problems.
Tests given to all students in September 1976 showed that half of Ogden's

/ students were reading at least two grades below grade level. ,Moat,pf the
school's 40 teachers had' redesigned their lessons to take into account
their students' low reading ability, but the students seemed unmotivated
and responded with little enthusiasm. Although two special needing pro-
grams existed at the school, they served too few students to make much
of a difference.

If the teachers st Ogden had expected any help from the district
administration, they were disappoiked. Since 1973 the district hgd been
considering revisions to the curriculum of its schools, but results were
limited. In that year the superintendent of schools had charged Jean
Napier, the district reading consultant, with the responsibility of revis-
ing the district's reading program. She organized committees of teachers
and administrators and worked with them until the spring of 1974; at that
time, she presented the committees' proposals' to the district administra-
tion. The administration rejected the plan for the secondary schools.
Napier then formed a new committee which, in_late 1974, submitted a new
plan. It called for volunteer teachers fi each junior and senior high
to attend workshops where they _would be trained in reading in the content
areas. These teachers would then return to their buildings to train mem-
bers of their departments.

Although this plan was accepted by the distric't administration, only
one workshop was held during the 1975:76 school year. Negotiations with
the teachers' union were coming up, and administrators wanted to avoid the
touchy issue of inservice time. There was

ld
pressure from secondary.

teachers to implement the plan, since the wounot be yeimbufsed for
the time they devoted to training or being treed. In the spring of 1976 it
was further decided to organize reading committees in each junior and senior
high school to oversee the in-school training. But the political situation

In the district continued the same, slowing the process of,Amproving the
reading cuueulum in Ogden and the other secondary schools.

A STIMULUS FOR CHANGE

That June word reached the district of a new project to help schools
select validated educational products to Moire school problems. Bernade4e
Wynn, the project's field agent, was located in one of the state'sontet-
mediate service districts. In August she met with an assistant superintendent
for the Midland school district and with Jean Napier, the reading consultant,
to explain the project and answer questions. Both the assistant superinte'-r-..,
dent...land Napier were quite interested in the problem-solving process described
by the field agent. This, more than tha,possibility of finding a product to

match their needs, influenced them ta recmend the nroject to their superiors.

The Midland district personnel felt that the project should be
directed at the junior high school level and should focus on reading in the
content areas. They saw no conflict with the already existing district
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reading project; the decision making group (DMG) required for the RDU project
would sitiply replace the reading committee in thesett= chosen. Jean Napier
was chosen as contact person in the district, and she set about organizing a
meeting with all seven junior .high school printipals in order to choose, a
site school.

Bernadette Wynn and 3ean'Napier met with the principals in late
September. Though the principals were interested in the project, they wanted
to know how much time would be 'required of teachers. '.Wynn explained that she
could not give a slecific answer to this question. With' contract negotia-
tions still ongoing,k five of the seven principals expressed unwillingness to
impose a time-consuming activity on their teachers.

In the following weeks, the reading consultant conferred further_ With
principals and settled on 'Ogden as the most likely candidate. Given the
general mood at Ogden, it was not at all clear that the teachers would
support the idea, so the field agent offered to meet with the Ogden.faculty
and conduct interviews to sound out their feelings. In mid-November Wynn
interviewed 20 of the 38 staff members. She found the teachers skeptical
about the suppdrt that might be obtained from the district administration and
critical of their principal's leadership ability; yet they were well aware
that Ogden needed, some' kind of reading program. The field' agent concluded
that the project had a good chance of success in Ogden.

THE PROJECT BEGINS

All the Ogden staff assembled in late November to learn what parti-
cipation in the project would involve.. After Bernadette Wynn explained the
projects goals and procedures, Jean Napier pledged the district's support
for the effort. Although the teachers expressed doubt that the district
would actually support their efforts, they wanted to do something-- anything --
to solve the reading problem at the school. The vote to participate was
unanimous. The Ogden principal then announced that three teachers had been
selected for the DOC and asked for two more volunteers.

The first OMG meeting followed in two weeks' time. The tone of that
meeting was enthusiastic. The participants, who included four teachers,
the principal, the reading consultant, and the field agent, decided on a
series of surveys to ascertain the, feelings of teachers, parents, and
students. The DMG agreed to meet again in January ko discuss the results
of the surveys.

Artie January meaking, a full-day workshop, was quite productive.
After a review of survey results, work began on formulating a concise problem
statement. Wynn distributed information on the problem-solving process
and on the pool ,of R&D products available from the RDU project. At the
group's February meeting, another Full-day affair, members completed the
problem statement, drafted a set' of 'criteria for selecting R&D products,
and spent' a considerable amount of time discussing how to involve parents
and students in the process.
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The problems dentified by /the DMG included;
.4;

l. Student sttitudes--"There is a lack of motivation,
heed for rewards, dependence on teachers."

2. Student abilitia;--"Students cannot follow directions,
-1 carrot get the main concept or idea, do not know what

words mean, cannot expreap themselves, effectively, can-

not read well or spell."

, 3. Teacher I0Vofvement--"Teachers,want to do something,

but do not know what to do. They find it difficult

to meet the wide ranbe,of student abilities. They

cannot cover the necessary material in subject
matter and work on reading skills as well."

4. Community-parent involvement--"There is none,"

Between meetings, the teachers on the alp made an effort to inform
other teachers in their departments about the group's activities. Grade-

level and departmental meetings were held at different points in'the problem-
solving process, despite s labk of effective support on the part of the
principal.

After the Februaryrneeting, ,s student advisory group was established

to represent student opinion. Although DMG members interviewed a number of

parents to learn their views, no parent representatives ever joined the DMG;
a few parents attended individual meetings. Thus, the goal Of involving as

,many constituencies as possible was only partially achieved.

The DMG met once a month for the rest of the semester to review
product descriptions and films. By April the group felt thet two products,
the Intentrive-Reading Improvement Program (IRIP) from Chicago and the Right
to Read program in San Diego, best met its selection criteria: Both contri-
buted to students' positive self-concept, involved materials that were
stimulating and easily used, and provided for diagnosis of problems and

appropriate instruction. Since both were suited for use in many content
areas, they would involve as many teachers as possible in reading instruction.
And either program was compatible with parent involvement, a goal which the
ONG still hoped to achieve.

The group turned to a detailed examination of the two products. As

part of- this effort, Wynn arranged conference calls with the product de-
velopers in Chicago and San Diego. After the conference calls and further

review of the written materials, DMG decided against IRIP, deeming it too

difficult to adapt to the Dgden gtxt. IRIP also seemed to lack an adequate

training program. The DMG submitted its choice of San Diego Right to Read to

the faculty, which approved the group's decision.

IMPLEMENTATION BELAYED

To implement the WC-CC:product, the Ogden school .would need a'

full-time reading coordinator. Thus Napier and Wynn scheduled a meeting in
late May to present their _case to the district's administrators. Their

preparations were in vain, however, since the superiAtendent did not attend,

even though he had been invited. Since only he had the power, to authori2e

the hiring of an additional- staff member, Jean Napier concluded that the
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district had no intention of supporting the program' at Ogden Jun ior Hi4h
School. Napier had 'found the distribt administration difficult to deal with
during the last few years, and for her this meeting was tht last straw. :the
submitted her resignation from the post of district reading consultant,

At this paint the prospeCts for implementation d( San Diego Right to,
Read seemed bleak, but Bernadette Wynr was unwilling to glivf up. Later in
the summer'she wrote a strongly wotded Tetter to the superintendent. She
stressed that in order for the San Diego Right to Read program to,be supcess-
rut at Ogden a full-time staff member must be hired -to implement it. She
also reminded the superintendent of his earlier agreement to cooperate with
the project's efforts in Midland. ,The superintendent promised to look
closely into the matter in the fall,.when the district would have a new
reading consultant arid, Ogden Junior High a new principal. Soon Valerie
Sullivan, a program development specialist with the district, was appointed
as the district'skreading consultant. After the problem at Ogden was brought.
to her attention,by Bernadette Wynn, she.managed to convince tht administra-
tion to approve the new position. py that time, however, the various district
teachers with reading backgrounds were already placed in other schools. As a
consequence, it was )ate in October before the post of reading coordinator at
Ogden was filled. The nei' Coordinator was Deborah Olan, a reading specialist
wha had moved to*Midland during the summer.

`
The Ogden teachers were quite surprised when they, learned that the

post had -been approved by the district administration. While the search for
a reading coordinator was being conducted, Bernadette Wynn met with the new

,,principal, talked with Ogden teachers, and generally tried .to maintain the
project's momentum despite the delay. When Olan finally assumed her posi-
tion, she spent hen-first few weeks on the job readingabout San Diego
Right to Read, planning with Bernadette Wynn and Valerie Sullivan, and
meeting district and school administrators. She also conducted a round of
interviews with Ogden teachers. In November she flew to,San Diego to see the
product in action but came back disappointed. -The developer of San Diego
Right to Read was no longer with the- district, and the teacher who was now
in.charge of the program gave her a tour of classroams'but, did not train her
in Right to Read techniques.

When she got-back, Olen began to put togetivr.a reading program for
'the Ogden school. She recewd little help fromane district adminks
trat3on. In her words, all AO+ gave ner were "nads of appro;dal." ,The

. principal, who was also rax to the school, knew less than she about how to
orgerize the reading program. lowever, lie was supportive of'the idea and
m et tkgularly with Olen and with one tether. This sb-called 6advisory
group" of three son supplanted tht larger DMG. Some of the teaching staff,
who felt they had lost ownership of'the prouct

, reacted with resentment.N4.
,

... .I' -0
' With so little support from within the district, Olan was especially

,grateful for the help she received from Bernadette Wynn. The field_ agent
helped her to develop an implementation plan for Ogden, 'Which she presented
to he full faculty and to the district administration in December. Since no
39e bjected to the plan, she felt it had met with general approval, However,
when she started ipOroadhing individual 'teachers and asking_ them to get
involved in Implementation, they began citing reasons whi, they personally
could not participate in the project.,

.. ,
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'CHANGE9'8EGIPLALIFIOUGH RESISTANCE4ROWS
. ...

., -. ..:
*

'

JantDespite 'the Iteachera' pu.zzling,rreaction, implementation began. in

li19,78 with a "positive image workshop" for the faculty and the students.
In'February a Mead-In" program began in the, school. For a half hour.eacht4
Friday, .1yeryone in .the Ogden school buildidg - -teachers, students, admin-,

istrators, and custediaI helB - -spent a half hour reading silently. . This

1.-e''1 , roMponent of Ogden'p pojeq.received a lot of publicity, thanks -largely to
the efferta0Of Valerie Sullivan,. and did4much to improve the -image of the,
Ogden'hchool in thq commudIt9. vihe rest of the project, in contrast, ran

. 'Pinto serious eroblells. . '

.

*
,.

. ...1.
, . 1

.

- .WherCOlan drew up her implemtntation pIdn in December 1977, 'she
Ala hopedota, liege' with-the language arts .and social studies departments nd

to expand, the program tql,one or two other departments by March 1978. JThe
_planned approach had to be abandoned when few, teachers in the languagy arts
and -ial studies departments agreed to use Right to Read in theix,/dIess-
roc ,The IanguageaLts depdrtment, in particuler,,was a center 'of op -
poslt to Right to, Read, ,since it was being. stripped of the' responsibilr

... ity for teaching reading in tha, schwa. The favorable publicity sutroundirtg

the ad -IQ made Betsy Hubbard, the AlepaPtment head, jealousc and Olan was
uns ccessful in getting her to .cooperate. ...-

,

.

7

Professignal jealousy.was
,

was not the only'cause-of feaLs.tance. Contract,-- :

negotiations wvth the- district were sralled,-creating tension between
teachers and administrakors. Although Olan was n a teacher's contract,
she. found teachers Jumping her with the admini ration; nevertheless, She
efused to join the teachers' unionr says at she-did not believe "In
trikes. It did not help that her.-office W88 located ih the administra-

.
. ive area of, the school buildaml,-r-or that Shewas regularly introduced

along with the, administrators at-pOrentiteacher meetings. .
. ., ...

# :..
4 ,...

TOL

Z
District fundAng for the Right to Gilead- project was aiso bedbming 'a

problem. When Midland school di.Strict,signed the contract to join th ."

projectj in 1976,.. the datrictadminlatration had agreed to spend,a certain
amount on materials andon training. The district administration compiled
with the 'cory/fact to a point, paydng for film strips and, Iow-voCebuIary

.
written mateiTals for the various classrooms. The, districf4also paid for d

.. second visit to San Diego; this visit was made In May,19,78 by the principal
and two teachers-*- However, the administration,was not eager to fund a major

, P

-0 training event for all Ogden teachers, and finally offered the teachers only
five dollars a day to attend a two-day workshop in August. The school's

teachers considered this4offer an "insult." Only 12 attended the workshop.
.

?..-

IP' ,The.btilk of the training that occurred during 1977-78 took place in

, .. . private sessions betwega the reading coordinator and indi9idual teachers who
boxpressed an fhtlies1 1n the program. Since the Tan Diego Right to Read
Wogrameas, in the,Bleveloper's words, "not a product but a promos," training
was neoesfty for its implementation. Indeed, alive the numero4E:brochures

. prepared .in San Diego tended to be up -tempaand iropirational !Asher than
detailed and descriptive of the program,%tfaincOvwas al'l the more essential.
Deboyah Olan sometimes visited classrooms to deal with the students dipctly; '

. .. A /40 . . e

:"Pe.

P :..5%..A

I.

. "
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for instance, she traiiwcstudents in note-taking tec iques: More often,
she would confer with a teacher, make suggestions as to techniques (tor
instance, diiedt.ed reading assignments), or present re ntly arrived materi-
als. On the whole, teachers were critical of her t fining efforts, which
they did not find helpful, andJof her lack of folldW7up

.

Those teachers who cooperated with plan did so' to varying degrees.
.0attlpn Glover, a social studies teacher, participated enthusiasticallyi,

He initiated his own Read-In; tpd for a half hdur a week the students in
his classes could read anything at all. Hebalsd set up a paperback library.
in his clashroom (eventually most teachers did this). Some of the materials,
obtained with Right to Read funds, were virtually comic books. Glover
began the emester by introducing the course textbook and showing the
students h 'to use the table of contents and index; he also gave them
an outline on how to skim-read. As a further result of his Right to Read
training, e began to write more vocabulary words on the blackboard.

4

Though Glover found his entire teaching style affected by theTight
to Read program, his case was exceptional. Other teachers chose only a few
items from the smorgasbord of possible activities offered by Right to Read,
and they did not always persist in their efforts.! By November 1978 a gloomy
Deborah Olan estimated that just 3 or 4 of the 35 teachers were partici-
pating with any enthusiasm.

In other edUrects, the project seemed to be growing: a positive-
image ,course rar eighth graders was introduced, the student advisory com-
mittee continued to meet once a month, a parent advisory committee was
organizid, a math Alai) was instituted in the fall of 1978, and plans were
,dragb. up to introduce the Right to Read program to other junior highs in
Midland.' But at least some of this progresS" was illusory. In imitation
of the math lab to San Diego, .the math ylab Pat Ogden had been intended as
a resource center to which students from regular classrooms Would come for

1 short periods of individuali4ed instruction. In fact, the lab was being
taught as a class for low achievers, Aing whole -group instructional tech-

.! niques, and many of the materialdused were not those developed in San
Dtego.

,
d$Theltontinupg resentment of Betsy Hubbard, head of the language.

arts department, effectively sabotaged plans to open a reading lab in the
fall of 1978. Instead, the reading coordinator set up.reading classes with
a series of materials called "Be a Better Reader." (Ogden teachers expressed
a low opinion of the quality of this series.) 'Another of Olan's ideas was
to transform study hall periods into study skills groups This plan was
opposed by mtipt of the teachers assigned to monitor study h6lls as well as by
fie studentg'4)o had chosen study hall instead of an elective.

Although.,student attitudes and behavior seemed better, especially
after Read-Ins, at lellrsome improvement wps attributed to th.4 continuing
drop in enrollment at Ogden. /herd were now 650 students), a 40 percent drop
from the hectic opening year of 1973. Certainly the teachers' attitudes had
not mellowed; as off' the winter of 1979 they were working without a contract;
pending the conclusion of the negotiations. The project seemed adrift, and
teacher gossip'had it that Olan might resign or be tlipsferred to a district-
level position.'
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THE PROJECT' TRANSFORMED

§everal dram events turned the project around and made it 'a

success. As the 19
ati

79 school year ended, both the principal and the,
reading coordinator, left Ogden. -Olen joined the staff of a local college.
Betsy Hubbard, head ,o the language arts department,oas appointed to Olan's
post. Hubbard was. respected by many of the teaching-gtaff; .who had sympa-.
thized_with her during her feyd with Olan. Although the position of reading

coordinator would be 1ielf-time for 1979-80, few mourned the.change in per-
sonnel.

Even more momentous= was the 27-day teacher strike' that rocked the
district in September 1979. The strike had been long awaited and proved
quite acrimonious, leading to the resignation of the superintendent.
Although teachers won pay raises, the meager provisions for inseriiice
time (16 hours a year) remained unchanged. Even so, the psychological
effect on ,the teachers at Ogden was significant. The"tetichers emerged
from the strike as a cohesive unit, (all but two had struck4wag high.
morale. Among the results were montqly teacher socials and increased
communication among teachers and between departments. Now that Olan was
gone, more teachers were favorably disposed to the Right to Read'program,
and they devoted their renewed energies to making it work.

The math lab joined the Read-In'program in the front rank of project
success stories. The two teachers running it essentially developed the lab
on their own, though the district did subsidize two field visits they made
to other sites. The teachers began to individualize the instruction offered
in the lab, with very favorable results: up,to one-half of the previously

low - achieving students were brought nqprly up to grade level. The success

of the math lab created a good deal oilrinterest in starting a reading lab,
although Betsy Hubbard, the new reading coordinator, did not move to do this.
She believed that only a ftill-time reading teacher could take on so demanding
a task. In the meantime, the unpopular reading course "Be a Better Reader"
filled at least paii.of the need.

,

The school' librarian added her support to the Right to Read project.

deIlooked in the previous year by Deborah Olan, she became active in 19797
BO and with Hubbard's help initiated several programs: a book fair that
sold $700 worth of books, mainly to Ogden students, and,a two-mdnth program
called "Calendar Clue." The latter program called for students to ghswer a
question by using reference materials-in the library. A clue was posted each

day until a student found the answer; the prize was a book certificate. The

librarian estimated that students were checking out 10 percent more books
than in the previous year, probably as mesult of Right to Read.

Molt teachers remembered Olan's _training efforts as fairly usel;ss.

In an attempt to avoid Olan's =Stakes, Betsy Hubbard conducted training
only when requested. Since the district continued its tight-budget policy
and refused to pay for inservice training, the staff development aspects of
Right to Read were almost completely abandoned. Nevertheless, up, to 40

percent of ,the faculty now claimed to be using Right to Read techniques in
their classrooms. Some simply paid more attention to vocabulary and provided

15
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a better Overview of. the class reading assignments. Others did much more.
One science teacher completely restructured his curriculum intv four levels
of reading cpmpekency and individualized all his testing, at an enormous cost
in time. A few teachers plenned to wait until a reading lab was set up be-
fore they would make any gitat effort to teachareadip§ in.their own courseP.N.--,

Other components of the Right to Read program at Ogden were retained
from the previous year. These included the positive-image workshops for
thchers and students and the positive-image course for eighth graders. New
in 19791was a tutoring propgram that sent ninth graders to elementary schools

, to'tutor younger students..

An outcome not entirely foreseen when, the project began was that the
effort at Ogden would spread , t,o other dchools. This is exactly what
happened in 19791130; three other junicr high schools adopted parts of the San
Diego Right to Read program, including fhe Read-In, the math lab, and posi,-
hire-image. workshops for stu4pnts and staff. Half -time reading 'coordina-
tors in each of these schools organized the activities and did some inservice
training of content area teachers.' These positions were urged on the district
by Valerie Sullivan, the district reading consultant; and epresented a sub
stantial increase in district level commitment to reading programs. However,
the Ogden staff continued 'to want a, full-time staff member to organize a
reading lab, and all qf them signed a letter to the superintendent asking him
to create such a positrion.

One thing that was lost during the troubled history of the project
at Ogden was the Init61 interest in the problem-solving pcocdss itself.
Changes initiated from the bottom up were rare in Midland, and the suc-
cessful efforts of the Ogden DMG did not go Unnoticed elsewhere in the
district. However, the DMG was effectively dismantled by the end of 1977,
and in a few ;Tars there were no administrators left in the district Ao
had worked on the problem-solving effort. Nevertheless, though the process
might not be repeated, the San Diego'Right to Read program appeared to be a
permanent addition to the school and the district.

0
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QUESTIONS

'Iry

(0 A major concern of t e social systems perspective is the school's readi-
ness for change. Not all resistance can be dismissed as irrational or
reactionary. Thus, the Odgen faculty's febling of powerlessness to
improve the reading program, discouragement over the persistence of poor

teaching conditions, and resentment at the district's indifference to
their problems seemed to indicate a legitimate lack of readiness to
plidertake a change effort. Yet this faculty achieved success. Why?

The lack of active support at the districChlevel ftr th Ogden project

was a major problem. The superintendent resisted hire a full-time
reading coordinator, offered inadequate funding for waters is and train-

ing, and generally failed to get behind the school's eff rts. All the

district gave were "nods of approval." Whpt, if anything, could have

been done.to obtain more active district,sugOrt?

(2)

(3) Suppose that Jean Napier had not resigned. her post and,had been an
active participant, for the duration of the project. What in acts might

this alternative scenario have had on .the decision-making process or
implementation of Sain Diego Right to Read?

(4) "It is marvelous to talk about a rational process of decision7mak)ng,

where you' identify a problem and select the most appropriate solution

after getting all the facts, but how often does a principal or teacher
have the,time for such luxuries? Something always happens.x-ebachers go

out on strike, the school board 'points better discipline ,or you get

distracted by the normal demands of running the schools-land you have, to

act fast. Educators have to make fast, intuitive decisions under pres-

sure." Based on your reading ortile cases to this po &nt, haw would you
respond to this statement?

.
. .

(5) Identify what ybu consider to be the major "turning point" in this case,
i.e., the event or circumstance that made the difference between success

and failure. .
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CHAPTER 13 ,

7

GALAXY. HIGH SCHOOL' .

Richard I:Arends

In the latter half of the 1970s, Galaxy. High School initiated a
change program which would affect teaching methods in several of its depart-
ments, including English, sociai studies, math, and science. , The change
program persisted ,despite a series of disturbing, though unrelated, events:
a parents' revolt against the principal and the superintendent,"leacher
dremissals due to declining enrollments, a threp-week teachers'.strike, and
the resignation of a key, staff member. The site's experience Alustrates the
importance of strong internal and external leaders and of a. widely shared
belief in the need for change.

Galaxy High School was in Summit City, a city of 80,000 located in a
western state. Summit City had received. numaprous awards for quality of
living, and its citizens, interested in preserving that quality, were aware
of environmental issues. The local.eoonomy was healthy. A wood, products
industry, supplemented by tourism and various small, clean industries, kept
unemployment low. The city's population, which grew modeptely during the
1960s, stabilized in the following decade, and school egrollment began to
decline year by year.

Many teachers in the district received. their degrees from a presti-
gious university located in the city; many also continued to attend night and
summer classes. District staff prided themselves on being innovative;
educators from other parts of the state regarded Summit City as a pace
9ptter. _The4district's young Superintendent, who came to Summit City in
1973, increased the rate of change in the'Schools.. He reorganiard-ihe
central office, instituted new procedures for .rotating and transferring
principals, set up alternative school& and community schools, and introduced
open attendance-_ policies.

In a time of falling enrollments-and rising'Costa, the increased,pece
of change in tie` district _could be expected to meet resistance from spme
people. Nowhere was this more likely to happen than ifi North Summit, the
part of town in which Galaxy Higti-School was located. North Summit was once
a rural area, but had since been absorbed into Summit City. Many or its.
residents still looked to the lumber indudtry outside the city for their
livelihood, though an equal number worked downtown. The area tended to be
more suspicious of social programs and government spending than the rest of
,Summit City. Over the years, North Summit voters had supported conservative
school board members and rejected levies and bond issues with some regularity.

Galaxy's 1200 students reflected the socioeconomic mix of the North
Summit area. Eighteen percent were from poor tines, judging by free-lunch

.figures, a slightly higher percentage than the city-wide average. Although
absenteeism was higher at Galaxy, the school was less troubled by vandalism
than were the ether schools in Summit City. Reading,scores for Galaxy
students placed the school in the 64th percentile nationally; the district-
wide percentile ranking was six points higher.

A
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If the school's reading program left something to be desired; the same
could not be said of its.athletic program. Galav's teams had won numerous
state championships during the 19708. Galaxy had a reputation in Summit City
as a "jock" school, and there were rumors of an "academic vs. athletics"
,split among its 78 certified staff.

COMPATIBLE AND CONVENIENTLY LOCATED

The Summit City school district was divided into four administrative
regions. It was the curriculum specialist for the North Summit region, Frank
Wyatt, who first learned of a new federally funded project to help schools
improve their reading programs. He had attended a talk given by Sarah Volpe,
the project's field agent,. who was employed by the regional educational

service district. Volpe was cqnducting meetings across the state to inform
educators of the existence of the federal project. Wyatt alerted his super-
intendent and kept in touch with Volpe, who wanted to choose a district in
the Summit City, area to participate in the project.

. ...,i,

Two other .distucts were in tie running, but they were both in
isolated rural areas. As the deadline for selecting a site neared, Volpe.
inclined more and more toward the Summit City district, -which was rotated
much nearer to'fig7 headquarters. Ttank Wyatt continued to express enthu-.-
siasm. In late April 1977 Volpe extended a formal invitation to the super-
intendent, asking. for the district's participation in the project, with

Galaxy to serve as the site school. She cited "the interest and commitment
the site school has expressed in the area of reading" as the reason for
selecting theschooL.

Wyatt backed up her invitation with a memo on May 5. In it, he
ouragedLthe superintendent to approve the project, saying he was "excited

5e
bout the opportunity because-it provides resources for a project that is in
the planning stages at Galaxy High--a concerted effort to improve reading
in the content-areas." The next day the superintendent sent a letter to the
field agent stating the district's interest and willingness to fulfill all
project commitments. He requested a meeting with the field agent and the
project director, to be attended by relevant Galaxy staff. /,./1

The meeting 4as held in late May 1977. The superintendent, the
field agent, and the project director were all present, along with the
'regional curriculum specialist, Representing Galaxy High School were Eugene
Booth, the principal, and Louis Forberg, head of the school's language arts
depArtment. These six persons reviewed the purposes of the project and the
obligations of site schools. Then the superintendent and the director of the
project signed a written agreement, making Galaxy a pbjedisite.

QUICK AND DIRTY PLANNING

Volpe visited ,Galaxy twice between May and September of 1977. The

major purpose of these visits wadi.° meet with Wyatt and Forberg to discuss
the formation of a local task force. Forberg, as head of the language arts
department, would serve as task force chairman. Volpe, who considered the

formation of the task force to be quito important, was pleased with the
meetings. She wrote in her notes that she had "no difficulties," and that
the meetings "progressed extremely smoothly."
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However, when the task force mdt for the first time in October, only
five persons were present: Volpe, Forberg, Wyatt, an elementary reading spec-
lalist who would serve as a special consultant, and Susan Lee, the reading
teacher at Galaxy High School. "According to criteria established by the pro-
ject, the group was imporperly comprised'. Noticeably absent were the prin-
cipal, teachers from various departments in the school, and parents or com-
munity representatives. Volpe would continue to feel concern that teachers
were underrepresented and that the community was not represented at all.

Nevertheless, this group of people was thereafter called the task force and
little, if any, effort was made to expand or change the composition of the
group to more closely fit the guidelines.

At its October meeting, the task force made plans to conduct the
needs assessment required by the project. They prepared the questionnaires
and deLided on a procedure for asking teachers about their current reading
programs and instructional activities. Forberg abd Wyatt agreed to summarize
the data from the district's testing program for use at the next meet'ng.

Wen the task force met again in November, ,Forberg and Wyatt, had
collected some survey information from teachers and had summarized, student
test scores for the past several years. The information from teachers
Confirmed that little was being done at Galaxy .to promote reading._ The

school had a reading laboratory that served as an electrve for poor readers,
t)ut few teachers reported helping student§ with vocabulary and reading skills
in other classes. A seven-year profile of test scores showed that average
reading scores for students in the 11th grade' at Galaxy had fluctuated from
the 51st percentile in 1973 to a high of 70 in 1976. Scores for 1977 had
been in the 64th perce tile. After discussing this information the grouprt

identified the problems a d priorities they wanted the project to address~
According to Volpe's note of this meeting, the top priority was to "increase
teachers' skills, so that they could teach kids to read present materials in

, science, social studies, mathematics, and language arts."
o

Even though Volpe.did not say so to the group, she was a bit disturbed
ut how quickly the problem identification work was done. Her concern was

at the task force was using data to support preexisting goals ,for project
nvolve6ent. She noted privately that "the problem .statement may be valid,
but the assessment/decision-making process will not be 'pure.'" Louis
Forberg, the head of the language arts department, did not share the field
agent's concern. In his mind, the problem was obvious from the beginning--
the need to improve reading in the content areas--and the process.of es-
tabliShing criteria foi solution selection was just "wheel spinning."

SQUARE PEG, ROUND HOLE

Although a problem statement was never really formalized, activities
to select a solution began after the November meeting. Early in December,
Sarah Volpe went through"the project's knowledge base and identified some
programs she thought would fit the schbol's needs. A good number were
elementary programs that she thought might be useful. She sent a,list of
possible programs to the head of the lInguage arts department., and to the
regional curriculum specialist, and then talked to each of them by phone.
She soon learned that Forberg and Wyatt" were discUssing the protlems with
members of the faculty. In the middle of January, however, she received
a memo from'Forberg saying that there was nothing in the knowledge base.they
could use,'
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Volpe was of Course disappointed, Imit there was much truth to Forbfirg

and Wyett's contention. To begin with, only 13 or 60 reRding'programe in
the project's knowledge base were developed for use with Junior or senior
high school °students. Furthermore, most of these programs .ere designed
for students with severe reading problems. Few imphasized reading In the
content areas, the problem identified by Galaxy High School.

,Volpe had attempted to compensate for this lack by -encouraging the
school and the task force, particularly Chairman Forberg, not to "overlook"
the elementary programs in the knowledge bases She believed from her own
training in elementary reading that some of the efementary programs could
be helpful. It must be conceded, however, that she badly wanted a "match"
between. the school and an R&D outcome. She regretfully communicated the
task force's decision to the project staff, with a request that they
duct a special search for Galaxy.

At this point the field agent decided to meet with Galaxy's prin-
cipal, Eugene Booth. Although Principal Booth had been supportive and ac-

-tive in seeking the project for has school, he had not attended either the
October or the November task force meetings. Volpe was worried that he was
not thing kept informed.of developments. Their meeting confirmed this
suspicion. Principal Booth was not aware of Forberg and Wyatt's decisions,
except in a very general way. In fact, he had been doing some plennin9 on
his own. He had secured a consultant from a neighboring district who was
experienced in setting up nservice programs thaftemphasized reading in the
content areas.- A bit dismayed at the principal's independent action, Volpe
nonetheless agreed to pay they consultant's fee and travel expenses out of
project funds.

;he consultant, Laszlo Panofsky, came to Galaxy in February and
spoke to mmbers.of the faculty after school. Twenty-eight teachers, six
department heads and the "ppincipal attended the talk, which was well re-'

ceived. Also rn February, Volpe arranged for Susan Lee, the reading teacher
at Galaxy, to attend a workshop on the San Jose Project (one of the programs
that had been rejected earliei). The e-field agent hoped that the Study and
vocabulary guides and the parent-student materials in tins project might

Interest the Galaxy staff.

Volpe was getting more and more .worried about the site during this
period of time. Their rejection of all the programs in the knowledge bank,
the principal's independent action in securing a consultant,--the lack or
community and broad' faculty involvement, and, the fact that the task force had
not met formally since November were signs that "not much was happening."
She believed that the site had identified "rather global priorities" and that
"a solution was governing the problem definition.' She also noted that
Chairman Forberg was very much involved in other school activities.

Volpe decided that she needed to take a more active stance, so she
set up a meeting of the task force for March 3, 1978. She invited a program
selection specialist from the project staff to discuss the project's knowledge
base and to report the results of the special search that had been'conducted
for Galaxy. On the agenda was development of selection criteria, something
she had been "pestering" Forberg to do, without success. At the DMG meeting

c)
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were Forberg, Wyatt, and Lee. The visiting specialist acknowledged that not
many programs existed at the secondary level. In his words, "There are
individual experts, but few fUnctioning programs." He suggested that the San
Jose Project was still a possibility and also recommended that they look into
a program developed by Harold Herber of Syracuse,'New York.

Both the program selection specialist and the field agent encouraged
the task force to identify their problems more precisely and, to develop some
criteria to guide their selttion efforts. These suggestions were resisted;
in fact, as the field agene?subsecipently reported, "The criteria were never
developed except in a very hasty fashion by Chairman Forberg several months .

later to comply with my need to document that part of the process."- However,
two agreements came out of this meeting: the program selection specialist

,could continue to search for programs that would be suitable for use ,at
Galaxy, and someone from the school would visit the San Jose Project in-
April.

A SERIES OF DELAYS

'- When the-field agent and members of the task force got home that
evening, they were surprised by the headlines in the local paper: "Parents
Seeking Principal's Removal; Petitioners Claim Galbxy's Leadel.'$oo Liberal."
Principal -Booth, who was in his third year in the district, was being con-
sidered by the school board for tenure, and a group representing about 50
families, including officers of the Galaxy School Advisory Council, was'
petitioning that tenure be denied.

-The .parents were dissatisfied with the principal's' rather liberal
attendance policies, his student-centered rather than academic-centered
views, and his ways of dealirig with discipline (some parents and faculty
thought he was too soft). Parents were influenced by a charge that h; was
"anti-athleticsj" made by several popular coaches on the faculty, and by his
image as a liberal educator chosen by the young superihtendent. Many parents
viewed the-superintendent as someone who was mainly concerned with making
kids feel good rather than making them achieve up to their abilities. All
this occurred at a time when the superintendent was also being attacked for
transferrng several high school principals in the district to jur.lior highs
the previous year.

During the spring of 1978n task force members and the Galaxy faculty
spent more energy dealing with the controversy than investigating the school's
reading program. As Volpe reported in her notes,

Obviously Principal Booth's energies were diverted ...010 dealing
With this, and.so were Chairman Forbprg's. The chairman was
present, at every meeting related to this issue. He was very
much a defender of the pr'n'tpal.'s work-at Galaxy and was a
supporter of the principal professionally and personally.

The head of the language arts department was not the only task force
member to speak out fot the principal in public meetings. Susan Lee, the
reading teacher, was another of his defendets.. SheNpncermentioned the
principal's leadership in getting,the reading project for ttre school. Aside
from this, the project had no part in the controversy.
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In April, Volpe's father died. Her temporary absence, coupled with
:the-extended controversy' around the principal, ensured that the task ,fore

would.not meet. Wyatt did visit the San Jose Project when he tip in the[ area

- on other business. Upon his return he reported that he was "unimpressed an
could not really see anything going on." The teachers an San Jose who h
thought had developed the program were gone, and tie, /And littld-to observe
and few people with whom to talk. .

In May, Forberg gave a report about the project to other department
heads at Galaxy. He got them to agree to ask each teacherto-include a.vo-
cabulary list with their course goals for the following year. Forberg In-

tended this as an effort to begin building faculty-wide commitment to the
project. However, no further project activities occurred until midsummer.
The task force had not met in months, a clear problem statement still did not
exist, and no progress had -been made toward formally selecting a solution.

Instead, political issues and personnel problems claimed attention.
Although the school board did grant Principal Booth tenure, he was trans-
ferred to another schooland resigned soon after to take another job.
Meanwhile, the insurgent parents elected several anti-superintendent candi-
dates to the board. Anticipating.a confrontation with the new bbard members,

the superintendent resigned in the fall to accept a superintendeAcc in

another state. By then, a third shock had hit the district. Because of
declining enrollments, layoff notices were sent to some 50 teachers, 6 of,

4

them at Galaxy High School.

.

, During. the summer of 1978 Volpe and Wyatt discussed the project
several.times over the telephone. Both were dismayed by the lack of progress

i
and agYeed that, although the controversy surrounding the principal's tenure
and subsequent resignation could not have been avoided, the fact that Chbirman

Forberg was spread so thin was a problem. They decided to meet with, the new

principal and Chairman Fdrberg in late August.

REGAINING LOST MOMENTUM

Albert North, the new principal, had been transferred to Galaxy from

an elementary school in the North Summit region. His training, past experi-

ence, and motivation .caused project members to. view him as a person who
would be supportive of reading programs. Volpe ancyyattlused the meetinrin
August to discuss plans for the 1978-79 school ye r and -to brief Principal

. North about the project's goals and prior activities:, This meeting produced

apvcommitment from the new principal that he would be supportive, although
other issues would prevent his active involvement with the project.

The meeting a).so set off a series of telephone conversations between

the field agent, the regional curriculum specialist, bud the head of the.
language arts department about selecting and implementing a program. Wyatt

and Forberg felfr, that the best approach would be to provide inservice train-,

4 ing for a core group of faculty on reading in the content areas. They

convinced Volpe to give up her desires to establish selection criteria and .

find a/suitable program in the knowledge base. When the task force next met

in mid September 1978, it drafted an implementation plan calling for a series

of consultants to visit the school. Laszlo Panofsky, who hid spoken to the
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staff the previous year, would make a return visit. A consultant from the
state department of education would give an overview of reading in the
content areas. A consultant from junior Great Books would be hired to work
with selected teachers., Finally, the field agent for another project site
that had developed its own program on reading in the content areas would come
to speak to the teachers at Galaxy. With the help of these consultants the
'group would develop their own program and pilot test it with a core group
of teachers, starting in January 1979:'

t TRAINING GETS UNDER WAY

The first two meetings took place in October. Laszlo Panofsky met
with the task force and a teacher recruited from. the, science departmepton
October 17, 1978. He advised the group on inservice training, recommending
that they first use workshop sessions to increase epchers' knowledge and
then provide follow-up for skill development. He sug he best place to
start would be to get teachers to work on vocabulary develo ment with their
students. Panofsky also stressed the need for a good evalu ion system so
that teachers could see progre'ssas reading skills starte to improv'e.

On the next day, the same group met for two hours with a consultant
from the state department of education. The consultant distributed a document
describing what teachers in all 50 states had rated as the most and least
important' topics in an inservice on reading in.the content areas. He also
gave them a bibliography of relevant professional books. Discussion pleo

,turned to readability formulas and to the work of Harold Herber (who had been
Tentioned once before by the project's program selection specialist). Several
members of the group expressed an interest in retaining HerbeT or one of his
associates as a consultant.' '.

. the field agent for the site that had developed its own'program Could
40t visit Galaxy because of other commitments in his district. However, it
turned dut that the program he had helped develop was ,based on the work of
Harold Herber. The prollgram was called the Content Reading In-Service Package
(CRISP). Its purpose was to train teachers to teach reading comprehension in
content area courses Without special materials.

. .
Since the field agent from this site could not visit Galaxy, Volpe

arranged for Forberg and Wyatt to visit him. As they inspected the CRISP
materials he sent prior to their visit, they began to think they had found a
program very close to what they wanted. By this time they had chosen the
core group of teachers for whom Aservice was to be provided. Confident that
CRISP was the program they were looking for, Forberg and Wyatt told the core
group to prepare for a full -day training session On November 17, 1978. On
Novem0e/ 9 the two flew to the other ptoject site to observe CRISP in action.
Their tAo-day visit went well. Very much impressed with the program, Forberg
and Wyatt came back eager to 'teach what they had learned to the teachers in
the core group.

On November 17, the,10 teachers in the core group -- representing the
social studies, English, math, and science departments--met to be trained
by Forberg.. A second and essentially similar sessioh was held on Decem-
ber% 8. Both sessions were well'received. During the morning of each ses-
sion, Forberg lectured on topics such as readability, assessing student
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needs, teaching vocabulary, and teaching for comprehension. The teachers
then spent the afternoons planning to apply CRISP techniques in their own
subject -areas and'classrooms.

In particular, the inserviceWas designed to assist teachers in
developing the following materials for use with each reading assignment:

-"It A vocabulary overview that identified new words or
word meanings and diagrammed the relationships
among them;

2. A systematic study guide consisting of a to for the

students that would demonstrate their understanding. of
the main concepts In the reading assignment;

3. A three-level reading guide consisting.ortimportanl
detalas inthe reading assignment, the teacher's own
interpretations or generalizations, and statements
which appliedithese interpretations or generalizations
to other situations; and

4. A pattern of organization guide that Identified the
underlying organization of a reading assignment and
helped students to understand the main concepts while A
recognizing and working-within the organizational a
pattern.

fi'm

One other training sesdfion -was held in November. Six teachers from
the core group, along with staff from other schools in the district, attended
a full day of training on the topic of "Teaching.Junibr Great Books." The

, intent of this training was to increase the teachers' skills in meeting the
developmental reading needs of able and gifted students. The head of the
language arts department and the regional curriculum specialist _believed the
Junior Great Books approach was needed to round out the model for teaching
reading in the content areas. This braining also pleased the participants.

In early January 1979 the core group and members of the task force
met for a day to review what they had lebTned and to perfpct the vocabulary
lists, study guides, and reading guides they would_ose in their classes.
Plans were made to invite Judith Thelan, a nationally-known consultant from
Syracuse University, to work with them in Hay. Final*, Frank Wyatt reported
on the evaluation plan he and Sarah Volpe had Odbeised to assess the program.
The Iowa Test of Basic Skills would be admin ered lOter in January and
again in Juhe.- Wyatt would supplelentathu. procedure by making classroom
observationstand holding, interviews' withlieacgers and students. .

THE PILOT PEST.BEOINS A

Students who had one of the 10 teachers traine0 in the CRISP methods
found that their classes were now different. Along with their chapter
assignments, the students got lists or key words used in that chapter, with
instructions to place the words into given categories. The students were
also asked to agree or disagree with factual statements about what they had
read. When,the wording of these statements differed from the text of the
chapter, the pupils were forced to deal with the meaning of particular words.

, %
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More challengipg were the interpretive statements,,which correctly or incor-
rectly expressed the author's ideas, and the applied statements, which used
the author'd ideas'in new contexts. : e

.:. .

.

Use of the CRISP ted5liques varied from department to department.
The math and science teachers spent Around 10 pereent pt their class time
using CRISP. For socia ). studies and English, the figure was more like 50
percent.' The pupils genefally liked CRISP, as did their pirents. Teachers
felt they were getting good results, which 'made up for the e4ra work in-
volved in drawing up the vocabulary overviews and guides. The teachers also

.enjoyed the increased communication between the different departments.at the
school that had resulted from periodic core group meetings, t

.

\ .

. Once implementation Was under way, the task force lost-its chairman.
The head of the language arts department, ,Louis Forberg, resigged suddenl, y
in March to take a position in hid family's business. However, the task
force hadalreadA lost "its importance when CRISP was vistalled. Frank
Wyatt continued tel monitor classes while Volpe made final arrangements for
the Hay training session with Jedil4 Thelan.

. _

The three -day, training workshop early in May.was the most successful
'yet. Judith Thelan was a nationally recognized expert in reading in the
content areas sept was very familiar with the work of Harold Herber. At-
tending were the core group, an additional 12 Galaxy teachers who had ex-
pressed interest in implementing CRISP and a number of teachers from junior

.
high schools that provided students to Galaxy.

The training was concrete and very classroom-specific. Melly).
presented her /material clearly and was well organized. She did. more than
help teachers understand 'leading An the content areas--she got them excited
about it. The workshop format perMitted a ggod, deal of interchangebetween
the teacheri and the consultant, and teachers left the mork%hop in* high
spirits. r

Their elation was temporary. In March the Summit City teachers'
organization had requested a pay increase for the 1979-80 school year

,

Negotiations went on for two months, but in mid -Hay the, board flatly refuted
to,consider any raise. The result-was a three-wrk strike by the teachers'
organization, which failed in achieving their demands. Soon after the strike -
ended, dismxs.01-Rptices arrived for 50 mage teachers, including 8 atWaxy".-
Again the cause wai\diminishing enrallmenf.

Moral; was low among Galaxy teachers when 'classes started that
September. Despite the quality of theirokk, thehcard,and,the community had
opposed them. Moreover, by December was apparent that another six teachers
would be dismissed pt the end of the academic year. '

-- Nevertheless, the CRISP prdgram continued. The 22 ttaisiedteachers

P
11/9bout 500 students, or half of tOe school enrollment, in their classed.
ans existed to train another 20 teachers in CAISPtechniques 'at.the end of

the school year, since the general opinion of the program remained favorable.
Indeed; many teachers found that the program helped heal their wounded
feelings. Its beneficial impact on pupils helped reassureilthem that they

r
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were indeed effective, despite theliack of recognition from the boardand the

community. And Wee CFIISP had survived ,
the dissolution of the task force,

changes in administrators, and syccessive wavesaves of layoffs, there se ed

little doubt that'it would persist at Galaxy High School.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

(1) Problem solving in organizations is an interactive process. Using this
case as your frame of referenge, describe the major forces in Waxy
High School's _external environment with which it had to interact in
addressing its reading problem. Compare these forces with the forcer
confronted by Jefferson Elementary School in an earlier case.

(2) The Galaxy teachers convinced Sarah Volpe, the field agent, to than-
,

don her insistence that the school develop explicit selection criteria
before choosing a product from the knowledge base. If you had been the
fields agent, would you too have acceeded to the teachers' demand of
would you have continued tbpress for explicit criteria? Relate what

04 Volpe actually did and what you would have done 0 her place to one or
more of the perspectives on school change..

y

(3) This case exemplifies a successful change process, even though it had
its difficult moments. Describe a successful change process you have
observed or in which you participated. Analyze (a) how you defined
"success" 'and (b) the individuals and events that helped to achieve
success.

(4) Identify 'what yOu consider to be the major "turning point" in this case,
i.e.,,the event or circumstance that made. the difference between success
and failure.

I
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CHAPTER 14'
LY

QRAHER JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

a

Ruth Anne Olson //
.

AO The pressure of external events has thwarted Tore than one effort at
educational change'. Cramer 4onior High is eacase in point. After two years
of planning for a new reading Improvement Project', most of trameesiatudents
and teachers were moved to another school as part of a city-wide desegrega-
tion plan. This effectively put an end to the project at Cramer, but even
before this disruption progress was slow.. The teachers mere skeptical of
externally developed products, felt their own programs were better than most,
and were preoccupied with disc)pline problems and with a pending court
decision'on desegregation. Moreover= the principal die not actively partici-
pate in the project. Even had the school maintained its regular junior high
program, success of the project was not assured, as the following story will
demonstrate.

The Cramer school was.located in River City, the hup-of a midwestern
metropolitan area with a population of nearly two million. As with many
urban diptricts, River City had to'deal with budget problems in its educa-
tional system. Declining enrollment, inflatiorl: and the increased number of
programs mandated by the, state and federal governments all made moneyetight.
The schools also faced stiff requirements for desegregation, and since 1972
had been-under court order to meet defined percentage goals for both students
and staff. Quality of education was, of course, an ever-present issue,
esp .sally as people differed on what, style of education was best. Qur'ing
the 1 70s there were demands both for humane education and for a return to
the ba i64.,

The River City school district had faced those demands with consider-
able creativity and an.eye toward innovation. In 1971, for example, the
district began ementati nq of a city-wide plan for alternative education.
The basic format of the plan wa provide a choice of programs for every
elementary child. By 1977,,a though the choices were not yet equally
available throughout the &stria, they included as many as five distinct
styles of programs, ranging fromjundamental schools to free schools.

The magnet school' p an enabled parents to choose the kind of educe-.
Lion they deemed best for the r children, but it was also a major tool in the
district's goal of desegreg tion. By careful planning of where to put
particular programs, desegrega ion in many parts of the city was achieved by
peaceful, volUntary means. Ev so, by 1975Nthe federal judge who retained
jurisdiction over the district desegregatiOn,plans ruled that volyntary
means Could not be trusted in one vection of ,the city, and that mandatory
lloundary lines must be drawn in ordlau to lower the minority percentages in
some schools.

.

Two other components of planning in the city's schools had been aimed
at facilitating desegregation. Starting in 1973 the district,required human
'relations training for staff, students, and community in each school; the

t
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district also required that some of this training focus on racism and sexism.
In J974 the district implemented a, decentralized administrative plan which
divided the schools of the district into three geographic areas, each with
its own superintendent, resource staff, and decision-making structure. This

innovation encouraged community in\olvement at the area level as well as
furthering the desegregation effort...*

7 Ong of the units of River City''s schools was a teacher center,
maintained collaboratively with the local'oniversity. Among other activi-

ties, the teacher center served as an clnbrella agency for externally-funded

projects. In August 1976 the teacher center became involved in a new federal
program to help schools adopt innovative solutions to problems in reading.
At least one of the schools would be from one decentralized area of the River
City school district.

% 1

p: Ann OZI'harl, the field agent, was a tenured teacher in the district
and very familiar with the inner workings of the school system. This was a

greet help to her as she began establishing contacts with the area superin-
tendent, the Title coordinator, and others whose support she would need.
However, the selection of a school did not go smoothly. Burnett visited
six elementary schools, one after another; despite repeated interviews
with principals and staff, all ultymately declined to participate in the

project. 14 es
!

, .

Basically, people felt they were already involved in too many things,
including environmental education, an intergenerational project with senior
itizens, Teacher Corps, a new district-wide adoption of Ginn 720 for ele-
mentary reading, and extensile building renovation. Teachers did not per-
ceive the project as an opportunity to solve a pressing problem, but rather

mi
as another demand on their time. Because the elementary schools were so
wrapped up in the adoption of Gin 20 and the extensive inservice training
It required, several people eventually suggested to Burnett that she turn her
attention to the Junior high schools. In Deciaer, Burnett contacted Frank
Hall, the principal of, Cramer Junior High; as he recalled later, has response

was enthusiastic: "When the reading program was offered to us, I jumped on

it."

JI
THE CRAMER SCHOOL

.

qt

.

One pf five junior
r
high schools 'in the decentralized area, Cramer was

built Ina4922. Frank Hall had been its prIncIpaj for six years, but had been

on sabbatical at the teacher center during 1974-75. One of his two assistant
principals was a minority group member; however, of the 35 staff, members,
only ,four of the professional staff belonged to minorities; and this in a
school with 49 percent minority enrollment. Sixty-five percent of fhe 590
stu s were eligible for free lunch, compared to a district-wide eligi-
bil of 36 percent.

\I A concomitant of poverty often is low achievement, and so it was at

the Cramer ScNol. According to the Gates-McGinitie reading tests admin-
istered in the fall of 1976, 42 percent of the entering seventh grade at
Ctameriread at the fifth grade level or below. Cramer teachers were aware of

these igures, .volunteering such statements as, "We're at the bottom of the
barrel in reading," and "Cramer is the very lowest in the City, you know."

t,
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Reading scores were no[ the only problem at Cramer; a great deal of
attention was devoted to the issue of discipline. The staff initiated

m`several projects Such as "Student of the Month" In positive motivations
toward Work and good conduct, and they generally tightened rules about hall
and,c sroom behavior. CraTer ptaff saw their school as being a troubled
p e. iney,nad become aware of, increased use and selling of drugs among
tudents. Even more alarming, a nrber of physical attacks against staff had

occurred in the last two years. Teachers were well aware of the intertwining
nature of learning, self-concept, and behavior, but the Smmedlacy of behavior
geoblemd, in contrast to the less tangible, long-range nature of learning and
self - concept,' increasingly demanded their attention.

Several special programs in the school were design to address
directly the problems or behavi.or and school adjustment. a program en-,
rolled approximately 30 students and was designed to reward go d behavior and
achievement. with highly,desired after-school and weekend acb4vi es. Another
program took 25 students out of the mainsteam classroom for fou hours a day
in order to work an academic and adjustment problems; still ano her program
provided 14 students with educational opportunities in a lea ning center
outside the school setting.,

THE PROJECT BEGINS

Ouring January 1977 Ann Burnett met with Principal Hall, with Larry
McCarthy, the Cramer reading specialist, and with Kitty Nictiolson, the
English department chairperson. All three expressed interest in the program,
.and a meeting with the entire English department was scheduled for February
2, 1977. All seven members of the English department were in attendance.
Frank Hall, however, was not present because of another commitment.

According lo teachers' memories of that meeting, Burnett introduced
the, project to them and said that Cramer had been select
it. In retrospect, at least, teachers wer4ponfused abou

to participate in
just what that

meant. They clearly believe that "they had been selected o participate"
and not that "they were bean Invited to participate." everal peop
asspmed that the area superinte dent wanted-Cramer to be inclb.:. .

its low reading scores. When asked whether or not they had a choice
being involved, they were not ure. Most hesitantly replied with stet s.
like, "Well, .1 suppose we did, nevet really thought about it,
guess we could have said no if we.wanted to.".11

oar
At the meeting, teachers did express some concern regarding

number of reading programs'in which the school was already involved. There
Were four such programs, serving over 40 percent of the stude4 body: 150
students were enrolled in Basic English classes and attended a reading center
for two hciurs'a ,week; f5 students were enrolled in a program using Basic
Skill Center and DorsettAReading Program materials; 50 students were enrolled
in a third program using Ginn materials; and 14 students received Title I
tutoring assistance. During the course of the meeting McCarthy announced
that he was writing a proposal to extend the Ginn 720 elementary reading
piclogram throkigh Juni& high. This information, 'of course, 'heightened the
teachers' sense of being involved in too much.

men
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(The field agent explained that there need not be any conflict of
interest in. regard to this new program, but that she would take this concern

to.the principal. When she did so, Hall said that he wasn't bolhered.

"Students need as much help* they can get, and that may mean seven or eight

new programs.")

The partjcipants in the meeting took a number of actions. They
established themselves as the decisidn-making group (DMG) responsible
for develbpment of the program at Cramer and agreed that they would invite

a parent to serve with them. They also made a tentative decision to focus
on programs that could be used in regular English classes. Finally -they

arranged for Burnett to interview the teachers at Cramer andt report ack to

the DMG on the results.

THE PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCESS

The next few months saw* continued progress. With hel from Principal

Hall, Burnett arranged for supplementary Title I funding for the project.
She also spt_with McCarthy, the reading specialist, to keep informed of

the progress the Ginn 720 proposal. After she held interviews with the
Cramer teachers, she used-the results as a basis for discussion at the next

.DMG meeting in mid-March. e

At that meeting, teachers pushed to begin looking at the reading

progtams available through the project's resource pool. At the same time two-4

teachers were very excited about Scott-Foresman materials which they had

learned of at a training workshop. They wanted those materials and asked if
the Title Lmoney,assigned to the project could be used to purchase them.
Burnett was concerned abput this desire to make product decisions befbre
adequately defining the problem, and shp felt the need to slow tiem down.

4

Burnett scheduled a half-day' meeting for March 29, at which she
presented the results of surveys she had given to the teachers to complete.
The teachers, it seemed, were most concerned about the students' poor motiva-

tion to learn, though they also had concerns about teacher motivation to
motivate students, teacher attitudes and expectations, and students' language

Much of the meeting was devoted to a discussion of behavior problems,
.although. the group 8190 discussed the need for appropriate reading materials

as.tools for motivation, once more, the issub of Scott-Foresman matewials

was raised, to Burnett's discomfiture. She did not want the DMG to feel she
vasn't really interested in their problems unless they looked for the answers

within her own pool ofiresources. Thus, she suggested that they might review'

the Scott- Foresman materials using the selection criteria that they were to
develop for the screening of programs froM the resource pool.

A majgr agenda item. was to define reading problems. However, the

process did not work well as teachers had a.hard time putting their problems

in writing. Burnett reflected later, "Some people don't do a very goods job

at that kind of thing. They are able to verbalize problems but are refudtant
to focus enough to put them in writing. I didiiTt put a lot of pressure.on
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them at that point." Even so, the, field agent and the teachers recalled
that this was a productive meeting, and they left it with a &rise of where
they wanted to go next. Martha Stark, one of the teachers, would contact the
Scott-Foresman salesman for more information. Meanwhile, the field ageot
would gather resource pool information for the nextIneeting in April.

During April and May additional meetings of the DMG were held. From
the teacher survey and from earlier discussions Burnett culled a list of nine
criteria which had emerged as being important to Cramer-teachers in the
selection of a specific reading program. As before, the teachers wanted a
program that they themselves could implement in the classroom. It must be
compatible with present reading programs and be appropriate for junior
high school students reading two or more years below grade level. High
interest, low-vocabulary material was desirable. The emphasis must be on
comprehension and on language skills. Given the teachers' concern with
students' motivational problems, the program must develop and strengthen a

positive attitude toward learning while providing motivational strategies
that teachers could use. Teacher training in the use of the program was
also viewed as important.

Using these criteria, Burnett selected 11 programs, from the resource
pool. The members of the DMG studied the information concerning these
programs in relation to the' nine criteria, with the intent of finding a
program that could be used in their English classes. rwo ptograms, Pegasus-
Pace and Vocational Reading Power, aroused some ihterest. However, the
teachers' attention was soon diverted to another program entirely.

In May 1977 the developer c14. the Exemplary Center for Reading In-
struc Lion (ECRI) program came to River Gity to speak about her,program.
Three Cramer teachers were released for a portion of the day to hear her

' presentation. "The program developer," Burnett commented, "is a very im-
pressive salesperson," and the Cramer teachers were sold. Kitty Nicholson,
the English department .chairperson, recalled, "We thought that tyre was the
answer to our reading problems, not only for our own building, ut for the
entire'school.pdistrict." They Ida all interest in the programs originally
IuggeSted by the. Field agent. ECRI was the answer.

Plans were made to see efie program in action. Eventually,.Nicholson
and a district administrator visited a demonstration site to observe ECRI.
They were quite disappointed. Recalling.what they saw, Nicholson said, "It4
was awful. I't's a dehumanizing method. The results may be giod, but we just
knew we codldn't use it here."

THE DECISION-MAKING GROUP

Throughout the problem-solving process, Burgett had to deal with the
facil that the DMG Was easily distoacted. They,wanted to spend meeting time
dIseLssing behavior problems and school issues generally, rather than stick-
ing to the task at hand. The field agent found them to be "preoccupied
with discipline problems. It was always difficult to keep people focused on
'readihg' as a particular problem to.be considered:"

.
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Moreover, attendance at DMG meetings was sometimes spotty. Principal

Hall was never present at a meeting, although Burnett kept him Informed of
when and where the DMG would meet next, and what decisions had been made at

the last meeting. Burnett believed that his presence would have been a
visible sign.of support for the program; however, he felt that, the teachers
"had to do this thing themselves." As for the parent epresentative, she

had a busy schedule of her own. When she did attend mee ngs of the group,

fshe found herself primarily in the role of listener blcause the subject
matter was frequently techni6a4. Since there was ao parent-teacher organize-

, tion at the school to whom she might report, it was never clear just whom
the was representing. .

1

With the beginning of the 1977-78 school'year, scheduling problems
became an obstacle to the smooth functioning of the group. The school
district issued new schedules for junior high schools which eliminated the
time previously available for meetings. After trying with much difficulty to

work around the new schedule, Burnett called a meeting of the DMG. Only

Nicholson and Stark were able to stay for the whale meeting; a third teacher
attended for a short time. The remaining teachers were unable to attend or

no longer belonged to the DMG: one had left the staff, and another, soon to

retire, had withdrawn from the project. The parent did not know of the
meeting until it was too late to rearrange her schedule.

As a result, the DMG's rejection of ECRI was quite informal. Nichol-

son told Stark some of the details of her trip to the demonstration site.
Burnett advised her to talk with the massing members of the DMG, too, and
Nicholsori assured her that she would do so. The passibility of using the
program was not raised again.

By late fall of 1977 the DMG had essentially dwindled to two teachers,

Nicholson and Stark. These two eventually made most of the decisions regard-

ing the project. Discouragement at the time they pad devoted to the process,
problems in scheduling meetings, the absence of programs which excited them,
and other major demands on their time all served to draw people away from the
.project. "Actually," mused Stark, "the more we looked into the programs, the
,more we realized that we didn't need a new program." Other teachers comment-

ed that Cramer should be considered as a model reading. program itself, rather
than having to choose from the programs in the resource pool.

THE PRQCESS CONTINUES

In November 1977 Burne offered to send two people to Callas, Texas,

to a National Diffusion Netwo: k Conference where some of the programs from
the resource pool would be presented. They chose not to go. Stark said,

"All the disseminators would be there to present their programs, but- -
frankly-- that's so commercial. Everyone selling their own programs."
"That's the weakness with the whole process," added Nicholson. "All we had

to look at were commercial blurbs on each project. And they really were
commercial in.the sense thit they were each trying to sell us." But the

teachers later felt that someone should have gone to Dallas. They think they

might have.been able to get a better sense of what the projects were about.
Burnetk regretted their decision; she believed that the sense, of being part

of ama'Sor project would have been an important motivator.
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The DMG i?egan to rethink One of its major criteria for program
selection. Because they were unable to find any programs which could, be used
in regular English classes, they began to consider the possibility of adding
something to the school's reading, center. Students came to the reading
center two hours a week as part of their Basic English classes. They were
placed in Basic English rather than in regular English as a result of their
performance on the city-wide testing program using the.Gates-MacGinitie test.
TI0 staff firmly believed that such a single -stint written test was not an
adequate diagnostic tool; to compensate, they moved students in or out of the
center on the basis of more informal observation and assessment.

The reading center was a relatively large room divided _into four
working areas. Students sat four to a table, with one teacher-aide at each
table. On,a typical day, students listened to a tape recording of a novel
and followed along with the books in frdnt of them. After 15 minutes, the
adult at the table asked them questions about what they had heard and read.
Students then had a choice of several reading games. They were rewarded for
good behavior and for performance.

i Though the room was filled wit boo , these were not an active part...6,

of the program in the center. Many of the series, some of which were in

(
excellent condition and appeared to be unused, were from an earlier reading
program which had been set up by anotheE teacher. Student sometimes checked
out paperbacks displayed on a shelf, but that was incidental to the program
of the center itself.'

teachers believed tt t the diegnostic,proCess and general management
of the reading center needed mprovement. 101 the programs suggested by Ann
Burnett, two appeared useful: Improvement of Basic Reading Skills (IBRS) and
Project Catchup. Nicholson and Stark examined the information about these
programs that Burnett had provided. During November representatives of
both programs visited. ramer. The DMG mfmbers liked .Project Catchup, tut
some aspects did not seem workatra_An__then4op-h4gh-sett-ing.

"-The woman
insisted that children come every day to the reading center," remembered
Stark. "That just cculdn t work with ou scheduld." IBRS was attractive
because of its diagnostic esting component. Scid one teacher, "We liked the

-projeet becabse it resemb es what we have here very much. Frankly, it isthis program." The teach ft were not impressed with the developer's lack of
knowledge about junior hig settings, but they felt thqt parts of the program
were adaptable and t 'at aptation would be acceptable to ate developer.

GRAIL DECISION

. .

By DeneM ber 1977 teachers were obviously feeling predture to make a
decision. "It's getting to be embarrassing," explained Nicholson. "People
ate sincere: we're trying, but' we .just can't find a program that firs."
Stark .said simply, nIt's time we do something."

In December Burnett brought materials'to Cramer, providing them with
more details on IBRS and on Pegasus-Pace, another program with elements that
spoke to Cramer's needs. Larry McCarthy stated explicitly that he did not
believe Cramer needed a new program--they did fine already. He appeared to
be persuaded, however, when Nicholson arxr Stark stated that .the school's

I
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testing was in need of improvement. The discussion focused on the diagnostic

. instruments of IBRS, and the group decided to have a half-day meeting in
January,.with substitutes to release teachers from their classrooms.

Thanks to the field agent's persistence in arranging for release
time, a three - hour - meeting of the DMG was held in late January 1978. Burnett

was determined lo have a decision by the end of this meeting. She was
equipped with materials, data, and techniques to facilitate decision.making.
Present at thej meeting were five teachers from the English department; the
parent was unable to attend. The group decided to adoptithe IBRS management
system, including the diagnostic testing and record-keeping components, as
well as some of the IBRS materials. It was further decided that teachers
should be trained to use the management system and materials on April 4 and
5%

THE FEDERAL COURT ORDER
01;

j In less than one week, however, the decisirs of the January 24
meeting were thrown into turmoil. As noted,.River City school district had
been under court order to desegregate its schools. In the long range, it was
making progress toward compliance, yet shifting populations and changing
demographics often caused short-range setbacks. When choosinglprarpc as a

location for the project, Burnett had inquired about Cramer's position in
relation to the desegregation plan and was assured that it was well within

-January
guidelines and was not likely to be affected by future decisions. On

January 30, however, the Cramer staff was informed that their school was

included in new plans. The next week the area superintendent presented
optiorlsJor the desegregation of the area schools to the superintendent and

to the River City board of education. Each optional plan involved a change'

for Cramer: to include only eighth graders next year, to be closed for
renovation and then rEopened as a K-8 fundamental school, or to be closed
altogether.

The board voted to return to federal dourt and seek the easing oeethe

court-ordered percentages. The district made its case in late March and then
waited for the decision of the judge before any actions would be taken.
Cramer staff and students were thus left for them remainder of thJi1977-78

school year in a state of uncertainty regarding their future. , In the

meantime, Burnett, Nicholson, and Stark completed a needs Assessment which
had been sent to them by the IBRS disseminator. The assessment identified

three areas which they believed to be particularly important components of
future training for them; diagnostic testing, the teacher management' system,

and the paredt involvement component.

All concerned agreed that it was not reasbnab e tb ollow through,

with the original plan for olding IBRS training on Apri 4 and 5. Releasing -

to several teachers at one tir was always a problem at Cramer b cause of the
discipline problems of the school and, faced with uncertainty regarding the
fate of the school, people were unwilling to go through that p cess. Also,

because the teachers had. chosen ja reading program involvin the reading

center, the skills they learned might not be useful in whateire school they

transferred to from Cramer.
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During the next months Burnett maintained close informal contact with
the English department ,toff and with the Cramer principal, Frank Hall. For

a time she tried to keep people thinking of the various options they would,
as indikiduale, choose if Cramer were to close or to change the 'focus of its
program to a K-8 fundamental,school.., Burnett stayed in close contact with
the decisions being made and the directions being considered by the people
who would ultimately make the, decisions about Cramer. She attended a board
of education hearing regarding the desegregation plan, and generally kept up
on the news, though much of it was, by necessity, speculation in the absence
of a decision by the fede6.1 judge. Eventually Burnett decided that it was
inappropriate to continue pressing teachers to thin}( about the projpct and
the future of IBRS until the judge made his decision. She then focused on
letting the staff know that she was aware of their dilemma and was available
tobe supportive in any way possible.

In late May 1978, the federal judge announced his decision ishregdrd
to the case presented by the school district. Essentially he told the
district that he did pot agree with their arguments, would not ease the
percentage requirements, and that they would no logger be given the luxury of
"moving toward" : the required desegregation. In fact, they must achieve full
desegregation, as defined by the court/ in the fall'of 1978 and again in the
fall of 1979.

AlOough the board of edpcation subsequently appealed the federal
judge's decision and requested a "stay" of the requirement to be in full
compliance by the fall of 1978, they ultimately .decided to follow the plan
that would convert Cramer into a K-8 fundamental school by the fall of 1979.
Over a two-year period, d substantial proportion of the Cramer teachers and
most of the students would be transferred to Morse Junior High, in the same
area.of the city. Faced with thid decision, Burnett considered two possi-
bilities: to try to maintain the projest at Cramer, onto move the program
to Morse. .

,
q .

.

,It soon became clear that attempting to maintain the project at
Cramer was not a viable alternative. Only one teacher from the DMG was to
'stay at Cramer, and he was not interested in taking the responsibility for
IBRS. Moreover, the Cramer principal, Whp had been supportive of, the project
though not actively involved in it, was replaced by an administrator with
more seniority. Thus, no one was left at Cramer to nurture the project
'Kitty Nicholson, who was to transfer to Morse in September, was still ante mm

ested in seeing the project through. She and Ann Burnett discussaid the Id a
of moving the project to Morse, and in June 1978 Burnett obtained initial
approval for this idea from the area superintendent. He saw the logic of
having the program, follow the students and also felt the idea had merit
because "Morse hadn't anything innovative." Burnett still had a long road
ahead of her, however, becaUse now she.was essentially starting anew in a
different school. Nicholson would not be in a position of authority at
Morse; before any program could be implemented, the Morse administration, the
Horse reading spec4alist,rmanetice-66M6iiied Morse/Cramer teachings staff would

need to define the problem in thf new context,and agree that IBRS, or some
other product, was en appropriate solution. That, then, is .the story of
another sitwooldand another problem-solving effort.
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, DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

(1) A history of innovativeness Is widely regarded as a preldltion to

organizational change. Individuals and schobls with a strong "track
record" of school improvement constitute more fertile ground for sub-
sequent innovations than those who have been unwilling oeunable to Ake
similar efforts in the,past. It is curious, then, that the project
essentially failed at Cr Wk. despite such a history whale it succeeded at
Ogden despite a seemingly unimaginative and unenthusiastic staff. Apply

the rational, political, and social systems perspectives to the two
cases in order to explain the differences in outcomes.

(2), A key-step in the problem-solvit9 process deicribed in this case was,the
formulation of numerous selection criteria_ to govern the choice of a
solution. Comment on this statement by the superintendent of a.large
urban district: "I envy business managers because they can al;eays weigh
the benefits and costs of their alternatives in dollar terms. For most

of the toughest problems in education, this is impossible."

(3) The Cramer project might have been terminated at a number of points,
e.g., when team members failed to attend meetings, when the team rejected
several new programs, etc. A hard decision for any change agent is

judging when the effort is hopelessly blocked and should be abandoned.
Hake a list of the circumstances that would compel you to abort a change
effort. Given this list, would the events in this case have prompted you
to stick with the process, make some radical changes, or abandon it?
When?

(4) Identify whcrt, you consider to be the major "turning point" in this
case, i.e., the event or circumstance that made the difference between
success and failure.
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.s CHAPTER 15
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ANALYSIS AkID IMPLICATIONS
' FOR SCHOOL. ADMINISTRATORS.1

SEMO. Sieber
"a

rir

/ Now that we have had an opportunity to witness the many-splendored
reality of planned chlInge,in a variety of school settings, it is instructive
to synthesize some conclusions in light of those realities. 'hi anticipate
ourselves a little, what this analysis will show is that there is no royal
road to the understanding or management of planned change. Instead, would-
be change managers must weave. a course of action among Selected aspects of
the different perspectivesdepending upon. their past, current, and antics-_
pated situations. As described in Chapter 1, this way of viewing the matter
suggepts that a set of choice dimensions, or dilemmas, exists consisting of
alternative modes of action that are typicallilairby managers of change.
If one could remain aleFt to the'most common ofthe(le dilemmas, one might
be capable of retaining flexibility and control over the pfocess-by shift-
ing from one tactic to another as warranted by the flow of events. This
general approach "might Ile called selective monitoring, since it depends on
tr it to remain aware of the conditions under which one acts, of the con- w
quences of one's past actions, and of the mobable consequences_ -of one's

contemplate! actions. It-gds hoped that by reference to a set of clear-cut
dilemmas of action,, such iWareness can be guided by somethrrig more than
conveAtional-wisdom,4theoretical fads, or personal inclinations. a

. Despite the wide variability of, conditions and events seen in the
cases, managers of change seem to make decisions - according to a limited set
of choice dimensions. These practical concerns of change managers can be
conveniently grouped into three broad issuesleadership and participation,
strategies and tactics, and readine% and Table 6-1 lists
the dilemmas under the issues to which they rtain.*

At this, juncture it is useful to rind the reader of our overall

.

,,JA .
. . .

conceptual framework, and how this'analysis fits intd it. In Chapter 2 we
prese ted a discussion of theoyetical perspectives, and brieflys&preshadowed
the c e studies by showing how the perspectives could illuminatethe events
and KJ tcomes in different schools. The triad of conceptual orders--per-
spectives, issues, and dilemmas--makes it poasible to discern thee relation-
ship betweeq the more abstr levels of perspectives, and the more practical
level of dilemmas faced change managers in their daily activities, with
the mediating level bet en these two poles being what we have loosely Ailed
the key issues of chang management.

. ..
.

,...luat'as the dilemmas facing.managers can be grouped into more gen-
eral 3.ssues, so it can be seen that certain dilemmas are more-closely tied
to a particUlar perspective. Decisions about strategy and ,,tactics,, for
example, are promiynt concerns of, the rational perspective. In particular,

*For similar Worts to seduce problems.of change management to a,
set or "dilemmas," see Miles (197$, 198a), and Berman and McLaughlin (1979).
For a theoreticit rationale for this approach, see Sieber (1978).
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a high degree of formUlization of group prpcess_(that is, systematic needs
assessment, se rch for` a solution, selection of a solution, and evaluative
feedback) is aracteAstic of rationaly problem solving. The political
perspective is of ected in concerns with ihAptvement and control,,and
environmental ships. ,And the sacral 'systems perspective can be
detected in decisions that favoeself-reliance and adaptation Of innovations
to suit local conditions, low formalization of group processt and diffuse
goals. However, this is especially true in a concern with the system's
readiness for planned change and whether to terminate in the face of unan-
ticipated, eVents. Thus, our list of dilemmas reflects ways whith the
perspectives' are pitted .against one another as well as including dimehsions
that tend to be.exclusively associated with a single perspective.

are some logical differences among our choice dimensions that
deserve bointihg out. Most of the dilemmas comprise scales, rather .than
either/or modes of action, e.g., formalization, locye df,contpl, integre..
Lion- autonomy of the innovation within the local setting, fidelity.:adapta-
tion of the innovation, and.openness to the environment. That is., the
choices of managers are made more difficult by 'the fact that uit isnot a

question of determining whether there.wilibe teacher participation versus
no teacher pi-hi:potion, but rather a question qi how much and at what time.
Further, some of the dilemmas might be refeolved by combining ponkions of bon)
poles", ell., product vs. process. Some tend to be mutually exclusive dichot-
whes,01though they are not inherently-so, e.g., reliance on external
expertise vs. self - reliance, and faculty vs. administrative cohtrol. Only
two entail actions that are inherently mutually exclusive, i.e., inibieting
.change now vs.. kejecting change, and continuing vs, terminating a change
effort:

These logical differences4are not as'important, nowe'Ver, as the fact
that all of the dilemmas present alternative actions- -and that if the wrong .

'horn of a dilemma is chosen, then the solution may become the problem. A
close readingesif our case studies, show that action, was continually taken -.

Nifith reference to each or the choice dimensions listed. (Note that we sax.
3action taken," rather than "deciphn made," since the,. latter, phrase denotes
"gi'eater 'Oelibeiateness and self- consciotisness than was usually the case.)
By exploring the effect on project activities and outcomes of these selected,
courses of action, we ought be able to detect those conditions under which
a VILcular resolution of a dilemla was well or ill odvised. ,Out our main '

ho no much to4formulate prOpositions about change as to provide a
sort of r ar gri.0 system that will facilitate telecItive monitoring on the

,

part of. change managers. -
.

Pk Now we turn to all exaTinaWn_of. each dilemma in the fight of, our
case study experiences, V
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$ 'LEADERSHIP AND PAR ATION

.

Nigh vs. Low Administrative Involvement and Control ' /
A

Much study and thought have been .given te the appropriate role of
admitstrators in planned educational change, but no clear consensus has yet

emerged. The reason is that the effect of administrative pvolvement depends
uppaa variety of circumstances, including the administratok's -abilities.
Inure cases involvement is viewedsby faculty as an attempt to cpatrol them,
while in, others it is welcomed as a sign, of support and readiness to give
assistance. The Parker Valley teachers jealoUsly guardet their prerogatives
In undergoing the problemilsolving process and running their own inservice
program independentjy of administrators. At the other extreme, the Bayfield
faculty complied uncomplainingly with their principal's decisions about Pie

p7oject.

In all Eases, however, it seems that at least-passive support by
the administration was necessary for change,. to take place. But passive
Sepport _was almost nevet sufficient, as wg saw in the cases of Cramer Junior
Nigh School, Ogden Junior High School, and Sugarvilje Elementary. In Crgmer,

the principal entaislasEicaIly-erinfeed the 15ffjett-bUt dicnifthingr
help implement'it. In Ogden, all the district gave were "nods of approval."
And in the case of Sugarville, two successive principals approved of the
activities and proposals of the faculty, but did not. lift a finger to help
overcome problems of lack of training, personnel turnover on the facilitator
team, or irregularity of meetings. The, lack of active administrative support
in these =hoc' s was one of the main reasons FOTTEFeir projects' difficul-'

ties. Only 1 one case (Greenfield) was the, staff able to overcome the

passivity of e principal and gain success with classtoom implementation,
owing mainly to the "leadership, support, and legitimacy" provided by the

field agent. But the principal's aloofness made the going very rough,) and
when the field agent departed, the project -lost ;hi momentum.

t

Often, however, active ,administrative support not sufficient'

either if it entails 110,1e more than dictation to the faculty. Events

Charles Elementary suggest the importance of administrative support
combined with teacher participation 3..n decision raking,, .e., delegation.

by liiiiPairistrators. ;here the district dacector of careerNeducetion and a
high school counselor "felt that the staff at Charles might not be aware
of the district's needs as p whole, and thus old not bo involved until
later an the process." Conseantly, they defined the problem sought
information, selected 10 products for faculty review, and the invited four

teachers to join them on the,site team,in'order to try odr the selected
programs. Thereupon the administrators withdrew their Involvement and the
fopr coechers eventually either quit using the materials or took ,jots else- .

wheteta
,

.

J
)

In effect, when those whg had preempted the project in its early
decision-making phase4 withdrew, those who had been Persuaded later orlto

implement. the chosen programs were unable or unwilling to do so& The g e

strategy wag (ollowed by th) printipaisin eenton, but 'there the principal
e40
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r mained actively involved. in the project throughout the period or implemen-
t tion,..taking into account the complaints and recommendations of the imple-
enting teachers. These two cases suggest that the lack of faculty partici-

patiOn tillsether with lack of active administrative support throughout a

project, 4711 very likely produce failure. Two cases where both teacher
participation and active principal support occurred throughout the project
are Bell and Jefferson elementary schools. In both of these schools ample,
mentation succeeded In spite of very negative factors the environment.

We therefore arrive at the following tentative tonclusions: passive
supp ort by the administration might be sufficient if the faculty is involved
in non-structdral change (e.g., parker Valley's inservice program), is highly
committed and led by.a specialist, as a tradition of self-help and
guAding againstiadministratave intruAion n its affairs; otherwise, passive
support is niot-fenough. However, not e eh active support is sufficient
without the opportunity for. the faculty o participate in decision making,
unless the change project is limited'to a narrow segment of the school (e.g.,
ETTF7eld), in whichNcasefilt administrator can /flake all the decisions.
Moreover, faculty participatIon might not have the intended effect unless the
loci± action team has thts-htre150-Vall-s-fur group rianzgement and is led by. a
problem-solving specialist. (This point will be elaborated later when we
d,iscuss "strategies and tactics."). In sum; under most circumstandes, all of
the factors in support of good group process must operate simultaneously.*

High vs', Low FacWty Involvement and Control

There is one further dilemma of group process to be resolved. Should
the local team playa, strong leadership role, or should
facultyr members as Oossible in its deliberations? The

promises greater structure and coherence of goals, high co
of selection, and speedier deliberations. But-the secon
ises a greater ipen4e of ownership and commitment to
faculty members, -.and greater relevance of the solutiion

involve as many%
'first alternative
ensus on criteria
alternative prom -p

he solution among
.to the felt needs

of individual teachers. Here, then, is the classical dilemma between c'en...
tralizedipadership,.qnd democratic<participatir Let us see how the various
schools sought to resolve this familiar dilcmm 0

There are three possible approaches: great faculty participation,
little faculty participation, and a systematic alternation between these two
possibilities. The initial year of the project at Parker Valley exemplifies
the firdt approach. The high ratings at the end of the year were attributed
by the teachers' association president "to the fact that teachers had se-
lected, designed, and operated the whole show." (In the second ypar, when
the faculty had "far less say about the inservice program, the projeot.lost
the support that it haddenjoyed earlier.) The middle phase.of Ogden's

It shoulA,Also be remembered that if the faculty is strongly opposed
change,project.O.hen their participation in decision making might simply
them the opportunity to sabotage the projeCt. This seems to have oc...
d in Cramer. .

. ,

.
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project represents the other extreme. The original action team was sum

planted by one composed of the principal, the reading coordinator, and a

single te.acher. "Some of the teaching staff who felt they had lost ownership

of the prOject reacted with resentment," states the case studit, And indeed,

when teachers were approached individually about implementation, "they began

citing reasons why thempersonally could not participate in the project." In

particular, the resentment of the,lequage arts departMOnt because decisions

were being made IndependTtly. of_them continued" to fester. Not until the

head of the department replaced the reading coordinator did the project

resume, with renewed faculty support and implementation. Galax,' presents a

similar case of very limited faculty participation in the local team, but
there inservice training was provided for a core group of 10 faculty members

who were to implement the npwjprogram on a trial bAis. The involvement of

these teachers in a successful series of' workshops apparently overcame their

sense of being left out of decision making, for implementation was relatively

widespread And effective.

Air
8611,Elementary used a combination of both approaches throughout

th e problem-spiv-mg_ process, the team collecting evidence and defining_ the

problem .with someNfaculty brainstorming), the faculty, helping to establish

criteria for a scij,ution, the team screening the options themServe9., and the

faculty voting on the three options presented to them., Despite the fact

that. conflict emerged, consensuslwas finally reached in an amicable manner

and the solution broadly implemented.

'Merge experiences suggest that the advantages of both alternatives

aremaximiied when there is movement back and forth between dUiberations by

t a small group and the. involvement of all relevant faculty in decision

making. This strategy. rquires flexibility and a thoroughly' professftnal

attitude on the part of the local action team, so thai they will.not resent a
periodic sharing of power. In some cases, tho local action team gained more

control over time by reducing faculty participation, which 'buggesth a certain

tendency to hoard power. The consequence in each case was alienation of the

faculey and a decided slowing down of progress.

One vey to ensure that e,particular clique does not monopolize the/
. . .

team is to include faculty members who are known to bet, resistant to charige,
f
as was one by Greenfielb's principal. . Also,there PE4lwas hoped that "by

involving those typicaky opposed to change, their willingness to support the

new reading program w Id increase." This tactic paid .off handsomely when.

..:.

the early,resisters later endtrsed the program at a ceremony before the

1. entire. faculty% However, to reap such benefits in the long run one must be

able to tolerate a fair amount of.conflict before consensus is finaRy,
.

forged. .
,/ 1
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. Relationships with the Community: Open.vs. Closed

vkaime-

. f

.,,i

. The most shady paxticipant in our ,case ptudies is the parent. .

. pespite 'program guidelines that Called fos community involvement in the
, .
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change project, parents were rarely encountered.ip any of. the projects. Even
when they were invited to join Aktle local action team, Whiqh occurred in ohly
about half the cases, they tended to withdraw after a few meetingd. The case
of Charles Elementary is typical: "The parents were more active at first..
After a few weeks of product reviews-, hqwever, they quickly began to lose
interest; within two months both had dropped out."

On the one hand, parents are not quelifieB technically to assist,in
many educational decisions.' Their involvement might even put a damper on is
the candid discussion of student problems, political issues, communitr
constraints, and faculty-administration relationships. In addition, a great
deal of `effort might be needed to ovetcome a mood of apathy prior to their
involvement. As a Ooject leader in the Treeline district said, "To really
get parents involved you have to fellow up initiatives, telephone, e2tourage

arrange meeting times to meet their,scheduIes...bbsically I just had too many
other things to do to make an effort here."

On the other hand, parents can play important roles in supplementing
the work of classroom teachers, crn focus deliberation on home-related
problems that Might escape the attention of the school staff, and Udil uffer-
a channel of communication with otHeL.parents and the community'at_large,
thereby protecting the project from undeserved criticism or opposition. And
yet, it seems that the political vulnerability of schools to theirlocal%
.constituencies causes educators in mast cases to rescOlve this dilemma by
closing the door to parental involvement-=or by leaving it ajar just enough
to make them lose interest or to feel unwanted. It is worthwhile, therefore,
to recall the ways in which parents participated in the Jefferson project,.
the one case wherethe communitybecame truly involved.

The Jefferson principal had a "policy" of involving parents inpchool
pro9rams4 thus, there was no question that they would be invited NO 'join
the local action teamr One parent o joined was an active member ,of the
Title I Parent Advisory Group. T s promisedra solid link with an important
school-community ,stoup. T parent volunteered after having, read about
the new project in a newspaper. Both apparently were community leaders
with a genuine ante in education. As the case study related:

The two parents 'did not have the antipathy toward

education which was more typical of Jefferson resi-
dents. Both were wealthier than the Jefferson school
norm. They were motivated by the desire to improve

41 the quality of education their children were receiving \
at'Jefferson. Although ttle parents were 06 miss about
half of the team meetings--sometimes because they did '

not receive Adequate notice--they participated actively .

when they were present. One an particular,ma4 her
home available for dinnefs and open-house meetings.

And althoughtthe casec4udy is no4. expIidat on the pointl, it is.likeIy that,
these parents were infIUtntial in the team's decision that "thee product allcm
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for effective communication with parents About their children's,strengths and
weaknesses." This decision meant, that ail. parents were potentially'anductsd

into thg project. And indeed, other parents eventually became involved as
volunteers in the Jefferson classrooms. In addition, a parent-teacher open
house featured videotapes of the program in action, eliciting a number of
favorable comments from the audience. The Jefferson community was tradi-
tionally not very supportive of its schools. As the case study says with

respect to community, involvement 'in the: project: "This achievement was
notable, given the hostility of the community ,toward the schools.1 Very

likely, hostility was alleviated by the practices that we have
outlined.

The experience of Jefferson' School demonstrates both the educational
-wand political value of parental invo,lvement in local change efforts, pit
viding that those who become centrally involved are ngt basically ho the or

I motivated only by.polatical considerations, and that the staff is genuinely
Interested in their reactions arid their support.

STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

-Product -vs.-Process"

The decision to adoptseither a product or a process, or some com-
bination-ST the two, was often made without considering the implications of
this choice. In the instance of the RDU program, the problem-solving group
process was supposed too be implemented along with new practices in basic

skills or career education.. In addition, the local staff could. opt for

an educotional,product, such as a new curriculum, or an educational process,
such as a new instruction method, a restructuring of roles, or even a new

role. For the most part, there was a strong tendency to desire products
to the exclusion of both the problem solving process and new educational
processes.

The three Treeline administrators reaponsple for urging the superin-

tendent to accept the RDU project "thbught 'of i mainly as a way of bringing

career education products into the district." .IThe'efferson teachers were
impatient with the slow process of defining a problem becau ;uppermost in

st

their minds wag to get on with choosing a product." And the Cramer teachers
"pushed tb begin.looking at the reading programs availa le through the
project's resource pool." This rush to product selection no doubt rests on
the assumption that one already has the requisite skills for using a new
tool.- Thus, it tends to neglect the need for special training and group
decision making about implementation. 'Also, it conveniently neglects the
importance of basic role changes in teaching and administration, changes that

gre.probably_viewed as threatening and over-deTandigg,

t
.

If a wide range of .skills already exists'amogg the staff, if role
Flexibility is already a norm, or if there is a high level of commitment to
using the practice, then the mere adoption of products might well be,the most

suitable tactic; but these cptSditions were rarely, met in ours case study
r
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schools. As a result, the participants were somFtimes vexed by the amount
of training that was required to implement a new product, and in'some cases
virtually ignOred training. Ln the'case of Sugarville Elementary, the brief,
one-day training session left the staff "uncertain in their use of the new
program:" Conseq uently, "as the year wore on, the teachers tended to ignore
the suppIementaI.pograms, as they concerned themselves with gilettint through
the regular textbooks." The situation was even worse in Charles EIemehtary:
"the only formal training that occurred was during a September dinner party."
And.'while the ISO's specialist insisted that the materials were self- explan-
atory and that Charles'- teachers were professionals "who knew what they were 11.

doing," only very limited, piecemeal implementation occurred. Consequently,
the career education program failed to be diffused throughout the,district
as originally planned:

k'
two exceptional cases-were Galaxy High School and Bell Ejementaryi

both of which achieved a high level of success. In the case of Galaxy a
.great deal of training was provided in ;le techniques of a new reading
program, including having teachers themselves develop a number of necessary
mate rials Bell's pr.incipal hiredafull-Lune- -assistant prinri-
pal' for curriculum and retained specialists to hold workshops on implement-

----frig-ttE, an irThovatian.that ftrqutreS a thorough restructirring-of grade-'
levels and instructionl. roles. With the additional aid of the problem-
solving process, this small, very poor elementary school was able to renovate
its entire program. Here the focus was on process and structural change from

. the very outset, owing to the vision and autonomy on the.principal.

.

At the same time it should be underscored that a strongly felt"need
td select a concrete product at an early stage in a change project, without
concern for process, might be useful to catalyze the interest of, staff
members. In might provide, so to speak, the necessary pump priming. A
product review can also suggest various local needs that had been overlooked
and that might be served by selecting a certain practice. Hopefully, once
the staff's interest has been piqued and their commitment to a change project
engaged,. they can be steered in the direction of greater concern with pro;
cess, including training, role changes, and 'engagement in Long -term problem

ving. But. such a shift of focus, which occurred in several of our 'case
st dies, cannot simply be left to chance, for it usually occurred at the
sistence of the field agent or other problem-solving specialist. Curiously-

enough, administrators themselves often failed to appreciate the need, for
such ag,shift. .

6 'fill . .
In sum; the common tendency to assume that new products are alone

sufficient should be recognized as a base of Iimitld understanding of what is
entailed in educational change and dealt withabccordingIy. Burif the staff
insists on selecting a product prematurely, it still might be posdible to
salvage the situation by exploiting their interest in pro51ts to induce a

(..-
discussiort or-basic needs and required changes in process.

Reliance-on Outside Expertise vs. Self-reliance '
.

i

The MU 41Irooram.stipulatea that Iqrai participant must avail ,them-
selves of validated resources supplied by an external source, and that

191
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in doing so they,would be assisted by personnel from outside the district.

/
t While reliance oh an Vetside source improves the chance that a product or

process will be of high quality, it decreases the sense of ownership and
autonomy that, are also basic needs of participants in a chaege project, needs

that are most easily Satisfied by developing one's own pr cticeb Ard closing
ranks against outsiders, as happened in Greenfield, for example, Some of thet

teachers in Cifeenfield Junior High weft. skeptical of a proposed new program

because "they had been burned before by changes importirfrom the outside."

Also, when external agents simply fail to deliver, as occurred in "several
cases ov4ing to lack of an adequate resource pool or discontinuity in external

personnel, dependence on external resources can spell disaster.

1

This dilemma was not explicitly recogniled and dealt with by project
staffs; consequently, there was a tendency to '§-ravitate to one or the other

horns, or else to continually experience an antagonism between them. The

teachers at Cramer Junior High continued to be skeptical of externally
developed products, believing that their own programs were stperior. The

teachers at Jefferson Elementary, in contrast, became convinced of the
superiority of an externally Hpunloped program over their own practices- In

most cases however, there was ambivalence,

IA 'several instances the field agent or local specialist was able to
mediate betweegkthe two opposing tendencies, helping staff members todevelop

a sense of ownership as a result of matchinexteichal products to self-
defined problems, and permitting local modifications, as occurred notably in
Greenfield and Galaxy, In the case of Galaxy High School, an external
program was adopted that required development of one's own materials for the

teaching ofereading>comprehension. This approach was highly pleasing to the

4.4-aculty, who managed to. implement the new program in spite of a teacher

strike, the domissal of several teachers, and th0 dissolution of the local
task force. Admittedly, a great deal of training was provided by workshops

conducted by consultants, but it is doubtfult that these workshops would have.
been so we'll received if the teachers had not,had.the opportunity t.o create

their own materials. It is alas worth noting that it was the field agent..

, who made this opportunity'available to them.

.

Field agehts are by no means unique to the- ROU program on which
our case studies are based, although their functiong here were perhaps more
clearly defined than usual. Broadly conceived, field agents _include a1,14
types of go-betweens who are affiliated with external. agencies: academic

consultants, state specialists, product advocates, organization development
experts, and more. They may serve part -time or full-time in the role, may
specialize in one or a few sites or spread their servicestamong many schools,

and they may tend to focus- their role in various ways. Some of the most
common types are the conveyor of resources, the facilitator of process:the
substantive expert, the trouble-shooter, the coordinator or leader of group
activities', and of course, a combination of any of these. On another level

of analysis, field igegts may be regbrded as eileher reactive (responding to
requests or needs, keeping a low profile) or poactive.Cotrerind opinions,

.N11 '
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assessing progregie, prompting action).* Local change managers, should be
aware of these role options so that they can draw upon particular field ,

agents or upon Toles, in a ,particular agent's repertoire, as needed. In A
partictlar, all agent's ability to mediate between the staff's reliance on
external .resources and their need forO'a sense f ownership.(se1P-reliance)

r"9
should be bgsne in mind. Since the agents in r case study schools played a
variety` of their work is referred ,to at several points in our dis2 II

cession of dilemmas.

This ispot to-imply that a local specialist cannot perform some of
the functions of a field agent-. In particular, roles that are strictly

, internal to the' school can be performed as well, if' not getter, by local
experts. Sasquatch is exemplary in this respect. There the district's
director of reading and language. arts "was acting in effett as a local change
agent, making Herb Milton superfluos." Her considerable experience with
group process was the main reason for her success. Consequently, the field
agent emphasized his conveyor role: "If the group had noneed for his skills
as facilitator, hey did look to him as a resource person." This experi-
ence suggests t t, when d qualified person who commands thejespect of the
cPculty is available locally, he can be charged with responsibility for many
of the functions of an external facilitator; but the external facilitator can
still play an important pole IP bridging the gap between the school and an
external resource base. In sum, both alternatives can be combs d a way
that enhances the change effort. , `

Fidelity vs. Adaptation

A decision to rely on outside -sources presents a further dilemma:

whether to implement a practice exactly as desigqd 16r4.to adapt it to local
conditions. On the one hand, the fidelitrapproactLwould seem to improve th
chances of reaping the promised benefits of a new practice that had been
thoroughly ested.. Also, it gives- the st'affia chance to pilot test the
Practice loc ly before making changes, as was deliberately done by the
principal in the first year of Penton's project. On the other hand, a
decision to m ke major adaptations .might well compensate for the reduced
sense of ownership that, is caused by external,dependency. Also, it isl'
obvious that-special conditions might dictate the need for local modifica-
tions, although consultants are not, always aware of such needs. Ln the case
of Jefferson Elementary, for example, it was not until the second year of a
new reading program that the trainers allowed major revisions to.meet local
needs; and at Sunrise, the consultKils on a. new management system for reading
instruttion were given low marks because they were unable to .help the school
adapt the system to local reading °grams.

p

Nevertheless, an 44aptive apprOach can be carried to extremes,
as gpeurred in Charles Eledentary. "Since no pressure was placed on the
teabiers tip use the materials in any particolar,manneroX %takes the case
study, "they tended to pick and choose from among the products, using them as

-

*For a fuller discussi n of the field agent rote in the RDU program,
see LOk, Kell and-Young (198 ).

P
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anthologies of ideas or as brainstArming devices." A similar tendency was
apparent in Sugarville Eleme Lary and Ogden Junior High School. Irrall
three of these cases, the con eguence was an erosion of project goals nearly
to the point of extinction.

The lesson seems t be that new practices should at ldast be tried

out as designed, and that, subsequent adaptation must not be allowed to
proceed unchecked and withopt thought. Bayfield presents a good contrast to

the cases mentioned abigve. There the teacher-made specific modifications in

an externally developed careet education course; modifications that were
dictated by. specific local constraints. For example, because of erratic
attendance in the new course, continuity of instruction was hard to maintain.
"Consequently," notes the case study,,"after the seventh week of class, (the
teacher) shifted td an'organization based oftidiscrete modules that students
could work on independently at their own pace:t!, Gree04eld went even further

with controlled adaptation, cuiminating im a pew teacher-designed program
based on Right-to-Read techniques, that was presented to the entire faculty
and eventually implemented.

In .sum, when, why, and how much to adapt external products are
three of the most important questions facing managers of change.

Validated v's. Non-validated Products

Another dilemma that arises frim the decision -to, rely on ext*Fnal

resources is whether or not to accept only those practices that have been
validated by R &D _specialists. Several of the local projects rejected the

resources conveyed to them by the field agent and instead optbd for non-
validated practices. This reaction. probably reflectp the need for social

validation rather than scientific validation, for the. alternative practices

were invariably brought to their attention by afamiliar, local person, e.g.,
a visiting professor, a respected ISD director, a workshop leader, or a staff
member. In marked contrast to this persOrlal touch were the recommendations
from project. headquarters, which were kofessionally aloof and devomi of
blandishment. This tendency to 'adopt non- validated practices may also
reflect a desire to gain greater control over the adoption process, a desire

that we have called a need Pd; ownership.

This does not mean that the decision to lock elsewhere for products
is4"w ong," of course. .If a school is able to make intelligent adaptations
and onitor a non-validated product over .time, then the chances are
proba ogood that decizion was a wise one. Also, if the staff is
likely to lose interest in f change project altogether unless their chosen,
non-validated product is accepted, as clearly occurred in Sugarville Ele-

mentary, then it light be wise.to accede to their demands. The disapptunt-

ment that was caused by 'Sugarville's being forbidden to implement their
chosen product can be gauged from the chain of events that preceded this
decision by headquarterd:

1
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It had been practically bsible to meet with
the full faculty to ge htir reactions and
solicit their support; the first problem state-
ment had not been" approved by the superintendent;
and the trainer with whom they had worked so well
had left'the TEC. Despite the lack of active
support, from the school a ounty administration,
the facilitator team had rsevered, drafted a
second problem statement, and identified a
preferred solution. Now they discovered it was
forbidden.

Clearly, the rejection by headq ters at this juncture in.thg_project did.
not augur well for Sugarville's Mange effort, which eventually petered
out. '

Y

The real point is that there re important implications of choosing
validated or non-validated products, nder different circumstances. -Change
managers must therefore keep this choice dimension in mind.

Integration vs. Autonomous Implementation
. u

Another dilemma related to strategies and tactics is whether to
integrate a new practice with existing practices or to create a rekitively
autonomous component. Both approaches have advantages. An autonomous
component is less likely to interfere with ongoingipractices; to threaten
ti4 status of staff members who control existing practices, and to-require
widespread inset ice training. It also makes it easier to preserve the
fidelity _dr a ne0 practice and to speed up implementation. Thus, the prin-
cipal of the BaKield School was able to inaugurate an employability skills
course for seniors in a short period of time with little difficulty, since
only a single, recently hired teacher Was.involved. In contrast, his
efforts to make a41 teachers become'reaponsibie for career exploration were
thwarted by training problems and the teachers' sense of uncertainty &but
the new practices:

And yet, integrated practices re more likely to endure, to have
7'Sd..broad 'impact on traditional curriculumIl rfttruction, to protect less able

students from the stigma of being'shunted into special classes, and in some
cases to4provide superior education. In fact, ,these advantages of integra-
tion are often cited to 4ustay tha,"infusion" approach to career education
and to impro4ment of reading skills at post-elementary levels by using
supplementary resources in all classrooms. That this type of integration can
be achieved is demonstrated by the'widespread use of Right-td-Reed tech-
niques

bupporte necessary to achieve this level of use, however. It is also
niques he classrooms of Ogden 'Junior High. Much training and distuct

noteworthy that even in Ogden, the results of autonomoueimplementation--a
reading lab, a tutoring program, and a workshop--were more readily diffused
to other schools in the district. Thus, once again we see that a particular
choice dimension must not be taken lightly, but should receive the careful
attention that one 'devotes to any other dilemma of professional practice.

I.
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A special problem arises when another, prior ehan9E-tgort iu-a
potential target for integratiop. While it might seem advisable to try to
integrate all new practices, that bear on the same problem, it is posSible'''

that the prior change effort is faulty in same way and that integration,
se

might therefore jeopardize the new effort. Or, the prior effort might have

, been ft carefully designed and executed that any intrusion of a new prac-

tice would; jeopardize it This dilemma is not 'easily resolved. In Cramer,

the faculCy failed to appreciate the potential for integriting a new read-

ng practice \with other reading innovations in the .School, and therefore

re ted all Iternstives that were presented to them as redundant.

Eventu a program to improve the school's reading center,

but a-short time later the school was closed-. Unfortunately, none of our

other schools attempted to _meld a new practice with another, independent

change effort; therefore, one can only speculate about the problems of doIng

SO. It seems safe to assume, however, that the task is not an easy one.

:

p,

\PLimited vs. effuse and Comprehensive Goals '

e clearerand more reAlls c
.

one's goal ,. the better the chance of success. Such goals, promote c

munication, 'revent distraction from the task, and provide benchmarks or

assessing pr gress. Indeed, personnel in two of the cage study schools
that held comprehensive, vague goals experienced a good deal of trouble-in

staying on target and being successful. Thus, the top priority of Galaxy

High School was "to increase teachers' skills so that they could teach kids

to read present materials in science, social studiesj methematic,s, and

language arts." Efforts of the field agent to gain great..r specification
made little headway, and'the project seemed doomed until a new principal.was

hired and a series_or consultants was finally engaged. Similarly, autfieri -

ties in the Treeline 'district decided that '"the broad aim of the project.

would be the infusrbo of career education content andprinciples into the

. elementary curriculUm districtwide:" If structured . training had been pro-

vided, as it was at Galaxy,,this,vague and overly ambitious goal might have

been cut dawn to manageable size; but virtually no training look peace,

and the diffuse interests 0 the decision makers contributed to piecemeal,
. _

weak implementation. 6 . ..0 .-? .-

4 A . .0.
And yet, diffuse and highly bxbitious goals do have distinct advan-

tages; for one, thty are'able to'eplist a broad spectrum of interests under

their banner, as occurred in Pbrker Vatrey,.shich focuSed on 41.eavher

stress" in its first yeetlrinservicaprogram. Such goals-migfitilso raise_

aspiration levels and xmpLess the.public.with the staff's ambitiousness ant .
broadness of vision, cs.Occdrred in YentonA. which sought to integs4e1Kt:

social studies, sciende, arK -hea.1446Pticas by "using career' Obootion

av the glue." (Fortunately,.,theprincipaxerted,Fonstan.guipiance.) .on an

seven more political nott, baliff4bals-,gart ens Imedeteenteralo*maneuyer

more freely and to mitAgate ure by pleading that their intentOnd-WM
misunderstood. In sum, it seeks tipeoSharp, delimited goalq,,'On tha ..o,i, -:,-. I

hand, and diffuse, comprehensive goals on the other serve equally importint,,-.

functions. . 0:- .,
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The possibly harmful consequenCes of ha ing a multiplicity of Is
is suggested by events at Cramer Junior Hi The purpose of the chan s
project at Cramer was to adopt a reading pr gram that (1) all teachers could -,
implement themselves, (1) was compatible w h a variety of existing programs,
.(3) was appropriate for,junior high students reading, two or more /ears below -t

grade level, (4) was highly interesting, (5% contained low-vocaburary mater- /
ial, and (6) must "develop and strengthen a positive attitude toward learning
'while providing motivational strategies that teachers could use." /Clearly,
this was a demanding list of desiderata, and the fact that no sueh proggem
could be found suggests that it was overly ambitious. IF km participants,
had sought tielp in coordinatAng and strengthening Cramer's existing reading
programs, or had they concentrated on attacking the problem of discipline and
motivation, they might have become more committed and been more successful.
A multiplicity of specific goals can be is enervating as a single high level
goal that is never spelled 'out.

t
.

.

dilemma of cj 6sing between narrow add broad goals, is related to
the issue o diagnbs readiness, which is also frequently.gverlpoked, as
we elaborate r on A school staff hat preoccupied with the day -to-
day routines of keeping school Mightre uire the Stimulus of-highTY-idear=----
istic, comprehensive goals to stir them into action. This seems to have been
the strategy of the Sell Elementary principal, for example, Who launched ICE
in a small, traditional school with low-achieving students any( high teacher

. turnover. 1, In contrast, a staff that is already motivated might require "a
scaling down of ambitions to manageable size. One of the most regret-
Cable outcomes of a change effort is the cynicism or let-down that ensues
from failing to achieve exalted purposes, as seems to hav,e occurred gt

. Greenfield.

In any event, diagnosis of readiness clearly involves the question
of readiness 'for how much change? Despite the advantages of adoptirN
limited goals, one should not overlook IA possible need for enlisting a,
broad spectrum of_ interests and arousing ide.alism, at least in the arkitial
stages, by espousing ambitious goals of an abstract nature. Sooner or
later', however, such goals will have to be delimited, translated into be-
havioral terms,, and evaluated so that toe participants will he able to share
a sense of direction and incremental accomplishment.

FormaiNation vs. ,Naturalism

A major objective of the RDU program wag to try out a rational
grdblem-solving approach to planned change. This approach entails needs
assetsmentr,problem definitiona,sYstematicSearch for solutions, adoption
of a solution according,td specified criteriarrimplementation, and evaluative
feedback. In the case of the ROU 'program, the process was supposed to be
goveined and monitined by a local team 'that holds meetings to plan%an4
diScoss the various, ohases of the project. The extent to which local efforts
were made to comply with hiS modermay be viewed in terms of the degree of
,formalization of the problevt.solving process.

I
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While certsin schools sought to translate the model into formal

probidures, others strongly resisted this approach; and 'some shifted from one
end of the specirum to the other Over time. In general, it appears that

schobls that followed the model more closely tended to enjoy more success.
The Informality of the,process in Sugatville, which failed to implement any
meaningful change, demonstrates clearly the value of a more formal approach,

but there were also some striking exceptions to this conclusion.

Because the problem-solving strategy is unfamiliar to educatorG, and

becauhe there is a tendency to assume that the problem is obvious and- that
all-that is needed is a new product, there was impatience with the strategy.
Field agents and specialists -- usually from intermediate education units, but

occasionally from within the districttherefore played a key role In forma-
lizing the approach. The field agent in Jefferson, for example, persistently
encouraged the faculty to identify the problem that underlay students'
reading difficulties. She then helped them to specify criteria for selecting
a solution, obtained a list of 30 products, andurged the teachers to select
one from the list. Throughout this process she revealed outstanding diplo-
macy, e.g., celebratmfg the problem definition by passing around a bot-
tle of wine. This ges not mean that it Is necessary, or even 'desirable,
for the field agent to assume formal control of the proceedings,, as pointed

out earlier. the field agent at several schools,.including Jefferson, took a
low-keyed approach that was highly effective. Said the Bell principal of her
on field agent, "She brainstormed with us,and helped us to reexamine our
needs. She didn't guide .us, but she asked some good gdestions." And on
!another occasion; "The, support person really gives you more incentive to
.try,,and she broadens your perspective."

0
.

The field acjent in Greenfield, who was also highly successful,
saw her role as "swinging between an active participant and a passive ob-
server." In Sasquatch, the field agent restricted his role to collecting
resources because a local specialist assumed responeibilitl, for the problem-
.solvpg process. .

For the'mOstepart, thosej sites that undertook a syslematic needs
assessment had little difficult"' in doing so. Thevphese of interpreting
the data was more problematic, arid the ensuing phases of draigng up writer a

for selecting a solutiog:and actually phoosing a solution from the resouece
pool were progressively more difficult. Interestingly enough, evaluative
feedback was almost peter undertaken, except pi an informal fashion. Thib
sequence of increasing difficulty Aliuggestp that pressures for de-formalizing
the problem...solving pgcess mount Wet time.

Qne possible reason for this trend is a shift "of interest, from the
,process of decision making to the prospective product. As we have already
seen, there was a ""rush.to product selection" in the early stages of several
projects. A related reason ,ily.that the participants became impatient with
formal planning and wanted to begin acting. This presflure became especially,

intense after a group at last reached consensus on 'cle problem following
long discussion, and debate. Insistence on fufther diliberetion can .some-

.
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times be harmful at this stage. Thus; after refusing-for some time to comply
with 'the field agent's request that ,they develop selection criteria, the

Galaxy teachers finally convinced her to "give up her desires to establish
selection criteria and frnd -a suitable program in the knowledge..base." She
acceded to their demand, a Consultant was engaged who mentioned a program in

another state, And the program was eventually adopted to everyone's sat is-
faction. Had theqfield agent balked, it is, possible that the project would
have ground to a halt. In short, insistence on_formal criteria of selection
can be inadvisable at times. _

'

. -
: .

Similarly, in an informal rura setting with little 'public under-
standing of educational options, it m be inappropriate to insist on a
formal needs assessment. In Betfield, oth the superintendent and principal'
felt that "formal surveys were not need in a district the size of Bayfield,
where the population had face-to,face co tact both socially and professidnal-
Iy with local educators." They therefore felt, justified in ignoring the
results of a formal needs assessment among residents that had indicated that.
art education was viewed as the.top.priority need. The two administrators
doubted,, "whether yiany of the respondents to the sutvey really understood
what the survey.wes asking." Consequently, they emphasized career education
instead of art education - -a not unwise decision,, it would seem,, in a district
that was obliged to prepare its graduates for jobs elsewhere because of high
ideal unemployment.

Angkher reason for not alhering-to the letter of problem-solving
guidelines that the paucity of group prodess skills in certain setbings
might generate frustration and debilttating conflict within the local ac-
'tion team. The/Problem-solving procesd requires not just an imderttanding
' of, and patient commitment to, its goals but also certain skills in group
management. Sometimes these skills can be found on the school or district
staff (e.g., tit school psychologist in Parker Valley and the district
reading consultant in Sasquatch), but our case studies suggest that this is a
rare happenstance. This firings us back to the importa'nce of having a pre-*
blem-solving specialist, such as a field agent, to guide the participants
through the4isrious phases while nurturing their group skills for similar.
endeavors in the future. Intensive training sessions for both field agents.
and local facilitators, as were held for Sugarville and Bell elementary
schools, can also be valuable; but it must never be overlooked that the'
problem-solving process, just like an external resourcer is an innovstion
that might require local. adaptation. In some settings a highly formalized
approach can be iII advised.

A Final step in the problem-solving process that was almost uni-
versally itinored was formal evaluation of the new practice. Had the Green,
Field staff undertaken such an evaluation, they might have avoided the sense
of anomie that Followed implementation. As the case 'study asserts, "...
Greenfield teachers and administrators did not know whether they had ac-
complished anything. To know, they would need tangible evidence or external
confirmation; but they had neither...(Institutionalization) created ambiguity
about whether anything at all had changed" It is interesting to contrast
this case with Jefferson and Bell, both of which also failed to Conduct a.
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fgrmal evaluation. In these school the teachers had .an intuitive sense
or accomplishment based on informal assessments, including the comments of
parents. .Formal evaluation might be superfhibus in such Sbftbols, even if it
/bowed that the new practice was not effective educationally. The principal

1
or-Penton, as a case in point, was the only staff member in, any -of. the
case study schools who devoted a great deal orattention to evaluatibn; but
when the criterion-referenced tests failed to show any signifxcant student

*gains, the principal nevertheless interpreted the results "as indicating .

increased student achievement in the basic skills." In short, the staff was
convinced that it .had'accomplished a great deal, and that conviction susi ,
tamed them despite, the. ambiguous test outcomes. The staff could have
dispensed with the tests altogether, except perhaps for their publicity
value, and relied on their informal assessments. An astute manager of,
change, tbwever, will probably wish to promdte both formal and informal typist
of evaluation, leading the staff in,a.discussion of the poAsible reasons for
any discrepancies, between the two approaches. Here, then, is a dilemma that
is perhaps best resolved byokting for a combination of both alternatives.

a

'

READINESS AND CONTINGENCIES

Initial System Readiness: Go vs. No Go

A prominent concern of die-soc ial system perspective, as noted
earlipr7is the system's readiness for change. One should not assume that
all resistance to change is- irrational or conservative. Sometimes a .school

or district is simply not prepared to undertake change, in which case 'An
imposition of,change not only might fail to achieve its objective, but also
might have harmful consequences. However, one must not jump to this con- N
clusion, since a state of limited, readiness_noy.simply conceal deep r re-

serves of motivation.- Moreover, an apparent lock of motivation ay he
remedied by strong leadership. Hke, then,'is another major dil a that
deserves the otmotst attention of change managers.

, r

Certain of our success stoickes occurred in schools thatone would
have initially judged to be unready. Thus, the teachers at Ogden had been
"top discouraged by the school's poor teaching conditions, aild by what they
Oefceived asthe uncaring attitude of the district, to make any grCht
changes on theinpwp initiative." And 3pt, this faculty...managed to salvage
a very ,poor startup to achieve succegs. What .turned the tide was a strike
that cteated cohesion among .the teachbrs, and the resignation ofian epopu-
lar reading coordinhtor and a principal. These events might appear Co have
been fortuitous,*bui they would not have led CO success unlessthe- faculty
had a straw!, latent commitment to improving the reading skills of their
low-achiAing q7737 ,Interestingly enough, almost all of the other prip-
cgals in the district,who had earlier been approached about the sproj-
akt "ekpressetl unwillyueness to impose a time-consuming activity on their
teachers." Was Chia a wise decision on their part or only a safeone?

The Penton' faculty also seemed to be a poor bet for infusion of
career education because "few teachers were interested...some felt it would

to
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be art added burden, others that it would teguireo different teaching Style."

Nevertheless, ,the principal assumed leadership and helped the staff to
revamp itd entire eutriculum with career education as the integrative ttieme..

Conversely, some schools that would seem to have provided, fertile
ground for change balked at the new)oroject. River City was known to have
a highly innovative school system, including a variety .of alternativeedu-
cation programs; but when the,-field anent tried to elicit jhe coopeTation of
six elementary principals, all six turned her down. The 'reason for this
widespread resistance was. that "people felt they were already ilnvolved in .

too many things..:" In fact, this seems to have been the case. Nevexthe-
less, the principal from Cramei Junior High Desponded enthusiastically, and
trie project was finally launched. 'nen then, the junior high teachers, who
appeared to share the, feelings of their elementary colleagues, gave scant
attention to the project, which eventually dyindled away. 'Actually#1 said
one participant, "the more we looked icto the programs, the more we realized
we didn't need a new program." Tile field agent had asked the principal about
the teachers' feeling that they already had enough innovative reading pro-
grams, but the principal was unperturbed. "Students need -es much help as
they can get," he asserted, "and that may mean seven or eight new programs."
What he 'overlooked was the inability of his 'staff to absorb fny more innova-
tions, at least without his active assistance.

. The clearest cases readi)less were Parker Valley and Penton. .The

Parker Valley staff was highly qualified, well paid, and enjoyed, an unusual(
degree" of community support.. Moreover, because the inservice program-of-the
teachers' association had Pun out of fund's, the RDU project was embraced as
an opportunity to continue the series,witb Federal money. In Penton many
steps had already been taken ,toward implementation of,career education,
incruding a needs' assessment and product selection. .All that was needed
was funding. , t

Such high states of readiness are, uncommbn, 'however, and indeed may
simply indicate a case'o( "opportunistic" motivation. parker Valley, fckr

example, did not follow the prescribed probleksolving model, but simply'
continued its practice of bringinM in consultants for Inservice training. -In
short,,change managers must give carefUl attention t9 determining whether a
setting is genuinely ready for planned change. This is not AB Els), decision

to make, as shown by the poor judgment.exercised by several of the principals
cited earlier.

Contingency Management': Continue vslf. Terminate

A related problem .is deciding when to terminate a,change project
that appears to be.hopelesaly- blocked.. This is an issue that is almost
never broached in planned change Itterature, yet it is clear that
a great deal Of money and effort could be saved if administrators knew when
to call a halt. Thud, the Cramer Junior High,project might. have been ter-
minated. at a number of points. when members of the local dction teem con-
sistently failed to attend meetings, when several new programs were rejected,
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when time for 'meetings was. resChedulyd out of existence by the district,'

and whey: the feeling mounted that a new program simply was not needed--all
of these turning points should hive raised the guebtion of aborting the
project.' But they did not, at least in the minds of the administrators, po
the project.stumbled along until court-ordered desegre4ation dealt it a final
blow. .

I

Any y et, the Galaxy High School projeCt, velichP turned ou t to be a
success, also seemed to 17e in seripus troub1le at a number of junctures. The

refusal of the loCal action team Co spend time, developing a problem state-
ment, the vagueness of its goals, the princip611s-,aptiorp independently of
the project, the rejeotion of all the alternatives from the resource pool,
the Jack of meetings-'-all were.signs'that the pfojeet was in jeopardy. , But

when a new principal was hired,-and the local action team decided to provide
awareness-raising workshops for teachers, and espfecially when the field

agent brought in a collea46e from another district with a successf61 reading
program*, the project -was reinvigorated.

The difference between Galaxy and Cramer seems to,have betn a basic

commitmet to the adoption.and implementation of a new re program. It

will be recalled that the Cramer faculty was highly skept al from the
beginning; hence, their.fits and starts reflected a lack of genu ne interest.
The Galaxy faculty, i contrast, was basically committed in spite of its
reprrent setbacks and confusions. As the case:study relates, the main
reason that the field agent-wanted Galaxy as a project site was "the interest
and commitment the site school has expressed in the area of reading."

TheSe experiences strongly sp ithat a later, decision to con-
, tinke.or fAminate a change project m11sJ made with reference to at least

.two primary factors: the initial motivation of the participants, and the
remediabiIity, of the conditions that seem.to be hampering progress.
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CAPPENDIX

RDU Project Descriptions'

The yorthwest.Reading Consortium (NRC), under the overall direction
of the Washington State Education Agency, operated as a consortium offour
Nstates in 'the Northwest: Washington, Oregon, Alaska and Idaho. ;Tlie pxOject
'built upon th4 existing. Right to Read prograils in the four states. (The
Right ta Read program is a nationwide program sponsdred by the U.S. Office of
Eduratioh to'. eliminate functiohal illiteracy.) The Northwest "Regional ,:.

Educational Laboratory was also an affiliate, providing training.to project
staff and support,in the development of a pool of R&D products.

I

. I

' The Georgia State Department. of Education/operated a project which
provided funds and services to all participating school districts lecated
in three Coopehtive Educational Service Areas. Tim...emphasis of, the RDU
project in Georgia was on buildipg`local school distric t capacities lh the
early stwes of planning and program selectiork. The implementation phase of.
the problft-solving model wds subsequently- carried out with federal funds'
available through the state department, 9f education under Title IV-C of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act and with other state funds.

The Pennsylvania Department of Education developed and coordinated
a school improvement prodess which involved the participation and resources
of several organizations: Research for Better Schools (a regional education
lab); Res;arch and Information Servi,2es for'Education (a state-wide informa-
tion and dissemination service); 'the Learning Research and Development .
Center at the University of Pittsburgh; and the state's Intermediate Units.
The project's agencies involved numerous defined,steps, including a series
of formal training sessions in problem solving at the school sites.

RF
The National Education Assdciation (NEA) operated its ptoject in

collaboration with the latate eddbation agencies and corresponding state
education associations in 12 states: Alabama, Calfornia, Lowai MisSachusetts,
Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, Pnnsylvania, Tennessee, Washington, Wisconsin,
and Wyoming. In contrast.to the other RDU projects, this project focused
exclusively on the improvement of teacher inservice, education. Services
were provided by two linking agentslin.each state who trained local staff.

.

The Florida Depariment4af Educ atiop served ps priMe cntractor in
p linkage system which also involved the state universities* (especially
Florida' State, and the University of'Florida), and eight of the state's
Teacher Educatiop Centers (TECs)i, An importaht r4stkire of this project is
that training in group problem-solving tecWrouei was provided 'not only to
the field agent (one of whom was. located in eachTEC), but,alSo to selected
local school staff. 'The school site facilitators, with the help of the

'moos:
field-agents, were respon0e. for leadibg thq ataffot thfir sites through

-theentlre problem:solvin
.

. .
The gamer Education Disseminatio n Project of the IlliChAgan Department

of Education was designed to help local. sites meet the requirements of state
Career educatiop legislation passed in 1974. One of the project's major
objectives klas to develop a permanent disseminAtion and diffusion system in
career educdtion. .Because of this - emphasis on permatence, the project
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attempted to work with existing structereS alai personnel in the. state's.
intermediate 'school districts ratherthan build new ones/ The primary
strategy was to prbvpie direct training and programmatic runds to coord-
inators who were staff members at' local sites:

.-
.

, . .
,

4a ...,
The NETWOt, a non-profit research and service organization in

Andover, coordinated_a consortium of agencies in six states: sn Minnesota,
the agency ilivolved was a teacher center associated withsa university; in
Washington, a local school 'district; in California, a regional, education
laboratorrsponsored by NIE;,in,KansesNah independent statewide education-
diffusion organization; in 'Connecticut, a Cooperative service agency sup-
ported by ideal school idistricts; and in Massachusetts, a division of the
NETWORK itself. This projett was formed mainly to improve the utilization of
R&D produots in reading in selected local chools. the field agents provided

)
assistance to the local sites, while a onsidserable amount, of technical,
assistance and support was provided to the field agents by the project
office in Andover. '
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